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Preface

The title of this volume of the LCA Compendium book series reads Special Types of
Life Cycle Assessment. This may raise immediate questions about what is actually

meant by special types of LCA and which types of LCA are supposed to be covered

by this term. Let me give you some background first, before I try to answer this

question more concretely than the usual LCA experts’ answer: “. . .it depends. . ..”
When the LCA Compendium was conceived and as a follow-up to the introduc-

tory volume Background and Future Prospects in Life Cycle Assessment (published
2014), the series editors, Walter Kl€opffer and Mary Ann Curran, planned an overall

structure of individual topics/volumes that could be clustered into two main

categories:

1. Volumes that basically address the classical four phases of LCA as defined by

the ISO:

Goal and scope definition (published 2016)

Inventory analysis

Impact assessment (published 2015)

Interpretation

2. Volumes that focus on applications of LCA that go beyond the environment as

the only dimension and that include new developments and approaches:

– LCA application

– Special types of LCA (published 2016)

– Life cycle management (published 2015)

– Life cycle sustainability assessment

While the allocation of specific topics and methods is rather straightforward for

the first category, it gets a bit trickier for the latter. When I started to populate the

outline of the present volume Special Types of Life Cycle Assessment, I tried to

cover basically some main developments of “new” approaches that go beyond or

were built on the basis of classical, product-related, attributional, process-based
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LCA. Several of them were driven by the trend toward – mainly communication or

“footprint”-driven – simplification; others were the result of the trend toward

sustainability-driven sophistication.

Following this approach, synergies and overlaps with other volumes of the LCA
Compendium series became obvious. While life cycle sustainability assessment

(LCSA) and the associated methods of life cycle costing (LCC) and social LCA

(SLCA) would clearly fall under this generic working definition of special types of

LCA, they are actually covered as a separate LCA Compendium volume on LCSA

edited by Alessandra Zamagni, Tomas Ekvall, and Michael Martin. As a conse-

quence, LCC, SLCA, and LCSA are not included here.

Other topics like water footprint or resource efficiency are partly addressed by

the volume on impact assessment edited by Michael Hauschild and Mark

Huijbregts. While they are discussed there from the viewpoint of an individual

impact category within LCA, they are still included in this volume, but more from

the perspective of a stand-alone approach.

In that sense, all the topics covered in this volume fall under the broad definition

given above, but they obviously do not provide a complete and exclusive coverage

of it. This volume contains a rather interesting potpourri of topics from carbon

footprinting, water footprinting, eco-efficiency assessment, resource efficiency

assessment, input-output (IO) and hybrid LCA, and material flow analysis (MFA)

to organizational LCA, which are not covered by the other volumes.

It is evident that these topics cannot comprehensively be covered in a single

volume, and besides the development goes on. Further volumes, which are closely

related to these themes, will present new insights and new developments and will

keep the whole work current.

Because this Special Types of Life Cycle Assessment volume is therefore indeed

special, we decided to go into a bit more detail on recent trends toward special types

of LCA. This is part of Chap. 1 “Introducing Special Types of Life Cycle Assess-

ment,” which also provides a detailed overview of the contents, the authors, and the

individual chapters of this volume.

Nora Roberts wrote once: “If something isn’t special, then it’s ordinary.” In that
sense, I sincerely hope that this volume lives up to the “special” expectations

expressed by its title and that – most importantly of all – you enjoy reading it.

Berlin, Germany Matthias Finkbeiner

1 February 2016
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Chapter 1

Introducing “Special Types of Life Cycle
Assessment”

Matthias Finkbeiner

Abstract Based on the classical methods and standards of life cycle assessment

(LCA), there is recently a trend toward the diversification and proliferation of

“new” life cycle-based assessment approaches. They are summarized in this vol-

ume/book under the heading of Special Types of Life Cycle Assessment and include:

• Carbon footprinting

• Water footprinting

• Eco-efficiency assessment

• Resource efficiency assessment

• Input-output (IO) and hybrid LCA

• Material flow analysis (MFA)

• Organizational LCA

The nature and scope of these special types of LCA are rather different. Some

represent specific impact categories in the form of seemingly simplified stand-alone

footprinting methods; some represent complementary modeling approaches like

MFA, IO-LCA, and hybrid LCA; and some represent a broader application context

(organizational LCA, OLCA) or a broader sustainability scope of the assessment

(resource and eco-efficiency assessment). This volume contains state-of-the-art

contributions for each of these special types of LCA by leading experts in the

respective field.

Keywords Carbon footprint • CLCA • Consequential LCA • Eco-efficiency

assessment • Hybrid LCA • IO-LCA • Input-output LCA • ISO 14040 • ISO

14044 • LCA • LCC • LCSA • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle costing • Life

cycle sustainability assessment • Material flow analysis • MFA • OEF •

Organizational environmental footprint • Organizational LCA • OLCA • PAS

2050 • PEF • Product environmental footprint • Resource efficiency assessment •

SLCA • Social LCA • Water footprint

M. Finkbeiner (*)

Chair of Sustainable Engineering – Institute of Environmental Technology, Technische

Universität Berlin, Office Z1, Strasse des 17. Juni 135, 10623 Berlin, Germany
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Acronyms

IO-LCA Input-output and hybrid LCA

LCC Life cycle costing

LCSA Life cycle sustainability assessment

MFA Material flow analysis

OEF Organizational environmental footprint

OLCA Organizational LCA

PEF Product environmental footprint

SLCA Social LCA

WBCSD World Business Council for Sustainable Development

WRI World Resources Institute

1 Introduction

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a well-established and widely used environmental

management tool. The history and several milestones of its development were

comprehensively described in the first volume called Background and Future
Prospects in Life Cycle Assessment (Kl€opffer 2014) of this book series LCA
Compendium – The Complete World of Life Cycle Assessment (series editors Walter

Kl€opffer and Mary Ann Curran).

LCA started to boom around 20 years ago. Part of this growth came from

increased application and implementation of LCA in both private and public

decision-making, which was supported by well-accepted international standards

(Finkbeiner et al. 2006; Finkbeiner 2013, 2014b; ISO 14040 2006; ISO 14044

2006). However, a significant additional momentum was generated by the devel-

opment of “new” approaches built on the basis of classical LCA. This volume

acknowledges these special types of LCA by dedicating the whole book to some of

the most prominent species of this emerging trend:

• Carbon footprinting (see Chap. 2)
• Water footprinting (see Chap. 3)
• Eco-efficiency assessment (see Chap. 4)
• Resource efficiency assessment (see Chap. 5)
• Input-output (IO) and hybrid LCA (see Chap. 6)
• Material flow analysis (MFA) (see Chap. 7)
• Organizational LCA (see Chap. 8)

Life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) and the associated methods of life

cycle costing (LCC) and social LCA (SLCA) are further important species of

special types of LCA. However, there will be a separate volume on LCSA within

the Compendium book series edited by Alessandra Zamagni, Tomas Ekvall, and

Michael Martin, and so LCC, SLCA, and LCSA are not covered here. More

recently, the EU Commission proposed methods called Product and Organizational

2 M. Finkbeiner
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Environmental Footprint (PEF and OEF, respectively). They are still under devel-

opment and currently undergo a pilot testing phase. If this process is completed and

turns out to be successful, future volumes on special types of LCA may include

contributions on PEF and OEF. As of now, the opportunities and threats of PEF and

OEF are still under debate (Finkbeiner 2014a; Galatola and Pant 2014; Lehmann

et al. 2015).

This introductory Chap. 1 describes some of the recent trends toward special

types of LCA in Sect. 2. Section 3 contains an overview of the individual chapters

of this volume. Section 4 concludes the chapter with a summary and outlook.

2 Recent Trends Toward Special Types of LCA

The LCA community has a fairly long tradition of methodological debates. Dis-

cussions about the best impact assessment method, the best allocation procedures

for coproducts and end of life, the best database, the best uncertainty and data

quality assessment, proper normalization, weighting or not, and many more are

daily business for LCA practitioners. As a consequence, the first species of special

types of LCA were mainly driven and inspired by methodological issues. IO-LCA

(input-output LCA) and also consequential LCA (CLCA), therefore, still refer to

LCA, but proposed a different methodological setting. Unfortunately, both of them

were originally often oversold as a better alternative or substitute of good old

standard LCA, i.e., attributional, process-based LCA in modern terms. Nowadays,

it is recognized that they are more complementary than competitive. In real-world

application for decision-making, standard LCA is the established tool, while

IO-LCA can help as macroeconomic scale-up or screening tool, and consequential

LCA can be used to simulate some future scenarios as additional sensitivity

analysis.

More recently, special types of LCA were driven by different developments and

trends. On the one hand, there is a trend toward – mainly communication-driven –

simplification; on the other hand, there is a trend toward sustainability-driven

sophistication. On the simplification side, the term “footprint” started to emerge.

Carbon footprinting was a huge driver for the market expansion of simplified

“LCA.” The carbon footprint discussions led to a huge proliferation of different

guidelines and standards including ISO/TS 14067 on carbon footprint of products

(ISO/TS 14067 2013), the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Product Life Cycle Account-

ing and Reporting Standard of the World Business Council for Sustainable Devel-

opment (WBCSD), and the World Resources Institute (WRI), PAS 2050, and

further national guidelines from, e.g., Japan, Korea, the European Union, France,

Germany, and New Zealand (Finkbeiner 2009; Finkbeiner et al. 2006).

The second generation of footprint was the water footprint. Next to stand-alone

methods, such as virtual water, the method of the Water Footprint Network, the

Global Water Tool, or the Corporate Water Gauge, many methods were developed

in an LCA context (Berger and Finkbeiner 2013). Both the increasing relevance of
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water footprinting and the diverse methods were the drivers to develop the ISO

14046 as an international water footprint standard (ISO 14046 2014). The footprint

trend is not over yet. Nowadays, there are “whatever” footprints for almost every-

thing from nitrogen over biodiversity to bulky organizational environmental

footprints.

The sophistication trend goes in the opposite direction. Rather than selecting

specific environmental impacts and aspects out of the comprehensive set of impacts

to be studied in classical LCA, the underlying methodology is either adapted for

other sustainability dimensions like in LCC and SCLA and/or brought into the

context of further sustainability dimensions like in resource and eco-efficiency

assessments.

A schematic typology of these tools and developments is presented in Fig. 1.1

(Finkbeiner et al. 2010) according to an adapted pyramid of needs from Maslow

(1943). While the original pyramid of Maslow has the basic physiological needs

like food and water at the bottom, followed by safety needs, love and belonging,

and esteem until self-actualization at the very top, the adapted version starts with

the basic approach of life cycle thinking, followed by single-issue methods like

carbon or water footprinting, LCA, and resource or eco-efficiency assessment up to

LCSA at the top of the pyramid (see Fig. 1.1).

The interpretation of the Maslow pyramid of environmental and sustainability

assessment should be similar to the original pyramid on human needs. This means

that the hierarchy does not imply any ranking of which tool is better than another. It

rather addresses different levels of sophistication and therefore can be used to

define development paths. If organizations or stakeholders have just started with

integrating sustainability considerations into their processes and practices, life

cycle thinking is a good starting point. If climate change is the most relevant

issue in some parts of the globe and water scarcity in others, it is feasible and

pragmatic to start the more quantitative assessments with the respective single-

aspect tools. Once this is done, the next step for these organizations is rather

obvious, and they can develop more complete and comprehensive environmental

assessments in the form of real LCA. Once this level is reached, the other sustain-

ability dimensions can be integrated (Finkbeiner et al. 2010).

In that sense, the two LCA megatrends introduced above – simplification and

sophistication – go in different directions, but they are still complementary from an

application perspective. The Maslow’s pyramid for life cycle-based environmental

and sustainability assessment approaches unites both trends in a common frame-

work. Simplification approaches are good to reduce the entry barrier to start

working with quantitative life cycle-based assessment tools, and the sophistication

approaches open up new application fields for those organizations which already

have implemented LCA.

Last, but not least, a more recent development which could develop a new trend

is the application of LCA on the organizational level. This “new member of the

LCA family” (Martinez-Blanco et al. 2015a, b, c) takes up ideas and concepts

toward product- and organization-related environmental assessment and manage-

ment tools developed in the 1990s (Finkbeiner et al. 1998). It seems that time has
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come to expand the traditional product orientation of LCA toward an organizational

perspective as the benefits and the potential of the life cycle approach are not

limited to an application on products. The publication of ISO/TS 14072 on organi-

zational LCA (ISO/TS 14072 2014) and the guidance document of the UNEP/

SETAC Life Cycle Initiative are expected to support a growing application of LCA

for organizations (UNEP 2015). Organizational LCA might also be a key catalyst

for the application breakthrough of social LCA as most social issues and indicators

are typically managed on the organizational level (Martinez-Blanco et al. 2015c).

3 Overview of the Volume

Chapter 2 describes the carbon footprint of products in several regions of the world.
For this contribution, Atsushi Inaba from Kogakuin University in Tokyo did an

outstanding job by providing an up-to-date status of this topic. He brought together

a great team of coauthors representing key actors in this field including Sylvain

Chevassus (French Environment Ministry, Paris, France), Tom Cumberlege (The

Carbon Trust, London, United Kingdom), Eunah Hong (Korea Environmental

Industry and Technology Institute, Seoul, Republic of Korea), Akira Kataoka

(Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry, Tokyo, Japan),

Pongvipa Lohsomboon (Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management Organization,

Bangkok, Thailand), Corinne Mercadie (EMC Distribution Group Casino, Marne-

la-Vallée, France), Thumrongrut Mungcharoen (National Science and Technology

Development Agency and Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand), and Klaus

Radunsky (Umweltbundesamt, Vienna, Austria). The chapter starts with a historic

overview of the developments and provides details of the carbon footprint

approaches and programs in the UK, France, Japan, Korea, and Thailand.

LCSA

Eco- /
Resource-
Efficiency

Life Cycle Assessment

Carbon Footprinting
Water Footprinting

Life Cycle Thinking

Fig. 1.1 Adaptation of

Maslow’s pyramid of

human needs for life cycle-

based environmental and

sustainability assessment

approaches (Reproduced

from Finkbeiner et al. 2010)
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Chapter 3 focuses on water footprinting and addresses the question of “how to

count the drops and assess the impacts.” The author team of Markus Berger

(Technische Universität Berlin, Germany), Stephan Pfister (ETH Zurich, Switzer-

land), and Masaharu Motoshita (Agency of Industrial Science and Technology,

Tsukuba, Japan) represents leading scholars in the field with complementary

competencies. Their contribution starts with a status of water resources and

demands from a global and regional perspective followed by a necessary clarifica-

tion of terminology. A core part is the discussion and comparison of the different

water footprint methods, databases, and tools. Lessons learned from water footprint

case studies, remaining challenges, and an outlook including the consensus model

WULCA complete this chapter.

Chapter 4 broadens the perspective toward eco-efficiency assessment. Peter

Saling from BASF SE in Ludwigshafen, Germany, is one of the key actors in this

field representing a company that is one of the pioneers and most prominent

supporters of the eco-efficiency concept. In this chapter, a general introduction to

the concept is followed by an introduction of the so-called sustainability assessment

toolbox developed by BASF. This includes the BASF-specific type of

eco-efficiency analysis plus adaptions of it like the so-called SEEBALANCE and

AgBalance applications. Several case studies and examples are presented in order

to demonstrate both the method as such and its application potential.

Chapter 5 addresses multidimensional LCA perspectives in the form of resource

efficiency assessment. Laura Schneider and Vanessa Bach from my group at

Technische Universität Berlin, Germany, provide a state-of-the-art review of this

field. After a proper definition and classification of “resources” in the context of

LCA, the current methods for the assessment of abiotic and biotic resource use in

LCA are introduced. The shortcomings of the more established topic of abiotic

resources with regard to the inherent property of materials, current reserves, and/or

annual extraction rates as well as future consequences of resource extraction are

discussed. The chapter concludes with an overview of research needs and proposed

methodological developments for abiotic resource efficiency assessment and espe-

cially for the less developed area of biotic resources.

The fundamentals of input-output and hybrid LCA are covered in Chap. 6.
Shinichiro Nakamura (Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan) and Keisuke Nansai

(National Institute for Environmental Studies, Tsukuba, Japan) are leading contrib-

utors to this special type of LCA. Their comprehensive chapter introduces the

basics of input-output analysis for LCA from a simple input-output model with

one sector to complex multiregional extensions. Among others, the concepts of

environmentally extended IO, different types of hybrid IO-LCA, and the waste IO

(WIO) model are introduced. Tools and several databases for IO-LCA are presented

and discussed. Several case studies demonstrate the potential and applicability of

the approaches elaborated in this chapter.

Chapter 7 covers material flow analysis (MFA). David Laner and Helmut

Rechberger from Vienna University of Technology, Austria, represent one of the

leading groups on this topic established by Paul Brunner. They introduce the basic

terms and procedures of MFA methodology from the selection of system
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boundaries, flows, substances, and processes to the presentation of results. Data

reconciliation and uncertainty analysis are covered as well as the differences

between static and dynamic MFA. Options for application including resource

efficiency evaluation, identification of sources, sinks and final sinks, national

materials accounting, or environmental impact assessment are introduced. Last,

but not least, the combination of MFA and LCA is presented as a promising

approach for environmental decision support.

The final Chap. 8 of this volume is dedicated to the life cycle assessment of

organizations, such as organizational LCA. Julia Martı́nez-Blanco (Technische

Universität Berlin, Germany; now at Inèdit, Barcelona, Spain), Atsushi Inaba

(Kogakuin University, Tokyo, Japan), and myself represent the core leadership

team of the flagship project of the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative on this topic.

As lead authors of the associated Guidance on Organizational LCA (UNEP 2015),

we cover the topic also for this volume. After a brief sketch of the way toward LCA

of organizations and an overview of existing initiatives for LCA of organizations,

some of the main methodological issues of organizational LCA are discussed. They

include the main differences with product LCA, reporting organization, reporting

flow, system boundary, types of data, and prioritization of data collection efforts.

For the practical implementation of organizational LCA, an approach of different

implementation pathways is proposed. The chapter concludes with a presentation of

early adopted case studies of Accor as a French international hotel group present in

92 countries with more than 3500 hotels and Unilever as an Anglo-Dutch multina-

tional fast-moving consumer goods company with a wide-ranging portfolio in

foods, household, and personal care products of around 400 brands.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

The establishment of the international standards of LCA (ISO 14040 series) was

crucial for the broad acceptance of LCA all around the world and by all stake-

holders. The standards contributed significantly to the transition of LCA from an

academic toy or misused greenwashing machine toward a serious, robust, and

professional tool to support decision-making in public and private organizations

(Finkbeiner 2014b). At the same time, part and consequence of this success story is

the increasing development of spin-off methods and tools built on LCA, which we

call in this volume “Special Types of Life Cycle Assessment.”

The special types of LCA address particular parts of LCA methodology or

modeling, respectively, complementary methodologies (e.g., IO-LCA, MFA),

new objects for the analysis (e.g., organizational LCA), simplified or single-issue

types of LCA (e.g., carbon or water footprinting), or expanded versions of purely

environmental LCA by addressing or including further sustainability dimensions

(resource efficiency, life cycle costing, social LCA, life cycle sustainability

assessment).
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All these developments open up new opportunities for a credible and robust use

of LCA for real-world decision-making in the sense of life cycle management and

life cycle sustainability management (Finkbeiner 2011; Baitz et al. 2013). How-

ever, they may also pose certain threats to LCA as the core methodology if the

proliferation trend leads to reduced consistency, scientific robustness, and informa-

tion quality. More choice in the toolbox is a good opportunity for tailor-made

solutions, but bears the risk of confusion, arbitrary choices, and inefficient

competition.

Individualization and big data are among the megatrends of our societies. In that

sense, it is more than likely that we will see a further blooming of special types of

LCA. It is the challenging task of the global LCA community to support its growth

by being as open, innovative, and market responsive as possible, but as conservative

as necessary to safeguard the hard-earned credibility of LCA and its offspring. LCA

and its special types are still more of a family business than an incorporated

enterprise. Therefore, responsible growth and managing risks for the core product

LCA appear more sustainable than jumping on every gravy train and selling out

LCA to the max.
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Chapter 2

Carbon Footprint of Products

Atsushi Inaba, Sylvain Chevassus, Tom Cumberlege, Eunah Hong,

Akira Kataoka, Pongvipa Lohsomboon, Corinne Mercadie,

Thumrongrut Mungcharoen, and Klaus Radunsky

Abstract According to ISO 14040:2006 and ISO 14044:2006, the carbon footprint

of products (CFPs) is the system to calculate the category indicator of the targeted

product for the global warming potential or “climate change” in life cycle

assessment.

There are many LCA studies focusing on greenhouse emissions. However, it is

quite new to show consumers the calculation results on the shelves of supermarkets.

CFP started in the UK, and many countries followed. In this chapter, the

background of CFP, the aims, and the relation to type 3 label known as ISO

14025:2006 are described in Sect. 2, followed by the general procedures of CFP

and methodological issues of CFP.
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As the consumers can now compare CFPs directly in the store, it is needed to

clarify the rules for the calculation and communication of CFP. In order to develop

the internationally harmonized methodology of CFP, ISO/TS 14072 was published

in 2013. In Sect. 3, the main discussion points are introduced, which were

compromised when ISO/TS 14067:2013 was published.

In Sects. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, the experiences of CFP in the UK, France, Japan,

Korea, and Thailand are introduced.

CFP is the evaluation tool of the product focusing only on global warming,

designed as “single criteria.” Recently, the evaluation tool of the organization

focusing on global warming has been paid attention, which is called “Organiza-

tional CFP” (ISO/TR 14069:2013). Moreover, the tools to evaluate more environ-

mental categories than only global warming of the product and/or the organization

are called “multicriteria.”

In this chapter, the current status of CFP in the world is overviewed, and the

outlook of CFP in the future is discussed. One of the reasons why CFP obtained

such high attention in the society is that the consumers can see and compare CFPs

directly in the store. CFP is expected to be a communication tool between producers

and consumers. This is true in the present and will be true in the future.

Keywords LCA of organizations (ISO 14072) • Carbon footprint of products •

CFP • Climate change • CO2 • Consumer acceptance • Eco-label • European

Commission • GHG Protocol • Global warming • Greenhouse gases • ISO

14020:2000 • ISO 14025:2006 • ISO 14040:2006 • ISO 14044:2006 • ISO/TR

14069:2013 • ISO/TS 14067:2013 • ISO 14072 • Multicriteria • PAS 2050 • PCR •

Product category rules • Publicly available specification • Single criteria • Single

impact • UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative

Acronyms

ACFN Asia Carbon Footprint Network

AHG Ad hoc group

BSI British Standards Institution

CBO Carbon Business Office

CFP Carbon footprint of products

CSR Corporate social responsibility

EF GHG emission factor

EPD Environmental product declaration

GHG Greenhouse gases

GWP Global warming potential

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

PAS Publicly available specification

PCRs Product category rules/environmental product declarations

SCP Sustainable consumption and production
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SKU Stock keeping units

TGO Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management Organization

UNCED United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development

UNESCAP Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific

UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

WBCSD World Business Council for Sustainable Development

WRI World Resources Institute

WTO CTE Committee on Trade and Environment of the World Trade

Organization

1 Introducing “Carbon Footprint of Products”

Atsushi Inaba

Department of Environmental and Energy Chemistry, Kogakuin University,

163-8677 Tokyo, Japan

1.1 Outline of the Chapter

This chapter overviews the status of the “carbon footprint of products” (CFPs). It

is presented in six main sections. First, the features, the aims, and the general

implementation method of CFP are introduced, followed by the methodological

issues of CFP discussed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the main discussion points in

connection with the publication of ISO/TS 14067:2013 (ISO 2013a) are

explained including arguments from several countries. In Sects. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

and 9, the world activities on CFP are introduced in the UK, France, Japan,

Korea, and Thailand.

1.2 What Is Carbon Footprint of Products?

The CFP displays the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the life cycle of

commercial goods on the packages in supermarkets. This development started in

the UK in 2007. PepsiCo was one of the first companies to calculate, certify, and

display the product carbon footprint on their potato chips. Since 2007, over 28,000

individual stock keeping units followed, independently certified by Carbon Trust

for 178 organizations around the world, which means in 27 different countries and

on every continent (Fig. 2.1). Also in France, Casino, in one of the supermarket

chains, started in 2008 the sales of some foods showing the greenhouse gases on

their packages (Fig. 2.2).
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Fig. 2.1 Carbon footprint

declaration from Carbon

Trust, UK, when CFP

started in 2007–2008 (Photo

from Tom Cumberlege,

Carbon Trust, see Sect. 4)

Fig. 2.2 Carbon footprint declaration from Casino, France (Photo from Corinne Mercadie, see

Sect. 6)
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Following the activities in the UK and France (Sects. 4, 5, and 6), Japan, the

Republic of Korea, and Thailand launched the CFP pilot project (Sects. 7, 8, and 9).

The CFP shows the greenhouse gases (GHGs) of all life cycle stages of the

product “from cradle to grave.” It is the method of “life cycle assessment (LCA)”

shown by ISO 14040:2006 (ISO 2006a) and ISO 14044:2006 (ISO 2006b).

1.3 The Carbon Footprint of Products as Example of Type
3 Label

The environmental label to show the result of an LCA study is called “type 3 label.”

ISO 14020:2000 (ISO 2000) describes three types of the environmental label. First,

type 1 is the label that the third party guaranteed that it has passed the specific

criteria required by the program. Second, type 2 is the self-declaration label of the

environmental information by the producer. Type 3 is the label showing the results

of the LCA study certified by the third party, but it does not compare them with the

results of other products. The implementation procedures of type 3 label are

indicated in ISO 14025:2006 (ISO 2006c).

For example, the International System EPD (environmental product declaration)

has been operated in Europe mainly in Sweden (EPD 2015). Also, the EcoLeaf

Program has been operated in Japan since 2002, where the calculation results of not

only GHGs but also SOx, NOx, COD, etc. using the LCA of about 477 industrial

products such as copy machines are disclosed in the web of JEMAI (Japan Envi-

ronmental Management Association for Industry) (JEMAI 2015a).

In 1999, the Global Environmental Declaration Network (GEDnet) was founded

as an international nonprofit association of EPD program holders among organiza-

tions in Denmark, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Chinese Taipei, Japan, and Korea

and an organization in the USA recently joined (GEDnet 2015). EPD program

holders are also increasing outside the GEDnet.

The characteristics of type 3 label such as EPD and EcoLeaf are as follows:

(a) Their aim is to assess the holistic environmental impacts not only on the

climate change but also on other environmental impacts such as ozone layer

depletion, acidification, and eutrophication.

(b) Their target products are mainly industrial products from business to business.

(c) Their results are published mainly on the Internet.

In contrast, the CFPs are as follows:

(a) They focus only on the climate change by GHGs.

(b) Their targets are mainly daily goods and foods sold in the supermarket, i.e., the

products from business to consumers.

(c) Their results are disclosed mainly on the packages of the products.
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1.4 The Carbon Footprint of Products as an Application
of Life Cycle Assessment

Previous LCA studies in the private sector have been conducted to disclose

environmental product information in their environmental reports or their CSR

(corporate social responsibility) reports. Due to the many restrictions for compar-

ative assertions in ISO 14044:2006 (ISO 2006b), it is almost prohibited. The CFP is

a tool to disclose the GHGs of the products calculated by LCA, using the procedure

of the type 3 label by ISO 14025:2006 (ISO 2006c).

1.5 Aims of Carbon Footprint of Products

Although the reduction of GHGs has been conducted in the industrial sectors, the

transportation sector and the business and domestic sector become more urgent

because the GHGs in these sectors are increasing continually (IPCC 2014).

The GHGs in these sectors are directly related to the consumer’s behavior. For
example, although the reduction of fuel consumption of automobiles is the task of

the companies, the consumer’s behavior such as the “eco-drive” including the

idling stop on the red traffic light and “car sharing” is more important as the users

want to apply these measures.

The concept and tools to reduce GHGs by consumers are well known as

“sustainable consumption,” which is recognized in WSSD (World Summit on

Sustainable Development) in 2002 at Johannesburg, South Africa (UN 2002), as

part of the “sustainable development” endorsed in UNCED (United Nations Con-

ference on Sustainable Development) in 1992 at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, together

with “sustainable production.” The Marrakech Process (UNEP 2003), which is the

concrete plan toward sustainable consumption, was authorized in the experts

meeting at Marrakesh in 2003; then the results were implemented under the

leadership of UNEP.

To realize sustainable consumption, it is important to show the consumers the

GHGs of the consumer’s behavior or action, which is called as “CO2 visualization.”

The CFP is one of the tools of the “CO2 visualization,” showing the GHGs of the

daily goods and foods to the consumers in the supermarket, making the consumers

purchase them and then moving to the sustainable society. In other words, the CFP

is a tool to move to the sustainable society by the change of the consumer’s
behavior. Also the CFPs are expected to make the producers develop the new

products with less environmental impacts and then move to the sustainable pro-

duction, which is the continuous cycle of “sustainable consumption and produc-

tion” (SCP).
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2 Main Methodological Issues of Carbon Footprint
of Products

Atsushi Inaba

Department of Environmental and Energy Chemistry, Kogakuin University,

163-8677 Tokyo, Japan

This section illustrates the general implementation procedure of CFP.

2.1 Program Operator and Product Category Rules

As mentioned in Sect. 1.3, the aim of CFP is not the comparison, but it is easy for

the consumers to compare the GHGs. Therefore, it is required to be a fair and

transparent implementation procedure. According to ISO 14025:2006 (ISO 2006c),

the GHGs of the products which the consumers might compare shall be calculated

according to the “product category rules” (PCRs).

Also, according to ISO 14025:2006 (ISO 2006c), the implementation of CFP

began with the creation of PCR.

For the GHG calculation, data such as the consumption of energy and materials,

i.e., the steps that are directly involved in the life cycle of products (production, use,

transportation, disposal, etc.), are collected by examining the actual factories or

processes. These are called “primary data.”

The data that are indirectly involved, such as the production of materials and

energy used in the processes of primary data, are searched generally in the LCA

databases or the literature and the statistics. These are called “secondary data.”

In the conventional LCA, the primary data is often referred as “foreground data”

and the secondary data as “background data.” However, the terms “primary data”

and “secondary data” have become more popular because they are used in PAS

2050 in the UK, which is the worldwide first standard for CFP (see Sect. 2.2).

The program holder of the CFP shall establish and manage the PCRs. When the

CFP is implemented in a variety of products, it becomes necessary to consider the

consistency and the relevance of each PCR. In addition, the program holder shall

provide the secondary data to the practitioner of the CFP. When the CFP is trusted

by the consumers and the practitioner can carry out the CFP conveniently, the

maintenance of secondary data and the disclosure of the PCR are indispensable.

These are the most important issues in the implementation of the CFP.
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2.2 Standards of Carbon Footprint of Products
and Quantification

Because the CFP is the system to display the GHGs of products, the comparison of

GHGs of the different products can easily be done by consumers. Therefore, in

order to ensure that the CFP is carried out in a fair and equitable way, the

standardization for the calculation method and the operation procedure has been

taken place in various organizations.

For example, in the UK, the technical specification, “PAS 2050,” was developed

and published in October 2008 by cooperation of Carbon Trust, the British Stan-

dards Institute (BSI), and the Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs

(DEFRA) (BSI 2008). It was revised in 2011 by BSI, DEFRA, and the Department

of Energy and Climate Change (BSI 2011). This document is referenced in each

country as the most preceding standard, as well as the discussion basis for ISO/TS

14067:2013 (ISO 2013a) (see Sect. 3).

The CFP in the UK is the system not only to disclose the GHGs but to target their

reduction. A document that indicates the requirements for the display and the

disclosure of the reduction targets has been published in 2008 (Carbon Trust 2008).

In the UK, Tesco, a large supermarket chain, had actively implemented the CFP.

The calculation of the GHGs of more than 500 products was performed, and more

than 100 of them had been displayed in the supermarkets. Carbon Trust has

supported the carbon footprinting and labeling of products via its consultancy and

certification business. In order to display the carbon label, a business must calculate

the footprint in accordance with PAS 2050. It is not mandatory to display the

specific calculation methods used for each product that has achieved the carbon

label.

The structure of Japanese PCRs of CFP is shown in Fig. 2.3. In Japan, the CFP

pilot project supported by the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI)

was carried out from 2008 to 2011, when the documents “basic guidelines of the

carbon footprint of products” and “guide of establishing product category rules”

have been developed. They show the criteria to establish the PCRs for all com-

modities and to operate the CFP. These two documents were merged into the

technical specification, TS Q 0010:2009 (METI 2009) “General Principles for the

Assessment and Labeling of Carbon Footprint of Products” in April 2009. Since

then, the individual PCR has been developed in accordance with this standard. As

of May 2015, 105 PCRs have been published.

As of June 2015, Korea’s carbon footprint labeling provides 50 PCRs in total:

two for general goods and 48 for individual energy-using products. General PCRs

are for general goods (durables, nondurables, production goods, and services) and

for energy-using products. Individual PCRs are the use scenarios of each energy-

using product.

The two major reasons why KEITI developed PCRs in this way are to serve the

convenience of applicant companies of carbon footprint labeling. First, it usually

takes at least 6 months to a year to develop a PCR for one product, which causes the
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complaints from the applicant companies. Second, when applying for certification

of multiple products, applicants normally have to check numbers of PCRs equal to

the number of products for certification; so KEITI collected all the common aspects

of general products into two general PCRs and separated the specific characteristics

of each energy-using product into individual PCRs. Applicants can now choose one

suitable PCR among 48 different PCRs. When a product for certification shows

special characteristics that are not included in general PCRs, additional internal

guidelines are developed and provided to applicant companies.

In Thailand, there are two types of PCRs developed in different ways. Initially,

PCRs were developed for each product by the company (or their consultant). The

next PCR or the national PCR is developed by TGO with support from the National

Technical Committee. As of May 2015, there are 161 approved PCRs.

The GHG Protocol, a collaboration of the World Business Council for Sustain-

able Development (WBCSD) and the World Resource Institute (WRI), issued the

“The Product Accounting and Reporting Standard” in 2011, which is an interna-

tional standard for companies to complete an LCA study, measured the GHGs of

their products, and publicly reported the inventory results (WRI and WBCSD

2011). It differs slightly from the other standards which aim to disclose the GHGs

of the product to the consumers. The decision on the final method of implementa-

tion has been left to the selection by the companies conducting the GHG inventory.

This standard also provides guidance on target settings to reduce emissions from a

product and track performance over time.

Basic concept
LCA: ISO 14040 and ISO 14044

Environmental labels and declaration: ISO 14025

“Basic Guideline of the Carbon Footprint of Products”

This Guideline provides basic frameworks for CFP calculation, communication 
and other schemes regarding the project. 

“Guide of Establishing Product Category Rules”

This Guide provides principles, criteria & process for establishing PCRs in 
accordance with the Guideline 

Our Rules

“Application rules for reduction 
quantification (provisional)”

“Application Rules for referencing
a existing PCR & CFP ”

3 operational guidances

“Rules Concerning the 
Registration of Draft PCR 
Development Plan and Approval 
of PCR”

“Rules Concerning the 
Verification of CFP Calculation 
Results and Labeling Method”

“Specifications of CFP Label 
and Displaying Other 
Information”

Established in 2009, revised in 2010

Established in the end of FY 2010

“Application Guideline for PCR & 
CFP of Services”

Fig. 2.3 Document structure of Japanese CFP in the trial and pilot project 2008–2012 (Two main

documents in the upper broken line box were merged to TS Q 0010 in 2009)
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This standard was developed in parallel with ISO/TS 14067:2013 (ISO 2013a).

Considerable efforts were made to harmonize these standards to meet business’
needs for an international approach. These standards are generally aligned in their

accounting approaches.

In order to internationally unify the concept of these standards, ISO/TS

14067:2013 (ISO 2013a) was published (see Sect. 3).

2.3 Methodological Issues for Quantification

Table 2.1 shows the main characteristics of ISO 14040:2006 (ISO 2006b), PAS

2050:2008 (BSI 2008) in the UK, JIS TS Q 0010 (METI 2009) in Japan, the Product

Accounting and Reporting Standard:2011 (WRI and WBCSD 2011) by the GHG

Protocol, and ISO/TS 14067:2013 (ISO 2013a).

In ISO 14044 (2006) (ISO 2006b), the LCA implementation method is deter-

mined. It means that the method of calculating the GHGs depends on the purpose of

the LCA. In contrast, the main aim of the PAS 2050 is to ensure a consistent

approach to GHG emission quantification that will improve the understanding and

guide businesses to develop GHG mitigation initiatives. The concept of Japanese

standards is to determine the calculation rules by each individual PCR because

there are many different characteristics in each product category.

From Table 2.1, it is clear that the rules of cutoff, data quality, allocation,

inclusion of emissions from capital goods and use phase, and GHG offset are

almost the same among those standards due to the effort to calculate in detail as

much as possible, but the quantification rules such as renewable electricity gener-

ation, land use change, carbon storage, and delayed emissions are different in each

standard, which were discussed seriously when ISO/TS 14067 (2013) (ISO 2013a)

was published.

For communication, PAS 2050 and Japanese TS Q 0010 are based on type

3 label of ISO 14025:2006, and the GHG Protocol focused mainly on external

communication reports and performance tracking reports. All these communication

methods are accepted in ISO/TS 14067:2013 (ISO 2013a), including type 1 shown

in ISO 14024:1999 (ISO 1999a) but excluding type 2 shown in ISO 14021:1999

(ISO 1999b) because the consensus could not be established internationally regard-

ing type 2 label, which is explained in Sect. 3.

2.4 Methodological Issues for Verification

According to ISO 14025:2006 (ISO 2006c), the calculation results of the GHGs are

verified by the independent third-party reviewers facilitated by the program oper-

ator. However, as it is a time-consuming process and costly, the program operators

in each country practically modified this process. For example, in Japan, the system
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certification method has been introduced. It validates the quantification, verifica-

tion, and disclosure of a CFP system set up within the company. As the system is

third party verified, it enables the company to make a CFP declaration without

going through the product-by-product verification process.

ISO/TS 14067:2013 (ISO 2013a) allows for communication of the CFP to the

public also without third-party verification of the CFP study report provided that a

much more comprehensive CFP disclosure report is made publicly available as

well. It was introduced in this standard due to the restriction of ISO standardization

that the third-party verification shall not be mandate. The program operator and the

company to disclose CFP generally would like to have the third-party verification in

order to assure the validity of the calculation.

2.5 Methodological Issues for Communication

As mentioned in Sect. 1.2, the CFP started in the UK by considering the many

values of GHGs on the package of the product. The numerous values of GHGs

should be expressed as a “functional unit,” the typical function of the product or

service, e.g., the GHGs per liter (volume) for orange juice and the GHGs per a

package of potato chips.

The supermarket, Casino, in France introduced the CFP mainly for food, where

the GHGs per 100 g were shown for all types of food.

In Japan, the amount of GHG emissions per package of product was tested when

the CFP project started in 2008. Responding to the consumer survey results,

different types of display methods, such as the amount of GHG emissions per

wash for detergent, per a cup of coffee, per an hour for a fluorescent lamp, and

per 100 g of vegetables, were accepted in 2011 during the pilot project period .

3 Discussing the Publication of ISO/TS 14067:2013
“Carbon Footprint” Greenhouse Gases: Carbon
Footprint of Products – Requirements and Guidelines
for Quantification and Communication (ISO 2013a)

Klaus Radunsky

Umweltbundesamt GmbH, Spittelauer Lände 5, 1090 Vienna, Austria
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3.1 About the Process of Publishing ISO 14067

3.1.1 New Work Item Proposal

ISO technical committee ISO/TC 207, “environment management,” and here

subcommittee SC7, “greenhouse gas management and related activities”, started

the process on carbon footprint of products (CFPs) at its meeting in Beijing (July

2007). An important milestone was the agreement on a new work item proposal

(November 2008) related to the quantification and communication of CFP.

ISO 14067 was designed as a two-part standard, part 1 “quantification” and part

2 “communication,” to be developed in ISO/TC 207/SC 7/WG 2 “GHG in the value

and supply chain.” In developing ISO 14067, a range of standards is referred to, so

ISO 14040, ISO 14044, ISO 14025, ISO 14064, and the experiences in their

application.

The development of ISO 14067 faced various challenges. There was the need to

combine methodological rigor with the need of broad application. The standard

should be convenient due to the companies’ need to monitor the CFP of a broad

range of thousands of products including their progress toward decarbonization on a

yearly basis. In addition, there was the challenge to combine concepts and termi-

nology of a range of existing ISO standards. The agreement on a meaningful

communication concerning the needs of purchasers and consumers turned out to

be the greatest challenge, because of the diversity of products/markets/consumers.

3.1.2 Meetings of Working Group 2

ISO/TC 207 Working Group 2, “GHG management in the value or supply chain,”

had its first meeting in April 2008 in Vienna. The participants agreed to:

• Address “quantification” (part 1) and “communication” (part 2) of the upcoming

standard

• Build on existing ISO standards such as ISO 14040 (LCA) (ISO 2006a), ISO

14044 (LCA) (ISO 2006b), ISO 14025 (environmental labels and declarations)

(ISO 2006c), and ISO 14064-1 (quantification of greenhouse gas emissions of

organizations) (ISO 2006d)

• Being largely consistent with GHG (greenhouse gases) Protocol, PAS 20501,

and other national guidelines

The process under WG 2 was led by the conveners: Klaus Radunsky (Austria)

and Daegun Oh (Korea) and supported by DIN, Germany, which hosted the

1 Publicly Available Specification 2050:2008, specification for the assessment of the life cycle

greenhouse gas emissions of goods and services addresses the single impact category of global

warming to provide a standardized and simplified implementation of process LCA methods for

assessing GHG emissions from products.
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secretaries Katherina W€uhrl and Claudia Laabs. Overall, 107 experts from 35 mem-

ber countries (including developing countries such as Argentina, Brazil, China,

India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico) participated.

The significant interest in ISO 14067 was demonstrated by about 50 countries

participating in voting at the various stages of the ISO process. Furthermore, ISO

was invited together with representatives from the GHG Protocol and from BSI

(British Standards Institution) to inform delegates during the WTO CTE (Commit-

tee on Trade and Environment of the World Trade Organization) Information

Session on “Carbon Footprint and Labeling Schemes” in February 2010 in Geneva

on the progress of the carbon footprint standard.

Important messages emerging from the WTO session were:

– The upcoming standard will support the WTO mandate of facilitating interna-

tional trade.

– The harmonization of the standards’ requirements will be key to ensuring a

trade-friendly standards’ regime.

Strong efforts were made to achieve coherence among ISO, GHG Protocol, and

BSI, in particular with respect to quantification.

Thanks to an initiative from the Swedish Standards Institute (SIS), ISO member

for the country, and the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA), the

ISO process has gained significant engagement from developing countries, in

particular from the Middle East and North Africa (MENA countries) and the East

African Community (EAC countries).

From December 2008 to December 2009, WG 2 prepared four working drafts

and the first committee draft by March 2010 after its sixth meeting in Tokyo, Japan.

Due to the significant number of comments, WG 2 decided to move to ISO/DIS

only after consideration of three additional committee drafts in January 2012, after

its tenth meeting in Mississauga, Canada (carbon footprint of products – require-

ments and guidelines for quantification and communication, ISO/DIS 14067:2012).

Finally, in April 2013, ISO/TS 14067 was approved, after the 12th and last meeting

of WG 2 in Vienna, Austria.

Ten liaisons, some of them within TC 207 (e.g., SC3, SC5) and some with other

TCs or with organizations outside ISO, helped to attract a broad range of experts.

Road Testing The number of companies prepared to assess their carbon footprints

was growing during the period of developing the standard, as was reflected in the

successful “road testing” exercises organized by WRI (World Resource Institute)

and WBCSD (World Business Council for Sustainable Development) from January

to June 2010. Forty-two companies representing various sectors and located in

17 countries participated in that exercise, and in doing so, they contributed to the

finalization of the WRI/WBCSD’s GHG Protocol.

The survey was completed by 1,018 respondents around the world, representing

organizations of all sizes. The survey revealed the following:
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• The majority of companies reported that the standard helped to achieve a better

understanding of organizational processes.

• More than 40% claimed to have achieved a reduction in greenhouse gas

emissions.

• Thirty-two percent cited achievement of cost savings and efficiencies.

Leading companies such as Volkswagen, Sony Ericsson, Nokia, Unilever,

Philips, and Timberland use advanced design tools to limit the carbon footprint of

products under development. LCA Sustainable Product Design Europe, held in

London in December 2010, examined strategies from these pioneers to cost-

effectively incorporate life cycle thinking and sustainability into product design.

The presentations showed that carbon footprint is a key parameter in designing new

products.

The International Green Technology and Purchasing Conference in October

2010 in Kuala Lumpur addressed carbon footprint labels, sharing practical experi-

ences from Japan (including also the ecopoint program), Thailand, Korea, and

Taiwan and also the broader concept of eco-labeling by examples from Malaysia

and Sweden (environmental product declaration) and reducing carbon footprint by

life cycle performance strategies (SustainaLogic, USA).

Final Decision All these experiences contributed to the rich comments provided

by member countries at the various stages of the development of ISO 14067;

therefore, the final text represents a carefully drafted and well-balanced global

view. The main difference, in particular to some carbon accounting rules included

in PAS 2050, is that WG 2 decided to avoid subjective value judgments, e.g., with

respect to discounting carbon emissions over time.

To improve user-friendliness and consistency, WG 2 decided to merge part

1, quantification, and part 2, communication. The working group allowed for a

second round of balloting with the expectation that the standard would earn broad

support in all countries.

Unfortunately, finally, the lack of support for ISO 14067 from some countries

allowed its publication “only” as technical specification inMay 2013. In particular,
the guidance and requirements related to “communication” raised concerns.

3.2 Main Discussion Points

The following major challenges relate to both quantification and communication:

• Proper structure (two parts, one on quantification and another for communica-

tion or one standard)

• Coherence – building on independently developed ISO standards (related to

GHG management and life cycle assessment), including diverse approaches

related to verification

• Diverse interests and expectations (e.g., consumers versus industry)
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• Linkage to “climate change,” including potential trade barriers if CFP is intro-

duced as policy to control GHG emissions at the national level

ISO/TS 14067 provides much more specific guidance than the underlying ISO

14044:2006 (environmental management – life cycle assessment – requirements

and guidelines). The technical specification avoids excessively prescriptive lan-

guage in order to effectively support carbon footprint measurement for all products

and services.

ISO/TS 14067 calls for specific product category rules, including not only the

specifications of ISO 14025:2006 (ISO 2006c) (environmental labels and declara-

tions – type III environmental declarations – principles and procedures) but also

other sector-specific standards or internationally agreed guidance documents

related to material and product categories. ISO 14067 should therefore be seen as

a framework standard. Such rules for more specific products could provide addi-

tional guidance, e.g., with respect to the functional unit, system boundary, data

quality, use stage and use profile, end-of-life stage, and allocation.

ISO/TS 14067 also offers a range of communication options, including carbon

footprint declarations, claims, labels, reporting, and performance tracking. The

requirements on verification and the need for specific product category rules are

partly dependent upon whether the communication is business to business or

business to consumer oriented. When an organization decides to make a CFP

communication publicly available, regardless of the chosen CFP communication

option, that CFP communication shall either be verified by a third party in accor-

dance with ISO 14025 or be supported by a CFP disclosure report which has to

include all the results, data, methods, assumptions, and limitations in a transparent

manner and sufficient detail to allow the reader to comprehend the complexities and

trade-offs inherent in the CFP.

3.2.1 Structure of ISO/TS 14067

ISO/TS 14067 clarifies its application by including a clause specifying that it is not

intended to create barriers to trade or to contradict any WTO requirements. In

addition, ISO/TS 14067 clarifies that the CFP study shall not be used for a

communication on overall environmental superiority because a CFP study covers
only a single impact category, namely, “climate change.” In addition, comparisons

based on the CFP of different products shall not be made public unless the

requirements of normative Annex D “comparisons based on the CFPs of different

products,” are fulfilled. This is due to the inherent limitations of the CFP approach

that have been addressed in Annex B (normative), “Limitations of the carbon

footprint of a product.”

The final ISO/TS 14067 (2013) has the following structure:

Carbon Footprint of Products – Requirements and Guidelines for Quantification

and Communication
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Introduction

1. Scope

2. Normative references

3. Terms, definitions, and abbreviations

4. Application

5. Principles

6. Methodology for CFP quantification

6.1 General

6.2 Use of CFP-PCR

6.3 Goal and scope of the CFP quantification

6.4 Life cycle inventory analysis for the CFP

6.5 Life cycle impact assessment

6.6 Life cycle interpretation

7. CFP study report

8. Preparation for publicly available CFP communication

8.1 General

8.2 CFP disclosure report

9. CFP communication

9.1 Options for CFP communication

9.2 CFP communication intended to be publicly available

9.3 CFP communication not intended to be publicly available

9.4 CFP communication programme

9.5 Creation of CFP-PCR

9.6 Additional aspects for CFP communication

• Annex A (normative) The 100-year GWP

• Annex B (normative) Limitations of the carbon footprint of a product

• Annex C (informative) Possible procedure for the treatment of recycling in

CFP studies

• Annex D (normative) Comparison based on the CFP of different

products

3.3 Arguments Against the Acceptance of ISO 14067
as International Standard

As mentioned above, the limited support for ISO 14067 allowed its publication only

as technical specification, because some countries, particularly developing coun-

tries, hesitated to accept it as international standard.

The main issues/concerns expressed by these countries were:
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– CFP communication

The main objective of the document should be to address climate change, not

environmental communication. Communication is seen by those countries as a

step toward regulation.

– Life cycle assessment (LCA)

LCA is a discretionary subject that adds significant uncertainty to the CFP

methodology, and consequently the document should be written as a guide. A

standard could communicate the message that all parties concerned are in

agreement, and so it could be used as a regulation reference.

– Product Category Rules (PCRs)

PCRs are an important part of LCA regarding environmental product decla-

ration methodology because they help to minimize market confusion by

streamlining the procedures which products are evaluated for their environmen-

tal impacts and by ensuring globally consistent data collection and analysis.

Some countries do not have the infrastructure to produce PCRs, nor does an

international reference or repository exist. This process is very time-consuming

and expensive and may put developing countries in a disadvantageous position.

– Trade barriers

This point is dealt softly in the standard, and the sentence included in the

document is weak; this might lead to the assumption that the document could be

used as a trade barrier. Since LCA is used to assess the environmental impacts

associated with all stages of a product’s life, this could result in “favoring”

products from certain countries or regions.

ISO/TC207/SC7/WG2 made substantial efforts to address the trade barrier

concerns by keeping the neutrality of the document and including the WTO

disclaimer in clause 4; however, some members were convinced that the only

way to ensure that the document is not improperly used was by not publishing it,

ignoring the fact that the lack of a harmonized document would be the biggest

trade barrier.

3.4 Current Situation

At the 20th ISO/TC 207 plenary meeting in Gaborone (Botswana) in June 2013, it

was decided to carry out an international survey on CFP, in order to help identify

the best path for the ISO/TS 14067 evolution, with the objective to:

• Investigate the diffusion of CFP practices

• Identify needs to support the development of the international standard

The first survey results have been presented in May 2014, during the ISO/TC

207 plenary meeting in Panama, showing:

• A good level of knowledge of the ISO/TS 14067, both in developed and

developing countries.

• Many countries already accept ISO/TS 14067 as national TS.
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• A strong interest to upgrade the technical specification to an international

standard.

• Broad perception that this tool will have a high or medium level of interest for

the market.

During the meeting in Panama, ISO/TC 207/SC7 decided to create an ad hoc

group (AHG), in order to evaluate possible evolving scenarios for the CFP and to

assess the possibility to upgrade the technical specification ISO/TS 14067 to an ISO

standard. The AHG should also identify a possible path to do that.

By December 2014, the ISO 14067 survey/report has been completed, and the

results, as well as those of the SC7 strategic plan survey, favor an upgrade of ISO/TS

14067 to a CFP standard. At the Sassuolo meeting, November 2014, the AHG

members had consensus in recommending to convert the ISO/TS 14067 to a standard.

Meanwhile, it has been decided that CFP communication (ISO/AWI 14026)

(ISO 2015) and PCR (ISO/DTS 14027) are being worked on in SC3 (ISO 14026 and

14027) and CFP verification in SC7/WG6 (ISO 14064-3).

3.5 Supporting Literature

Finkbeiner M (2009) Carbon footprinting – opportunities and threats. Int J Life

Cycle Assess 14(2) 91–94

Finkbeiner M (2013) From the 40s to the 70s – the future of LCA in the ISO

14000 family. Int J Life Cycle Assess 18: 1–4

Finkbeiner M (2014) The international standards as the constitution of life cycle

assessment: the ISO 14040 series and its offspring. Chapter 3“Background and

Future Prospects in Life Cycle Assessment” (Kl€opffer W ed). In: LCA Compen-

dium – The Complete World of Life Cycle Assessment (Kl€opffer W, Curran MA,

series eds). Springer, Dordrecht, pp 85–106, doi 10.1007/978-94-017-8697-3

4 Experiences with Carbon Footprint of Products
in the World: The UK

Tom Cumberlege

The Carbon Trust, SE1 9NT London, UK

4.1 Why Do Businesses Footprint and Label Products?

Businesses undertake the footprinting of products and services for many reasons.

Footprinting concerns opportunities for cost reduction, product design optimiza-

tion, supplier engagement, supply chain risk minimization, etc. Footprinting data
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provides value as it helps business to understand how to optimize the design and

creation of their products or services and helps to highlight how existing operations

can be adapted to improve efficiency.

A business will choose to certify and label its products to create value by

influencing customers by demonstrating a product’s green credentials, enhancing

the brand, differentiating a product, meeting the procurement requirements of

business/public sector customers, etc.

Within the UK, it is increasingly clear that different customers are influenced to

different extents by such labels (at this point in time). As businesses can provide

products for a range of different customers; it is therefore important to bear in mind

the extent to which customers for different products can be influenced when

deciding which products to prioritize for labeling.

Customers can be categorized as consumers (B2C), businesses (B2B), retailers

(B2R), and public sector/government (B2G). In general, products sold B2B and

B2G see the largest immediate benefits from labeling; sales through certain B2R

channels also benefit, as do B2C sales of “green products” (i.e., those with a

demonstrable environmental advantage over competitors). The lowest immediate

benefits are observed for B2C products with no demonstrable environmental

advantage over competitors).

4.2 The Development of Product Carbon Footprinting
in the UK

Businesses that see compelling reasons for footprinting can relatively easily quan-

tify and communicate the footprint of their products using the right methodology,

tools, and guidance. Without a clear scheme structure that makes footprinting and

certification a simple process, many businesses can be discouraged by the com-

plexity and costs that can arise.

There is a range of factors that can make a life cycle assessment of a product or

service a complex exercise for businesses such as the need to understand all the

environmental impacts (not just carbon) across the life cycle and the need for

specialist knowledge and management of large volumes of data.

4.3 PAS 2050

The PAS 2050 (BSI 2008) was established to accelerate the adoption of a common

approach to carbon footprinting among businesses. The objective of the specifica-

tion was to provide a clear methodology that businesses could adopt to increase the

consistent approach to quantifying the GHG emissions of goods and services. It is
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important to note that this was the first single-criteria (carbon) assessment, whereas

previous life cycle assessment studies evaluated multicriteria impacts.

PAS 2050 for assessing product life cycle GHG emissions was published by the

British Standards Institute in 2008. It was the first published specification on

product carbon footprinting in the world and was co-sponsored by the Carbon

Trust and DEFRA. Although it was established in the UK, the specification was

designed to establish an international approach to product carbon footprinting. Over

half of the comments received during the consultation period came from interna-

tional stakeholders.

The Carbon Trust provided the technical author for the PAS 2050 (BSI 2008)

and developed in parallel the “Code of Good Practice on GHG emissions and

reductions claims” (the Code); this is a guide to making claims about GHG

emissions. As a mission-led organization, the Carbon Trust’s objective for creating
the guidance was to help businesses make clear, robust consistent claims about their

product footprint results.

4.4 The Carbon Label

In parallel to the development of the PAS 2050, the Carbon Trust developed the

carbon reduction label in 2007. The rationale for the label was to provide indepen-

dent certification of a business’ product or service to the PAS 2050. Once awarded

the label, a business could demonstrate the accuracy of their footprint assessment

and communicate credible, comparable data.

Since 2007, over 28,000 individual stock keeping units (SKU) have had the

accuracy of their carbon footprint independently certified by the Carbon Trust for

178 organizations around the world, in 27 different countries and on every

continent.

When it was launched, the Carbon Trust carbon label communicated the foot-

print results alongside the functional unit of the product. A functional unit is the

quantified performance of a product system for use as a reference unit (according to

PAS 2050:2008). The purpose was to communicate the carbon footprint of the

primary function of that product or service. Additional contextual information was

often provided to indicate how the consumer could compare the footprint figure

against similar products. An example of this is shown in Fig. 2.4 where the footprint

of fresh orange juice 360 g CO2 per 250 ml serving is compared against the lower

footprint of 260 g CO2 per 250 ml for concentrated orange juice. The fresh orange

juice has the higher footprint due to the additional energy required to chill the

product both in transportation, retail, and use phase.

The label also provided information to consumers on how they could play their

role to reduce the impact of the product still further. For example, the label indicates
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the carbon footprint for washing with biological detergent. The footprint of the

non-biological detergent is also shown along with the potential impact that the

consumer could make to reduce the emissions by washing their clothes at 30� rather
than 40�.

The PAS 2050 and the Carbon Trust carbon label were launched when public

interest in climate change was at its highest in 2007 and 2008. Since this time,

public interest has been falling as both the economic crisis and international

terrorism has occupied an increasing proportion of news coverage. In addition,

many companies assumed that consumers (B2C) would drive the most demand for

carbon labeling. However, over time, B2B and B2G customers have driven the

volume of certification and labeling services. There are a number of reasons for this

trend:

• Consumers signal (via surveys) that they are concerned about environmental

issues; however, their spending habits indicate that these intentions always come

after price and quality considerations.

• Consumers lack time in the retail environment to evaluate on pack labeling and

make informed decisions.

• Businesses and governments are more strategic and have time and resources to

evaluate purchasing choices and influence their supply chain partners via their

purchasing policies.

Additionally, over this time period, the Carbon Trust has been increasing the

proportion of supply chain footprinting and engagement activity to businesses

seeking to reduce their upstream carbon emissions.

Fig. 2.4 The carbon labels for fresh and concentrated orange juice
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4.5 Evolution of the Carbon Label Scheme

While the PAS 2050 and the subsequent release of the Greenhouse Gas Protocol

Product Standard provides a clear methodology and rules for footprinting, it has not

yet been widely adopted by businesses. Collecting and calculating product foot-

prints can still remain too high a cost for business despite the benefits of improved

reputation, identified cost savings, and risk mitigation. Larger corporates with

resources for sustainability active with few products and services have been more

likely to adopt footprinting compared to smaller businesses or corporates with a

large range of SKU (stock keeping units).

There are two factors that influence the cost of footprinting: understanding and

accuracy. In order to have valuable footprint data that can be used to make decisions

with supply chain partners, data needs to be of sufficient granularity to inform

understanding of where the greatest impacts lie. Second, the quality of data needs to

be of sufficient accuracy to provide confidence to business and consumer decisions.

When the granularity (understanding) of the footprint is increased and the data

quality (accuracy) is also increased, then the costs associated with footprinting

process also increase. By slightly reducing the accuracy and granularity of the

footprint to a level that still informs business decisions and provides meaningful

information to consumers, the costs can be reduced significantly (Fig. 2.5).

The revision to the PAS 2050 (BSI 2011) and launch of the Greenhouse Gas

Protocol Product Standard in 2011 (WRI and WBCSD 2011) allowed greater

flexibility in this approach. To mirror a more business friendly approach to quan-

tifying footprints that are “good enough” to provide confidence in decision-making

and inform consumers, the Carbon Trust carbon label has also evolved to provide

greater flexibility.

Feedback from consumers suggest that they welcome carbon labels as they have

provided them with additional information. The benefit for a business that labels its

products or services is that they have proven the steps they have taken to understand

the indirect impacts of their activities across the life cycle of their products.

Understanding

Cost Accuracy

Simple

Complex

Fig. 2.5 How data

granularity (understanding)

and quality (accuracy)

influence the cost of

footprinting
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However, the footprint number did not necessarily mean anything to consumers.

Consumers do not know whether a footprint result is high or low as they lack a

broader context to judge these impacts. Not enough businesses are calculating

product footprints to improve the contextual understanding of consumers, and

governments have also not identified improving public understanding as a priority.

Consumers also have very little time to review the detailed product footprint

information provided on the pack and will generally just refer to on pack symbols

that signify a product’s characteristics. Examples of this can be seen in both traffic

light system for nutritional information or Fair trade labels.

As a result of the need to both reduce the cost and complexity for businesses and

the need to improve the simplicity for consumers, the Carbon Trust’s Carbon label

has evolved into the formats shown in Fig. 2.6.

• The CO2 Measured label can improve a business’s reputation by clearly com-

municating its achievements in accurately measuring its carbon footprints and

disclosing the results.

• The Reducing CO2 label offers a simple and effective way for a business to

communicate that it has measured and certified the carbon footprint of its

products and services. The Reducing CO2 label also allows it to communicate

the carbon footprint measurement, and it has committed to reduce it.

Disclosure of the carbon measurement number alongside these labels is no

longer a mandatory requirement.

• The Carbon Neutral label is awarded to organizations measuring the life cycle

impact of their product or service and purchasing verifiable offsets for these

emissions in line with the PAS 20602 carbon neutral methodology.

Fig. 2.6 The Carbon Trust carbon labels

2 PAS 2060: Specification for the demonstration of carbon neutrality.
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Two further improvements have been made to the Carbon label scheme to allow

certifications of:

1. Single footprinting of average SKUs. This certification is provided to similar but

not identical SKUs, e.g., crisps in a small or large bag where the average

footprint could be communicated by weight or by serving size.

2. Carbon footprint model certification. A certified carbon footprint model allows

businesses to efficiently deliver accurate and reliable product carbon footprints

at scale. Carbon Trust Certification will assess a company’s methods and

processes for producing carbon footprints.

4.6 International Footprinting Schemes

The Carbon Trust is involved in the development of product footprinting and

labeling schemes in Hong Kong, Mexico, Brazil, and Taiwan. It has also provided

in-depth advice to China concerning its national scheme, as well as Malaysia.

Hong Kong Working with CMA (the Chinese Manufacturers’ Association of

Hong Kong) means:

– To develop and pilot a carbon product footprinting and labeling scheme for

Hong Kong

– Featuring in priority order: a recognition pathway to the Carbon Trust carbon

label to assist exporters and information creation which helps companies reduce

costs and carbon

– The driving of behaviors toward lower carbon-impact solutions when designing,

making, and purchasing products

– A domestic label for business-to-business and business-to-consumer

communications

Work is underway to explore suitability to expand this scheme into China.

Mexico Working with SEMARNAT (Secretarı́a del Medio Ambiente y Recursos

Naturales, the equivalent of the Environment Department of Mexico), means:

– To develop and pilot a carbon and optional water sustainability product

footprinting and labeling scheme for Mexico

– Featuring in priority order: a domestic label to communicate the environmental

performance of products both business to business and business to consumer; the

driving of behaviors toward lower carbon/water impact solutions when design-

ing, making, and purchasing products; information creation which helps com-

panies improve the energy, resource, and water efficiency of products; and an

option for recognition with the Carbon Trust carbon label.
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Brazil Working with MDIC (Ministério do Desenvolvimento, Indústria e

Comércio Exterior, the equivalent of the Environment Department of Brazil)

means:

– To develop a carbon footprinting and optional water sustainability and certifi-

cation and labeling scheme for products in Brazil

– Piloting the approach first with the aluminum, glass, chemical, cement, steel,

professional services, and poultry sectors and then across other sectors

– Featuring in priority order: information creation which helps companies improve

the energy, resource, and water efficiency of products; communication of the

environmental performance of products especially business to business and also

via a domestic label; the driving of behaviors toward lower carbon/water impact

solutions when designing, making, and purchasing products; and an option for a

recognition pathway to the Carbon Trust carbon label.

Taiwan Working with ITRI (the Industrial Technology Research Institute of

Taiwan) means to develop and pilot a mutual recognition scheme between the

Taiwan product carbon footprint label and the Carbon Trust carbon label.

4.7 Achieving Critical Mass Through Sharing
and Integration

Understanding the carbon and water impact of products and services is extremely

useful to companies and their customers but is currently undertaken by too few.

What is needed is scale. Scale will greatly help meet economic and environmental

needs, but scale needs a low-cost, simple, efficient approach and to be well

recognized and understood by both producers and consumers.

The schemes above to varying extents incorporate the Carbon Trust’s 8 years’
experience working with companies and scheme bodies, to make product

footprinting and certification simpler and cheaper. These schemes are designed to

significantly reduce costs while maximizing value for participating companies, as

the only route to achieving high-volume footprinting, which in turn provides

companies with the data needed to make the huge energy and resource efficiency

savings which are only achievable when supply chains work together to more

efficiently deliver the needs of their ultimate customer.

As part of its mission, Carbon Trust is committed to bringing down the cost and

complexity of footprinting and certification by working with partners internation-

ally to share modular elements of schemes. Such integration means sharing any of

the following to a greater or lesser extent: scheme organization, sales, scheme
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methodology, product category rules (PCRs), tools, calculators, data, verification

methods, and labels, which simultaneously reduce costs by sharing infrastructure,

improve comparability by aligning how results are calculated, and enhance value

derived from labels.

The establishment of such a common framework also enables the use of alter-

native labels for different markets which are better recognized by consumers or the

establishment of a consolidated label. This allows a viscous circle to be broken –

ensuring the volume of labels breaks through the tipping point where consumers

recognize and understand these labels, which provide enhanced value to companies

using them and which further increase volumes.

These schemes are based upon international standards GHG Protocol Product

Standard (WRI and WBCSD 2011a) and ISO14067:2013 (ISO 2013a), with sig-

nificant enhancements layered upon these to maximize value and minimize cost and

complexity.

4.8 Conclusion

Businesses undertake product carbon footprinting to help them understand their

value chain impacts. Footprint data can inform supplier engagement strategies,

product design decisions, and sustainability reporting. It is only when the business

benefits of footprinting are added to the business benefits of certification and

labeling and many businesses readily see financial benefits of undertaking

footprinting and labeling.

Justifying the cost of labeling has always been easier for high-revenue products

and always will be, but as all surveys see a continuous rise in the business benefit of

labeling each year, across all products, sold to all customer groups, the number of

products for whom this approach has immediate returns is continually rising.

Over time B2C will come to be a critical driver for certification and labeling;

however, over recent years, the two main forces driving global demand for certi-

fication and labeling have been (1) public sector regulations and (2) private sector

business demand. Both have affected the growth of product certification and

labeling around the world.

As discussed in this section, this trend indicates that it is mainly business

transactions, not consumer demand, that are driving the uptake of product

footprinting and certification.

Public sector regulatory demands for certification processes and labeling are

expected to advance within the sustainable purchasing and procurement domain,

whereas private sector demand is expected to escalate strongly in the coming

years.
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5 Experiences with Carbon Footprint of Products
in the World: France–The French Initiative
on Consumer Product Environmental Footprinting
and Communication

Sylvain Chevassus

French Ministry for Environnent, Energy and Sea (MEEM), La Défense cedex,

92055 Paris, France

5.1 Context and Goals of the Initiative

Highlighted by the National Environment Round Table (“Grenelle de

l’environnement”), household consumption of goods and services represents a major

challenge in reducing our impact on the environment, in terms of combating the

greenhouse effect and moving toward a more energy and resource-efficient economy.

While the goal is ambitious (including an environmental component in consumer

purchasing choices and providing the entire production and distribution chain with

new indicators should in turn intensify their efforts to better ecodesign products), the

means to achieve this are also important. This applies both as regards the regulation

laws and the partnership work initiated within the ADEME-AFNOR stakeholder

platform, which is dedicated to the LCA-based methodological developments.

In a context where some private front-runners had opened the way with carbon

labels (retailers, e.g., Casino) and where consumer expectations on sustainable

consumption were growing, two environmental framework laws were passed in

2009–2010 that contain articles introducing a general right for the consumer to be

informed about the environmental impacts of products and organizing a national

pilot of 1 year. In the meantime, since 2008, the ADEME-AFNOR stakeholder

platform has been developing a general environmental footprinting methodology

(BPX 30-323) and product category rules (PCRs) – 28 PCRs to date. ADEME is

also constructing a public generic product life cycle database, as well as calculators.

These tools aim to facilitate a general implementation.

5.2 Governance of the Initiative

The Ministry for Environnent, Energy and Sea (MEEM) is responsible for the

general policy and for the regulatory context.

At the technical level, in order to implement environmental information of

products, ADEME and AFNOR have set up a general stakeholder platform, includ-

ing more than 600 organizations and experts. This platform supervises several

sector working groups (detergents, cosmetics, furniture, textile, food products,

toys, etc.), a methodological working group (in charge of the horizontal footprinting
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methodology), and a communication format working group. The platform validates

the documents produced by the different working groups.

5.3 General Platform (ADEME-AFNOR Stakeholder
Platform)

The objective of this initiative is to progressively allow the consumer to use the

information concerning the environmental impacts of a product throughout its life

cycle as a choice criterion when deciding on a purchase. This environmental

communication should also allow comparison of products belonging to the same

category and, when relevant, between product categories. As a consequence,

ADEME was asked to lead the elaboration of methodologies to assess the environ-

mental impacts of mass market products and to develop a generic database that

quantifies the environmental impacts of products to make the assessments possible.

The environmental information has to respect the following principles:

• Packaging and product system to be studied

• Life cycle approach, from cradle to grave

• Multicriteria approach

5.3.1 General Methodology

This platform is adopted in 2009 the first version of the general methodology and

principles for the environmental communication on mass market products (BP X

30-323). The key points of this document are:

– Selected approach is life cycle assessment (ISO 14040:2006 and ISO

14044:2006).

– Carbon footprint of products is required whatever the category.

– Environmental indicators are the same within a category (defined by the same

functional unit).

– The number of indicators per category has to be limited (maximum five for

evaluation, three for communication).

– The communication format has to be harmonized in order to facilitate

comparison.

– ADEME has to develop a public secondary database in order to simplify the

assessments.

This methodology is consistent with ISO 14040:2006 and ISO 14044:2006

standards. It contains requirements about key issues in LCA such as end-of-life

and recycling aspects, allocation rules, cutoff criteria, and exclusions.
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The BPX 30-323 has been revised twice since then, notably in order to take into

account EU developments. As a result, the coherence with the PEF is improved on

many aspects, even though on some issues – notably end-of-life calculation – the

BPX 30-323 keeps its specificities. A new revision can be considered when the PEF

itself is revised.

5.3.2 Sector-Specific Working Groups

Sector working groups were initiated in order to develop simplified (but more

sector-specific) methodologies per product category for the environmental impact

assessment of products. These working groups involve representatives from indus-

try, retailers, consultants in life cycle assessment, nongovernmental organizations

(environment and consumers), administrations, and technical experts.

The objective is that a consumer should have the same kind of indicators on

products that he/she could want to compare. These working groups produce the

product category rules, on the basis of LCAs and sector expertise.

About 11 sector working groups have produced 28 PCRs to date (shoes, wood

furniture, shampoos, sofas, toilet paper, TV, bedding, disposable nappies, food,

drinks, pet food products, detergents, printed paper, bicycles, shower gel, textiles,

milk, coffee, mobile phones, hotel night, etc.). The PCRs must be consistent with

the general methodology while specifying sector approaches, indicators, and data

requirements (primary, secondary, etc.).

5.3.3 Communication Format

The working group on communication format focuses on the different possibilities

for the communication of environmental impacts to the consumers (how and where

to communicate). This group first elaborated a comparison table in which the

advantages and disadvantages of each possibility are provided. In 2015, it produced

recommendations (yet to be validated at the political level) for a harmonized logo.

5.4 Database Development

As soon as the national initiative on consumer product environmental footprinting

and communication was launched, ADEME was mandated to set up a national

LCI/LCIA database.

Base IMPACTS® is now available online, in French and English, at: www.base-

impacts.ademe.fr.

In terms of format, ADEME’s database is based on the JRC’s ILCD dataset

format. Each process dataset is imported as an aggregated life cycle inventory (LCI)

dataset and characterized through the methods recommended by the JRC, allowing
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the LCIA indicators to be released to the public. In terms of content, two modes

have been set up to feed the database in terms of LCI datasets: purchase (mode 1)

and development (mode 2). A contribution mode (mode 3) remains to be set up.

Mode 1 relies on the adaptation of existing LCI process datasets through

framework contracts with PE International, Cycleco, ecoinvent, and Quantis. Four-

teen subsequent contracts have already been signed, mainly with PE (and Cycleco

for textile), covering intermediate systems such as electricity, transportation, plas-

tics, wood, steel, end of life, etc. The main sectoral modeling rules beneath these

datasets are described in the metadata and in the documentation available on the

database website.

For sectors lacking data, ADEME has set up collaborative projects to develop

LCI datasets. A unit process version of each dataset is also released (available at

ADEME but not directly through the database). Choices made to model the systems

are gathered and detailed through public and thorough methodological reports. Two

projects are now over on agriculture (Agri-BALYSE®) and pulp and paper pro-

duction with COPACEL; one is ongoing on food processing (ACYVIA®), and new

ones remain to be launched with industrial partners: on chemical production,

wastewater treatment plant (with the aim to allocate the impacts per chemicals),

plastic or textile recycling, WEEE treatment, etc. To come along with this work on

process datasets, around 1.500 aquatic ecotoxicity characterization factors have

been developed following the®model through a partnership between ADEME and

Cycleco and will be soon implemented into the Base IMPACTS®.

Two environmental footprint calculators are also proposed on the Base

IMPACTS® website (for shoes and TV monitors) as well as a link with ecodesign

with the Bilan Produit® tool.

5.5 National Pilot

As requested by law, the Ministry organized a national pilot on consumer product

environmental footprinting and communication in 2011–2012. The trial covered the

quantification of environmental impacts and the communication of the environ-

mental footprint to the consumer. Two hundred thirty companies are applied; 168 of

them, of all sizes, were selected. All important sectors were represented, with about

one-third from the food and drink area. Several foreign companies were part of the

selection (Chile, Colombia, Sweden) as well as French branches of multinationals.

This experiment allowed to test several issues (calculation methodologies, data,

communication, consumer reaction, costs, SMEs, imported products, etc.). A gov-

ernmental report (MEEM) was sent to the parliament, which concludes that the

experiment was a success but several things need to be consolidated (technical tools

and data, implementation costs, verifiability, etc.). The report also calls for

strengthening cooperation with the EU and international levels.
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5.6 Outlook

France is active at the national, EU, and international levels. The French private and

public sectors are actively participating in the EU-PEF pilot. France is also involved

in several UN and UNEP activities (10 YFP, UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative,

international dialogue on LCA and databases. etc.) and has participated in discus-

sions at WTO and OECD.

While seeking consistency with the EU level, France continues its national

activities. Methodological and database development is ongoing. A stakeholder

agreement has been found on a harmonized logo. The aim is to continue to

consolidate the technical basis while potentially starting to implement on a wider

scale, starting with proactive sectors – depending on political decisions and in

coherence with EU developments.

6 Experiences with Carbon Footprint of Products
in the World: France, Casino

Corinne Mercadie

EMC Distribution Groupe Casino, 94400 Vitry sur Seine, France

6.1 Background and Development

Due to the approach to improve the environmental profile of Casino products, the

Casino Group worked on an innovative indicator, taking into account the product

life cycle and resulting environmental impacts in terms of emissions of greenhouse

gases. Casino’s point of view was in particular: creating a methodology allowing

the measure of performance for all food products. The retailer wished to detect and

valorize the improvements made by the supplier.

Casino contracted BIO Intelligence Service, specialized in life cycle assessment,

to develop an evaluation method adapted to the way a retailer works (quite “far”

from the product food production). From there, the Carbon Index, specific to

Casino, was born.

This environmental labeling project started in 2006 by an experiment of 13 prod-

ucts, in combination with some suppliers, BIO Intelligence Service, and the support

of ADEME and NGOs.

Casino collected the primary data needed for this project from their suppliers.

The secondary data were provided by the environmental expert consultant.

But it was not possible to calculate the Carbon Index of all the products, because

some recipe ingredients had never been analyzed at this time, e.g., peanut, pista-

chio, spinach, and goat milk. Therefore, Casino charged a consultant to do a

simplified life cycle assessment of these ingredients when possible.
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In 2010, more than 700 products displayed this information on the packagings,

creating competition between the products. It is the consumer to decide on the

environment impact of his/her own food consumption, relating to the Carbon Index

of the products chosen.

The only nonfood product evaluations were done about dustbin bags. Volume,

resistance, and closing systems explained the Carbon Index difference for

consumers.

6.2 Definition of the Casino Carbon Index of Products

The Carbon Index is an estimation of the amount of greenhouse gas emitted during

the main stages of a product life cycle. It is expressed in gram CO2 equivalents per

100 g of the end product.

This is the sum of five indicators corresponding to the five basic steps of the

product life cycle:

1. Agricultural steps (crops, livestock, etc.): This indicator takes into account the

greenhouse gas emissions from the agricultural production of raw materials. BIO

Intelligence Service was responsible of this calculation based on the exact recipe

of the product and additional specific data collected from the Casino suppliers

(performance, loss during processing, etc.) and used robust emission factors

from public databases.

2. Transport (raw materials, packagings, and end products): This indicator corre-

sponds to greenhouse gas emissions due to the transport of raw materials from

the fields and farms to Casino suppliers, as well as transport of packagings

(primary, secondary, and palletizing) from the packaging manufacturers to

Casino suppliers and finally transport of the end products to Casino warehouses.

The calculation of this indicator includes the distances and the various possible

ways of transport.

3. Packaging materials (manufacture, end of life): This indicator corresponds to

greenhouse gas emissions from the production of packagings (weight of the

individual components, materials used) and their end of life, e.g., the processing

of the resulting waste.

4. Manufacturing (processing and product packagings): This indicator reflects the

greenhouse gas emissions linked to the energy consumption of the processing

site. It is based on the energy data consumption (electricity, gas, fuel oil) of the

supplier concerned, taking into account the country of the manufacturing site.

5. Distribution (logistics and retail parts): This indicator calculates the greenhouse

gas emissions caused by the retail and work around the products (storage,

warehouses, office, transportation from warehouses to shops and from shops to

consumers). It is based on the results of the Casino carbon footprint and varies
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depending on product net weight and its conservation mode (ambient, fresh,

frozen).

The use phase was excluded because consumers can use the same product

differently (cooking, dilution, other ingredients added, etc.). For example, an egg

can be hard-boiled, soft-boiled, poached, fried, and shirred and can be in the

composition of biscuits, pie, etc. How to consider the use phase of such diversity?

6.3 Specifics of the Carbon Index

The specification of calculation is an essential feature of the Carbon Index.

Casino provided the suppliers a computer application called “supplier kit.” It

was developed by BIO Intelligence Service and calculates the three indicators

“transport,” “packaging,” and “manufacture” from simple data (distances in kilo-

meters, weight, etc.), specific for each product and supplier.

6.4 Optimization of the Carbon Index

In 2010, a process began to reduce the values of the Carbon Index.

Indeed, Casino wanted the clients to understand the impacts of the different

products for a more sustainable consumption. But Casino also wanted to reduce the

environmental impacts of products.

At the distribution level, Casino continued to work on the efficiency of its

logistics system to reduce the impacts.

At the three steps related to suppliers (packaging, transportation, manufactur-

ing), it was possible to provide several ways for achieving optimization simulations

through the supplier kit.

Thus, since the establishment of the process, several products have seen their

Carbon Index reduced through various means:

– Using recycled materials in packagings

– Deleting cardboard sheets on pallets

– Changing suppliers of raw materials

– Reducing the supply circuit delivery of raw materials or supplies

6.5 From Carbon Index to the Environmental Index

In 2011, the French government launched a project that worked on multi-

environmental indicators, the “Environmental Index.” It considers three environ-

mental indicators: GHG, water consumption, and eutrophication.
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The parameters of the project are quite similar to those of the Carbon Index, but

changes are due to the fact that Casino had to comply with the French methodology

ADEME-AFNOR BPX30-323. This document considers, for example, that the

transport by the consumers does not need to be included in the evaluation of the

retailer part. However, the use phase of the product has to be included, contrary to

the initial Carbon Index.

Casino created a web tool to collect the primary data and to calculate the

Environmental Index. This web tool is used since 2012 for all calculations. The

manufacturers input directly the data, and Casino checks the coherence before

validating them, allowing then the automatic calculation of the index.

In 2015, Casino keeps collecting manufacturer data in the web tool to continue

the evaluations of products and tries, in parallel, to provide relevant information to

the French work group on product environmental footprinting.

The functional unit chosen is “100 g of end product” for solid products and

“100 ml of end product” for liquid ones.

All stages of the life cycle recommended in the document BPX30-323 are taken

into account in the methodology of this project:

– Raw material production

– Packaging production

– Production and packaging stages

– Transport of raw materials, packagings, and end products

– Distribution of products

– Flows related to transport and energy infrastructures

– The use of the products on customer premise

– End of life cycle of end products and packagings

The specificity of the Casino Environmental Index is that the indicators are

aggregated and that the rating has a reality message for the consumer.

Environmental information based solely on several environmental criteria

expressed in absolute values can dampen customers or even cancel out the potential

benefits of an environmental labeling initiative on products. Indeed, leaving the

customer choose between the different environmental impact categories makes it

very complicated: is it better for me to opt for climate warming? Water consump-
tion? Eutrophication?

In order to facilitate interpretation of the results and help customers in their

decision-making, LCA-based weighting-aggregation methods can be used: the

results obtained for each environmental impact category are “converted” into

scores which are then aggregated into a single score, thereby facilitating the

comparison of several points.

Aggregation thus provides customers with simple, easy-to-understand informa-

tion which can also be used as a decision-making tool to prioritize and grade the

environmental stakes both by ecodesign manufacturers and policy-makers.

The Environmental Index defined by Casino represents the environmental

impact of 100 g of product compared to the environmental impact of the total

daily consumption of food of a French person, accounting for three impact
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indicators (greenhouse gas emissions, water consumption, and eutrophication)

aggregated using the PRIOR® method. The Environmental Index is expressed in

percentage per 100 g of product. An Environmental Index of 30% means that the

impact of 100 g of product represents 30% of the environmental impact of the total

daily food consumption of a French person. If the sum of the products consumed

over 1 day shows a score greater than 100%, it means that the customer’s con-

sumption of food products has more impact on the environment than an average

French person.

The Environmental Index is aimed at providing the same level of information as

the nutrition label featured on food products. The nutrition label, given per 100 g of

product (or, in some cases, per portion) provides information on the nutritional

value of a food giving rise to fully informed food choices.

The analogy with the nutrition label is relevant: to help customers opt for

healthy/sustainable foods. It took several years for customers to master and exploit

the nutrition label. It has now become a source of must-have information for

customers. The same trend is to be expected for environmental information.

The Environmental Index is aimed at providing clear and objective information

so that customers can make sustainable purchase choices briefed with the

corresponding environmental information.

7 Experiences with Carbon Footprint of Products
in the World: Japan

Akira Kataoka

Japan Environmental Association for Industry (JEMAI), 101-0044 Tokyo, Japan

7.1 Overview

In 2008, the Japanese government made a cabinet decision to approve an action

plan for achieving a low-carbon society. The plan was formulated as a practical

roadmap to shift toward a low-carbon society, as recommended by the Prime

Minister Yasuo Fukuda’s speech at the G8 Hokkaido Toyako Summit. In the

same year, the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) conducted the

preliminary feasibility study before launching the CFP project in 2009 as one of the

measures against global warming. The Japan Environmental Management Associ-

ation for Industry (JEMAI) joined the project and provided its knowledge and

experience garnered through its type 3 environmental labeling program (JEMAI

2015a).

In March 2012, the CFP project was completed as a pilot project and transferred

to the hands of JEMAI in April. It was renamed as the CFP communication program

(JEMAI 2015b) with some changes to improve the cost-effectiveness of the
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program. Since then, this labeling program continues to grow without any financial

assistance from the government.

The program aims to visualize “carbon hotspots” in a product’s life cycle as well
as promote the communication between companies and consumers to accelerate the

move toward a low-carbon society.

LCA is used in the CFP communication program to calculate the amount of

GHG emissions associated with products, and the program is conform with

ISO14040:2006 (ISO 2006a), ISO 14044:2006 (ISO 2006b), and ISO/TS

14067:2013 (ISO 2013a). There is no legal framework for the program, which

means all related activities are undertaken on a voluntary basis.

7.2 The Japan Environmental Management Association
for Industry (JEMAI)

JEMAI is the program holder of the CFP communication program. It is a public

corporation organized by the membership of approximately 700 organizations.

Established in 1962 when industrial pollution became one of the major concerns

in Japan, JEMAI’s activities since the outset have expanded and now include

environmental assessment, technological development, surveys regarding pollu-

tion, and other global environmental issues (JEMAI 2015c).

7.3 Databases

Three databases (the basic secondary database, the distance data between countries

and regions, and the heating value database) and one library (the available data

library) as secondary data are disclosed to improve the convenience for calculation

and the practical use of the CFP communication program.

• Basic secondary database: It is made up of data verified with the Basic Data

Verification Criteria by the Unit Data Review Panel which consists of third-party

intellectuals. The database is the result of the CFP pilot project (FY2009–

FY2011) which developed the tentative database of GHG emission factors for

the CFP pilot project.

• Available secondary database: It is a library of unit data made available for the

CFP program and complements the basic secondary database.

• Distance data between countries and regions: This is for calculating marine,

land, and air transportations between countries and regions.

• Heating value database: This data was utilized for the creation of the basic

database and is available for estimating similar fuel classifications.
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7.4 Product Category Rules

The CFP communication program uses the CFP-product category rules

(CFP-PCRs), which define the basic rules of the CFP communication and CFP

quantification for the respective product categories. They aim to provide interested

parties with information on the conditions under which to conduct the CFP quan-

tifications and to enhance better understanding of the communication contents.

So far, approximately 100 PCRs have been created covering ten industrial

sectors: construction, food, houseware, industrial product, IT equipment, material,

office equipment, printing stuff, service, and textile.

7.5 CFP Logo

A decision was made to create the CFP logo at the first meeting of the Study Group

for Development and Promotion of the CFP Project held in June 2008. Proposals for

the logo design were invited from the public, and the one using a kitchen scale was

selected from 515 proposals (Fig. 2.7). The idea behind the design is that CO2

(GHG) is not visible but scalable. Products carrying the CFP logo were placed on

the market in October 2009.

7.6 Procedure for Using the CFP Logo

7.6.1 Application

The permission to use the CFP logo is granted through the three-step application

procedure: (1) selection of an existing CFP-PCR or development of a CFP-PCR for

a new product category, (2) CFP calculation and verification, and (3) application for

the registration and publication of the CFP-PCR.

7.6.2 Certification and Verification Processes

A CFP quantification and a CFP declaration draft are examined from the following

three basic perspectives: conformity to relevant rules, conformity to an applicable

CFP-PCR, and ensuring of traceability of data.

The CFP program offers two methods of verification: (1) product-by-product

verification and (2) system certification. Both methods are third party verified and

equally valid.

1. Product-by-product verification: Upon receiving an application for a CFP ver-

ification from a company wishing to make a CFP declaration, JEMAI selects a
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CFP verifier from among the licensed reviewers. A selected verifier conducts a

CFP verification for the product in the application and makes an approval/

disapproval decision. The review panel then validates the result of the verifica-

tion submitted by the verifier and makes a final judgment on whether to approve.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the rules of the product-by-product verification method.

2. System certification: The objective of the CFP system certification is to validate

that the quantification, verification, and disclosure of a CFP system, which has

been internally set up within the applicant company, meet the requirements and

that the result of the CFP quantification and declaration made by the applicant

company is reliable.

A CFP system certification body registered with JEMAI conducts an audit and

certifies the aforementioned CFP system that is in accordance with the

Fig. 2.7 Official logo of

Japanese CFP shown on the

package of the product

Fig. 2.8 Product-by-product verification method in Japan
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requirements prescribed by JEMAI. The review panel then checks the result of

the audit. Once the CFP system is certified, the applicant company may apply for

the registration and publish the CFP declaration by conducting an independent

verification within the system.

Figure 2.9 illustrates the rules of the CFP system certification method.

7.7 State of the Art and Future Plans

By May 2015, 189 companies have registered 1,067 products in the CFP commu-

nication program using 105 PCRs, and 5,253 GHG emission factors have been

registered on the CFP secondary database. The numbers indicate the growing

recognition of the CFP communication program.

Since 2008, a carbon offset program utilizing the CFP communication program

has been undertaken by METI and other related ministries with the aim to increase

the efforts for reducing Japan’s CO2 emissions. METI implemented a campaign

Fig. 2.9 CFP system certification method in Japan
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titled the Donguri (acorn) Reward System in collaboration with private sector

companies. The campaign uses the acorn logo on the products registered in the

campaign to signify that by using carbon credits, those products offset 100% of the

carbon emission calculated by the CFP communication program. Sixty-four com-

panies joined the campaign in the fiscal year 2014.

Currently, JEMAI is in the process of combining the CFP communication

program and the EcoLeaf (type III environmental labeling program), and the

process is expected to be completed in 2018. Three factors need to be taken into

consideration for this change: an improvement of interoperability with overseas

programs, a consideration for the full-scale adoption of multiple environmental

aspects, and the eventual launch of the unified program compatible with interna-

tional movements.

8 Experiences with Carbon Footprint of Products
in the World: Republic of Korea

Eunah Hong

Korea Environmental Industry & Technology Institute (KEITI), 122-706 Seoul,

Republic of Korea

8.1 Background

For the Republic of Korea, the average temperature has risen by 1.5 �C over the past

100 years, an increase far higher than the average global temperature rise, bringing

about serious impacts on primary sectors of Korean industries. Agriculture, for

instance, locations suitable for crop cultivation change and crop damage by blights

and pests also increases.

The Korean government started responding to climate change since 2008 by

declaring “Low Carbon, Green Growth” as the new national vision to lead Korea’s
future development for the next 60 years. The vision for the green growth represents

three purposes: (1) maximize synergy of environment and economy, (2) enhance

national prestige to international level, and (3) improve quality of life and green

revolution. In align with the vision, the government has implemented practical

strategies and promotion plans including climate change adaptation, green technol-

ogy, and energy independence (Fig. 2.10).

The CFP labeling is based on Article 57 “Framework Act on Low Carbon, Green

Growth” and Article 18 “Support for Environmental Technology and Environmen-

tal Industry Act.” The labeling was selected as the main policy for green revolution

of life, the ninth national strategy among ten low-carbon green growth strategies.

For sustainable development, GHG reduction is needed not only in the produc-

tion sector but in the consumption area. In that context, CFP labeling is a very

efficient system to lead green production of companies and green consumption.
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8.2 History

Korea has prepared the foundation of CFP labeling since 1998 by establishing the

life cycle inventory database for carbon emission calculation. The CFP labeling

system, by the Ministry of Environment, was launched in February 2009 after pilot

certification in 2008. Korea Environmental Industry and Technology Institute

(KEITI), which is an affiliate organization of the Ministry of Environment, has

operated the CFP labeling system (Korean Guideline 2009).

In 2011, KEITI implemented the second phase named “low-carbon product

certification.” The certification is issued when products reduce GHG emissions by

improving process or fuel efficiency.

In order to save time and costs of companies, KEITI introduced the “certification

of product category verification system” in 2012. Under this certification, a company

can grant its internal verifiers with the responsibility and authority to autonomously

perform document reviews and site audits required to certify carbon emissions.

In 2014, KEITI launched the third phase “carbon neutral product certification.”

The certification is issued when products offsets GHG emissions to zero by external

reduction activities.

The system aims to sensitize consumers to GHG emissions generated for the use

of products and services, thereby encouraging consumers to choose low-carbon

products. CFP labeling plays a key role in establishing a culture of low-carbon and

green consumption.

Fig. 2.10 Progress of the Korean government’s response to climate change
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8.3 Legal Framework

– Article 18 (Certification of Eco-label) of the Support for Environmental Tech-

nology and Environmental Industry Act

– Article 57 (Diffusion of Culture in Production and Consumption for Green

Growth) of the Framework Act on Low Carbon Green Growth

– Regulations on Certification of Carbon Footprint Labeling (Ministry Notifica-

tion No. 2014–150)

CFP labeling is a certification system based on the law, but it is not legally binding,

and all the activities are undertaken on a voluntary basis.

8.4 Assessment Standards of Carbon Footprint of Products

CFP is an index for a specific environmental impact, i.e., the greenhouse effect, and

it quantifies the GHG emissions of a product over its entire life cycle by using LCA.

In that sense, the methodological framework for carbon footprint assessment is

based on environmental labeling and declaration – ISO 14025:2006 (ISO 2006c)

and ISO 14020 series, in addition to ISO 14040:2006 (ISO 2006a)/14044:2006

(ISO 2006b).

CFP-product category rules (PCRs) are the basic system for CFP quantification

for the respective product categories in accordance with ISO/TS 14067:2013 (ISO

2013a) (carbon footprint of products).

8.4.1 Implementing Agencies

The Ministry of Environment governs the overall management of carbon footprint

labeling.

KEITI is responsible for the development and revision of the guidelines for

carbon footprint of products, certification of carbon footprint label, and follow-up

management (KEITI 2015).

The Korean Environment Preservation Association (KEPA) provides education

programs to train certification inspectors for carbon footprint labeling.

8.4.2 Labels

The carbon footprint label is marked on a product to specify the CO2 equivalent of

greenhouse gas emissions generated in the entire life cycle of the relevant products

and services, from production, transportation, distribution, and usage to end of

product life.
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Carbon footprint labeling comprises three phases: certification of carbon emis-

sions (phase I), certification of low-carbon products (phase II), and certification of

carbon neutral products (phase III) (Fig. 2.11).

8.4.3 Databases

The Korean life cycle inventory database (LCI DB) is developed to improve the

convenience for calculation and the practical use of the environmental product

declaration system and the CFP labeling system.

The Korean LCI DB development shall be in accordance with ISO 14040 series.

The Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Trade, Industry, and Energy

developed the LCI DB jointly since 1998.

The management of LCI DB supply system and the standardized guideline for

national LCI DB were developed in 2002. The plan of LCI DB administration and

dissemination was established in 2004.

The Korean LCI DB consists of total 417 modules as of the end of 2014, and

those are open to the public (Table 2.2).

KEIT has developed the “TOTAL” software for the benefit of Korean companies

that desire to acquire Korea’s environmental product declaration system. TOTAL

(tool for type III and LCA) is compatible with a range of LCI DB at home and

abroad and has the same format as the environmental product declaration system

performance report forms.

8.4.4 PCRs

CFP-product category rules (PCRs) are the basic rules for quantifications of the

CFP labeling system. CFP-PCRs specify the calculation method for the amount of

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions generated during production, transportation,

distribution, use, and end-of-life products.

Fig. 2.11 Phases of the carbon footprint labeling
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Korea’s CFP-PCRs are three guidelines: general products, energy-using prod-

ucts, and use scenarios for each energy-using product. There are 50 PCRs in total

for Korea’s CFP labeling:

– The guidelines for general products (guidelines set I) for products whose usage

do not consume energy

– The guidelines for energy-using products (guidelines set II) for products the

usage of which consume energy

– The guidelines for usage scenarios for each energy-using product (guidelines set

III) for energy-using products, each of which is under a different usage scenario

8.4.5 Guidelines for Certification of Low-Carbon Products

The guideline for certification of low-carbon products is composed based on the

criteria for carbon emission level and carbon reduction rates. To be certified as a

low-carbon product, the product shall meet both the criteria for certain carbon

emission level and carbon reduction rates. Until the end of 2017, however, certifi-

cation can be granted to products which satisfy only one of the two criteria.

Table 2.2 Current LCI DB status

Life cycle stage Data category No. of unit

Pre-manufacturing stage Construction material 26

Rubber 8

Metal 51

Basic component 30

Basic chemical 92

Water resource 11

Energy 23

Pulp and paper 9

Plastic 37

Others 20

Manufacturing stage Metal processing 13

Component processing 0

Plastic processing 24

Others 0

Transportation stage Land transport 20

Air transport 0

Sea transport 22

Others 0

End-of-life stage Landfill 3

Incineration 10

Recycling 16

Others 2

Total 417
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8.4.6 Guidelines for Certification of Carbon Neutral Products

The guideline for certification of carbon neutral products includes the following

requirements: the calculation of carbon emissions, securing and cancelation of

carbon offsetting units, and follow-up of the management for certification.

The certification of carbon neutral products is given to products with the

certification of low-carbon products, if the product offsets GHG emissions to zero

through offset activities including CER (certified emission reduction) purchase or

forestation fund-raising.

The formula to calculate the amount of carbon offset per product unit as below:

Gproduct the amount of carbon offset per product unitð Þ
¼ Gunit the amount of carbon emissions per unitð Þ�
Mproduct the yieldð Þ

– The “amount of carbon emissions per unit” means the amount of carbon emis-

sions of the product certified as low-carbon products and applying for the

certification of carbon neutral products

– The “yield” means the entire output for 3 years from the date the product was

certified as low-carbon products

The carbon emission from the certified product shall be offsetted through the

standard offset activities: offset unit utilization and forestation funding.

– “Offset unit utilization” is to purchase CERs issued by external reduction

investment and offset the carbon emission.

– “Forestation funding” is to provide financing for forestation and offset the

carbon emission.

8.4.7 Guidelines for Certification of Product Category Verification

System

The guidelines set requirements for certification of verification system that can

calculate and manage the carbon emissions in each product category.

The certification of product category verification system is a process under

which applicants producing multiple products with the same function are given

the responsibility and authority to calculate and verify carbon emissions, following

the assessment of whether the applicant has established an appropriate system such

as the capacity and organizational structure in accordance with the guidelines to

calculate and verify the carbon emissions of relevant products.

The guidelines cover factors necessary for an applicant company for the certi-

fication of product category verification in order to calculate carbon emissions of

products and include systemic documentation with regard to the organizational
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structure, human resources, data collection and calculation process, verification

review procedure, and operational and management requirements.

As for methods to calculate carbon emissions and definitions of terms for those

products which are not covered in these guidelines, the guidelines for carbon

footprint of products shall be applied.

The guidelines require certified companies to establish, document, implement,

maintain, and improve a product category verification system on an ongoing basis.

Certified companies are given the responsibility and authority for the product

category verification system and the efficient performance of carbon footprint

labeling on their own products in accordance with the requirement of these guide-

lines. By doing so, they can also establish a foundation for systemic management of

GHGs and environmental pollutants generated from business sites and products.

8.4.8 Current Status and Future Plan

As the number of carbon footprint-labeled products continues to increase, carbon

footprint labeling has emerged as the core certification system in efforts to address

climate change. The number of carbon footprint-labeled products has reached

1,667 at the end of 2014, thereby ranking the Republic of Korea at the second

place in the world with regard to the number of certified products.

As of 2014, a total of 1,667 products are awarded the carbon footprint label,

recording an annual average increase of 33% since it was first introduced in 2009.

Certification of carbon emission (phase I), certification of low-carbon product

(phase II), and certification of carbon neutral products (phase III) have been granted

to 1,390, 264, and 13 products, respectively (Fig. 2.12). The proportions of major

product categories (as of 2014), non-durable goods such as detergents and food,

account for 38% followed by energy-using products such as automobiles and

computers (39%), production goods (20%), services (1%), and durable goods

(2%).

Asia Carbon Footprint Network (ACFN) began as an endeavor to share infor-

mation and reinforce cooperation among operating agencies of carbon footprint

labeling in the Asia region. Launched in October 2013 (ACFN 2013), ACFN is a

voluntary consultative body designed to enhance cooperation for carbon footprint

labeling among 14 agencies across nine countries in Asia including China,

Thailand, and the Philippines. KEITI and the Economic and Social Commission

for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) serve as a secretariat for ACFN.

Asia Carbon Footprint Seminars and ACFN workshops aim to transfer know-

how and experiences of carbon footprint labeling from more advanced countries to

the countries that wish to introduce and improve the systems. The efficacy and

utilization methods of carbon footprint labeling in Korea are disseminated in

countries without equivalent systems in order to expand the international carbon

footprint labeling regime.
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Future directions will aim to boost the satisfaction of certified companies by

reinforcing incentives for carbon footprint labeling and expanding support for the

certification of SMEs and high-potential enterprises.

Further plans include proactive responses to other certification systems currently

under debate in the international community, such as carbon neutral certification

and water footprint.

ACFN membership will be expanded through the establishment of an online and

offline cooperative platform in order to vitalize the network.

9 Experiences with Carbon Footprint of Products
in the World: Thailand

Pongvipa Lohsomboon

Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management Organization (TGO), 10210 Bangkok,

Thailand

Thumrongrut Mungcharoen

National Science & Technology Development Agency and Faculty of Engineering,

Kasetsart University, 10900 Bangkok, Thailand

9.1 Introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report released in

February 2007 (IPCC 2007a), based on the work of some 2,500 scientists in more

than 130 countries. It concluded that humans have caused all or most of the current

global warming problems which could lead to large-scale food and water shortages

and have catastrophic effects on wildlife (IPCC 2007b). In response, international,

regional, national, and local initiatives are being developed and implemented to

Fig. 2.12 Trends in the number of CFP and types of CFP (2014)
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reduce GHG concentrations in the atmosphere. Calculation of carbon embedded in

a product or CFP is gaining popularity. CFP describes the sum of GHG emissions

accumulated during the whole life cycle of a product (good or service) in a specified

application (Quack 2010). Thailand has recognized the significance of climate

change and global warming by becoming a member of the United Nations Frame-

work Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) on 28 December 1994 and later

ratifying the Kyoto Protocol on 28 August 2002. It was placed in “Non-Annex I”

category, a non-binding treaty. Due to the report by the United Nations Develop-

ment Program, Thailand’s CO2 emissions rose very quickly at an average of 12.8%

a year during 1990–2004. The country’s per capita emissions now rank the 22nd

among the world’s top 30 carbon emitters (Hossain and Selvanathan 2011). The

LCA methodology and the LCI database are the two key elements for determining

the CFP. Thailand started the LCI database in 2005 and the National LCI database

project in 2007. After having obtained sufficient LCI datasets with quite a number

of local LCA experts, Thailand launched the pilot project in February 2009. It is a

joint collaboration between the Thailand Greenhouse Gas Management Public

Organization (TGO) and the National Metal and Materials Technology Center

(MTEC) under the National Science and Technology Development Agency. TGO

acts as a label issuing authority, while MTEC acts as a technical supporter with the

help of Thai LCA experts (Mungcharoen 2009, 2010a). The CFP labeling scheme

has been well accepted and should increase the competitiveness of Thai industries

in the world market.

9.2 Background

9.2.1 National CFP Pilot Project

The Thai CFP project initiated in February 2009 was accomplished due to several

LCA experts and the good collaboration among partner organizations, namely,

TGO, MTEC, FTI, and several universities. The 76-page “technical guidelines on

carbon footprint of products” for Thailand (in Thai) was completed and published

in December 2009 (Mungcharoen 2010b). It is available for free download from the

website of TGO (TGO 2015). Among 25 pilot companies, the first sets of CFP

labels (Fig. 2.13) were awarded to 23 products from 16 companies on 25 December

2009. The companies (and their products) include Thainamthip Limited (325 cc

Coca-Cola can); Thai Ceramic Co., Ltd. (ceramic wall tile); Asia Fiber Public Co.,

Ltd. (Nylon 6 Textured Yarn); CPF Co., Ltd. (Teriyaki Chicken (Thailand); Public

Co., Ltd. (pineapple juice from concentrate 200 l); Bangsue Chia Meng Ricemill

Co., Ltd. (jasmine rice 5 kg); Carpets International (Thailand) Public Co., Ltd.

(Axminster Carpet); Thai Union Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Kaeng Khiaw Waan

Tuna “Sealect” brand 185 g can); Otani Tire Co., Ltd. (Tractor tile No.F-17 12.4-24

(R1) 40.66 kg); Eastern Polypack Co., Ltd. (food box with cover 34 g); Thai

Airways International Public Co., Ltd. (chicken curry “kiew-wan” and chicken
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curry “massaman,” steamed Thai Hom Mali Rice); SIG Combibloc Ltd. (aseptic

carton 125 mm, 200 mm, 250 mm); and Betagro Public Co., Ltd. (broiler starter

feed, broiler grower feed, broiler finisher feed).

The certified products are eligible to use the CFP label for 2 years.

Thai Airways International Public Company Limited (THAI), one of the

16 existing companies, is the pioneer as the first airline in the world to receive

the CFP label on its signature dishes. From the beginning of 2010, THAI in-flight

menu features CFP information for passengers, starting with two Thai signature

dishes, chicken massaman curry with steamed Thai Hom Mali Rice (1.36 kg CO2e

per 250 g serving), and green curry “kiew-wan” with steamed Thai Hom Mali Rice

(1.39 kg CO2e per 250 g serving).

The first sets of CFP labels were awarded to 23 products from 16 companies on

25 December 2009. Moreover, approximately 20 local CFP experts and the “tech-

nical guidelines on carbon footprint of products” (TGO and MTEC 2009) for

Thailand were obtained from this CFP pilot project.

9.2.2 Criteria for CFP Label’s Registration

The guideline has several specifications. It can be applied to all products and be

used for full carbon footprint or “business-to-consumer (B2C)” assessment. This

assessment is also known as the cradle-to-grave assessment considering all life

cycle stages. The guideline is also applicable to “business to business (B2B),” also

known as the cradle-to-gate assessment as it only covers raw material acquisition,

manufacturing, and distribution up to the factory gate. The partial carbon footprint

can, however, be publicized only on websites, brochures, reports, etc. but cannot be

displayed on the product packaging. The companies are authorized to use the label

during the 2-year certification period.

9.2.3 The Use of GHG Emission Factors for CFP Calculation

The six major greenhouse gases as identified in the Kyoto Protocol, e.g., CO2, CH4,

N2O, hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur

Fig. 2.13 Carbon footprint

label of Thailand
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hexafluorides (SF6), are included in the CFP assessment. The GHG emissions will

be evaluated and presented in terms of mass of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e),

and the CFP calculations shall use the equivalency factors for global warming

potential over 100 years (GWP100) for each greenhouse gases mentioned in the

latest version of IPCC report.

The four phases of LCA as defined by ISO14040/44 that include goal and scope,

inventory analysis, impact assessment, and interpretation must be followed to

perform the CFP assessment. The national guideline on CFP introduces the most

common methodology approach to calculate the CFP. It converts the primary and

secondary data of inputs/outputs since raw material acquisition, manufacture, use,

waste management, and final waste disposal in all stages to GHG emissions by

multiplying their loadings with the respective coefficients or “CO2 emission fac-

tors.” Full lists of CO2 emission factors can be cited from the TGO’s carbon

footprint webpage. The factors are in reference to various sources including:

1. National LCI database (http://www.thailcidatabase.net)

2. Peer-reviewed journals, technical report, or theses in the context of Thailand

3. Inventory databases in LCA software

4. Publications from international organizations, e.g., UNEP, FAO, etc.

These factors are updated every 6 months based on new information, particularly

as more and more verified datasets from the national LCI data become available.

9.2.4 Product Category Rule (PCR) Development

As specified in ISO 14025, product category rules (PCRs) are essential for the

concept of environmental and climate declarations. Hence, in order to enable the

transparency and credibility of the CFP calculation, the PCR approach is therefore

applied to the CFP labeling in Thailand. This enables the manufacturers to perform

the CFP assessment following the related PCRs in which they want to get the CFP

label. If there are products without PCR in Thailand, the assessment conductor/

consultant must submit a draft of product specifications following the template

format provided on the TGO website or contact TGO for further information.

There are two types of PCRs developed in different ways. Initially, PCRs were

developed for each product by the company (or their consultant) who applied for

the carbon footprint label using a standard format developed by TGO. After these

company, PCRs were put before the National Technical Committee for consulta-

tion, if any objections from other companies manufacturing the same product arise

the rules that would have to be reconsidered by the National Technical Committee.

Without so doing, the company PCRs would remain applicable. The next PCR or

the national PCR is developed by TGO with support from the National Technical

Committee in consultation with various stakeholders such as industries, govern-

ment and nongovernment organizations, and universities. The typical procedures

for the national PCR development are shown in Fig. 2.14.
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The activity starts from planning for the national PCR development in the

focused sector. After the technical subcommittee is set up for drafting national

PCR, the final PCR will be consulted with various stakeholders before reporting to

the National Technical Committee for approval. The contents provided in the Thai

PCR are as follows:

1. Scope of the PCR

2. Description of product (includes product definition and components)

3. Referenced standards and PCRs

4. Terms and definitions

5. Scope of the assessment with calculation unit and life cycle stages to be covered

6. General requirements applied to all stages, i.e., life cycle flow diagram, range of

data collection, primary data collection method and requirements, secondary

Planning for
the National PCR Development

Setting up the technical sub-committee

1st Meeting of the technical sub-committee 
to scope PCR’s content

2nd Meeting for reviewing
the technical criteria of PCR

Stakeholders meeting (if required)

1st draft of the National PCR

2nd draft of the National PCR

Stakeholders meeting

Correction and revision of the PCR

Draft final of the National PCR for approval
by the national technical committee

Circulating the 1st draft PCR to stakeholders 
for comments and suggestions

Circulating the 2nd draft PCR to stakeholders 
for comments and suggestions

Fig. 2.14 Procedures for the national PCR development
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data collection method and requirements, period of data collection, allocation

method, cutoff criteria, scenarios, and others

7. Data presentation requirements

8. Appendices for additional information in calculation of CFP

As of May 2015, there are 161 approved PCRs. The detailed information of

PCRs is available on the webpage of TGO.

9.2.5 Verification and Certification Procedures

After completion of carbon footprint calculation, the company has to contact a

registered verifier to verify and approve the results. The affirmation statement is

then issued by the registered verifier, which has to be submitted to TGO’s Carbon
Business Office (CBO). CBO acts as the secretary to present to the “working group

on promotion of carbon footprint of products and organizations in Thailand”

(CF-WG) for approval and issuance of the license. The CF-WG, chaired by TGO

Executive Director, consists of ten members including CF experts, representatives

of FTI, Marketing Association, Department of Alternative Energy Development

and Efficiency (Ministry of Energy), Pollution Control Department (Ministry of

Natural Resources and Environment), and Thai Industrial Standards Institute (Min-

istry of Industry).

It is imperative to note that the verifiers registered with TGO have to pass

through very strict quality control criteria. They should first undergo rigorous

training in LCA and CF and should also have conducted at least three product

carbon footprint case studies. It must also be ensured that there is no conflict of

interest between the company and the registered verifier. The roles and responsi-

bilities of CF-WG to the CFP are to process the application for CFP, to verify and

approve the use of carbon footprint label, to approve and register the carbon

footprint consultants, and to provide advice on the principles, criteria, and pro-

cedures for CFP.

9.2.6 Current Situation

With the support and effort from the collaborative organizations such as MTEC,

FTI, the National Food Institute, the Thailand Textile Institute, the Thailand

Environment Institute, and the universities in promotion of CFP label program in

Thailand, through several activities and projects brought about increased recogni-

tion of CFP label from manufacturers, especially from the food industries. 1,570

products from 363 companies have received the CFP label as of 31 May 2015,

denoting that there is a rapid growth in CFP certification.

The CFP-labeled products cover a wide range such as chicken meat, chicken

seasoning, jasmine rice, canned food, fruit juice, beverage, animal feed, wall tile,

instant rice vermicelli, textiles, food packaging, beverage packaging, etc.
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The classification of CFP-labeled products by types of industries is shown in

Fig. 2.15. Food industry has the highest share in the total CFP-labeled products as it

contributes about 44%, followed by the products from wood and Para rubber

industry, textile industry, construction industry, and petroleum and petrochemical

and chemical industry with about 10%, 8% 5%, and 5% shares, respectively.

There are several other local products that have received the CFP label such as

minced and preserved pork (Moo Yor), honey, silk, Thai bean cake, macadamia

nuts, coffee roast, Saa paper, mulberry paper umbrella, etc. These products are

known as OTOP that stands for “One Tambon One Product,” which is a project

promoted by the Royal Thai Government since 2001 in order to boost the rural

economic development by using the principles about development of local products

to global with the local self-reliance creativity and resources. TGO in collaboration

with the Department of Environmental Quality Promotion (DEQP) and the Ministry

of Natural Resources and Environment has been working to promote CFP label to

the OTOP products as the values of the exported “OTOP” products account for

10,000 million Thai Baht with a total inflow of money being more than 100,000

million THB. The implementation of CFP label to the local communities is a

measure to raise the environmental standard of the “OTOP” products, to satisfy

the demands for low-carbon products and to increase the opportunity in exporting

products to other countries in the future.

For CFP technical supporting system, the GHG emission factors (EFs), gener-

ated from the Thai life cycle inventory database by MTEC, have been supplied to

TGO every 6 months (Mungcharoen and Olarnrithinun 2014). More than 600 EFs

are publicly available on the TGO website to be used for CF calculation of both

products and organizations. Regarding to the local CFP experts, there are 74 qual-

ified CFP consultants listed and 39 qualified CFP verifiers certified by TGO. The

Fig. 2.15 Classifications of CFP-labeled products by types of industries
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CFP verifiers have to attend the CFP training course, organized by TGO at least

once every 2 years to refresh or update their knowledge in CFP. Moreover, the

national CFP technical committee which is now in its sixth year has met regularly

every 2 months to provide technical recommendations including the update the CFP

national guidelines and the PCRs.

Regarding the regional collaboration and networking, TGO and MTEC are

founding and active members of the Asia Carbon Footprint Network (ACFN)

established in 2013 (ACFN 2013).

9.2.7 Outlook

Since the initiative on CFP pilot project in 2009, there are several organizations and

companies in Thailand that have expressed their interests on calculation and

reduction of CFP toward “low-carbon economy” trends. The product’s carbon

footprint reduction (CFR) or global warming reduction label, initiated by TGO in

2014, is the label that demonstrated an achievement in reduction of the product’s
carbon footprint as required by the TGO’s Carbon Labeling Program. An assess-

ment of CFR shall be based on the concept of product’s life cycle; raw material

acquisition, transportation and distribution, production, usage, and end-of-life dis-

posal to account and compare between the product’s carbon footprint for the base

year and the present year. This determines and evaluates the reduced carbon

footprint of the product against the TGO’s requirement. Products eligible for

awarding CFR registration are:

1. The products that confirm the CFR requirement, such that it achieves present

year reduction compared to base year’s carbon footprint (which is not less than

2%)

2. The products that confirm the CFR requirement, such that it achieves carbon

footprint reduction that can lower or equal the benchmark of category set by

TGO

As of April 2015, 65 products from 13 companies are registered for CFR,

including ceramic tiles, wall and floor tiles, dish cleaner, textiles, cement, rice

bags, cooking oil, and others which can reduce greenhouse gas emissions 116,472 t

CO2e.

Additional to the CFP and CFR labels, TGO also promotes CoolMode label for

textile products, carbon offset label, and carbon neutral label (TGO 2015). On the

broader aspect, MTEC has promoted the applications of LCA-LCI database to

support the national green growth policy (Mungcharoen and Olarnrithinun 2014)

and most recent green product trends, including water footprint, environmental

footprint, and upcycle carbon footprint.
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In this chapter, the experiences with CFP in the UK, France, Japan, Korea, and

Thailand were introduced, and the results and outcomes were described.

CFP has attracted attention because the consumers can see it displayed on the

packages directly in the store, and most likely, they compare the labeled products

with each other. However, in the UK and Japan, the CFP marks are displayed

without any numerical values. Also the reduction mark, introduced in Korea and

Thailand, which shows the reduction ratio of GHG emissions of the targeted

product compared to the former product, does not indicate an absolute figure. So

it can be assumed that producers hesitate to make the CFP transparent.

CFP is a type 3 label showing the calculation result of the GHG emission using

LCA. However, it can strongly be assumed that consumers cannot judge the quality

of the CFP number shown on the package, if it is a positive or a negative indicator.

So the argument is that, in order to recommend the environmental conscious

product to consumers, type 1 label is more convenient than type 3 label, because

type 1 discloses the criteria to be harmless for the environment.

The focus of Chap. 2 lies on CFP, i.e., on “product,” but recently, a CFP of

“organization” has been conducted in many enterprises. And also, “environmental

footprint” became popular, which assesses various environmental categories, not

only global warming. There is a big social movement toward “organization” from

“Product” and from “CFP” toward “environmental footprint.”

The multi-issues methods of “environmental footprint” are classified into two

groups, “products” and “organization.”

For example, there is the activity of “The Sustainability Consortium (TSC)”

based in the USA, which was launched in 2009 under the leadership of Walmart, the

supermarket chain (TSC 2015). They are developing the methods to assess the

environmental impacts, together with the social impacts, of the products mainly

sold in the supermarket.

The Environment Directorate-General of the European Commission published

“The Guidance of PEF” (product environmental footprint) (European Commission

2013a) and “The Guidance of OEF” (organization environmental footprint)

(European Commission 2013b) in 2012, and then their pilot projects were launched

in 2013 (European Commission 2013c) and (European Commission 2013d).

Also, ISO/TS 14072:2014 is the technical specification to show the methodo-

logies of LCA for organizations, comparing to ISO 14044 (2006), the standard for

LCA of products. To support ISO/TS 14072, UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative

launched the working group “Organizational LCA (O-LCA)” (Martı́nez-Blanco

et al. 2015a, b, c) in 2013 and published its guidance (UNEP/SETAC 2015).
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These activities are introduced in detail in Chap. 8 of this book (Martı́nez-Blanco

et al. 2016).

In this movement, CFP is the origin of the communication tool to disclose

environmental information directly to consumers. The communication rules are

now discussed in order to publish ISO 14026/AWI (ISO 2015), which is the

technical specification of “communication of footprint,” in 2017. The experiences

with CFP are most profitable to consider the methodologies for the communication

between consumers and producers. It will be helpful to establish and realize

“sustainable consumption and production” in the near future.
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Chapter 3

Water Footprinting in Life Cycle
Assessment: How to Count the Drops
and Assess the Impacts?

Markus Berger, Stephan Pfister, and Masaharu Motoshita

Abstract Freshwater scarcity is a relevant problem for more than one billion people

around the globe. Therefore, the analysis of water consumption along the supply chain

of products is of increasing relevance in current sustainability discussions. This chapter

aims at providing insight into the scientific development and practical application of

water footprinting. In a comprehensive literature review, more than 30 water footprint

methods, tools, databases, and standards have been identified and discussed. The

scopes of different water footprint approaches vary regarding the types of water use

accounted for, the distinction of water courses, and the consideration of temporal and

regional aspects such as water scarcity and sensitivity of population or ecosystems for

impact assessment. In order to illustrate the application of water footprinting, several

case studies representing different levels of complexity (crops to cars) and scientific

standards (liter to disability-adjusted life year, DALY) are presented. Subsequently,

key methodological challenges are identified ranging from the adequate resolution of

inventory flows to the consideration of water quality aspects. As the most advanced

methods require the highest resolution inventory data, the trade-off between precision

and applicability is a key challenge, which needs to be addressed in future database and

method developments. Such future developments are the subject of the closing section,

which, e.g., provides an outlook on the consensus impact assessment model being

currently developed by theUNEP/SETACLifeCycle Initiative.Moreover, the increas-

ing relevance ofwater footprinting in decision-making and communication strategies is

discussed along with opportunities and limitations of water footprinting.
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Keywords LCA • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle impact assessment • Life

cycle management • Special types of life cycle assessment • Sustainability • UNEP/

SETAC life cycle initiative • Water consumption • Water demand • Water

footprint • Water footprint network • Water resource • Water scarcity • Water use

Acronyms

ADP Abiotic depletion indicator

AoP Areas of protection

AWS Alliance for water stewardship

CTA Ratio of water use to consumption availability

CV Coefficient of variation

DALY Disability-adjusted life year

DTA Demand-to-availability

EIA Environmental impact assessment

EWR Environmental water requirement

EWS European water stewardship

PDF Potentially disappeared fraction

PEF Product environmental footprint

WAVE Water accounting and vulnerability evaluation

WBCSD World business council on sustainable development

WF Water footprint

WFN WaterStat database

WSI Water stress index

WTA Ratio of water use to water availability

WULCA Water use in LCA

1 Introduction

1.1 Yet Another Footprint. . .

Water is a viable resource on our planet as it is crucial to sustain life and cannot be

replaced by any other substance. However, freshwater is scarce in some regions,

countries, and even continents. Therefore, the use of freshwater in agriculture and

industry can lead to severe problems for both humans and ecosystems.

Yet, when assessing the environmental performance of products, attention is

usually drawn on the energy consumed along a product’s lifespan or the emission of

greenhouse gases. In contrast, the consumption of water has often been neglected

even though its environmental impact can be substantial, especially with regard to

agricultural products that are grown in water-scarce regions.

This severe deficiency is currently addressed by many stakeholders including

research, industry, and politics. Next to developing methods which enable the

quantification of a product’s “water footprint,” there is also a need to achieve
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consensus on how such water footprints are to be determined in order to ensure

consistency and comparability.

In the introduction, this chapter provides an overview of global freshwater

scarcity and resulting consequences, discusses the development of water

footprinting, introduces involved stakeholders, and defines a water footprint-related

terminology used throughout this chapter. Subsequently, the various approaches for

water footprinting, which range from simple accounting tools to complex impact

assessment models, are discussed along with their possibilities, data demands, and

limitations. Since water footprinting is still a rather young discipline, representative

case studies showing the potential and difficulties on the volumetric and impact

assessment levels are introduced. Finally, urgent remaining challenges are presented

along with an outlook on future method, database, and application developments.

1.2 Status of Water Resource and Demand: Global Picture
and Regional Aspects

1,400,000,000 km3 – that is the total amount of water available on our planet. It

covers two thirds of the Earth’s surface. However, only 3% of this volume is

freshwater, of which 69% is locked up in glaciers and polar ice caps (Gleick

1996). The remaining 13 million km3 of usable freshwater sustains life on our

planet but is distributed very unevenly around the globe. While some regions in

Columbia, Indonesia, or New Zealand abound in water (>3000 mm annual precip-

itation), other places, such as the Atacama desert, the Sahel zone, or Saudi Arabia

are extremely dry with less than 100 mm precipitation per year.

During the past century, water use grew twice as fast as the world’s population
(UN and FAO 2007). The main reason for this was agricultural irrigation which is

responsible for about 70% of global water withdrawal and 85% of global water

consumption (Shiklomanov 2003). The share of water withdrawal by the main

consumption clusters “agriculture,” “industry,” and “domestic” is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Today, 1.2 billion people live in such water-scarce regions and another 1.6

billion people suffer from economic water shortage. This means they do not have

access to safe drinking water due to missing opportunities to withdraw, purify, or

transport water from aquifers and rivers (UN and FAO 2007).

Figure 3.2 shows areas facing physical and economic water scarcity. As a

consequence of climate change, population growth, and changing consumption

patterns in emerging nations, water scarcity is expected to increase significantly

in many parts of the world (Alcamo and Henrichs 2002).

1.3 Consequences Resulting from Water Scarcity

In addition to the physical depletion of freshwater resources, water scarcity

threatens the basic living conditions of all species on earth. According to
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V€or€osmarty et al. (2010), almost 80% of the human population and ecosystems in

65% of continental discharge in the world are already threatened concerning water

security.

For human beings, the shortage in fundamental supply for domestic use (drink-

ing, bathing, cleaning, etc.) results in no accesses to safe water and subsequent

health effects by infectious diseases. In the report by Pr€uss-Üst€un from World

Health Organization (Pr€uss-Üst€un et al. 2008), it is estimated that 6.3% of total

death and 9.1% of total health damage (indicated by disability-adjusted life years

(DALYs) accounting the years of premature deaths and life lived with disability)

are attributed to unsafe water, inadequate sanitation, or insufficient hygiene. As a

second impact pathway, water scarcity restricts agricultural production and causes

insufficient food supply. As malnutrition due to the shortage of food supply is

related to not only agricultural water scarcity but also other economic/social

factors, it is not easy to quantify the effects of water scarcity. However, comparing

the minimum requirements of agricultural water (Falkenmark and Rockstr€om 2004)

with actual use (FAO 2015), shows that around 36% of countries (15% in popu-

lation) are estimated to be short in agricultural water use to avoid malnutrition. In

addition, it is obvious that competing water demand will become more severe in the

future because of increasing demand with population and economic growth.

While the pathways from water scarcity to the impacts on ecosystem are

complex, the growth of terrestrial plants and habitats of water-dependent species

are obviously influenced by water shortage. Especially, many of water-dependent

species are already in danger of extinction (Wetlands International 2010). While

extinction of water-dependent species is arisen from several factors including

degradation in water quality, water scarcity can be obviously one of the major

factors affecting biodiversity of water-dependent ecosystems as drastically illus-

trated in the example of the Aral Sea.

Water Withdrawals by Sector

EarthTrends: World Resources Institute
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Fig. 3.1 Water withdrawal by sector (FAO 2009)
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1.4 Assessment of Water Use Across Product Life Cycles

Considering global freshwater scarcity and the resulting consequences, the analysis

of water use across the supply chains of goods and products seems urgent. In

general, water use can be assessed on the volumetric level of virtual water, within

life cycle assessment, and by means of a water footprint analysis. While method-

ological details are explained in Sect. 2, this section provides an overview on the

development of the three approaches.

In the 1990s of the last century, the virtual water concept was developed which

accounts for the consumption of ground and surface water (blue water), the evapo

(transpi)ration of rainwater (green water), and the pollution of freshwater (gray

water) (Allan 1998). A decade later, the water footprint was introduced as a tool

which expresses the virtual water content of products, organizations, people, and

nations (Hoekstra and Hung 2002) in a spatially and temporally explicit way. By

revealing surprisingly high volumes, like 140 L per cup of coffee (Chapagain and

Hoekstra 2007) or 2700 L per cotton T-shirt (Chapagain et al. 2006), the con-

sumer’s attention has been drawn on the amounts of water consumed or polluted

during the production of daily goods (Berger et al. 2014). Even the WF (water

footprint) of nations and global virtual water imports and exports have been

analyzed based on WF estimates of products, consumption patterns, and trade

statistics (Hoekstra and Mekonnen 2012b; Suweis et al. 2012).

Life cycle assessment (LCA) is a commonly accepted and widely applied environ-

mental management tool measuring the various environmental consequences caused

throughout products’ life cycles (Schnoor 2009). However, when assessing the envi-
ronmental performance of a product by means of LCA, attention is usually drawn on

the pollution of freshwater resources bymeans of emission-oriented impact categories

such as eutrophication, acidification, or human- and ecotoxicity (Guinee et al. 2002).

In contrast, the use of freshwater along a product’s lifespan was usually neglected in

the past. As discussed in Berger and Finkbeiner (2010), this can be explained by the

historic background of LCA. This method was developed in industrial countries that

usually do not suffer fromwater scarcity andwas traditionally used to assess industrial

products, which require rather low amounts of water in their production. However,

there are also specific methodological challenges making the impact assessment of

water use difficult. For instance, freshwater scarcity varies around the globe, different

types ofwater, like ground and surface water, fulfill different ecological functions, and

different water qualities enable different uses.

In contrast to the volumetric virtual water and water footprint approaches, LCA

aims at assessing regional impacts in addition to the volumes of water used along a

product’s life cycle. This different interpretation of the water footprint as a volu-

metric- or impact-oriented indicator has led to strong dispute in the scientific

community. Some scholars highlight the need of additional interpretation as 1 m3

of rainwater consumption in Brazil does not compare to 1 m3 of groundwater

consumed in Egypt (Pfister and Hellweg 2009; Ridoutt and Huang 2012). In

contrast, other authors argue that global freshwater appropriation is more important,

as impacts are hard to predict and water is a global resource subject to virtual trade
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via products (Gerbens-Leenes et al. 2009; Hoekstra and Mekonnen 2012a). How-

ever, as problems occur due to a regional and not a global shortage of water (Ridoutt

and Huang 2012), consensus is increasing that the water footprint should measure

impacts in addition to volumes.

This idea is also reflected in the recently published international standard on

water footprinting (ISO 14046 2014) which defines the water footprint as “metric

(s) that quantifies the potential environmental impacts related to water.” In contrast

to the water footprint definition of Hoekstra and Hung, a volumetric water con-

sumption should be regarded as water inventory but not as water footprint.

Similar to the impact category climate change and the carbon footprint (ISO

14064 2006), consequences of water use can be assessed as an impact category

within LCA (ISO 14044 2006) or as a stand-alone water footprint (ISO 14046

2014). For this reason, water is addressed twice in the LCA compendium. While a

certain methodological overlap is unavoidable, this chapter focuses on the individual

water footprint analysis as a special form of LCA. In contrast, the chapter “water use

in LCA” in the volume “life cycle impact assessment” (Pfister 2015) discusses the

integration of water as a new impact category in LCA. In general, the differences can

be found in the scope of the two approaches. An impact category “water use” in LCA

usually focuses on consequences resulting from the depletion of freshwater resources.

Freshwater quality alterations can also be addressed but care should be taken to avoid

double counting with existing categories such as eutrophication or toxicity if mutu-

ally exclusive impact pathways are described (Berger and Finkbeiner 2013). When

the water footprint is accomplished as a stand-alone analysis, the scope should be

broader to address as many water-related impacts as possible.

1.5 Stakeholders

Water footprinting is basically driven from all relevant stakeholders. There is no

stakeholder group actually opposing to it.

There are numerous initiatives on the government level putting water high on the

priority list. As an example, the Chinese government decided to make the securing

of drinking water a top priority and significantly raised fines for water polluters. The

security of drinking water and purification of relevant rivers and lakes, in combi-

nation with major pollution and emissions control and urban waste treatment

efforts, were highlighted in the country’s 11th Five-Year Plan (2006–2010) of

Environmental Protection (China Daily 2007).

As far as companies are concerned, there are both individual commitments, e.g.,

Nestlé defined water as one of their three key areas for their company’s business
strategy and essential to creating a better and healthier world in the twenty-first

century (Nestle 2009), and cooperative commitments, e.g., the Food and Beverage

Industry Partnership on water involving several multinationals (Nestlé, The Coca-

Cola Company, and Pepsico International, etc.).

A forum having a long history in research concerning water is the UNESCO-IHE

Institute for Water Education (UNESCO 2009) which has been founded in 2003
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and continues the work of the IHE that began already in 1957. The overall aim of

the institute is to promote global education and knowledge for integrated water

resource management and to assist developing countries and countries in transition

in meeting their water-related capacity building requirements. Next to several

education programs, the activities of the institute comprise project work and

research in the areas of wastewater treatment, water resource management, water

footprinting, etc. The work in terms of water footprinting has mainly been put

forward by Arjen Hoekstra who founded the Water Footprint Network (Water

Footprint Network 2009) in cooperation with lots of stakeholders from industry,

academia, and other organizations in October 2008.

The Water Footprint Network aims at promoting sustainable, fair, and efficient

use of freshwater worldwide by advancing the water footprint methodology intro-

duced by Arjen Hoekstra, increasing the water footprint awareness, and encourag-

ing forms of water governance. Activities undertaken in the water footprint network

mainly comprise the development of standards and tools (methods, guidelines, and

criteria) for water footprinting, water footprint impact assessment, and reduction

and offsetting of negative consequences of water footprints. Moreover, the Water

Footprint Network assists companies, organizations, and governmental institutions

in implementing water footprint accounting and in developing sustainable water

policies. Besides, the network has accomplished water footprint studies for a wide

range of products itself and supports communication and exchange of knowledge as

well as education concerning water footprinting.

Being a founding member of the Water Footprint Network, the World Business

Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD) is active in water footprinting as

well. More than 60 companies cooperate in the council project on water and

sustainable development which intends to “get water higher on everyone’s business
agenda by providing frameworks and tools to support water management plans, as

well as sharing best practice across sectors” (WBCSD 2013). Besides publishing

successful experiences in water management, a tool to support business water

footprinting (WBCSD 2013) has been developed (see Sect. 2.4).

With a particular focus on Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), the UNEP/SETAC

Life Cycle Initiative task force 2 (UNEP/SETAC 2009) works on methodological

approaches promoting water accounting in LCA. The task force has established a

framework (Bayart et al. 2010) providing recommendations concerning the inven-

tory modeling of water use and the development of impact assessment methods for

water consumption. Furthermore, a comprehensive criteria-based method compar-

ison has been established (Kounina et al. 2013) and significant aspects and model-

ing choices of impact assessment methods have been analyzed (Boulay et al. 2015b,

c). Currently, the working group develops consensus impact assessment models to

harmonize the diverse assessment approaches available today (Boulay 2015a).

Another organization involved in water footprinting is the International Orga-

nization for Standardization (ISO). Recently, the ISO subcommittee for life cycle

assessment (ISO/TC 207/SC 5) (ISO 2009), has published an international standard

presenting principles, requirements, and guidance for water footprinting (ISO

14046 2014). The new water footprint standard completes the series of standards

concerning LCA, eco-efficiency, and carbon footprint which are provided by ISO.
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The CEO Water Mandate (UN 2009), which has been established by the UN

Global Compact in 2007, is a relevant comprehensive and visible cross-sectoral,

public-private partnership on water. It represents both a call-to-action and a strate-

gic framework for responsible water management by business. Being voluntary in

nature, it is built around six core areas of responsibility with which its endorsers

must commit to and show improvement: direct operations, supply chain and

watershed management, collective action, public policy, community engagement,

as well as transparency. The mandate developed a transparency framework to

provide endorsers with a review of innovative practice and common approaches

for reporting on water management and efficiency. With membership limited to UN

Global Compact members, the mandate features endorsers with sector- and geo-

graphic diversity, including companies such as Coca-Cola, Dow Chemical, Levi

Strauss, Nestlé, PepsiCo, Royal Dutch Shell and Unilever (Morrison et al. 2009).

The Alliance for Water Stewardship (AWS) is an initiative which has developed a

global freshwater stewardship certification program.This voluntarywater stewardship

program offers independent certification rewarding responsible water management

with recognition and competitive advantage. The certification scheme is designed to

be applicable both to water “users” (businesses) and water “providers” (utilities).

Originally introduced by The Nature Conservancy, the Water Stewardship Initiative,

and the Pacific Institute, AWS is expanding to include participation from various

stakeholders, including NGOs, water utilities, and businesses (Morrison et al. 2009).

From NGOs, e.g., the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) is very active in water

footprinting.WWF is a foundingmember of theWater FootprintNetwork. In addition,

there are numerous NGOs specifically addressing the water issue, e.g., The Blue

Planet Project (http://theblueplanetproject.blogspot.com/), International Water Asso-

ciation (http://www.iawq.org.uk), International Water Resources Association (http://

www.iwra.siu.edu), IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre (http://www.irc.

nl), WaterAid (http://www.wateraid.org.uk), WaterLife Foundation (http://www.

waterlife.org), or the World Water Council (http://www.worldwatercouncil.org).

1.6 Terminology

In order to enable a consistent terminology throughout this chapter, the terms water

use and water consumption, which are often used synonymously, need to be

defined. Adopting the terminology proposed by Owens (2001), water use describes

the total withdrawal of freshwater which can be differentiated into consumptive,

degradative, and borrowing water use. Consumptive water use (or water consump-

tion) denotes the fraction of total water use which is not returned to the originating

drainage basin due to evapo(transpi)ration, product integration, or discharge into

other basins and the sea. Degradative water use is the part of withdrawal returned to

the basin after quality degradation (e.g., wastewater discharge). In contrast, bor-

rowing water use expresses withdrawal and discharge with low or no quality

degradation (e.g., turbined water in hydropower).
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Other important terms are water scarcity and water stress but they are used

inconsistently throughout the literature. However, they are generally used to indi-

cate the potential impact of using or consuming water in impact assessment as they

indicate the vulnerability of the water resource or of access to it. While in the ISO

standard (ISO 14046 2014) water scarcity refers to impacts based on water con-

sumption and water stress includes also quality issues, other publications assess

water stress as a function of competition (i.e., use or consumption-to-availability

ratios) and therefore these terms are used synonymously.

Some technical terms are described in the ISO standard on water footprinting

(ISO 14046 2014), but there is no complete definition in the standard.

2 Water Footprint Methods

By means of a comprehensive literature review a broad set of methods enabling the

accounting and impact assessment of water use has been identified. They can be

categorized as stand-alone and LCA-based methods (Fig. 3.3). Moreover, databases

and tools which facilitate water footprinting as well as the new ISO standard have

been included in the review.

Fig. 3.3 Water footprint methods, databases, and tools identified and classified in the literature

review
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2.1 Virtual Water and Water Footprint According
to WaterStat Database

Stand-alone methods like Virtual Water (Allan 1998) and the Water Footprint as

defined by the WaterStat Database (WFN) (Hoekstra et al. 2011) enable the

analysis of water use throughout products’ or organizations’ supply chains. Results

are usually presented on a volumetric level and potential regional consequences are

discussed on a qualitative level.

Based on the concept introduced by Allan (1998), several authors divide water

into three categories: green, blue, and gray water. The green water consumption

describes the evapotranspiration of rainwater during plant growth, which is espe-

cially relevant for agricultural products. Blue water consumption is the volume of

ground and surface water that evaporates during production. Thus, it comprises the

amount of water that is not returned into the environmental compartment from

which it has been withdrawn initially. As the water that is returned to the environ-

ment (e.g., effluent of wastewater treatment plants) can be of lower quality, the gray

water describes the total amount of water that is polluted by that effluent. Hence,

gray water equals the volume of water required to dilute the used water until it

reaches commonly agreed quality standards.

The water footprint according to Hoekstra (Hoekstra and Hung 2002) was

introduced in 2002 and relies on the virtual water concept, but additionally includes

spatial and temporal information (Water Footprint Network 2009). Accordingly,

the quantitative water footprint of a product is the same value as its virtual water

content. Furthermore, water footprints were calculated for individuals, organiza-

tions, or nations by multiplying all products and materials consumed with their

respective virtual water content and by adding the direct water consumption of the

person, organization, or nation (Water Footprint Network 2009).

2.2 Methods to Assess Water Use in Life Cycle Assessment

Methods analyzing water use in LCA can be categorized into accounting and

impact assessment approaches. Accounting methods remain on the volumetric

level and provide the basis for any subsequent impact assessment.

2.2.1 Accounting Methods

LCI schemes developed by Vince (2007), Bayart et al. (2010), and Boulay

et al. (2011a) propose a detailed accounting of water use which considers volumet-

ric, geographical, watercourse, and quality information in order to satisfy inventory

requirements of modern impact assessment methods. The accounting scheme of
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Berger et al. (2014) additionally considers effects of atmospheric moisture

recycling within basins.

Impact Assessment Methods

On the midpoint level, the basic and common concept of indicators for assessing the

potential environmental impacts of water use or consumption is to express the

physical resource availability compared to the demand by taking the ratio of water

use or consumption to water availability (WTA or CTA). This formulation repre-

sents how severely water resources are used or consumed compared to available

resource amounts. Many of currently developed methods apply this concept to their

indicators for assessing potential impacts in general without referring to a specific

user (Pfister et al. 2009; Boulay et al. 2011b; Berger et al. 2014).

On the other hand, some of these methods integrate some unique aspects into

their modeling. The potential impacts on aquatic ecosystems are explicitly consid-

ered by deducting environmental water requirement (EWR) from the available

amount of water resources in the model of Mil�a i Canals et al. (2008).
In the context of physical scarcity of water resources, hydrological processes is

another critical point. For instance, even if water is consumed by evaporation in an

area, some part of them may reproduce the amounts of available water in the same

or other areas through natural return flow by precipitation. These hydrological

processes are modeled in the indicators by Berger et al. (2014). Specifically

regarding return flow to groundwater, Mil�a i Canals et al. (2008) also consider

the effects of replenishment in their indicator for assessing the impacts of ground-

water depletion. However, the abiotic depletion indicator (ADP) (Guinee

et al. 2002) is applied to model the impacts in their indicator for groundwater

depletion for the sake of consistent assessment with other abiotic resources. Thus,

the amount of resources is squared in the numerator of their indicator for ground-

water depletion and the ratio of demand to squared availability is normalized with

that of antimony in the same was as other abiotic resources. In this context, the

indicator for groundwater depletion proposed by Mil�a i Canals et al. (2008) has a

conceptual difference in the form of the assessment indicator.

As illustrated in Kounina et al. (2013), water consumption will result in impacts

on endpoint level related to three areas of protection, “human health,” “ecosystem

quality” and “resources.” The cause-effect chain on human health is relatively clear

compared to that on ecosystem quality and resources. Therefore, several models

provide indicators to assess potential damages on human health resulting from

water consumption. Malnutrition damage due to agricultural water scarcity

(Motoshita et al. 2008, 2014; Pfister et al. 2009; Boulay et al. 2011b) and infectious

diseases damage due to domestic water scarcity (Motoshita et al. 2011, 2014;

Boulay et al. 2011b) have been modeled as a consequence of water consumption

at global scale. The impact pathways of water consumption to ecosystem quality are

more complicated and the targets and approaches for assessing potential damage

are very diverse. From the aspect of terrestrial ecosystem, the potentially
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disappeared fraction (PDF) of terrestrial plants is estimated as a proxy of plant

growth prevention resulting from water consumption at a global scale (Pfister

et al. 2009). Detailed pathway of water consumption to terrestrial species loss are

described by modeling the relationship between the risks of species loss and the

changes of groundwater table level due to water consumption in the context of the

Netherlands (Van Zelm et al. 2011). However, there are limitations to expand this

kind of detailed analysis to global scale due to the lack of knowledge on region-

specific situations of the pathway and data availability of parameters for the

analysis. Regarding the aquatic ecosystem, Hanafiah et al. (2011) focus on fish

species and model the impacts on them resulting from loss of river discharge as a

consequence of water consumption at global scale. Verones et al. (2013) assess the

impacts on species in wetlands (birds, water-dependent mammals, reptiles and

amphibians) resulting from wetland area change because of water consumption at

global scale. From the viewpoint of costal wetland species, the impacts of water

consumption on both terrestrial and aquatic species (plants, fish, algae and a

crustacean) is estimated as a result of salinity increase in coastal wetlands at global

scale (Amores et al. 2013). On the other hand, water use (including nonconsumptive

use from reservoirs for hydropower) may also affect aquatic ecosystem and cause

fish species loss per unit power production. This cause-effect chain is estimated for

dams in Switzerland and the United States (Humbert and Maendly 2008). Potential

damages on resources have been attempted to describe from different aspects.

Dewulf et al. (2007) regards the loss of accumulated exergy of water resources as

potential damage on resources by water consumption. On the other hand, energy

consumption for desalinated water production is accounted as potential damage of

water consumption to compensate the lack of water resources based on the concept

of “backup technology” (Pfister et al. 2009). While the former represents the lost

energy “for other water users” that may be theoretically utilized, the latter targets on

the energy that will be consumed “by other water users” and deprived from “other

users including non-water users.” Even though both approaches assess potential

damage on resources in terms of energy, the target users of potential damage are

different.

All of the above methods are related to the assessment of physical freshwater

scarcity. For an assessment of quality degradation, impact assessment methods on

pollution of freshwater (like eutrophication, aquatic acidification, chemical toxic-

ity, etc.) are applicable (e.g., Guinee et al. 2002). Impact assessment methods which

focus on the pollution of freshwater are not included in this review.

An early summary of the water footprint approaches available along with a

discussion of individual strengths and weaknesses has been published in a review

paper of Berger and Finkbeiner (2010). Many of the methods developed after the

publication of this review paper are summarized in the work of Kounina and

colleagues (2013). Regarding midpoint level and human health damage on endpoint

level, the consistency and difference in current models are tested and some signif-

icant parameters relevant to the differences among models are revealed in the

method comparison analysis of Boulay et al. (2015c). These will be helpful for

deeper understandings on the differences in current models.
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2.3 Databases for Inventory Analysis

In addition to water footprint methods as such, several databases have been

identified which provide water use and consumption data for various products

and materials. Databases can be divided into typical life cycle inventory (LCI)

databases like GaBi (Thinkstep 2016) and ecoinvent (Ecoinvent centre 2015),

sector and country-specific databases (FAO 2013; Pfister et al. 2011b, c; Ono

et al. 2012), and distinct water footprint databases like the Quantis Water Database

(Quantis 2013) or the WaterStat database (WFN 2013b).

2.4 Tools

Moreover, several tools like the Global Water Tool (WBCSD 2013), the Local

Water Tool (GEMI 2013c), the WF Assessment Tool (WFN 2013a), Collecting the

Drops (GEMI 2013a), Connecting the Drops (GEMI 2013b), the Corporate Water

Gauge (CSO 2013), and the Water Risk Filter (WWF 2013) have been identified

which facilitate the accounting of a company’s (direct) water use and assess

environmental, operational, legal, and reputational risks.

2.5 Water Footprint ISO Standard

The international community recently finalized an international standard on water

footprinting (ISO 14046 2014). Aiming at “providing transparency, consistency,

and credibility for assessing water footprint and reporting water footprint results of

products, processes or organizations,” the standard includes “principles, require-

ments, and guidelines” on water footprinting. After defining a consistent terminol-

ogy and describing underlying principles, the methodological framework is

presented and guidance on reporting and critical review is provided.

In line with the LCA structure (ISO 14044 2006), the framework of a water

footprint analysis comprises the goal and scope definition, the water footprint

inventory analysis, the water footprint impact assessment, and the interpretation

of results.

The standard clearly states that the water footprint assessment is an impact-based

measure. Contrary to the definition of Hoekstra and colleagues (2011), a water

footprint inventory can be reported but shall not be termed “water footprint.” It is

stated that a water footprint assessment can be used as both a stand-alone analysis

and part of an LCA containing additional environmental information. The water

footprint assessment should be a comprehensive analysis comprising water avail-

ability and water pollution aspects. If only single aspects of such a comprehensive

analysis are taken into account, this should be reflected in the name of the study. For
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example, a “water availability footprint” considers only the volume of water

consumed and the resulting impacts. In contrast, a “water eutrophication footprint”

assesses the impacts of eutrophication caused by water pollution but neglects the

consumed volume.

Rather than proposing a specific inventory and impact assessment method, the

standard defines criteria which have to be fulfilled in an ISO compliant water

footprint study. For instance, elementary flows should include information

concerning quantities, type of watercourse, water quality, types of water use,

geographical location, time, and emissions. In impact assessment, water availability

footprints should be determined by means of characterization models assessing “the

contribution of the product, process, or organization to pressure on water availabil-

ity.” In a similar way, water footprints addressing water degradation should be

determined by characterization models describing “the contribution of the product,

process, or organization to impacts related to water degradation.” The preferred

water footprint profile contains several impact categories measuring water avail-

ability and degradation footprints.

In order to illustrate the methodological guidance provided in ISO 14046, a

technical report is currently under development (ISO TR 14073 2014), which

contains various practical case studies from different areas of application

2.6 Comparison of Water Footprint Methods, Databases,
and Tools

In order to enable a comparison of the water footprint methods, databases, and tools

identified in the (updated) literature review, a set of criteria has been developed for

assessing their scope and applicability. These criteria comprise:

• The type of water analyzed

• The type of usage considered

• The inventory data required/provided

• Areas of protection (AoP) addressed

• Availability of characterization factors

• ISO 14044 compliance regarding comparative assertions disclosed to the public

As shown in Table 3.1, most methods focus on consumptive blue water use.

Green and gray water is mainly considered by stand-alone methods in order to

address rainwater evapotranspiration of agricultural products and degradative

freshwater use, respectively. The analysis revealed that the inventory requirements

of water footprint methods differ significantly. In general, scientifically advanced

methods show a need for higher resolution inventory data. In addition to volumes

and regional information, methods like Veolia (2011) or Boulay et al. (2011b)

require information on watercourses and water qualities. In some cases, even

temporal information is required to acknowledge varying water scarcity throughout
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Table 3.1 Scope and characteristics of the water footprint methods, databases, and tools identified in

the literature review

Method

Water analyzed

Type of usage

considered

Inventory data

required/provided

Green Blue Gray

Water

use

Water

consumption Volumes Geography

Stand-alone Virtual water x x x x

(gray)

x x

Water foot-

print (WFN)

x x x x

(gray)

x x x

Life cycle

assessment

methods

LCI Vince (2007) x x x x x

Bayart

et al. (2010)

x x x x x

Boulay

et al. (2011a)

x x x x x

Berger

et al. (2014)

x x x x

LCIA

(midpoint)

Hauschild

and Wenzel

(1998)

x x x x

Brent

et al. (2004)

x x x x

Mil�a i Canals
et al. (2008)

x x x x x x

Frischknecht

et al. (2009)

x x x x

Bayart

et al. (2010)

x x x x

Pfister

et al. (2009)

x x x x

Boulay

et al. (2011b)

x x x x x

Veolia (2011) x x x x x

Berger

et al. (2014)

x x x x

LCIA

(endpoint)

B€osch
et al. (2007)

x xa x x

Humbert and

Maendly

(2008)

xa x x

Pfister

et al. (2009)

x x x x

Motoshita

et al. (2011)

x x x x

Hanafiah

et al. (2011)

x

Boulay

et al. (2011b)

x x x x x

Motoshita

et al. (2014)

x x x x
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Areas of protection addressed in impact

assessment Availability

of characteriza-

tion factors

ISO 14044

compliancebWatercourse

Quality

withdrawal

Quality

discharge

Human

health Ecosystems Resources Unspecified

x – – –

x x For the main

basins

Yes

x x x

x x x – – –

x x x

x To be

calculated

Yes

x For

South Africa

No,

weighting

x x x For main basins Yes

x For basins/

countries

No,

weighting

x x x x For 7 countries Yes

x For basins/

countries

Yes

x x x x For basins/

countries

Yes

x x x x To be

calculated

Yes

x For basins/

countries

Yes

x Fixed exergy

content

Yes

x To be

calculated

Yes

x x x For basins/

countries

Yesc

x For countries Yes

x For 214 river

basins

Yes

x x x x For basins/

countries

Yes

x For basins/

countries

Yes

(continued)
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Table 3.1 (continued)

Method

Water analyzed

Type of usage

considered

Inventory data

required/provided

Green Blue Gray

Water

use

Water

consumption Volumes Geography

Databases Ecoinvent x x x x

GaBi x x x x

Quantis x x x x x

WaterStat x x x x

(gray)

x x x

FAOSTAT x x x x

Pfister

et al. (2011a)

x x x x

Pfister

et al. (2011b)

x x x x

Ono

et al. (2012)

x x x x x

Tools Global Water

Tool

x x x x x x

Local Water

Tool

x x x x x x

WF Assess-

ment Tool

x x x x x x x

Collecting the

Drops

x x x x x

Connecting

the Drops

x x x x x x

Corporate

Water Gauge

x x x x x

Water Risk

Filter

x x x x x x

Updated from Berger and Finkbeiner (2010)
aBarrage water only
bFor comparative assertions disclosed to the public
cUnless aggregated eco-indicator 99 result is used
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Areas of protection addressed in impact

assessment Availability

of characteriza-

tion factors

ISO 14044

compliancebWatercourse

Quality

withdrawal

Quality

discharge

Human

health Ecosystems Resources Unspecified

x

x

x x x

x

– – –

x

x

x

x x - - -

x x x

x

x x x
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the year (Hoekstra et al. 2012; Pfister and Baumann 2012). Even though this

increased level of precision is appreciated from a scientific point of view, such

inventory requirements are hard to fulfill – especially if complex background

systems are involved. Hence, the trade-off between “precision” and “applicability”

needs to be addressed in future studies and in the new international standard.

Considerable differences have been detected concerning the availability of charac-

terization factors. While some methods comprise characterization models but no

factors (e.g., Hauschild and Wenzel 1998), other methods provide characterization

factors on both drainage basin and country levels (e.g., Pfister and Hellweg 2009;

Berger et al. 2014). As some of the impact assessment models contain a weighting

step (e.g., Frischknecht et al. 2009), they cannot be used in water footprint studies

comprising comparative assertions disclosed to the public.

The level of detail provided in LCI databases differs significantly. While LCI

databases like GaBi and ecoinvent only provide information on the volumes and

watercourses used, additional regional, quality, and even temporal information can

be found in distinct water footprint databases. A similar variation concerning

inventory requirements has been identified in the water footprint tools.

A detailed follow-up characterization of methods has been accomplished by the

water use in LCA (WULCA) working group of the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle

Initiative (Kounina et al. 2013). This work is based on the review scheme of the

International Reference Life Cycle Data System (JRC-IES 2011). In a recent work,

WULCA analyzed the influence of key methodological choices on the resulting

characterization factors in a broad scope of impact assessment methods (Boulay

et al. 2015b, c).

The review presented in this chapter, which updates the publication of Berger

and Finkbeiner (2010), clearly shows that there is not only one “water footprint.”

Next to stand-alone methods, databases, and tools, most methods have been devel-

oped in an LCA context. Impact assessment models range from rather simple

scarcity indicators up to comprehensive endpoint models which describe complex

cause-effect chains. In addition to differences concerning the addressed areas of

protection and the availability of characterization factors, water footprint methods

differ significantly regarding their inventory data requirements. While for some

impact assess models the volume und the regional information are sufficient to

enable applicability, other methods require additional quality or even temporal

information. In order to support this theoretical comparison and to test applicability,

some of the water footprint methods have been applied in industrial case studies,

whose results are presented in the following section.
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3 Lessons Learned: Water Footprint Case Studies

3.1 Volumetric Studies

From the perspective of product water use, there are numerous studies accounting

for volumes of water use/consumption related to products. Especially, accounting

water use/consumption associated with agricultural products has been focused in

many studies because they are one of the biggest users of freshwater. Volumetric

values of water use/consumption are easy to imagine and illustrate the significance

of water related to products. As a good example, Humbert et al. (2009) showed that

just one cup of coffee (100–200 mL) uses 13–42 L of water (more than 100–200

times of its product volume) throughout its life cycle. This type of volumetric

information will succeed to draw interests of general public. In addition to agricul-

tural products, some of industrial products have been also analyzed with regard to

their volumetric water use/consumption, like a study on diapers by Sauer

et al. (1994) which represents an initial volumetric analysis. Virtual water is the

concept of accounting volumetric water saved by trade from consumer perspective

and studies with many types of products and nations have been conducted as

mentioned in the previous section.

Volumetric studies give good insights of water volumes related to product life

cycles and may attract attentions of general public by providing imaginable infor-

mation about environmental loads of products. On the other hand, there is a

potential risk for misleading because the relevance of the same volume of water

differs from region to region. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between total water

withdrawal and surplus amount of available water resources in countries based on

the AQUASTAT database (FAO 2015). Surplus amount of available water

resources is calculated by subtracting withdrawal from total available water and

indicates the amount of water left for other users. Even in countries with similar

total withdrawal, surplus amounts of available water resources vary with several

orders of magnitude. This fact supports that a volume of water use/consumption has

spatially different meanings. In the beginning of water footprint studies, volumetric

analysis was dominant; however, impact assessment is currently recognized as the

mandatory step for water footprint assessment. This is also mentioned clearly in the

ISO standard of water footprint (ISO 14046 2014).

3.2 Impact-Oriented Studies

3.2.1 Water Footprint Assessment of European Passenger Cars as Part

of a Complete Product Life Cycle Assessment (Reproduced from

Berger et al. 2012)

Introduction Volkswagen has been analyzing the environmental effects of its cars

and components by means of LCA for many years (Volkswagen 2010). However,
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due to lack of data and appropriate impact assessment models, the consumption of

freshwater has not been considered until recently. Therefore, the aim of this study

was to analyze freshwater consumption along the life cycles of three Volkswagen

car models on both inventory and impact assessment levels.

Methodology Water consumption was analyzed along the life cycles of the three

cars, comprising the production, use, and end-of-life phases. In order to apply

impact assessment methods evaluating the consequences of the water consumption

determined from the LCI models, the basic volume is not enough. Regionalized

water inventories, which state the location where water consumption occurs, are

needed to consider regional water scarcity conditions, the vulnerability of ecosys-

tems, or socioeconomic parameters affecting the sensitivity to water scarcity-

induced health damages (Berger and Finkbeiner 2010). Such geographically

explicit water inventories are determined in a top-down approach. First, the car’s
total water consumption is divided into the shares consumed by the life cycle stages

production, use, and end-of-life. For further specification, the water consumed in

the production phase is assigned to manufacturing steps and to 15 material groups.

Now the water consumption caused by the manufacturing steps and material groups

is allocated to specific countries based on production mixes, location of suppliers,

production sites, etc. Based on these inventories, seven impact assessment methods,

which represent different levels of sophistication and model different impact

pathways, were applied.
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Results and Discussion Water inventory. The water consumption along the life

cycles of the three cars amounts to 51.7 m3 (Polo 1.2 TDI), 62.4 m3 (Golf 1.6 TDI),

and 82.9 m3 (Passat 2.0 TDI). When assuming fossil fuel consumption, 95% of the

water is consumed in the production phase of all three cars which mainly results

from the production of steel and iron, precious metals, as well as polymers.

The top-down regionalization revealed that water consumption takes place in

43 countries worldwide (Fig. 3.5). Less than 10% are consumed directly at the

production sites in Pamplona, Wolfsburg, and Emden resulting mainly from paint-

ing and evaporation of cooling water. Hence, more than 90% of the water con-

sumption along the cars’ life cycles is caused by the material and energy production

in the background system.

Impact Assessment Based on the regionalized water inventories, the impact

assessment models of the ecological scarcity method (Frischknecht et al. 2009;

Motoshita et al. 2011; Pfister et al. 2009) were applied in order to evaluate

consequences resulting from water consumption in different countries.

Figure 3.6 shows the results obtained by means of the water inventory and

impact assessment methods normalized to the Polo. Since absolute results for the

Polo differ among the scenarios, Fig. 3.6 only allows for comparing the cars within

one impact category.

The results of the ecological scarcity method and the impact category freshwater

deprivation depend on two factors: the volume of water consumed and the physical

water scarcity at the place of consumption. While the ecological scarcity method

uses the WTA ratio as a weighting factor directly, freshwater deprivation uses a

Fig. 3.5 Global water consumption throughout the life cycles of the Golf 1.6 TDI (Berger

et al. 2012)
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water stress index (WSI) as a characterization factor which is based on WTA, but

additionally considers seasonal variation of water availability (Pfister et al. 2009).

Despite different proportions, both methods are dominated by the water consump-

tion in similar countries mainly Germany (due to high volumes) as well as Spain,

Belgium, and South Africa (due to high scarcity).

While the method of Pfister et al. (2009) assessing health damages from malnu-

trition considers physical water scarcity and socioeconomic aspects, the method of

Motoshita et al. (2011) measuring health damages from infectious diseases con-

siders only socioeconomic aspects. As physical water scarcity is high and the level

of development is rather low, human health impacts measured according to Pfister

et al. (2009) are dominated by the water consumed in South Africa resulting from

the PGM production. Damages determined in the method of Motoshita et al. (2011)

are mainly caused by relatively low amounts of water (78–191 L) consumed in the

aluminum production in Mozambique. In contrast, due to high sanitation standards

and a high degree of development, the water consumption in countries like Spain or

Australia doesn’t cause damages to human health, despite high physical water

scarcity in these countries.

Ecosystem damage denotes the loss of biodiversity and is influenced by water

scarcity and the local sensitivity of vascular plants (Pfister et al. 2009). Again, the

water consumption in South Africa dominates the impact assessment result with

56% (Golf) to 67% (Passat). Damages caused by the depletion of resources only

occur in countries where water withdrawal exceeds the renewability rate (WTA

>1). As this is not the case in Central Europe, where most of the water is consumed,

large shares of water consumption do not contribute to resource damage. This

Fig. 3.6 Relative comparison of results on the inventory and impact assessment levels
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impact category is dominated by the water consumption in Spain and Ukraine

which contribute 55% (Passat) to 67% (Polo) to the overall result depending on

the car.

Comparison Between Cars By showing the results of the water inventory and

impact assessment methods normalized to the Polo.

Figure 3.6 allows for a comparison of the three cars. It can be seen that the

increased water consumption of the Golf and Passat are to a similar extent reflected

by the ecological scarcity method and the model of Motoshita et al. (2011), showing

that these methods lead to similar conclusions as the inventory in this scenario. Yet,

in the categories developed by Pfister et al. (2009), the impacts of the Polo and Golf

are regarded as rather similar despite different water consumption. This can be

explained by two facts. First, similar water consumption is weighted higher at the

Polo’s production site in Spain than at the Golf’s production site in Germany. This

compensates the advantages of the lower water consumptions in the material

production resulting from the reduced weight of the Polo in comparison to the

Golf. Second, some impact categories, especially the one developed by Pfister

et al. (2009) measuring damages to human health, are dominated by the water

consumption of the PGM production in South Africa. As the PGM contents of the

Polo and Golf are comparable, results of these impact categories are similar, too.

Since the Passat contains more PGM than the Polo and Golf, the same reasoning can

explain the higher impacts in the human health categories. In contrast, the water

consumption in South Africa does hardly affect damage to resources since WTA is

below 1 in most watersheds, which, according to Pfister et al. (2009), means that no

depletion of water resources occurs. For that reason the Passat scores only slightly

worse in this impact category due to the larger water consumption of the larger

material production.

3.2.2 Water Footprint Assessment of Biofuels (Based on Pfister

et al. 2011a)

Introduction Biofuels have become a major driver for crop production in recent

years and they compete with food and fiber production. Since crop production is

very diverse and depending on climate conditions, the water footprint of bioenergy

is very dependent on the crop type and origin used to produce it. This example

illustrates the water availability footprint of different biofuel types from specific

crops using global average and country-specific data and compares it to cotton as

another crop that has an alternative fossil feedstock (polyester) and is not as

essential as food production.

Methodology In a first step, the water consumption in crop production is estimated

applying a global model on a 5 arcmin resolution (<10 km). The CROPWAT

method (FAO 1999) is applied to each model cell with different climate input data

and coupled with crop production and yield data (Monfreda et al. 2008) to calculate
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irrigation water requirements per kilogram of crop harvested. Since these are not

necessarily met, we applied a map with shares of irrigated area in each model cell

(Siebert et al. 2007) and assumed only this share of irrigation water requirement to

be met. This gives a lower and upper estimate, since irrigation might take place also

in areas, where it is not reported.

The water stress index (WSI) from Pfister et al. (2009) is applied on each model

cell. Using a geographic information system (GIS), the WSI, which is specified on a

spatial resolution of >10.000 watersheds, is combined with the water consumption

model, which has >2 million model cells.

In order to derive country average values, both the inventory (water consump-

tion) and the water stress weighted consumption (impact) are aggregated on country

average (weighted by the production volume of the crop in each model cell within

the country).

The biofuel production was modeled based on Zah et al. (2007) and we applied

water consumption and impacts for crop production in the specific countries

reported as well as for assuming a global crop mix. The variability of the values

within a region have been quantified by the coefficient of variation (CV), which is

the standard deviation divided by the mean of all values within the region (weighted

by production volume in each model cell). In order to compare the different

biofuels among each other and with cotton, the net fossil fuel saving by these biotic

products are calculated per GJ of fossil fuel saved (including the production process

from crop to product).

Results and Discussion Figure 3.7 shows the result of the crop modeling on high

spatial resolution and the resulting map for country average crops for the example

of wheat. It can be seen that there is a high variability in water consumption but

even a much more distinct picture is resulting after applying impact assessment.

The aggregation from model cell to country level might not always be intuitive:

Some countries like the US have many regions with high water consumption and

footprint but the country average is rather low since the main production is in areas

of low water footprint.

The different water consumption and related footprint as a function of the

cultivation location is also reflected in the results for different biofuel options.

Table 3.2 shows that the variability among the fuels is very high, ranging from

almost zero (for palm oil biodiesel) to 36 m3 equivalents of highest water scarcity

(for rapeseed) per GJ of fossil fuel replaced. On the other hand, rapeseed biodiesel

can be produced with very low water consumption in Switzerland and similar

countries. The CV of each crop/region combination indicates that especially for

large and climatically diverse countries such as the US or Brazil, the variability

within the country is very high and therefore the water footprint is heavily

depending on where the feedstock is sourced from. Compared to cotton (as a

replacement for polyester) biofuels have rather low water footprints and one

might conclude that wearing cotton is the worse option to stop fossil fuel consump-

tion than driving biofuels. However, the quality trade-off in the cotton case needs to
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be considered and the lower relevance of clothes, since the demand for fibers is

much lower than for fuels.

The reported results have relatively high uncertainty of the modeled water

consumption values. On global average, high and low estimates differ by more

than a factor 2 and even more in specific cases (further discussed in Pfister and

Bayer 2014). Nevertheless, the spatially explicit modeling helps to better capture

Table 3.2 Inventory (BW) and impacts (WFP) in m3 per ton crop and m3 per GJ fossil fuel saving.

The variability of WFP within a region is quantified by the production-weighted coefficient of

variation (CV) of all model cells

Crop Origin

M3/ton crop m3/GJ fossil fuel saving Variability

BW WF BW WF CV (WF)

Maize US 202 42 50 10 2.5

Maize Global 239 90 58 22 2.0

Sugar cane Brazil 35 1.1 16 0.5 5.3

Sugar cane Global 62 34 31 17 1.2

Palm oil Malaysia 14 0.6 2.4 0.1 N/A

Palm oil Global 104 3.6 12 0.4 N/A

Soybean US 794 85 119 13 2.7

Soybean Global 688 144 98 20 2.1

Rapeseed Switzerland 109 10 10 0.9 N/A

Rapeseed Global 648 401 58 36 1.3

Cotton Global 1698 1314 109 84 0.8

Fig. 3.7 Result for wheat production. Water consumption estimates (upper left) are multiplied

with the WSI (upper right) to arrive at water scarcity footprint result (impacts, lower left). Based
on the production volume high-resolution results are aggregated to country averages (lower right)
(Based on Pfister et al. 2011a)
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inventory results but also to better assess the environmental impacts on this level of

spatial detail. Therefore, it is suggested to use aggregated results on country or

global level based on the impacts rather than applying country average inventory to

country-level WSI values. If results of a water footprint study are heavily affected

by crop production, it is suggested to apply a higher spatial and also temporal

resolution (see Pfister and Bayer 2014) and potentially collect more detailed

information on effective irrigation in order to improve the results.

4 Remaining Challenges in Water Footprinting

4.1 Definitions of Elementary Flows for Water Consumption

Proper water footprinting needs a water balance over each of the analyzed pro-

cesses. This means all the inputs and outputs need to be reported as described in

Fig. 3.8 and by Pfister (2015): water flows from (inputs) and to the environment

(outputs) and flows of water from product inputs and outputs (water content of

products including tap and wastewater flows). For agricultural and forestry pro-

cesses, the environment (agricultural or forest land) needs to be included for

analyzing “green water” use and net soil water use (Δ soil moisture) compared to

the reference land cover. Current inventory databases do not account for this issue

and it is not considered essential in most cases. “Δ precipitation flows” represents

rainwater collection systems (in industry or agriculture). The most important flow

for water footprinting is Δ evapotranspiration, which is evapotranspiration caused

by the process and is generally the largest share of “blue water” consumption

(complemented by product integration and discharge to salt water). While salt

water is typically not considered in water footprinting, it can be necessary to

balance the water flows over a process, especially if seawater cooling systems are

involved. Distinction of blue water consumption into evaporation, product integra-

tion, and release to see is also important for the recycling effect for water emissions

to air (WAVE, Berger et al. 2014).

Green Water The water consumption from soil moisture (green water) is a

controversial issue in water footprinting as it is a natural water supply received

through land use (soil moisture provision is a function of the land). Only the

difference in consumption of such water compared to the natural situation might

be included (Pfister et al. 2009). Therefore these indirect forms of water consump-

tion need to be linked to land use inventories. Nunez et al. (2013) derived region-

alized indicators for determining green water consumption of the “reference land

use” with global coverage. Net green water consumption is calculated as the

difference of green water consumption between the analyzed activity and the

reference land use.
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Water Source While most existing impact assessment methods do not distinguish

surface and groundwater use, the water balance as depicted in Fig. 3.8 cannot only

be balanced for total freshwater consumption in each activity but also for different

types of water flows. This can be important, since an activity might consume

surface water but have a negative consumption of groundwater. An example is

flood irrigation in agriculture, where typically river water is partially consumed as

blue water but partially feeding into groundwater an having a negative consumption

(i.e., production of groundwater), which can lead to an overall beneficial effect,

even if there is a net water consumption (Verones et al. 2012). However, data

availability is very low on a global level and therefore might be only considered in

foreground systems.

Water Quality As mentioned above, water quality classes might be integrated,

differentiating all the flows by pollution level as suggested by Boulay et al. (2011a)

to be used with the corresponding impact assessment method (Boulay et al. 2011b).

While this is useful to address water quality as a “sum-parameter” from a resource

perspective, it is very difficult to include in water accounts and water quality

impacts might be better addressed by accounting for all substance flows related to

water use and a consequent impact assessment, such as suggested by the structure of

existing LCI databases.

Fig. 3.8 Inventory flows relevant to the assessment of water use impacts. Exchanges with the

environment are indicated by horizontal flows, while the vertical flows are technosphere flows

(products). The process box shows the system boundaries for the process considered, and the

process environment box is relevant for agriculture for the water flows of natural water supply

from soil and precipitation. These flows can be considered as “neutral” flows as they present flows

of the natural or reference environment (ref. flows) and are therefore considered to occur outside

the system (Based on Pfister 2015)
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Regionalization Spatial distinction of water consumption is essential due to the

high variability of related impacts, as outlined above. Nevertheless, standard

software tools have only minimal spatial differentiation such as country level if at

all. However, a watershed perspective is necessary, since water flows transferred

from one watershed to another need to be considered in the assessment. This is

necessary because if withdrawal and discharge occur in different watersheds, this

causes consumptive use in one watershed and negative consumptive use in the

watershed of release (Lin et al. 2012). Coupling regionalization of inventory and

impact assessment in LCA and water footprinting tools is therefore an important

challenge to address in order to make proper water footprint applicable for

practitioners.

Temporal Resolution Temporal aspects are typically not accounted for in existing

databases. However, water use-related environmental effects depend on the timing

of the use. In terms of feasibility, monthly time steps are applicable for assessing

water scarcity impacts (Hoekstra et al. 2012; Pfister and Bayer 2014). To facilitate

such assessment, inventories need to include this information too, at least for

foreground processes. It is mainly important for agricultural production, where

large variability in water use exists among the months as a function of the growth

season (Pfister and Bayer 2014).

4.2 Accounting for Degradative Use

While consumptive assessments for a water scarcity footprint has been quite

advanced, proper inclusion of water quality issues are more debated. This has

mainly two reasons: in LCA the quality changes are basically addressed through

emissions to water, while in the WFN approach a very basic dilution-oriented

assessment has been used, which only focused on nutrient emissions and resulted

volumes of water polluted (gray water) that could be confused with real water

volumes quantified for water consumption. In many reports (e.g., Gerbens-Leenes

et al. 2009) these numbers are summed up, which has no scientific meaning. To

overcome these issues and combine state-of-the-art assessments for water quality

and quantity, Ridoutt and Pfister (2013) suggest to combine these impacts based on

endpoint LCA methods in order to aggregate the damages in one unit and calculate

water consumption equivalents based on the ReCiPe method (Goedkoop

et al. 2009).

Boulay et al. (2011a) finally suggest that water quality degradation has an impact

beyond those tackled by pollution and consequent effects and suggest division of

water flows into quality classes. The main issue is the lacking information on water

quality since >100 substance concentrations are needed for the method and poten-

tially this assessment leads to double counting with pollution effects on human

health.
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The combination of different LCIA methodologies to arrive at an aggregated

water footprint including quality and quantity issues needs some more exploration

but it seems suitable to provide guidance for practitioners in the near future. In

contrast, the quantification of further impacts due to water quality decrease needs

additional research and especially data to be implemented in practice.

4.3 Level of Spatial and Temporal Detail

While Sect. 4.1 discusses challenges related to spatially and temporally explicit

elementary flows in inventory databases, it should be noted that there are method-

ological issues as well.

In theory impact assessment models should try to be as temporally explicit as

possible and consider water use on the monthly level. However, it is often ignored

that such a level of temporal detail requires the consideration of inter-monthly

storage capacities which can buffer water-scarce periods throughout the year

(Pfister and Baumann 2012). Thus, a consumption-to-availability ratio of a dry

month can overestimate scarcity when the water reservoirs created during earlier

wet months are ignored. Moreover, the temporal resolution of water scarcity

assessments also determines the required spatial resolution. Large basins can

have flow times of several months from spring to mouth, which makes a monthly

assessment difficult.

5 Outlook: The Future of Water Footprinting

5.1 Consensus Model of WULCA

The WULCA working group is committed to provide harmonized methods and

indicators for a generic midpoint indicator for assessing water scarcity as well as an

endpoint indicator for addressing impacts on human health by spring 2016. The

work is ongoing and the final agreed method will be determined in an expert

workshop early 2016. The status of the work has been summarized in Boulay

et al. (2015) and is depicted in Fig. 3.9. The main focus is on providing a generic

midpoint indicator for assessing water scarcity, which can be used for water

scarcity footprint assessment such as the global warming potential for carbon

footprint (Inaba et al. 2016).

The preliminary recommended method for the generic midpoint indicator is

called AWaRe and denotes the relative Available WAter Remaining per area in a

watershed, after the demand of humans and aquatic ecosystems has been met

(WULCA 2015). It is first calculated as the water availability minus the demand

(humans and aquatic ecosystems) and is relative to the area (m3 m�2 month�1),
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hence representing the area “virtually occupied” to cover the additional water

consumption sustainably. In a second step, the value is normalized with the world

average result and inverted and hence represents the relative value in comparison

with the average m3 consumed in the world (the world average is calculated as a

consumption-weighted average). The indicator is limited to a range from 0.1 to

1000, with a value of 1 corresponding to the world average, and a value of 100, for

example, representing a region where there is 100 times less available water

remaining per area than the world average. The indicator is calculated at the

sub-watershed level and monthly time-step, and then aggregated, if needed, to

country and/or annual resolution. This aggregation can be done in different ways

to better represent an agricultural use or a domestic/industrial use, based on the time

and region of water use. Characterization factors for agricultural and

nonagricultural use are therefore provided, as well as default ones if the activity

is not known. This method quantifies the potential of water deprivation, to either

humans or ecosystems, and serves in calculating a water scarcity footprint as per

ISO 14046 (2014). Characterization factor scan be downloaded from the projects

homepage: http://www.wulca-waterlca.org/project.html.

For human health impacts, the harmonization effort builds up on the method

comparison in Boulay et al. (2015b) and the main question is how to account for the

different cause-effect chains (lack of water in food production and domestic use).

Framework of the harmonization approach. The left side indicates the Frame-

work of impact pathways (the faded impact pathways are not mature yet). The right

side boxes indicate the status of the harmonization efforts (based on Boulay

et al. 2015a)

5.2 More Detailed Databases

As the value chains of products/organizations/services are widely spread to all over

the world, both water inventories and impact assessment models need to have

detailed spatial resolution at global scale. While most impact assessment models

are already developed with different spatial resolutions, like watershed or country

level, most of the current inventory databases cover only one specific country or

region in general. Some of the databases have been tackling this gap between

inventory and impact assessment (Ecoinvent center 2015). Moreover, Lenzen

et al. (2013) developed an inventory database at country level which covers the

whole world based on multi-region input-output databases. However, there is still a

gap with impact assessment models with higher spatial resolutions like watershed

or even sub-watershed levels. Boulay et al. (2015a) have already found out that

spatial resolution can be a significant factor controlling the uncertainty of assess-

ment results by comparing impact assessment models with different spatial resolu-

tion. Thus, inventory database with higher spatial resolution is expected to be

established in future.
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Additionally, both availability and demand of water vary from time to time.

Therefore, temporal resolution is also of importance for both inventory and impact

assessment. While several models for impact assessment (Hoekstra et al. 2012;

Pfister and Bayer 2014) incorporate temporal resolution at monthly level, inventory

databases are generally based on an annual level analysis. For more precise

assessment of water footprints, higher temporal resolution is required for further

developments of inventory databases.

Regarding more detailed information (e.g., types of water resources, quality of

water resources etc.), the necessity is controversial and being discussed. However,

the consistency and harmonization between inventory databases and impact assess-

ment models should be carefully considered. While detailed impact assessment

models are expected to improve the precision and reliability of results, increasing

requirements in data collection will impose considerable burden on practitioners.

This trade-off between precision and applicability could be also one of the key

issues for the promotion of water footprint and needs to be considered in the

development of detailed databases.

5.3 Use for Decision-Making, Product and Company Labels,
and Future Scenario Assessment

Decision-making processes already consider LCA indicators in some cases, and

water footprint has been promoted by different initiatives for product labeling –

especially the product environmental footprint (PEF) of the EU commission

(EU 2013). However, there is still the need for agreed methods and for a proper

communication strategy for such indicators. In principle these indicators should

summarize the issue in one number, while all the background information of the

study should be made available to the consumer in order to keep transparency

(Ridoutt et al. 2015). One main limitation of applying such footprint numbers as

product label is the high uncertainty in water footprint assessment, which makes

reporting more difficult: i.e., what is a significant difference of two products?

However, product labels are very valuable to identify hotspots for private con-

sumers but also businesses. Such labels might show that almonds and cotton clothes

are relevant terms of our personal water footprints – while apples are typically not.

Such results are more robust than comparing two types of pizza from different

producers, where many estimates are required leading to a high overlap of the

expected results under uncertainty consideration. Therefore, interpretation of the

results needs to be done carefully.

Another risk of product labels selecting a few indicators is the problem shifting

from one to another impact category; e.g., from water to land impacts.

Company-based assessments or footprints of whole regions is another applica-

tion for water footprinting but is following the same procedure, with the same

issues. For assessing future scenarios on a regional level or for product and
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companies, the impact assessment needs to account for the future changes, since

most methods will have increased impacts for increased intensity of water con-

sumption. Pfister et al. (2011b) assessed different scenarios for agricultural produc-

tion and the consequences on the overall water consumption and impact. For this

purpose, the water scarcity indicator was recalculated for every scenario, since

these include non-marginal changes in the water consumption. As a consequence,

product or company water footprints for future states need to account for the fact

that depending on the scenario of overall water consumption, the impact assessment

factors will vary for most methods.

5.4 Water Footprint: Cure or Tranquilizer?

As illustrated in this chapter, the water footprint has developed considerably from a

simple volumetric measure to an advanced impact assessment tool which is appli-

cable even in complex industrial case studies. Hence, water footprint results are of

increasing robustness and can support stakeholders in industry and politics when

analyzing technical or political options. However, two relevant questions remain

which are discussed in the following sections:

1. What actions should be taken based on water footprint results?

2. Can the water footprint help to mitigate global water stress?

5.4.1 Actions to Be Taken Based on Water Footprint Results

Considering the water footprint results of various case studies, one might conclude

that, e.g., cotton textiles should be avoided (Chapagain et al. 2006), no wheat

should be imported from Morocco (Pfister et al. 2011b), and biofuels produced in

water-scarce countries (Mekonnen and Hoekstra 2011) should be banned.

Even though this could be preferable from a pure water perspective, there are

other aspects which should be considered, too. As shown in Fig. 3.10, water

consumption is only one aspect among other environmental interventions, such as

global warming or human toxicity. In some cases, e.g., the comparison of biofuels

to fossil fuels (Berger et al. 2015), the water and carbon footprints can lead to

opposing preferences. Such trade-offs between indicators become even more rele-

vant when including the economic and social dimensions in life cycle sustainability

assessment studies (Finkbeiner et al. 2010). Thus, recent developments in water

footprinting can help to increase precision and reliability when assessing impacts of

water consumption but should not be used as a sole basis for decision-making.

As learned from various case studies, companies are often not primarily inter-

ested in absolute water footprint numbers but want to understand where relevant

water consumption occurs within the supply chain of their products in terms of

volume and impacts. Based on this information, companies can analyze the
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hotspots in greater detail as identified potential impacts do not necessarily mean

that there are real damages.

Such a more detailed analysis can be facilitated by, e.g., the water stewardship

concept (EWS 2013) which analyzes the water consumption of an organization in

greater detail. Taking into account the specific local situation, water stewardship

approaches evaluate the environmental, operational, legal, and reputational risks

associated with an organization’s water consumption. Supporting an “out of the

fence approach,” water stewardship identifies opportunities and solutions in coop-

eration with the public, authorities, and other water users within the basin. In

addition to reduction and recycling options, solutions to reduce impacts of an

organization’s water use can also include offsetting measures, such as rainwater

collection or drinking water purification projects within the basin.

Similar to the differences between environmental impact assessment (EIA) and

LCA, water stewardship analyzes water consumption and the resulting conse-

quences in greater detail – but can hardly be applied throughout a complex supply

chain. Therefore, it can be a promising symbiosis to identify potential hotspots by

means of the water footprint and analyze real risks and opportunities by means of

water stewardship projects.

5.4.2 The Water Footprint: A Means of Mitigating Global Water

Stress?

The question whether the water footprint can really help to reduce environmental

impacts is difficult to answer. The water footprint can support decision-makers in

analyzing potential impacts resulting from water consumption throughout the life

Fig. 3.10 Water consumption as one indicator among others in the context of sustainability
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cycle of products. This information can be used to identify hotspots, reveal potential

for improvement, set reduction targets, and compare alternatives. Especially in

combination with water stewardship activities, actions can be taken which reduce

impacts on freshwater resources, ecosystems, and human health.

Therefore, the key question is whether this potential is really utilized. So far,

water footprints have mainly been determined to inform stakeholders about the

volumes and resulting impacts of water consumption occurring along the supply

chain of products or business activities. Even though this awareness raising is

relevant as such, it is crucial for the water footprint to take the next step: from

information to actions that will reduce negative consequences of water consump-

tion. In order to achieve this goal, the water footprint needs to become a manage-

ment instrument. Similar to LCA, which is successfully implemented as a research

and development tool in several companies (Finkbeiner et al. 2001), water footprint

results can become one aspect in the complex decision-making process. In addition

to numerous conventional parameters like costs, design, or quality, impacts

resulting from a product’s water consumption will then need to be considered in

every decision.

It is hoped that the methodological developments and case studies presented in

this paper will support this transition of the water footprint from a mere awareness

to a decision tool which will help to mitigate global water stress.
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Chapter 4

Eco-efficiency Assessment

Peter Saling

Abstract Quantifying the sustainability benefits of materials, products like

chemicals or consumer goods represent an important aspect for the further devel-

opment of more sustainable solutions in the future. Generating a realistic and

validated estimate of innovative potentials by using a quantitative method is

essential for the development of new products and processes. The Eco-efficiency

Assessment is therefore a key element in industrial sectors to make progress in

planning new products, processes, or applications by taking sustainability aspects

as an important element in their decision-making processes. Different tools have

been developed based on holistic life cycle management approaches to assess the

entire product life cycle, from concept development, to design and implementation,

further to marketing, finally, to end-of-life issues. The Eco-efficiency Assessment

often incorporates both economic and environmental aspects.

Promising products can be identified at an early stage, thus facilitating decision-

making about the prime thrust of the development. Major R&D projects are to be

accompanied by eco-efficiency analyses during the following development phases:

mini-plant, pilot plant, and basic design of a production facility, and the projects are

evaluated at each milestone.

So Eco-efficiency Assessments are powerful and supporting tools for shifting

product developments, optimization of products along the whole supply chain, and

the definition of new opportunities in a direction, where significant improvements

of sustainability can be achieved.

This chapter introduces different ways of conducting Eco-efficiency Assess-

ments and using the results in different situations, mainly product development,

improvement, and marketing.
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ADP Abiotic resource depletion

AOX Adsorbable organic halogens

AP Acidification potential

ASUE Arbeitsgemeinschaft f€ur sparsamen und umweltfreundlichen

Energieverbrauch e.V. Germany: Comparison of heating costs

in new developments, 2009

BOD Biological oxygen demand

CFC Chlorofluorocarbons

CFL Fluorescent lamp

COD Chemical oxygen demand

CSI Cement sustainability initiative

ECF Elemental chlorine free

ECM Eco-Care-Matrix

EDP Ecosystem damage potential

EEA Eco-efficiency analysis

EPD Environmental Product Declarations

GefStoffV Hazardous substances regulation act

GHG Greenhouse gases
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GWP Global warming potential

HAL Halogen lamp
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HMs Heavy metals

ISIC International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic
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LCC Life cycle costing
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POCP Photochemical oxidation creation potential
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SEEBALANCE Social-eco-efficiency analysis, trade name SEEBALANCE

VOC Non-methane volatile organic compounds

WBCSD World Business Council for Sustainable Development
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1 Introduction: What Is Eco-efficiency?

1.1 Definitions

Sustainable development (SD) has been defined as the balance of economic suc-

cess, ecological protection, and social responsibility. To effectively manage sus-

tainability, companies must be able to measure or otherwise quantify sustainability

in each of these pillars.

Eco-efficiency is generally measured by the ratio of a useful output divided by a

useful input. The monetary value created by the business can be a useful output but

is not limited to a useful input. The created monetary value, justified by environ-

mental external costs, can be the useful output (Steen 2009). It is a common concept

designed to drive the decoupling of economic growth from environmental deteri-

oration (Carlson 2009). But it has to be pointed out that eco-efficiency has no direct

link to sustainability per se. There is still a need for a consistent definition of the

term. A “strong” eco-efficiency definition implies improvement in both dimensions

– environment and economy (Finkbeiner 2008).

The empirical facts and developments that have been achieved in the field of the

eco-efficiency are able to support decision-making on micro and macro level.

Relations between economy and environment are not self-evident. Clarifying the

“why and what,” eco-efficiency is a first and important step toward decision-

making support including relevant aspects of SD (Huppes and Mansanobu 2007).

1.2 Link to LCA Principles

1.2.1 Basic Principles and Definitions

The eco-efficiency analysis (EEA) is closely linked to ISO 14045 (ISO

14045:2012) and subsequently linked as well to ISO 14040 (ISO 14040:2006a)

and 14044 (ISO 14044:2006b). Eco-efficiency Assessment is defined there as a

quantitative management tool which enables the consideration of life cycle envi-

ronmental impacts of a product system alongside its product system value to a

stakeholder. Within Eco-efficiency Assessment, environmental impacts are evalu-

ated using life cycle assessment (LCA) as prescribed by other international stan-

dards (ISO 14040, ISO 14044). Consequently, Eco-efficiency Assessment shares

with LCA many important principles such as life cycle perspective, comprehen-

siveness, functional unit approach, iterative nature, transparency, and priority of

scientific approach.

Eco-efficiency is defined as aspect of sustainability relating to the environmental
performance of a product system to its product system value. Within this context,

the environmental performance relates to measurable results concerning
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environmental aspects. Environmental aspects are defined as elements of an orga-

nization’s activities, including products and services that can interact with the

environment.

A product system value is worth, or desirability ascribed, to a product system and

may be expressed in monetary terms or other value aspects.

A product system reflects a collection of unit processes with elementary and

product flows, performing one or more defined functions, and which models the life

cycle of a product.

The international standard helps to establish clear terminology and a common

methodological framework for Eco-efficiency Assessment. It enables the practical

use of Eco-efficiency Assessment for a wide range of product (including service)

systems. It provides clear guidance on the interpretation of Eco-efficiency Assess-

ment results and encourages the transparent, accurate, and informative reporting of

Eco-efficiency Assessment results.

The standard focuses on the life cycle perspective, the iterative approach,

transparency, comprehensiveness, and the scientific approach. An Eco-efficiency

Assessment considers the entire life cycle from raw material extraction and acqui-

sition, to energy and material production and manufacturing, to use and end-of-life

treatment and final disposal.

Through such a systematic overview and perspective, the shifting of a potential

impact between life cycle stages and individual processes can be identified and

assessed with a view to an overall eco-efficiency.

1.2.2 Iterative Process and Comprehensiveness

Eco-efficiency Assessment is an iterative technique which contributes to the com-

prehensiveness and consistency of the Eco-efficiency Assessment and the reported

results. It supports the improvement of the study by focusing on the update of the

most relevant life cycle steps and improving the data quality and input information

for those steps.

An Eco-efficiency Assessment considers all attributes or aspects of environment

and product system value. By considering all attributes and aspects within one

Eco-efficiency Assessment, potential trade-offs can be identified and assessed

(Fig. 4.1).

Decisions within an Eco-efficiency Assessment are preferably based on scien-

tific data, methodology, and other evidence. If this is not possible, decisions based

on international conventions may be used. If neither a scientific basis exists nor

international conventions can be referred to, then decisions may be based on value

choices.
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1.2.3 Transparency

Due to the inherent complexity in Eco-efficiency Assessment, transparency is an

important guiding principle in executing an Eco-efficiency Assessment, in order to

ensure a proper interpretation of the results. It allows the reader a better under-

standing of the underlying principles, datasets, and information. Furthermore, the

interpretation of results can be understood much better and the comparison with

other studies in the same field as well.

1.2.4 The Product System Value

In ISO 14045 an approach is published how to accurately define and describe a

product system by different stakeholders. They may encounter different values for

the same product system. For instance, the product system value to the consumer

may be different from the product system value to the producer and in turn different

to the investor.

It shall be described which stakeholder’s value(s) and which type of value(s) and
the methods to determine the product system value(s) to be used in the assessment.

The value(s) shall be quantifiable with reference to the functional unit according to

Fig. 4.1 Phases of an Eco-efficiency Assessment
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the goal and scope of the Eco-efficiency Assessment. The types of product system

values may be a functional value, a monetary value, or other values.

A good functional value of a product system reflects a tangible and measurable

benefit to the user and other stakeholders. The functional value is a numerical

quantity representing functional performance or desirability of a product system

and is subject to improvement.

In the Eco-efficiency Assessment, the functional value is different from the

functional unit. The functional value should be measured and related to the func-

tional unit in a quantification of the product system performance. The functional

unit provides the reference to which the input and output data are normalized (in a

mathematical sense). Therefore, within an Eco-efficiency Assessment, the func-

tional value may change, e.g., because of product improvement, whereas the

functional unit remains the same.

Different types of functional values can be used in eco-efficiency studies. One

type is a monetary value. This value may be expressed in terms of costs, price,

willingness to pay, added value, profit, future investment, etc. Changes in costs for a

single company may represent changes in the product system value over the entire

life cycle. If other parts of the product system are affected, for example, if the price

from suppliers is negotiated to be lower or the price to the customer is raised for the

same products, then there is no net change in the product system value.

Other values may include intangible values such as aesthetic, brand and cultural

and historical values. These values may be determined by means of interviews,

surveys, market research, etc. This type of values must be explained accurately, so

that misunderstanding and decisions into wrong directions will be avoided. In the

life cycle assessment area, this is a quite unusual way of expressing sustainability,

but it will be accepted in the future, if reasonable results will be derived from this

approach.

The subsequent quantification of the product system value shall be carried out by

using relevant product system value indicators, as defined in the goal and scope

definition of the eco-efficiency study.

1.2.5 Indicators

Several types of eco-efficiency indicators can be chosen to express a quantitative

statement on eco-efficiency. Quantification is a key step to evaluate different

systems with eco-efficiency methods. The indicators to be used in the assessment

need to be described. Additionally, the methods can be described separately,

making it available to third-party evaluations with a published comment about it

and subsequently used as basis for a set of evaluations. The evaluation method

(s) and the presentation format of the Eco-efficiency Assessment must be defined

and published to keep the whole evaluation process open and transparent. The

specific BASF method, called eco-efficiency analysis (EEA), was validated by

TÜV Rheinland (TÜV 2002) and the American organization National Sanitation

Foundation (NSF) (Uhlman et al. 2013).
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For the choice of eco-efficiency indicators, the following requirements of ISO

14045 should be considered and modeled to show higher eco-efficiencies:

• Increasing efficiency at the same product system value shall represent improved

environment

• Increasing efficiency at the same environmental impact shall represent improved

product system value

Life cycle impact category indicator results, as determined according to ISO

14044, may be used for Eco-efficiency Assessments. Such data will typically result

in an eco-efficiency profile, where several environmental aspects are considered in

parallel. All single results should be reported separately with meaningful informa-

tion. They should be displayed in a way that life cycle impacts can be shown in an

easily understandable way, main impacts can be detected, and improvement poten-

tials can be identified as well.

Eco-efficiency indicators address both an environmental and a value aspect, and

there are potential trade-offs between changes in environmental and product system

value performance. The interpretation of results shall be done transparently and

with proper justification.

1.2.6 Interpretation

To finalize an Eco-efficiency Assessment, a meaningful interpretation of the results

is key for the support of decision-making as well as for the publication of results to

an external audience. Therefore, the identification of significant issues based on the

results of the environmental and product system value assessment phases and

aspects and description of completeness, sensitivity, uncertainty, and consistency

of data and results is needed. This will support the formulation of conclusions,

limitations, and recommendations to the recipient or client of such a study. The

comparison of Eco-efficiency Assessment results in another subsequent step of the

whole evaluation process is important for the use of results and the consultancy

linked to it. To derive messages and initiate improvements of product systems, the

interpretation is a very important element.

The multicriteria LCA approach delivers different types of information in an

eco-efficiency study. This makes it comprehensive but often not easy to interpret,

even for specialists.

Therefore, for a better understanding of the outcome of an eco-efficiency study,

it is very helpful to aggregate single information to an overall result. But, the

aggregation of a set of indicators to one single result needs normalization, aggre-

gation, and weighting steps. Weighting is subjective and bears potentials for the

possible manipulation of results. Therefore weighting schemes must be balanced

and reflect opinions of important stakeholder groups. The generation of weighting

schemes can be done by assessing questionnaires sent to important stakeholder

groups with a high level of representativeness. The benefit of the aggregation of

single results to an overall single scoring is that decision-makers as well as an
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interested audience are able to easier understand the outcome of a study. The

weighting should follow specific guidance which is given in ISO 14040 and ISO

14045 as well. However, weighting is not allowed in the case of comparative

assertions, according to ISO 14040 and ISO 14044. In such cases, the critical

review has to be performed according to the panel method.

The interpretation phase of an Eco-efficiency Assessment comprises the follow-

ing elements, according to the goal and scope of the study:

• Identification of significant issues based on the results of the environmental and

product system value assessment phases

• Evaluation that considers aspects of completeness, sensitivity, uncertainty, and

consistency

• Formulation of conclusions, limitations, and recommendations

The requirements and recommendations in ISO 14044 should also apply for the

interpretation of Eco-efficiency Assessment. In addition, the interpretation shall

consider the relation between environmental results and product system value

results.

1.2.7 Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is a procedure to determine how changes in data and method-

ological choices affect the results of the Eco-efficiency Assessment. A sensitivity

analysis may provide additional information on data choice(s). In an Eco-efficiency

Assessment, several different methods for the determination of environmental and

product system value indicators may be used. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis

should be conducted to assess the consequences on the Eco-efficiency Assessment

results of different choices of methodology and data.

An uncertainty analysis should be conducted to determine how uncertainties in

data and assumptions affect the reliability of the results of the Eco-efficiency

Assessment.

An analysis of results for sensitivity and uncertainty shall be conducted for

Eco-efficiency Assessments to be used in comparative eco-efficiency assertions

disclosed to the public.

1.2.8 Comparison of Eco-efficiency Assessment Results

When comparisons of Eco-efficiency Assessment results between product systems

or within the same product system are made, they shall be based on the same

eco-efficiency indicator. The comparative environmental assessment results and the

product system value assessment results shall then be separately included in the

Eco-efficiency Assessment report.
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When improvements of Eco-efficiency Assessment results are identified or

comparisons based on an Eco-efficiency Assessment results are performed, the

following cases should be differentiated:

• Improvement or superiority in both aspects (environmental performance and

product system value)

• Improvement or superiority in just one of both aspects

• No improvement or superiority in any of the two cases

The first and the third case do not contain trade-offs between the two dimen-

sions. In the first case, improvement/superiority of the Eco-efficiency Assessment

can be unambiguously determined.

In the third case, improvement/superiority can be unambiguously denied.

The second case is the most challenging, because of the trade-off between

environmental and product system value aspects. In this case, an improvement or

superiority shall only be reported, if the trade-off is clearly communicated and the

underlying product system value assumptions are documented and justified.

If a claim of improvement or superiority is disclosed to third parties for the

purpose of comparative eco-efficiency assertions, the Eco-efficiency Assessment

results shall demonstrate an equal or better environmental performance.

1.2.9 Weighting

Following the standard, weighting shall not be used in Eco-efficiency Assessments

for comparative eco-efficiency assertions to be disclosed to the public. A compar-

ative eco-efficiency assertion is defined as a claim regarding the superiority or

equivalence of one product versus a competitor’s product that performs the same

function.

If weighting is used in an Eco-efficiency Assessment, additional requirements

similar to those in ISO 14044 apply. Those are defined as basic principles:

• Weighting principles

• Weighting factors

• How the weighting factors were determined including:

– Methodology

– Which stakeholder values have been used to determine the weighting factors

1.2.10 Reporting

The eco-efficiency results shall be reported as defined in the goal and scope

definition phase of the study.

The results and conclusions of the Eco-efficiency Assessment shall be

completely and accurately reported without bias to the intended audience. The
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results, data, methods, assumptions, and limitations shall be transparent and

presented in sufficient detail to allow the reader to comprehend the complexities

and trade-offs inherent in the Eco-efficiency Assessment. The report shall also

allow the results and interpretation to be used in a manner consistent with the goals

of the Eco-efficiency Assessment.

The results of the environmental assessment and product system value assess-

ment shall be documented separately.

For Eco-efficiency Assessments used in comparative assertions to be disclosed

to the public, the following issues shall additionally be addressed by the report:

For the environmental assessment, the following issues shall be addressed:

(a) Analysis of material and energy flows to justify their inclusion or exclusion

(b) Assessment of the precision, completeness, and representativeness of data

used

(c) Description of the equivalence of the systems being compared

(d) Description of the critical review process

(e) Evaluation of the completeness of the LCIA

(f) Statement as to whether or not international acceptance exists for the selected

LCIA category indicators and a justification for their use

(g) Explanation for the scientific and technical validity and environmental rele-

vance of the LCIA category indicators used in the Eco-efficiency Assessment

(h) Results of the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses

(i) Evaluation of the significance of the differences found

For the product system value assessment, the following issues shall be

addressed:

(a) Assumptions made in the product system value assessment phase shall be

clearly reported and justified

(b) Methodologies and product system value indicators used in the product system

value assessment phase shall be clearly reported and justified

(c) Assessment of precision, completeness, and representativeness of data used

(d) Description of the critical review process

(e) Evaluation of the completeness of the product system value assessment

(f) Results of the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses

(g) Evaluation of the significance of the differences of results and final conclu-

sions found

If results from an Eco-efficiency Assessment are intended to be used in com-

parative assertions disclosed to the public, neither the environmental nor the

Eco-efficiency Assessment results shall be reported as a single overall score or

number.
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1.3 Examples

1.3.1 Lighting Systems

To get a better idea in which way an eco-efficiency value can be defined and used in

an assessment, the ISO 14045 published several examples. One example (B.1)

shows the definitions of light sources with an illumination function behind

it. Table 4.1 shows which different values can be defined, if it is a functional

value or a monetary value.

The further evaluation of the system shows eco-efficiency results for the follow-

ing application.

The functional unit was defined for illumination as the illumination of the same

luminous flux during 1000 h of use with lamps. In the calculation, the environmen-

tal assessment considered each stage of product life cycle. It included material

acquisition, parts production, manufacture of lamps, packaging staffs, domestic

distribution, and use with a reference electricity mix. For product system value

assessment, the use stage was chosen to represent the product system value. The

study compared the use of two different lighting systems; whereas Product A was

an incandescent light bulb, Product B was a bulb-shaped fluorescent lamp.

The life cycle assessment was carried out according to ISO14040 and 14044 by

using the process analysis method based on the JEMAI-LCA1.10 database for each

product. The materials and parts only used in the final products were considered.

Domestic distribution of “1000 km by using 4-ton trucks” was assumed. In the

manufacturing stage, primary and average data were collected and used. For use,

the “rated electricity consumption” through the product lifetime was adopted, so

that the power change in the same duration was ignored for calculation. The

lifetime was 13,000 h for Product B and 1000 h for Product A. Product system

value indicators of Products A and B ¼ 8.10 E + 05 [l m�hour]. As a result of the
assessment, it was found that 98% or more of life cycle GHG (greenhouse gas)

emissions were emitted in the use stages for both products. Other impacts showed

almost the same results.

The total amount of the life cycle GHG emissions was presented in the units of

[kg-CO2e] to form the environmental impact indicator.

The total amount of the life cycle GHG emissions for Product B was quite a bit

larger than that of Product A due to its long lifetime. However, as the indicator for

Table 4.1 Light source life cycle example

Terms Example Value indicator (unit)

Product system Light source life cycle

Function Illumination

Functional value Brightness Luminous flux (lumen)

Monetary value Market price Price (euro/piece)

Other values Shape Consumer ranking (numerical value from 1 to 5)
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Product B must be calculated according to the functional unit, its numerical

quantity became smaller than that of Product A in this study.

The indicators of two products were calculated as follows:

– Environmental impact indicator of Product A ¼ 2:32Eþ 01 kg-CO2e½ �
– Environmental impact indicator of Product B ¼ 4:66Eþ 00 kg-CO2e½ �

The eco-efficiency indicator was calculated by dividing the product system

value indicator by the environmental impact indicator for each in the units of

[l m�h/kg-CO2e].

The indicators of two products were calculated as follows:

– Eco� efficiency indicator of Product A ¼ 3:49Eþ 04 lm � hour=kg-CO2e½ �
– Eco� efficiency indicator of Product B ¼ 1:74Eþ 05 lm � hour=kg� CO2e½ �

The ratio of the eco-efficiency indicator of Product B compared to that of

Product A is used to clarify the difference of the eco-efficiencies between the two

products assessed.

The factor result (eco-efficiency indicator of Product B/eco-efficiency indicator

of Product A) was 4.98. This means the eco-efficiency indicator of Product B (bulb-

shaped fluorescent lamp) is about five times larger than that of Product A (incan-

descent light bulb). The decrease of power for illumination and the prolongation of

lifetime are significantly contributing to the improvement of eco-efficiency,

because the GHG emissions derived from electricity consumption in the use

phase is critical to the environmental assessment results. Since several assumptions

and simplifications were made in environmental and product system value assess-

ments, this conclusion should be understood with a couple of limitations. For

example, if other functional values and indicators focusing on the different aspects

were adopted, the Eco-efficiency Assessment might reach the different results.

Figure 4.2 shows the product development paths. For the presentation of

eco-efficiency results, often a two-dimensional graph, a portfolio is used. It shows

different sectors to position different products, technologies, or scenarios of product

applications. The portfolio allows an easier understanding of complex results and

shows target areas as well as undesired areas. Different approaches define the

different sectors of a portfolio differently, so a clear description of the portfolio

and its logic must be transparently explained. In the portfolio of Fig. 4.2, the X-axis

is linked with the environmental impact of a product in its application. The lower E

is, the better the product is due to its environmental impacts. The Y-axis shows the

improvement of the product’s functions. The higher this number is, the more

favorable the product. The goal area for an improved eco-efficiency is in this case

the area A. When a present product is on the point of “benchmark product,” its

eco-efficiency is increasing the eco-efficiency, and the tanX expresses the

eco-efficiency of the development target. If the target is “eco-efficiency

(EE) >2,” area A is the goal, and B is better in the environmental aspect. Area C

shows that the product is steadily developing toward area A.

Progress of technologies may take paths and sometimes involves a decrease of

environmental performance on the way to the goal. D seems to be a bad area due to
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the inferiority of environmental impact but may be an inevitable position to the goal

by adopting the best available technology. In this context, when the product system

value is increased much more than the decrease of environmental friendliness, the

eco-efficiency may be reported as “improvement” in a series of product develop-

ment (ISO 14045:2012; Japan Eco-Efficiency Forum 2009; Shibaike et al. 2008).

In this context, other comparisons have been made to integrate the eco-efficiency

evaluation in decision-making processes.

Example: Eco-Care-Matrix

Siemens is using the “Eco-Care-Matrix” (ECM), another type of a portfolio graph,

to analyze the eco-efficiency of new products compared to their predecessor or, in

case of new business, to the installed base versus best available technology (BAT)

(Wegener and Walachowicz 2009, 2011). Two main focuses are covered: to boost

eco-efficient product development and to improve customer communication. The

methodology comprises a holistic approach regarding the whole life cycle covering

manufacturing, supply chains, use phase, and end of life.

Most of these case studies show that the environmental impact of the applica-

tions are mainly influenced by the energy consumption in the use phase with a share

mostly higher than 90%.

For electrical or electronic products, therefore, energy efficiency is in most cases

the main driver for environmental improvements. Changes in the performance for

different environmental impact categories show a linear correlation to the function

of power grid mix.

Fig. 4.2 Product

development paths,

evaluated with

eco-efficiency indicators
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Based on full-scale LCAs for representative products, system boundaries for

ECM can thus be cut down to the use phase for the covered product families, if the

environmental impact of the use phase is highly dominant (>90% of impacts in all

impact categories), and the differences between the compared product systems for

all other life cycle stages than the use phase are evaluated to be irrelevant (<1% for

the whole life cycle for each environmental impact category).

For a transparent communication of the environmental performance in customer

communication, the results of all relevant environmental impact categories are

represented in a separate ECM instead of adding them up to a single score.

Global warming potential will always be addressed. Other environmental impact

categories are only shown if their development is different from GHG development.

Product value in general is represented by life cycle costs. Life cycle costs

include all affected cost elements during lifetime.

Objects of comparison are four different domestic lighting products including

their complete life cycle. At first an incandescent lamp 40 W (General Lighting

Standard, GLS) is to be compared with a halogen lamp (HAL), a compact fluores-

cent lamp (CFL) and an LED lamp, all featuring similar lumen outputs. To ensure

comparability of the different lamp types, a lifetime of 25,000 h has been taken into

account as a reference parameter. This reference flow can either be provided by one

LED lamp with an average lifetime of 25,000 h or several pieces of the other lamp

types with shorter lifetimes.

In the visualization of ECM results, the incandescent lamp (GLS) is chosen to be

the reference. Indicator results for the other three lighting systems are displayed in

relative deviation to the reference value. Results and main findings are significantly

dominated by the use phase for all lighting systems. Due to the main influence of

environmental impacts of the underlying power grid mix nearly, all ECM results

reflect the same characteristics as the Global Warming Potential (GWP), except of

elementary abiotic resource depletion (ADP elements).

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show ECM results for the lighting systems with respect to

GWP and ADPfossil.

Comparing the lighting systems to the reference reveals a trade-off between the

environmental impact categories of global warming potential and elementary

abiotic resource depletion potential. A higher elementary resource consumption

in the production of novel lighting systems enables a significant decrease in energy

consumption during the use phase.

In order to find out which of the environmental impacts are considerably

relevant, the indicator results have additionally to be normalized to the respective

overall global impacts. In Fig. 4.5 the normalized indicator results for lighting

systems over their entire life cycle are shown. The spider diagram reveals that

acidification potential (AP) is the most relevant impact category followed by

ADPfossil.

Though the elementary abiotic resource depletion is not relevant compared to

global warming and acidification, it is important to consider that the significant

benefit of novel lighting systems in eco-efficiency is enabled by increased material

intensity in their production.
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Due to the studies, key performance indicators can be extracted, summarized,

and published. They can be worked out in accordance with ISO 14045. Further-

more, strategies for further improvements can be outlined.

To implement more sustainability evaluation in decision-making processes of

industries will lead to more sustainable solutions (Gardner 2015).

1.3.2 Chelating Agents

With the purpose of assessing different chelating agents from environmental and

financial perspectives, an Eco-efficiency Assessment was carried out for European
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conditions. The example of the four chelating agents was taken from Annex B.4 in

ISO 14045:2012. The intended audience comprises primarily product developers

but also purchasers.

The intended use is for product development and communication of product

performance to business customers. The example calculates chelating agents made

by four different processes, Products A, B, C, and D on an industrial scale in

Europe. Main stakeholders involved are product developer, purchasers, and

customers.

The function and functional unit referred to the use of chelating agents in

detergents and cleaners. The goal of the study was the identification of improvement

potentials along the value chain with the same detergency power of the products. The

chelating agents were compared on an equal weight basis in order to make the study

independent of the exact amounts used in the many detergent recipes. The functional

unit is the production of 1 ton of chelating agent, linked with the same function of

binding different types of metal ions, as Ca2+, Fe3+, Ni2+, Hg2+, etc.

The product system excludes the function of different detergent recipes because

it is assumed to be the same for alternatives A, B, C, and D.

In eco-efficiency studies, different sets of indicators can be used. Table 4.2

shows an overview of the used indicators and elementary flows that have been

assessed.

The impact categories considered in the Eco-efficiency Assessment (Saling

et al. 2002) and applied for different chelating agents are primary energy consump-

tion, resource depletion, land use, emissions, human toxicity, and risk (referring to

occupational health and accidents). The impact category “emissions” is further

subdivided into other impact categories (Table 4.3). Impact assessment methods

used are detailed in (Saling et al. 2002).

In a further weighting process, the impact category results are aggregated into a

single statement of the total strain on the environment. In the presented

Eco-efficiency Assessment method, a weight that expresses the environmental

importance of that impact category relative to the other impact categories for a

specific region is assigned to each impact category. These weighting factors are a

combination of impact category-specific “relevance factors” and “societal factors.”

For the European relevance and societal factors, see Table 4.3. To derive the

relevance factor, the result of the alternative with the highest impact in that category

is normalized against the total load of the same category in a specific region. This

step yields the relative significance of the different impact category results. The

societal factors express the importance of each category relative to the other impact

categories as perceived by a group of people (see Table 4.3). The societal factors

are based on the opinion polls in the same region chosen for the relevance factors.

The societal factors were derived through a public opinion poll (Kicherer 2005).

More detailed information regarding the weighting methodology and the subse-

quent integration of ecological and economic data were published by Saling

et al. (2002) and Kicherer et al. (2007).

The product system value in this study was assessed by using a life cycle costing

(LCC) method (Bengtsson and Sj€oborg 2004). Costs associated with environmental
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impacts are not covered by the LCC since, by definition, external costs are created

by society and reflect the environmental impacts of the system under study

(R€udenauer et al. 2005). These impacts are covered by the LCA in the environ-

mental assessment. In this study, the product system value for the customer, based

on an equal weight basis, was the cost savings of the chelating agent for the

detergent manufacturer.

In the Eco-efficiency Assessment method applied, the total costs of the studied

alternatives are normalized with respect to the gross domestic product of the same

region that is used in the environmental assessment.

The result of the weighting is illustrated in the bar chart and table in Fig. 4.6.

They show the weighted values for each impact category and chelating agent; the

Table 4.2 Elementary flows and indicators that have been used

Energy (MJ/FU) Emissions to water (mg/FU)

Coal

Oil

Gas

Waterpower

Nuclear

Lignite

Recovered/other

Biomass

COD

BOD

N-total

NH4-N

P-tot

Heavy metals

AOX

Hydrocarbons

Sulfates

Chlorides

Resources (kg/FU) Waste (kg/FU)

Hard coal

Oil

Natural gas

Lignite

Sodium chloride

Sulfur

Phosphorous

Iron

Lime

Bauxite

Sand

Municipal waste

Chemicals waste

Construction waste

Mining waste

Emissions to air (mg/FU) Land use (m2/FU)

CO2

SOX

NOX

CH4

Non-methane volatile organic compounds (VOC)

CFC

NH3

N2O

HCl

Forest

Pasture, fallow, bio-agriculture

Conventional agriculture

Sealed

Roads, tracks, canals
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top of the bars denotes the total and final environmental results that were integrated

with economic data in the complete Eco-efficiency Assessment.

The eco-efficiency method includes a weighting of environmental impacts and

costs, resulting in a two-dimensional diagram (Fig. 4.7). This overview graph

enables the reader an easier understanding and a good overview on the results of

a comprehensive study. It helps in the step of interpretation to derive overall

conclusions and makes it easier for nonexperts to use the results. It bears the risk

of unbalanced weighting, but if this process is quite openly and transparently

described, it reduces those risks very much.

The eco-efficiency method takes into account the contribution of the studied

alternatives’ environmental impact to the total environmental impact within a

specific region. In the same way the costs of the studied alternatives are compared

to the gross domestic product of the same region. Hence, this is a normalization

step, which yields two ratios communicating the significance of the environmental

and financial impact. If the environmental impact is greater, for example, more

weight will be put on the environmental performance of the studied alternatives.

The axes in the diagram are inverted so that the alternative that has the lowest

environmental impact and the best financial performance is found in the upper right

corner. This alternative is termed the most eco-efficient alternative and is hence

favored from an eco-efficiency perspective.

The result of this study indicates that the product system for chelating agent A

has the lowest total environmental impact. A performs well in all important aspects

compared with the other alternatives, mainly because it is based on renewable raw

Table 4.3 Impact categories and weighting factors used in this study

Impact category

Social weighting

factor S (%)

Relevance

factor R (%)

Total weighting

factor W (%)a

Resource use 20 4 11

Primary energy use 20 5 13

Area use 10 0,3 2

Toxicity potential 20 20 20

Risk potential 10 10 10

Emissions 20 61 44

Water emissionsb 35 95 78

Solid waste 15 0 0

Air emissions 50 5 22

Greenhouse gases (GHG) 50 69 68

Photochemical oxidation creation

potential (POCP)

20 8 15

Ozone depletion potential (ODP) 20 0 0

Acidification potential (AP) 10 23 17
aGeometric mean of S and R
bThis impact category includes the eutrophication potential of substances emitted to the water

recipient
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Fig. 4.6 Weighted values for the different impact categories and chelating agents

Fig. 4.7 Weighting of environmental impacts and costs, resulting in a two-dimensional diagram
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materials and is readily biodegradable. Another advantage of A and B is that (unlike

D and B) they do not give rise to any phosphorus emissions to water, and hence the

eutrophication potential, which is included in the water emissions of A, is minor as

shown in Fig. 4.6. The most significant impact of chelating agents is water emis-

sions, according to the applied weighting methodology. This is due to the fact that a

lot of the eutrophication is caused by the use of phosphorous in detergents. More

than 60% of the environmental impact of chelating D is due to eutrophication,

which is the single impact category that makes this chelating agent have a higher

environmental impact than agent A.

With respect to the toxicity potential, A scores much better than especially C, for

which there is limited evidence of carcinogenic effects from exposure. For these

reasons it can be concluded that on an equal mass basis, A is the most environmen-

tally preferred product system. A sensitivity analysis also showed that this result is

robust with regard to the region (continent) that is chosen for the weighting (Borén

et al. 2009).

1.4 Pulp Industry Example

Eco-efficiency Assessment is used within the pulp industry and may be used to

support decision-making. It might increase the development of products or pro-

cesses with higher eco-efficiency, if applied early in the development or design

phase.

Examples of research material within the topic may be found in Gäbel (2001)

and L€ofgren (2009). The need for flexible LCA models has grown, yet the knowl-

edge and use of LCA during the development phase of products and processes are

limited within companies. The companies have started to realize that the use of

LCA during the development phase of products and processes may be beneficial.

However, it is important to realize that the environmental impact of a product can

be stimulated more easily and continuously during the development phase of a

product or process in order to make LCA useful.

Optimization of existing products and processes is also an area where LCA may

be of great interest for companies and producers. Since most of product and process

development is performed using computer-based programs, the output parameters

have to be connected to the LCA tool in order to make it useful. Material and energy

balances are example of parameters that are outputs from design or optimization

tools that may be used and combined with LCA. It is of great importance that it is

possible to make changes in the design or optimization program and quick and

easily implement those changes to an LCA. Thus, it is possible to investigate if and

how changes during the design process influence the environmental performance

(Tegstedt 2011).

Furthermore, the environmental impact of a product or a process may be

minimized through optimization, using a simulation tool. It may thus be possible

to include environmental optimization as a design parameter when making strategic
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decisions of new or existing products and processes. Environmental performance

may be one of many parameters when performing multi-objective optimization of a

product or a process.

Combining process simulation and LCA is under development. One possibility

would be to investigate if it is possible to combine process simulation and

Eco-efficiency Assessment in order to identify efficient working procedures. The

idea is to study literature within the subject and try to conclude, or at least

investigate, if it is possible to apply on Eco-efficiency Assessments.

The goal of the case study is to assess and compare the eco-efficiency of

alternative concepts for producing bleaching chemicals for the elemental

chlorine-free, ECF, pulp industry. The following four production concepts are

compared from an environmental and economic perspective:

1. Chlorine dioxide generator-type SVP-SCW

2. Chlorine dioxide generator-type SVP-LITE

3. Chemical Island, CI

4. Integrated Plant, IP

The assessment and comparison are first carried out for the supply of bleaching

chemicals to a specific pulp mill in Russia. Second, possible key parameters and

assumptions are varied in order to identify flexible parameter settings significantly

affecting the eco-efficiency. Third, the geographic location of the pulp mill is varied

in order to find out how this affects the eco-efficiency.

The intended audience of the Eco-efficiency Assessment is Eka Chemicals. It is

Eka Chemicals who has commenced the project in the first place. Furthermore, the

study may be of interest for the pulp and paper industry, environmental authorities,

and NGOs interacting in regions where the products and services of Eka Chemicals

may be implemented.

The Eco-efficiency Assessment is performed in order to provide Eka Chemicals

with information about the environmental and financial performance of the alter-

native concepts to provide a pulp mill with ECF bleaching chemicals. The knowl-

edge will be used for educational purposes by the organization working with

process development. It will give employees at Eka Chemicals a better understand-

ing of environmental and economic issues related to their processes and products.

Eka Chemicals also aims for using Eco-efficiency Assessments:

• In strategic business decisions such as investments

• For providing information to a customer about a specific production site and to

identify the most optimal production concept for the specific site

Figure 4.8 shows how a simulation can be used starting from a base case and

integrating new impact figures or a different scaling. The portfolio graph shows

clearly what the improvement potential is, if indicators or input tables are changed.

In this scenario, Indonesian electricity was used. It shows that the two systems with

stand-alone chlorine dioxide generators are most eco-efficient, followed by the

systems with IP and CI. When it comes to environmental impact, the differences

appear to be quite large. In the technologies that are assessed in this example,
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electricity plays an important role and influences the results significantly. The CI

system has the highest total environmental impact, more than twice the environ-

mental impact caused by the systems with stand-alone chlorine dioxide generators.

The air emissions generated from the system with SVP-SCW has the smallest

impact from air emissions of the four production systems compared. Its impact is

43% of the corresponding impact of the CI system and 64% of the corresponding

impact of the IP system. However, the POCP is highest for the systems with
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SVP-LITE and SVP-SCW. This result supports strongly the decision-making

process of which technology should be used in which regions. They support the

improvement of technologies and the identification of important levers of the

production system.

1.5 Cement Industry Example

The production of concrete, notably its most important ingredient, cement poses

several sustainability issues that need to be managed: Cement production emits

CO2 and other air emissions, and the quarrying of raw materials produces local

impacts such as noise and dust. Also, water use needs to be carefully looked at in

locations where water is scarce. The industry is well aware of these impacts and

addresses them both collectively, via the CSI (Cement Sustainability Initiative) or

regional and national trade organizations, and individually as producers within their

sphere of influence (WBCSD 2015). In this context, eco-efficiency will be able to

support process improvements from a holistic point of view.

Based on the needs and requirements of the cement industry, a life cycle process

model has been designed and built. The purpose of the model is to provide a tool for

supporting decisions made on product and process development options. The

requirements on a flexible model that generates information on product perfor-

mance, economic cost, and environmental performance, from a life cycle perspec-

tive, were seen as important (Gäbel 2001).

The chosen approach, which entailed dividing the cement manufacturing pro-

cess into a foreground and a background system and modeling the two subsystems

with different techniques and levels of detail, proved to be successful. The model-

ing approach used to build the foreground system model, a calculation non-causal

model, physical modeling, and an object-oriented modeling language can enhance

the flexibility, modularity, and comprehensiveness of the model. Together with an

appropriate simulation tool (for this application, ASCEND IV was used), the

approach provided a flexible and general purpose model. The chosen software

also supports nonlinear and dynamic elements for future use. By making use of

physical and object-oriented modeling, all physical entities in the manufacturing

process are kept together and described independently of each other. This satisfies

the requirement for flexibility, in terms of future modifications to represent and

simulate process development options and other manufacturing plants.

The foreground system model has been validated and shows satisfactory agree-

ment with the real system’s properties, with the exception of metals.

The result is a flexible and valid life cycle model of the current manufacturing

process at the site. The model can be used to solve many different problems. So

different development options can be simulated and information on potential

environmental, product, and economic performance generated. Thus, the same

model can be used for a number of different purposes. The model has been used

to explore the potential for reducing the negative environmental impact of cement
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manufacturing through an increase in the use of recovered material and alternative

fuel. It has been shown that the model can simulate the desired development options

differently. The desired information is generated and assessed in relation to current

requirements on product performance. The generated information can be used to

give indications for development options for further investigation and study. The

nine simulations show that the use of recovered material and alternative fuel can be

increased with no negative effect on product performance. The use of resources and

the studied emission to air can be substantially reduced (Fig. 4.9).

The simulations show that emissions of CO2, NOx, SO2, CO, VOC CH4, and dust

can be reduced with an increase in the use of recovered material and alternative fuel

(see Fig. 4.9). Even if the emission of CO2 from alternative fuel is valued the same

as the CO2 emission from fossil fuel, the total CO2 emission can be reduced from

about 780 to about 480 kg per ton cement.

The emission of small amounts of toxic substances, such as metals, dioxins, and

furans, has not been modeled. These emissions depend, to a large degree, on minor

variations in the raw material and fuel chemical composition.
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Fig. 4.9 Emission to air, per 1000 kg cement, from background and foreground systems,

scenarios O to H. The bar for each scenario is divided into the emission from the foreground

system and the emission from the background system
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2 The Sustainability Assessment Toolbox Developed
by BASF

2.1 Overview

BASF has worked out methods for the assessment of the sustainability of chemical

products and production processes through the development and use of its EEA as

well as SEEBALANCE® or AgBalance™ analysis. Next to the environmental

impact, which is assessed based on ISO14040 and ISO14044 standards, economic

factors are taken into account and implemented in the Eco-efficiency Assessment,

following ISO 14045. The SEEBALANCE (social-eco-efficiency analysis, trade

name SEEBALANCE) and AgBalance (specifically for agriculture processes based

on SEEBALANCE) also consider social impacts of products and processes.

The tools are used by BASF and its customers to assist strategic decision-

making, facilitate the identification of product and process improvements, enhance

product differentiation, as well as support the dialogue with opinion makers, NGOs,

and politicians.

Both detailed in-depth results of individual impact indicators and aggregated

results and a sustainability evaluation score are output of the sustainability evalu-

ation methods. Different types of footprinting in combination with other informa-

tion tools can support decision-making efficiently. Specific developed Quick Scan

tools can give a basic overview of alternatives in this context. Sensitivity analyses

can be employed to study the robustness of the model results and to investigate

trade-offs or the response to external influences. Scenario analyses can model

different situations by simulating new sets of inputs followed by an assessment of

improvement potentials of the analyzed system.

At the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UN 2015), the

United Nations system was requested to mainstream the economic, social, and

environmental dimensions of sustainable development throughout its work.

Improvements of products and processes should be supported that consider the

three dimensions of sustainability, i.e., economy, ecology, and society, which can

be covered with the updated toolbox of BASF.

An overview about the toolbox with its various opportunities is given in

Fig. 4.10. The more complex the studies are, the more comprehensive information

can be generated. Often it is not needed to get the full picture of a sustainability

assessment, so in the early phases of a product development. More simple tools as

the Sustainability Check or a Quick Scan can be applied to give general directions

for further development to be updated during the development process. For

reporting life cycle inventories together with specific technical information, the

Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) can be worked out and can support the

LCA of complete systems. Today, it is mainly used in the building and construction

industry. In this article, the Eco-efficiency Assessment, SEEBALANCE, and

AgBalance will be highlighted as well as the web-based assessment which needs

a sustainability study as basis. This effort is not included in the position of the

web-based method in Fig. 4.10.
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2.2 The Eco-efficiency Analysis of BASF: Methodological
Aspects

The method was initially developed in the late 1990s by BASF in cooperation with

Roland Berger Consulting, Munich. The method is seen as a life cycle management

tool and can be involved in assessments of the entire product life cycle, from

concept development, to design and implementation, further to marketing, finally,

to end-of-life issues. This “marketing life cycle,” in different steps, can be linked

with the “physical life cycle” of LCA. The analysis method may incorporate both

economic and environmental aspects and lead to a comprehensive evaluation of

products and processes over their entire life cycle.

In the method of eco-efficiency analysis, results are presented as aggregated

information on costs and environmental impacts and show the strengths and

weaknesses of a particular product or process. A comparative assertion with

competitors’ products as it is described above is done only in some selected cases

because this is not intended in the current standards. In those cases, all

disaggregated figures are shown as well, and the aggregation is transparently

described in the report.

The ecological calculations of the single results in each category are following

the ISO-standards 14040 and 14044, and the assessment method in total follows

ISO 14045.

It will be shown, in several examples, how this methodology can be used to

support and to evaluate chemical products and processes over the whole life cycle.

Every eco-efficiency analysis passes several key stages (Uhlman et al. 2013).

This ensures consistent quality and the comparability of different studies. Environ-

mental impacts are determined by LCA, and economic data are calculated using the

usual business or, in some instances, national economic models.

Fig. 4.10 Overview of sustainability evaluation and LCA-based tools showing efforts and

comprehensiveness
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The basic preconditions in eco-efficiency analysis are (Saling 2009):

• Products or processes studied have to meet the same defined customer benefit.

• The entire life cycle is considered.

• Both an environmental and an economic assessment are carried out.

The methodology has been approved by the German “Technischer

Überwachungsverein” (TÜV, English: “Technical Inspection Association”) (TÜV

2002) and by the American National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) (Uhlman

et al. 2013).

For the calculation and comparison of the environmental position of each

alternative, data from the different production methods are assimilated and ana-

lyzed to provide a value for energy consumption, raw material consumption,

emissions, and use of area, risk potential, and toxicity potential. All raw materials,

required in the process and how these are derived, are factored in the study, as these

are the steps required to bring the product to the end user.

In the same manner, economic data from the life cycle chain of a product

application or process evaluation may also be calculated and summarized. The

rationale behind this assessment tool has been described by Saling et al. (2002) and

by Landsiedel and Saling (2002).

Practical examples can show how the metrics for sustainability can support

decision-making processes answering different questions.

The process for performing an EEA has been previously published (Saling

et al. 2002), and it involves measuring the life cycle environmental impacts and

life cycle costs for product alternatives for a defined level of output. In other words,

a BASF EEA evaluates both the economic and environmental impacts that products

and processes have over the course of their life cycle. The eco-efficiency method-

ology is a comparative analysis and thus does not determine the sustainability of a

product by itself, rather how it compares with other alternatives considered. Thus a

product which was deemed most eco-efficient in one analysis may be a less

eco-efficient alternative in another study when a different application is considered.

The basic preconditions of an eco-efficiency analysis are defined as follows:

(1) products or processes studied have to meet the same defined functional unit or

customer benefit, (2) the considered alternatives should cover at least 90% of the

relevant market, (3) the entire life cycle is considered, and (4) both an environ-

mental and an economic assessment have to be carried out. The eco-efficiency

method is based upon the ISO 14040 and 14044 (ISO 2006a, b) standards for life

cycle assessments and fulfills both the required and optional phases. However, in

addition to the requirements found in this standard, it includes additional enhance-

ments that allow for the expedient review and decision-making at all business

levels. The newly developed ISO standard 14045 (ISO 14045:2012) for

eco-efficiency is, furthermore, a relevant standard that gives guidance for

performing studies for internal and external uses. The general process for

conducting an EEA follows a specific and defined way of calculation:

1. Calculation of total cost from the customer viewpoint.
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2. Preparation of a specific life cycle analysis for all investigated products or

processes according to the rules of ISO 14040, 14040, and 14045. The water

footprint standard 14046 is as well implemented. For carbon footprinting

within the method, the Greenhouse Gas Protocol is applied.

3. Determination of impacts on the health, safety, and risks to people.

4. Assessing the use of land over the whole life cycle.

5. Calculation of relevance factors for specific weighting.

6. Weighting of environmental factors with societal factors.

7. Determination of relative importance of the environment versus the economy.

8. Creation of an eco-efficiency portfolio.

9. Analyses of appropriateness, data quality, and sensitivities.

10. Scenario analysis for further interpretation of results.

11. Interpretation of results.

12. Identification of improvement potentials.

13. Summary and conclusion.

14. Optional: Transfer to a web-based evaluation tool for further assessment of

scenarios.

2.2.1 Definition of Customer Benefit, Alternatives, and System

Boundaries

The first step of the analysis is the definition of the goal and scope of the study.

During this step, the customer benefit or functional unit of comparison as well as the

alternatives are identified. The functional unit provides the reference point from

which the economic and environmental inputs and outputs for each alternative are

compared. The functional unit or customer benefit should be consistent with the

goals of the study and clearly state criteria with both performance attributes and

spatial and temporal limits. The definition of a functional unit can cover a wide

range of options and allow the comparison of different solutions for a defined

functional unit. For example, a functional unit could be the production of 100 m2

of a flooring system in an office building for the use of 5 years. Alternative solutions

for this functional unit can be wooden materials, carpets, PVC tiles, ceramic tiles,

etc. The main criterion is to fulfill the functional unit with a comparable service and

use by customers. As the eco-efficiency method is a comparative analysis, as many

possible alternatives represented in the marketplace or in development which can

perform the same function need to be considered. Finally, the scope of the EEA is

defined by the specific elements within the production, use, and disposal phases of

the product’s life cycle that will be considered. The whole calculation considers

relevant and significant system boundaries. In some cases, a so-called cradle-to-

grave or, in other cases, a so-called cradle-to-cradle might be the selected boundary

conditions. Depending on the goal and scope, both approaches can be sufficient to

deliver good and acceptable results for decision-making. Specific cutoff rules

helping to define the system boundaries to be accurate are the basis for the

generation of meaningful and reliable results. The same life cycle stages must be

considered for each alternative, and as the study is comparative in nature, any
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life cycle stage that is identical for each alternative can be excluded from the

analysis as its impact across each alternative will be the same. However, in these

cases, a complete calculation will be made to see how relevant the remaining

calculation is compared to the complete system.

2.2.2 Determination of Economic Impacts

The EEA assesses the full economic impact of a product or process over its life

cycle in order to determine an overall total cost of ownership for the defined

customer benefit. The specific approaches for conducting a life cycle cost (LCC)

analysis vary from study to study and are strongly dependent upon the customer

benefit selected and the system boundaries and alternatives considered. Cost

accounting needs to take into account both initial costs and all future cost impacts

or benefits of the products as well as any costs having an environmental aspect (e.g.,

disposal of hazardous waste). Either constant (real) or nominal monetary values can

be used for cost accounting but they cannot be mixed in the analysis. In addition, the

final cost analysis can be calculated as a point in time or can account for the time

value of money. If the analysis is performed to consider the time value of money,

then a net present value (NPV) or similar metric shall be calculated. A representa-

tive but not all inclusive list of economic metrics normally considered for each

alternative includes the costs of raw materials, labor, energy, capital investment,

maintenance activities, transportation, illnesses and accidents, and waste disposal.

When all the costs are identified and accounted for, they are summed and combined

in appropriate units (e.g., $ or €) without additional weighting of individual

financial amounts. This rigorous accounting of life cycle cost impacts can help

identify not only the economic benefits of a product in its use and application that

can help manufactures better understand their economic value proposition but also

uncover hidden costs and cost intensive areas of the life cycle that can become the

focus of optimization efforts.

2.2.3 Determination of Environmental Impacts

The eco-efficiency method applies a consistent and comprehensive approach to

assessing the potential environmental burden of a product as opposed to focusing on

just a few specific metrics or considering only part of a product’s life cycle. As

described previously, the method goes beyond the basic requirements of the ISO

standards, and measures, at a minimum, 11 environmental impacts in 6 main

categories: energy, resource consumption, emissions (to air, water, or land), land

use, toxicity potential, and risk potential. In a testing phase, a seventh environmen-

tal impact was introduced, namely, the consumptive water use.

The process for data acquisition and calculation is done according to the

requirements of ISO 14040, 14044, and 14045 and is collected for each impact

category as defined by the study’s scope, boundary conditions, and customer

benefit. This process is known as the inventory analysis stage. It is followed by
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the impact assessment, and this starts by applying a systematic approach to classi-

fying and characterizing all the information identified in the inventory analysis. The

environmental impacts are then aggregated using normalization and weighting

schemes for each impact category. The specific steps of the impact assessment

are discussed and illustrated below.

2.2.4 Environmental Categories, Classification, and Characterization

Energy Consumption and Raw Materials

The cumulative amount of primary energy, normally expressed in terms of mega-

joule(MJ)/customer benefit, consumed during the life cycle of each alternative, is

measured and converted back to its primary energy source such as oil, gas, coal,

lignite, nuclear energy, biomass, and hydroelectric. Fossil fuels are included before

production and renewable energy before its harvest or use. The consumption of the

individual primary energy sources is included as well in the raw material or

resource consumption category.

Key materials consumed during the life cycle of each alternative are considered

in the resource consumption category. The usage amounts for the different raw

materials considered are aggregated together into a common unit of consumption,

say, kg, by applying a weighting factor to each material which takes into consid-

eration its exploitable reserves as identified, for example, by the US Geological

Survey and its current level of consumption. This allows a higher weighting to be

applied to materials that are either scarce or have a very high consumption rate in

society. Renewable raw materials if produced through sustainable management

practices are viewed as having a theoretically infinite reserve and thus would

have an applied weighting factor of zero. In principle, other evaluation systems

as CML1 or ReCiPe2 can be used as well and might be adopted, if the standard

development will make further progress in the future.

1Within the European debate on the development of a standard LCA methodology, the Center of

Environmental Science, Leiden University, the Netherlands (Centrum voor Milieukunde Leiden:

CML), soon conquered a position of hegemony regarding the “agenda setting” for further research

on LCA. Most European experts today agree that the methodology published in 1993 by CML

marked a breakthrough in the scientific foundation of LCA methodology.
2 Goedkoop M, Heijungs R, Huijbregts MAJ, De Schryver A, Struijs J, Van Zelm R (2009) ReCiPe

2008 A life cycle impact assessment method which comprises harmonised category indicators at

the midpoint and the endpoint level. Report I: characterisation, 1st edn. 6 Jan 2009. http://www.

lcia-recipe.net
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Water Footprint

The importance of one resource in particular, fresh water, and understanding how

we impact the quality and availability of this valuable and in some areas limited

resource is a topic of key interest and political debate in our society. The

eco-efficiency method is currently piloting some advanced methods to incorporate

a more rigorous approach to assessing the use and impacts of water consumption.

The method proposed by Pfister et al. (2009) which assesses damages to three areas

of protection, namely, human health, ecosystem quality, and resources, is currently

being applied and evaluated in ongoing studies. The finalization of the ISO Stan-

dard 14046 in 2014 for assessing water footprint supported the integration of this

impact category to the method.

Air Emissions

The emissions category is further subdivided into emissions to air, water, and land

(soil). In emissions to air, the inventory analysis is classified into four subcate-

gories: global warming potential (GWP), acidification potential (AP), ozone deple-

tion potential (ODP), and photochemical ozone creation potential (POCP), also

known as summer smog. Some air emissions, such as methane, can be included in

more than one classification. Through characterization, weightings are applied to

each emission to enable aggregation within each classification. For example, global

warming potential is measured as the total amount of CO2 emitted into the atmo-

sphere. Thus, the global warming potential of a substance will then be measured in

relation to CO2. The 100-year global warming potential of methane is 2511,

meaning that for every 1 kg of methane emitted to the air, it is equivalent to

25 kg of CO2 emissions. Correspondingly, the POCP of methane is only 0.007

meaning that it is over 140 times less potent than a similar quantity of ethene, the

comparative unit of measure for POCP.

Water Emissions

For emissions to water, the inventory analysis will include, for example, COD

(chemical oxygen demand), BOD (biological oxygen demand), total nitrogen,

hydrocarbons, heavy metals, chloride, sulfates, ammonium, and phosphates. The

method of critical volumes or critical limits for discharge is used for characteriza-

tion. As described in the German AbwasserVerordnung from 1997 (AbwV 1997),

each pollutant emitted into the water contaminates sufficient water, until the critical

load or statutory limit, as defined by waste water regulations, for the substance is

reached. The greater the water hazard posed by a substance, the lower its limit. The

amount of uncontaminated water needed to dilute the water emission to the

statutory limit is the determined regulation. For example, if the legal limit for

COD is 75 mg/L, the factor is 0.013 or the inverse of 75. For a more potent
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contaminate such as heavy metals, if the legal limit is 1 mg/L, the factor will be

1. Through this approach, one can multiply all the identified water emissions by

their corresponding dilution factor, and then through aggregation of these values

over the life cycle, a single number or critical water volume can be determined for

each alternative. The statutory or maximum threshold limits utilized in the model

are based on the German waste water ordinance. They consider how severe effects

of different pollutants to the environment are and put them in a defined order. These

thresholds have been worked out by experts considering the different importance

and potency of the emissions they have in the environment linked with a realistic

management of those emissions to acceptable levels. So in general the thresholds

can be applied to other regions as well. There are no provisions in the current model

to regionalize or localize these values as they are common waste water constituents

with well-established toxicity and limits should be quite similar across various

geographies.

Wastes

The results of the inventory analysis partitions solid wastes into the various

categories of materials that will end up in a landfill (cradle-to-grave). Thus mate-

rials that are recycled (cradle-to-cradle) are not counted in this category. Wastes are

categorized as either municipal, hazardous, construction, or mining with a

weighting factor to account for their varying impact potentials applied to each

type based on their representative costs of disposal. All weightings are normalized

toward the municipal waste category which is assigned a value of 1. Examples of

classification of various wastes streams include:

– Municipal: household trash

– Hazardous: follows RCRA3 definition of hazardous waste

– Construction: nonhazardous waste materials generated during building or demo-

lition activities

– Mining: nonhazardous earth or overburden generated during raw material

extraction activities

The impacts are then summed up to obtain an overall impact amount which is

expressed as kg/customer benefit.

Land Use

The importance of how the products we produce, use, and dispose impact the land

around us is becoming more prominent in life cycle assessments. Though there is

3 The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act by EPA governs the management of hazardous

wastes.
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much debate on how to incorporate land use as impact category in LCA, and while

no singular approach or methodology has been universally adopted, the EEA has

adopted a comprehensive land use evaluation which quantifies the damages a series

of land transformations, land occupations, and land restorations having on specific

biodiversity indicators. As adapted from the approach proposed by K€ollner and
Scholz (2007, 2008), this is a more robust approach than the previous methodology

utilized which was based on the hemeroby or biodiversity of an area and only

considered the specific use of the land. The characterization factor proposed by

K€ollner and Scholz (2007, 2008) for land use is labeled the ecosystem damage

potential (EDP). This approach is in line with the UNEP/SETAC framework on

land use assessment, and inventory data is available in many LCA databases.

Toxicity Potential

The remaining two environmental categories are often not assessed in LCA, but the

EEA has included them in order to provide a more comprehensive approach to

assessing the environmental impact of products. The toxicity potential category

focuses on human toxicity potential. This is often seen very critical by different

stakeholders due to the fact that the chemicals industry often uses products which

are labeled as harmful or toxic. To integrate that in decision-making processes, this

is important, in particular for industries with harmful substances. The life cycle-

based approach focuses not only on the final products but also on all the reactants

and chemical precursors required during manufacture and ultimate disposal. The

general framework for performing this analysis is described by Landsiedel and

Saling (2002). To score the toxic properties of a substance, a classification of its

possible adverse human health effects is needed. The system adapted into this

model is based on the European classification of different toxic effects and the

assignment of H-phrases of the Globally Harmonized System (GHS),4 or risk

phrase, as defined in Annex III of the European Union Directive 67/548/EEC. In

the evaluation of human toxicity in the applied model, only H-phrases of the

300 series were used (University M€unster5). They express health hazards, where

the 200 series contains physical hazards and the 400 series contains environmental

hazards. After extensive research and surveying knowledgeable experts in the area

(e.g., toxicologists), the H-phrases were grouped into six categories which reflected

the relative severity of each toxic effect relative to one another. Less hazardous

effects such as “may cause drowsiness or dizziness” (H336) or “causes skin

irritation” (H315) are appropriately scored lower with an evaluation factor of

100 or 300 points than much more hazardous effects such as “toxic if inhaled”

(H331) and “may cause cancer” (H350) or “may cause cancer by inhalation”

4Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS).
5 Source: https://www.uni-muenster.de/imperia/md/content/physikalische_chemie/praktikum/h_

p_phrases.pdf
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(H350i). They are linked with 750 or 1000 points. The range of these figures starts

with 100 points and ends with a maximum of 1000 points. Comparable ranges have

been published in the official “Technische Regel f€ur Gefahrstoffe,” Germany (TÜV

2002) and TRGS 600 (TRGS 2014). There was the same system applied but with a

higher range until 50,000 points.

If there is only one H-phrase for the substance, it will be assigned to the

appropriate group; however, if there are multiple H-phrases, the substance will be

upgraded by one group level. Weak effects and local effects (group 1 and group

2, respectively), and if the same effect is caused by an additional exposure route

(e.g., oral and dermal), will not lead to an upgrade. In general, there is only one

upgrade for a substance, irrespective of how many additional H-phrases are present.

In the case where H-phrases are not specifically identified for a chemical but a

material safety data sheet exists, health effect information obtained from the data

sheet can be used to estimate the appropriate H-phrases. For data sheets which

follow the OSHA6 recommendations for hazardous communications, relevant

information can be found in the following sections: hazard identification, toxico-

logical information, or regulatory information. However, in some cases, limited or

no toxicological information may exist for a substance. In these cases, valuable

toxicological data can be obtained from related substances, structure-activity rela-

tionships, and even data from the results of preliminary tests. The estimation of

possible toxic effects of substances utilizing any of these data sources requires

expert judgment and consultation with toxicologists.

However, different systems can be applied here based on a differentiation of

substances linked to their human toxicity potential. In an ideal case, real exposure

factors will be applied and linked with the evaluation system. This is often very

difficult to realize and to generate data, so a risk-based system is applied instead of a

hazard-based system. Other systems like USEtox7 try to integrate a risk-based

approach but have the same problem to get real data. They replace it by calculation

models, which enables practitioners in an easier way to apply such systems but

which have a high level of uncertainty. Further developments are ongoing which try

to implement information, the REACH program generated, and where more real-

istic risk evaluations are behind it, into the LCA or eco-efficiency methodology

(Kalberlah et al. 2015).

After the inventory analysis phase accounting for all the chemicals utilized, an

overall toxicity score is developed across each life cycle stage by multiplying the

quantities of each material by their respective toxicity score. During this process,

6 Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), United States Department of Labor, is the main

federal agency charged with the enforcement of safety and health legislation.
7 USEtox is a model which can be used to calculate characterization factors for human and

ecotoxicity impact categories used in life cycle assessment (Rosenbaum RK, Bachmann TM,

Gold LS, Huijbregts MA, Jolliet O, Juraske R, Koehler A, Larsen HF, MacLeod M, Margni M

(2008) USEtox—the UNEP-SETAC toxicity model: recommended characterisation factors for

human toxicity and freshwater ecotoxicity in life cycle impact assessment. Int J Life cycle Assess

13: 532–546).
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weighting factors are applied to each chemical’s toxicity score based on several

factors related to safety standards present during manufacturing, whether the

materials are handled in an open or closed system.

Risk Potential

The final impact category is risk potential and focuses on both quantitative and

semiquantitative data. The quantitative data focuses mainly on the impact catego-

ries of working and fatal working accidents and occupational illnesses and diseases.

By correlating the type of materials identified in the inventory analysis with

statistical data from the type of industries they were produced in (e.g., farming,

textile, electronics, chemicals), a quantitative relationship can be established.

Products are linked to the statistical industry data through the ISIC codes. ISIC8

codes classify all industries into different branches (e.g., mining and quarrying of

products or extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas). By linking the industrial

production volumes with the statistical data (e.g., fatal working accidents), a

defined correlation is developed (e.g., number of fatal working accidents per kg

of material produced).

2.3 Normalization, Weighting, and Aggregation

After having classified and characterized all the environmental impacts in each of

the six or, respectively, seven categories for each alternative over the defined life

cycle, it is then necessary to manipulate the data in a way that will facilitate clear

understanding and comparison. The methods applied in the EEA are described

below and include normalization, weighting, and aggregation.

The first normalization is quite simple and applies to all the main environmental

categories except emissions, as the emissions’ category requires some additional

weighting steps since it is composed of several subsections of emissions – e.g., air9

(AP, GWP, POCP, ODP), water, and solid waste – which need to be combined

together in a logical approach. This weighting will be discussed in more detail later.

For the areas other than emissions, the summed life cycle consumption data (e.g.,

total MJ/customer benefit for energy usage) or scores (e.g., risk and toxicity

potential) are normalized relative to the alternative which had the highest impact

in this area. The least favorable alternative or the one with the highest impact is

assigned a value of 1, and the other alternatives would have values less than one

8 ISIC: International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities, Revision

4, United Nations, New York 2008.
9 AP, acidification potential; GWP, global warming potential; POCP, photochemical ozone crea-

tion potential; ODP, ozone depletion potential.
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(closer to the center of Fig. 4.11). After normalization it is possible to plot, in a

graphical form, the relative environmental results for each alternative. This diagram

is called environmental fingerprint and is depicted in Fig. 4.11 with each colored

line reflecting a different alternative.

The fingerprint makes it possible to easily visualize the trade-offs between

alternatives by clearly showing where certain alternatives performed well and

where they had less desirable results. However, to clearly understand which alter-

native had the overall lowest or highest environmental impact and thus realize

which impact categories were important in driving the results of the study, an

additional weighting procedure is required in order to combine the normalized

results reflected in the environmental fingerprint into one single score. This

weighting process, and analogous to the procedure used for the emissions category,

involves incorporating both scientific relevance factors with societal weighting

factors. The relevance factors help put into context how important or significant

an environmental impact is for each individual eco-efficiency analysis. The rele-

vance factors calculated are unique for every study and are different depending on

the specific results of the study and on which region of the world the study applies.

Advantages of this approach are that high environmental burdens are more heavily

weighted than relatively low ones, and changes in society’s view, relative to each

individual impact category, can be included.

More specifically, the normalization factors reflect the level to which the emis-

sion or energy consumption determined in a specific study contributes to the total

emissions or energy consumption in a given geographic region. To determine the

specific factor, the impact of each category as determined during the inventory,

classification, and characterization phase is divided by the total environmental

impact in the region. This impact data is normally found in various, publically

available statistical databases.

Fig. 4.11 The environmental fingerprint gives an overview about the impacts to different indi-

cators in a comparison system of four alternatives
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The societal weighting factors used in conjunction with the environmental

relevance factors account for society’s opinion on the importance of each of the

environmental impacts. These values are derived from the results of third party

market research and polling and are constant for each study but should be updated

on a periodic basis, as society’s view can change over time. For example, currently

GWP is grabbing all the attention as the key air emission. However, not too long

ago, air emissions related to ozone depletion or acid rain were gaining more

notoriety. Figure 4.12 shows an example of typical social weighting factors used

in the EEA with each column reflecting how society viewed the importance of each

impact category relative to the others.

Relevance or Normalization Factor

• What does the emission (energy use, etc.) contribute to the overall emissions

(energy use, etc.) of the region/country?

• Based on statistics.

• Focus is on the weaknesses of the product analyzed.

• Changes from analysis to analysis depending on product.

Societal Factor

• What value does society attach to the reduction of the different environmental

impact categories?

• Based on representative polls

• Dedicated factors for different regions

• Independent of customer benefit

Fig. 4.12 Overview about societal weighting factors for Germany
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An overall weighting factor is determined for each impact category by taking the

geometric mean of the environmental relevance factor and the social/societal

weighting factor. The results of the normalization step (environmental fingerprint)

are multiplied by these overall calculation factors and summed up over the six

categories to represent the final environmental impact for each of the alternatives

studied. Though the environmental impact assessment and cost calculations are

separate steps of the eco-efficiency analysis, the goal of the study is to present both

findings in a balanced method that supports clear understanding and facilitates

strategic decision-making (Eq. 4.1).

Calculation Factor ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Relevance Factor*Societal Factor

p
ð4:1Þ

The environmental position with the aggregated figure for the environment is

accomplished through the eco-efficiency portfolio. After one final weighting step,

described in more detail by Kicherer et al. (2007), which takes into consideration

whether the environmental or cost impacts were more influential in driving the

results of the study, the environmental impact score is combined with the normal-

ized economic impact defined earlier and plotted on a biaxial graph for each

alternative (Fig. 4.13).

The costs are shown on the horizontal axis and the environmental impact is

shown on the vertical axis. The graph reveals the eco-efficiency of a product or

process compared to other products or processes. As both environmental impact

and costs are equally important, the most eco-efficient alternative is the one with the

largest perpendicular distance above the diagonal line in the direction of the upper

right-hand quadrant. Less eco-efficient alternatives are located in the lower left-

hand section and reflect an area of higher environmental burden and higher life

cycle costs. Scenario and sensitivity analyses can be effectively conducted on the

study parameters through the dynamic nature of the eco-efficiency model with

results easily depicted in the associated graphs and diagrams and decision-making

supported through the revised portfolios.

2.3.1 Case Study for Heating Systems

The reason for carrying out the study is to compare alternative systems for provid-

ing space heating and hot water for domestic buildings (detached houses, new

developments), examining both renewable and nonrenewable fuels. The EEA was

based on the ASUE study10; the EEA study examines a subset of the systems in the

ASUE study and adds some additional heating systems.

The comparison focused on one hand on established commercially available

technologies based on fossil fuels (gas or fuel oil condensing boiler both with

10ASUE: Arbeitsgemeinschaft f€ur sparsamen und umweltfreundlichen Energieverbrauch e. V.

Germany: Comparison of heating costs in new developments, 2009.
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additional solar water heating, district heating block heat, and power plant) and

renewable sources (wood pellet boiler, split logs boiler) and, on the other hand, on

new commercially available technologies (brine-water and air-water heat pump,

micro combined heat and power Stirling engine) as well as new, not yet commer-

cially available technologies (fuel cells).

The goal of the EEA was to compare the different alternatives for their envi-

ronmental and economic advantageousness as of now and in the near future. The

results were created to support decision-makers in industry but as well as in the

society who plan investments in heating systems. Often the comprehensive and life

cycle-based information are not available because decisions are made based on

single information and costs. To initiate improvements for more sustainable heating

systems, a holistic analysis is needed. The results have been transparently published

and support the investment in new technologies. They help additionally to identify

improvement potentials of those technologies and the research activities in this

field. Researchers can improve their systems more efficiently and their improve-

ments can be assessed, based on the eco-efficiency model, very easily and fast. That

reduces development times and costs and considers as well sustainability aspects at

the very beginning of innovation processes.

The functional unit (customer benefit) of this EEA study is the provision of space

heating and hot water for a single-occupancy detached house (floor area 150 m2)

during 1 year, corresponding to annual space heating requirements of 7500 kWh/a

and annual hot water requirements of 1875 kWh/a. The reference flows of space

heating and hot water are provided by the following alternatives:

Fig. 4.13 Summary of an eco-efficiency study plotted in a portfolio graph
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1. Natural gas condensing boiler combined with solar thermal hot water

2. Fuel oil condensing boiler combined with solar thermal hot water

3. Split log boiler

4. Wood pellet boiler

5. Brine-water heat pump (powered by grid electricity)

6. Air-water heat pump (powered by grid electricity)

7. Natural gas-fed micro combined heat and power (CHP) Stirling engine

8. Natural gas-fed mini CHP fuel cell (SOFC)

9. Natural gas-fed mini CHP fuel cell (PEMFC)

10. District heating block CHP

The calculation of the energy requirements per heat and hot water output was

performed in accordance with the applicable standard DIN 4701-10 (as in the

ASUE study). Different life spans were assumed for the systems, discounting

emissions and costs accordingly. It was shown that the results are not particularly

sensitive to the life span assumptions.

All in all, these data are deemed suitable for compiling the life cycle inventory

(LCI) of this product system in accordance with ISO 14040, 14044, and 14045.

Portfolio Result

Systems based on natural gas used the more eco-efficient solution than the natural

gas condensing boiler combined with solar thermal hot water and the district

heating block CHP.

The CHP Stirling engine and heat pumps were found to be less eco-efficient due

to higher costs and similar (or only slightly lower) environmental impacts. Fuel

cells were considered to offer potentials in term of future cost reductions. The split

logs boiler was found to perform somewhat less eco-efficient than the above. The

study concluded that the worst alternatives from an eco-efficiency point of view are

the fuel oil condensing boiler (with solar thermal hot water) due to environmental

impacts and the wood pellet boiler due to capital costs. The result is shown in an

eco-efficiency portfolio in Fig. 4.14. The whole study was checked with a peer

review worked out by the German DEKRA.

Life cycle Assessment Results

LCA delivers different single results without any weighting factors behind. The

reader can follow every single impact that was calculated in a cradle-to-grave or, if

needed and helpful, also in a cradle-to-cradle manner. All environmental criteria

considered are shown in Fig. 4.15. The evaluation covers important criteria from

common LCA but also some additional criteria like risk potential, showing impacts

of accidents and occupational diseases, water emissions from heavy metals, COD or

other specific emissions, as well as toxicity potential for humans.
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All the single graphs can be normalized and show the best and the worst

alternative in each category. With this overview it will be possible to get a good

overview of the environmental impacts of the alternatives. This would be the basis

for further developments and improvements.

The best energy consumption is linked to the proton exchange membrane fuel

cell (PEMFC), alternative to the high utilization factor and the bundled production

of heat and electricity.

The best resource consumption is linked with the split logs boiler due to the use

of wood as an energy containing resource with a relatively good resource factor of

renewable materials.

The risk potential is positively evaluated mostly for the natural gas alternatives

due to the low statistical numbers for working accidents of gas delivery compared

to alternatives. Due to the avoided production of electricity from the grid because of

the intrinsic electricity production of these alternatives, the mining of coal with a

certain amount in the grid with relatively high-working accident numbers can be

avoided. That credit leads to reduced working accidents in the whole life cycle of

these alternatives.

The toxicity potential is mainly determined in the use phase by the NOx and CO

emissions. In this category, the alternatives using natural gas have the most positive

results. The alternative that uses oil as raw material has the worst position due to the

higher emissions, dust emissions, and the toxicity of the oil itself.

All the results were determined by quantitative methods generating numbers that

can be compared directly. After that, a normalization step is done to put the

alternatives on the axis that are shown in Fig. 4.15.

The next step is an aggregation and weighting step using statistical numbers and

“relevance factors.” To clearly understand which alternative has the overall lowest

or highest environmental impact and thus which impact categories is important in

driving the results of the study, an additional weighting procedure is required in

order to combine the normalized results reflected in the environmental fingerprint
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into one single score. This weighting process, and analogous to the procedure used

for the emissions category, involves incorporating both scientific relevance factors

with societal weighting factors. The aggregated figures supporting decision-makers

in industry but much more the end users who want to find out which heating systems

should be installed for the realization of a more sustainable solution.

Costs

Additionally, costs information along the whole life cycle were worked out and

integrated with the environmental factors to the final results in the portfolio.

The specific approaches for conducting a life cycle cost (LCC) assessment varies

from study to study and is strongly dependent upon the customer benefit selected

and the system boundaries and alternatives considered. Cost accounting needs to

take into account both initial costs and all future cost impacts or benefits of the

products as well as any costs having an environmental aspect (e.g., disposal of

hazardous waste). Either constant (real) or nominal monetary values can be used for

cost accounting, but they cannot be mixed in the analysis. In addition, the final cost

analysis can be calculated as a point in time or can account for the time value of

money. If the analysis is performed to consider the time value of money, then a net

present value (NPV) or similar metric shall be calculated. A representative but not

all inclusive list of economic metrics normally considered for each alternative

includes the costs of raw materials, labor, energy, capital investment, maintenance

activities, transportation, illnesses and accidents, and waste disposal. When all the

costs are identified and accounted for, they are summed and combined in
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appropriate units (e.g., $ or €) without additional weighting of individual financial

amounts (Uhlman and Saling 2010).

In the case studies, it was shown that the best alternative due to costs was the

district heating block CHP based on natural gas use. The relation of investments

costs and maintenance costs per year is here around 50–50%, whereas in other

alternatives, the investment costs are significantly higher leading to higher total

costs. In the total, yearly costs of the cheapest alternative are 2400 Euro and of the

most expensive alternative were 3500 Euro per year (Fig. 4.16).

The benefit of this study was the creation of a good overview about important

impact factors and improvement potentials of a complicated product system. Without

knowing all background details, it is possible to learn very quickly and easily which

heating systems are the most sustainable solutions. A final result is needed because

decision-making processes need clear and easily understandable information. In a

typical sustainability evaluation, there are often huge ranges of single data which

cannot be understood in a defined objective way without the help of a methodology

that aggregates all the information to a final result by using defined algorithms.

The quantitative weighting steps to get the ecological fingerprint and the port-

folio are additional features.

2.3.2 Life cycle Assessment for the Production of Various Carotenoid

Additives for Use in Poultry Feeds

Within animal feed, among the inputs being most closely scrutinized are the

carotenoids, a group of pigments applied in animal rations to impart color to

poultry, fish, and crustacean products.
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Canthaxanthin, a chemically synthesized red carotenoid used in poultry and

salmon feeds, is also found in nature in shrimps, bacteria, algae, birds, insects,

fungi, and fish (Shahidi et al. 1998).

As companies strive to comply with ethics guidelines, naturalness is promoted

over anything man-made. This is especially true in the food industry and the animal

feed sector. Given the reported importance of eco-friendliness to the customer

perception of food and feed products, we conducted a study to evaluate the

ecological impact of red and yellow carotenoids used in the pigmentation of egg

yolks. For this, the EEA has been used, assessing a majority of the life cycle inputs

and outputs of a carotenoid production system, from cradle to grave.

The aim of the present study was to assess the ecological impact of the use of

various pigmenting carotenoids (or xanthophylls) included in rations for laying

hens. In this way, chemically synthesized carotenoids, canthaxanthin, and

ß-apo-80-carotenoic acid ethyl ester (C30-ester) were compared to their plant-

derived counterparts, paprika oleoresin and marigold oleoresin, respectively.

Canthaxanthin, or paprika oleoresin (containing capsanthin and capsorubin),

may be used to provide red colors to the egg yolk. C30-ester and marigold oleoresin

(supplying lutein and zeaxanthin) both yield a yellow egg yolk color. When

targeting a brighter colored yolk, mixtures of red and yellow pigments are used.

The example makes up a part of a larger study examining the overall eco-efficiency

of pigment use in this application field (Baker 2002).

Data Used in the Comparative Study

In the first step of assessment, the system boundaries were defined. These include

all relevant steps in the whole life cycle that must be considered in the final

calculation and are shown in Fig. 4.17, with some key assumptions for calculation

in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. For the chemically synthesized pigments, data from

BASF’s commercially available products were used (Lucantin® Red and Lucantin®

Yellow) (Saling et al. 2006).

All results were expressed relative to units of customer benefit. In this case we

opted for the impact of a given production method per 100,000 pigmented eggs

produced to display a specified yolk color.

Realistically, practical product feed doses were taken (3 mg chemically synthe-

sized carotenoid per kg feed or equivalents from plant-extracted products), as well

as published efficacy rates for the pigmentation of the carotenoid sources. In layer

applications, paprika oleoresin is published to be only 30% as efficient as Cantha-

xanthin (Blanch and Hernandez 2000; Steinberg et al. 2000a), and similarly,

marigold oleoresin is approximately 30% as efficacious as C30-ester (Steinberg

et al. 2000b).
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Environmental Burdens

Primary energy consumption was determined over the entire life cycle. Fossil

energy media used in preproduction steps and renewable energy media during

harvest or production phase were included in this appraisal. This captures conver-

sion losses from electricity and steam generation. In the case of the chemical-

synthesis processes, BASF’s own, company-specific data were used. In the case of

processes from the comparison products, energy data of defined geographical

regions were used. Marigold processes and conditions were calculated for China,

while the paprika processes and conditions were assumed as for Mexico (Luck

2004, personal communication), reflecting the locality of main production. Feed-

stock energies of the biomass were also included in the overall calculations.

Additionally, energies for growing and harvesting of the plants, for drying and

extracting, and for work-up of solvents and materials were included in the calcu-

lation of the extraction processes of plant materials.

In the chemical processes, the energies for the preparation of basic materials

(precursors), and of using energy in the processes and work-up, were considered

over the whole life cycle, cradle to grave.

The mass of raw materials necessary for each alternative was determined. The

individual materials were then weighted according to a factor incorporating the life

span and the quantified consumption of that material (Hargreaves et al. 1994;

R€ompp Chemie Lexikon 2004; U.S. Geological Survey 2004; World Resources

Institute 1996).

Fig. 4.17 System boundaries for the production of pigments from paprika
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In the case of renewable raw materials, sustainable farming methods were

assumed, in that the resource that was removed was supposed to have been

replenished in the period under consideration. This means an endless life span

and thus a weighting factor of zero. Of course, in the case of renewable raw

materials from non-sustainable farming (e.g., rainforest clearance), an appropriate

(nonzero) weighting factor was used for the calculation. High energy consumption

can be correlated with low material consumption if renewable raw materials such as

wood or hydroelectric power are used. What therefore appears to be a double-

accounting of raw material and energy consumption does not occur with these two

categories.

Emission values were initially calculated separately as air, water, and soil

emissions (waste). The calculation included not only values from electricity and

steam production and transport but also values from direct emission from the

process.

For the air emission category, GWP, POCP, ODP, and AP were calculated.

Unlike the “air emissions” category, for emissions to water, there is currently no

available comparable standardized, scientifically documented method for calculat-

ing the impact potentials. For the inventory of emissions to water (COD; BOD;

N-tot, total nitrogen; NH4
+, ammonium; PO4

3�, phosphate; AOX, adsorbable

organic halogens; HMs, heavy metals; HCs, hydrocarbons; SO4
2, sulfate; Cl�,

chloride), the method of critical volumes or critical limits for discharges into

surface waters was therefore used (BUWAL 1991). Each pollutant emitted into

water contaminates a sufficient volume until the statutory limit for this substance is

reached (critical load). The limits used for the respective emission to water were the

limits listed in the schedule of the German wastewater regulations (AbwV 1997).

The greater the water hazard posed by a substance, the lower its discharge concen-

tration limit.

The results of the inventory on solid wastes were combined to form four waste

categories: special wastes, wastes resembling domestic refuse, building rubble

material, and construction waste. In the absence of other criteria, impact potentials

for solid wastes were estimated on the basis of the average costs for their disposal.

Wastes designated as containing dangerous materials were assessed with higher

factors than nonhazardous waste. The toxicity potential was determined using the

assessment method described in the method part (Landsiedel and Saling 2002)

based in that time on the preparation of the study on the R-phrases of the Hazardous

Substances Regulation Act (GefStoffV).

The life cycle consists of construction, operation, and demolition and is put in

relation to the overall capacity of the system. In the case of nonrenewable resources,

the recultivation time is taken into account.

The risk potential in the EEA was established using BASF-assigned risk matri-

ces that were developed by the BASF’s safety department and validated by inde-

pendent experts employing ABC analysis to assess where the risks are higher or

lower compared to other alternatives (Krems 2004). These matrices consider vari-

ables like temperatures and pressures of chemical reactions and processes.
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In the risk potential category, the focus is always on the severity of potential

damage that operations can cause, multiplied by its probability. In the risk potential

category, mainly accident statistics for various industries or occupations may be

included, such as safety data on various types of reactions in the chemical industry.

Risk potentials are calculated values. In order to be able to estimate a risk actually

occurring to humans, additional calculations and estimates were required. Further-

more, accident statistics from different industry sectors in different countries were

used. Transportation risks were estimated where longer transportation distances

resulted in higher risk evaluations.

Environmental Fingerprint

Results of the calculation of environmental data reveal differences between the

studied alternatives.

On calculation of every impact category, results were normalized, the worst

alternative receiving a nominal value of 1, and others ordered relative to this worst-

case alternative.

An ecological fingerprint shows the weaknesses and strengths of each alternative

according to the defined environmental category.

Figure 4.18 reveals the advantages, in all environmental categories, for the

chemical production of the studied carotenoids. The single graphs for every

subcategory are shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20.

Emissions were translated, according to their ascribed impact category factors,

to the overall GWP. The factors reflect the varying impact of the different emissions

on GWP. The factor for carbon dioxide is 1, because this gas is expressed as the

equivalent gas, or standard. Figure 4.19 shows the impact category factors and the

Fig. 4.18 Environmental fingerprint of the use of chemically produced or plant-derived pigments

to color egg yolks. Data are represented as normalized values with 1 demonstrating the highest

impact for each category
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resulting graph for the other emissions contributing to the GWP, assuming relative

impact factors of 21, 4500 and 310 for methane, CFC (chlorofluorocarbons) and

nitrous oxide, respectively (Renner and Kl€opffer 1995).
In most of the environmental categories, the chemical alternatives outperformed

the plant-extract products. The normalized ecological results are summarized in an

overall view of the environmental burden of the tested products, and the environ-

mental fingerprint is shown in Fig. 4.20. It is obvious that products from chemical

synthesis had a lesser impact on the environment, mainly due to the drying and

extraction steps required for products based on plant biomass. This was valid for all

of the subcategories in the calculation.
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From the above data, it is clear that plant-derived pigment products performed

relatively poor because of the ecological burdens imposed during the agriculture

processes, the low content of pigments, the efforts of drying and extracting the plant

material, and the high demand for transportation. In areas of low rainfall, the need

for irrigation also contributes to the ecological impact.
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The Portfolio Calculation

Despite the fact that economic data has been omitted from this study, it has still

been possible to demonstrate the benefits of this eco-efficiency approach with

regard to evaluating the relative impacts of improvements in production technology

on both sides.

In this study, the alternatives were significantly different (P< 0.05). That is

valid also for the single calculation for red and yellow pigments with a large

difference in the environmental burden shown on the Y-axis in Fig. 4.21.

Evidently, the portfolio analysis may also be used to test assumptions related to

production efficiency or performance changes. Scenario analysis may be performed

by comparing the base-case portfolio to one where new assumptions are inserted as

input data. This may answer many questions, allowing a comprehensive analysis

and permitting an optimization of strategic decisions for R&D, for marketing, or for

political discussions.

As an example, Fig. 4.21 shows as well a scenario analysis where the drying

efforts for the plant-extracted materials are reduced by 50%. In that case, the

chemical processes are still more eco-efficient than the biological alternatives.

With this method it is possible to define break-even points for further developments

and optimization of the whole production and value chain.

Fig. 4.21 The eco-efficiency portfolio, demonstrating a scenario where there is an assumed

reduction of drying efforts for natural products by 50% compared to the base case situation
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Natural Materials Versus Chemically Produced Goods

Are naturalmaterials always better than chemically produced goods? In the present
case study, it was shown that the chemical synthesis of pigments for poultry feeds is

much more sustainable than extraction from natural materials. The result contra-
dicts the widely held belief that natural materials are always better and more
sustainable than chemically produced goods. In this specific case, the chemical

products are much more sustainable. Clearly, this is because there is often a high

efficiency and high yield associated with a chemical process. In addition, these

products have a high-purity and a high-quality standard.

The relatively lower eco-efficiency of the solvent-extracted plant materials is

logical given the use of electricity and fossil fuels in agricultural processes and

downstream processing, as well as the inputs of fertilizers and crop-protection

products used in the cultivation of plant crops. In many cases, there is also a need

for solvents and some basic chemicals for the extraction of the target molecules.

Emissions and risks from transportation of relatively low-potency plant products

also contribute to the overall poorer ecological performance of these oleoresins of

plant origin.

It was demonstrated, in the systems under test, that the ecological impact of

chemical production is less than in the traditional plant-extraction procedures.

To assess sustainability of additives (or indeed any product), an Eco-efficiency

Assessment may be performed and resulting information used in decision-making

processes. Whether used by feed additive producers, animal feed manufacturers,

animal growers, retailers, or legislators, this analysis can lead to better decisions

with regard to product design, material utilization, product purchase, or legislation.

Determination of the sustainability of products and processes will become more

important in the future to distinguish between more or less sustainable solutions. It

may be necessary to prove to the stakeholders that a preferred solution is more

sustainable than another. This should be done employing an accepted scientific

method such as our presented eco-efficiency analysis, carried out without any

preconceptions regarding certain technologies.

3 Simulation Tools and Techniques

Nowadays no matter which engineering area one wants to explore, there is an

abundance of knowledge available. Modeling and simulation is a very wide engi-

neering area of which the importance has increased over the last few years. The

reason is the rapid development of powerful computers to perform more advanced

types of simulations. Now it is possible to digitally simulate systems that were

almost impossible to deal with before. Besides, as the development goes on, even

more complex systems can be calculated. As a result, more research effort has been

put on finding ways to perform the modeling to render a more flexible model

concerning both modularity and types of applicable simulations.
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Modeling and simulation in LCI has not, however, made use of these recent

findings yet, in spite of there being a great potential in doing so. That involves not

only increasing the number of available evaluation techniques but also to learn and

adapt nomenclature from related areas. This will expand the usability, understand-

ability, and general acceptance of LCA as well as LCA in a wider perspective.

Another aspect is that already available software systems may be used within the

specific area of interest, which may result in saving of effort (Forsberg 2000).

The generation of original and reliable data will be time consuming also in the

future. High quality and documentation demands and technical changes in quite a

fast way are challenges of the future, even if databases and source are easier

available than in the past. How “big data” can improve data availabilities will be

shown in the future.

The decision on most eco-efficient production scheme for producing customized

products is highly time consuming and error prone as it depends on several factors

most notably the geographical locations, legal requirements, material characteris-

tics, and process-related parameters. Furthermore, the planners must be experi-

enced with the simulation tools as well as related terminologies, environmental

laws, and standards to conduct precise assessments. The limited functionalities of

decision-making tools as well as nonautomated exchange of information and data,

absence of environment-related knowledge, and non-standardized interfaces

between the simulation tools and planning systems make planners incapable of

reaching quick decisions on eco-efficient choices. A web-based inference system

seamlessly connected with the LCA simulation tools and legacy systems has been

described by Minhas and Berger (2014). The web-based software automatically

analyzes the input on manufacturing alternatives to produce customized products

and generates automatically the corresponding LCA simulation models. These

models can be used inside LCA tools.

3.1 Web-Based Simulation Tool

The web-based Eco-Efficiency Analysis Manager Online is a tool which enables the

user to assess the total costs and environmental impacts created by one’s company’s
products and processes over their entire life cycle. The Eco-Efficiency Analysis

Manager Online is based on the EEA methodology (www.eeaman.com).

Benefits of the Eco-efficiency Manager The Eco-Efficiency Analysis Manager

Online provides practitioners as well as in LCAmethodologies unexperienced users

the opportunity to enhance the sustainability of products and processes along the

value chain. The user can:

• Select the most cost-efficient and environmentally sound alternative

• Calculate eco-efficiency portfolios for his/her product or process

• Identify strengths and weaknesses

• Analyze the impact of single parameters
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• Simulate scenarios

• Create diagrams for presentations

With the web-based system, based on an eco-efficiency study, users can create,

in very short time spans, a high number of scenarios. Via an interface which is

connected to the calculation basis, comprehensive studies can be used very easily. It

is not necessary that the user understands all the specific details of the technologies

and calculation routines behind the interface. There is supporting material available

and clearly described which underlying principles and calculations were used. They

are responsible for their data input and the results they create with such a system.

The web-based simulation tool provides easily accessible input fields for fast

changes of input figures. There is no limitation of input fields. The interfaces can

be more sophisticated for technical experts as well as very simple for other users. In

parallel, several users can use the same system and can calculate scenarios. The

calculation is very fast within seconds or, in complicated systems, minutes. User

rights can be clearly defined and make the administration comfortable. The calcu-

lation basis can be maintained and changed by experts from a central point; the

surface can be designed tailor-made linked with specific functions to support an

easy handling. Different functions can be linked to the surface so that unrealistic

inputs or incomplete input datasets can be detected and displayed to the user.

Furthermore, ranges of data can be defined and support the data input via the

internet platform.

In the system there is an automatic reporting and data export function involved

for an easy documentation of a number of scenarios. Figure 4.22 shows an input

table of such a web-based interface. It was applied and designed for the evaluation

of different fish diets for salmon production in different regions. The different diets

and their compounds can be optimized under conditions of sustainability improve-

ment. Another nutrient optimization tool can be linked with the web-based manager

tool. So different optimizations can be combined and can lead to a holistic

improvement of the sustainability of fish feeding alternatives.

The generated information can be used for improving contributions of the whole

supply chain. To understand where most of the contributions come from will help to

work together with the responsible stakeholders and also to improve their parts of

the value chain. This common understanding and improvement of products can

serve as well for outside communication and for the decision-making inside a

company.

In Fig. 4.23 an example is shown, as to how results from a scenario calculation

can be displayed and used by the practitioners. Those graphs are part of the

reporting template linked with additional information from the calculation.
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Fig. 4.22 Input table of a web-based manager tool for fish feeding diets

Fig. 4.23 Example of output graphs of a web-based manager tool for fish feeding diets
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4 Additional Tools Based on Eco-efficiency Including
Social Indicators

4.1 SEEBALANCE and AgBalance

4.1.1 Introduction

In addition to the eco-efficiency analysis, some years ago, the SEEBALANCE was

developed (K€olsch et al. 2008; Schmidt et al. 2004) and used by BASF and its

customers to assist strategic decision-making, facilitate the identification of product

and process improvements, enhance product differentiation, as well as support the

dialogue with opinion makers, NGOs, and politicians. Both EEA and

SEEBALANCE analyses are comparative methods; the advantages and disadvan-

tages of several alternatives are assessed according to a predefined customer benefit

with a holistic approach. Next to the environmental impacts, which are assessed

based on ISO14040 and ISO14044, all economic factors are taken into account

following the ISO 14045 standard as described above. The SEEBALANCE also

considers social impacts of products and processes (Uhlman and Saling 2010).

Both eco-efficiency analysis and SEEBALANCE have been employed in the

food and feed value chains in order to assess the key drivers of sustainability in

various production systems.

Ongoing developments on indicators, methods, and evaluation systems for

social metrics show that, in the close future, more and more social indicators will

be assessed and integrated in holistic sustainability evaluation systems. There are

guidelines available that reflect the discussion about how to handle those indicators

and methodologies (Benoı̂t et al. 2010; UNEP/SETAC Life cycle Initiative 2009;

Round Table for Product Social Metrics 2014).

4.1.2 Agriculture

It has been shown in various case studies that agriculture can have a large share of

the entire sustainability profile of food and feed value chains. At the same time,

logistics, transport, processing, and, not least, consumption can play a substantial

role as well. In 2012, for example, BASF analyzed the CO2 balance for veal and

beef products with the client Westfleisch, supporting them in improving the sus-

tainability of their meat production along the whole value chain (Westfleisch 2012).

Feed ingredients for a more sustainable aquaculture of salmon have been

identified through EEA in collaboration with Biomar A/S (Saling et al. 2007).

Three ways to produce astaxanthin as an ingredient of salmon diets were compared:

chemical synthesis, fermentation, and production via fermentation of algae. In this

case study, the astaxanthin derived from chemical synthesis was the most

eco-efficient product (Saling et al. 2007). Other examples comprise the production

of beef with Cattlemen’s Beef Board and National Cattlemen’s Beef Association
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(NCBA 2014). The EEA portfolio shows that the present-day US beef value chain

is more sustainable than in 2005.

This shows that in general EEA and the SEEBALANCE can be applied in

different sectors quite successfully and are able to support decision-making pro-

cesses, R&D activities, as well as marketing support with specific information on

sustainability aspects (Saling et al. 2005).

However, the limitation of eco-efficiency and SEEBALANCE to cover the

agricultural production level is the lack of specific indicators, among others cap-

turing the impacts on biodiversity, soil health, and the agri-sociological context of

production. For this reason, BASF has developed the AgBalance™, a holistic

method for assessing sustainability in agriculture and food production for and

identifying key drivers for improvement. The method was developed in an inter-

national team of different experts. It was described in detail and validated by NSF,

DNV, and TÜV S€ud (Schoeneboom et al. 2012).

4.1.3 AgBalance: Life cycle-Based Approach in Agriculture

AgBalance comprises a multicriteria life cycle-based approach in combination with

a defined aggregation and summary of single results into a single sustainability

score (Frank et al. 2012). AgBalance delivers results that enable farmers, the food

industry, politicians, and society to objectively evaluate processes in terms of their

sustainability profile. In doing so, a vast amount of information on individual

factors can be ascertained in addition to overall statements on the sustainability

of agricultural practices (e.g., plowing). AgBalance can be used to map an individ-

ual farm or the whole agricultural sector in one region, for example. The focus can

either be on the agricultural production system alone or on the processes that have

established themselves downstream in the value chain, such as logistics or

processing.

The SLC Case Study

A case study with the holding company SLC Agricola in Brazil involved an internal

benchmarking of two large farms, each with over 10,000 ha, to identify the central

sustainability drivers for their crop rotation consisting of soya, maize, and cotton

and to derive follow-up opportunities for their continuous improvement. An aver-

age cultivated hectare for each of the two farms, Panorama (Bahia state) and

Planalto (Mato Grosso do Sul state), was compared on the basis of the operation

data from the 2009/2010 season. The indicators from all three sustainability dimen-

sions – environment, economy, and society – were investigated using a holistic

approach over a section of the life cycle that starts with the raw materials used in the

production (the “cradle” of the process, e.g., phosphorus extraction or oil produc-

tion) and ends with the delivery of the harvested goods at the nearest port. The

analysis revealed that the Planalto farm is substantially more sustainable than the
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Panorama farm (Fig. 4.24), which is largely due to better results in the economy and

environment dimensions.

In a more detailed view, all three dimensions can be shown and results can be

derived from a specific spider diagram (Fig. 4.25).

Whereas the result in the social indicators did not exhibit significant differences

(see Fig. 4.24), the most important drivers in terms of economy turned out to be an

improved cost situation and an increased profit of the Planalto farm. In terms of the

environment, the key drivers turned out to be a predicted imbalance for nitrogen

and, above all, phosphorous in the soil as well as the pesticide regime. According to

initial calculations, the optimization of the fertilization regime in Panorama could

lead to savings of almost 15 million kWh of energy (this corresponds to the energy

Panorama (BA)
Planalto (MS)

Fig. 4.24 Relative sustainability index of the two farms Panorama and Planalto. Planalto achieved

a 40% better result

SOCIETY      
                                                  ECO

N
O

M
Y

                                                                           ENVIRONMENT

Panorama (BA)
Planalto (MS)

1 1.5

Fig. 4.25 Representation of the sustainability index in terms of the three dimensions of sustain-

ability. The length of the bar indicates higher sustainability. Each time the worse alternative is

normalized to the value 1
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use of roughly 2000 households in Brazil) in addition to substantial cost savings.

The CO2 equivalents saved using AgBalance™ amount to almost 8000 tons per

year. These results, together with the additional findings on pesticides, can serve as

the starting point for a continuous improvement program at SLC Agricola. With its

knowledge base, BASF supports a suitable product portfolio throughout the whole

life cycle and works toward creating common solutions toward greater

sustainability.

Measuring sustainability can be a central key to steady improvements toward

sustainable agriculture. It is therefore an essential requirement that it succeeds in

translating results from complicated life cycle analyses into farmers’ everyday

reality and to derive specific recommendations for action. However, agricultural

production globally is strongly dependent upon smallholder farming, which is not

easily accessible by complex and expert-based LCA approaches.

Corn Production in the USA

Another example that shows how differently results can be presented, and how they

can be displayed in an easy-to-understand manner, is a study for corn production in

Iowa, USA. All three dimensions of sustainability can be shown there and can

finally be aggregated to an overall figure (Fig. 4.26).

Additional IT Solutions Linked with Training and Improvement Programs

Novel IT solutions are required in order to make use of life cycle-based knowledge

for a more sustainable crop management on farm. This is the basic idea of the

concept “AgBalance Farm.” It uses key learnings of socioeconomic LCA studies

for the development of web-based crop management support applications for

farmers. This strategy is based upon BASF’s experience with the Eco-Efficiency

Analysis Manager Online (web-based application; see above) as outlined in

Saling (2013).

The Samruddhi Case Study and Training Initiative

India is the fifth largest producer of soybean in the world, but soybean yields

currently reach only half the global average of 2.4 mt/ha. The lack of knowledge

about good farming practices comprises the key reasons for the low productivity.

Through the training program “Samruddhi” (Sanskrit for “prosperity”), farmers are

educated not only on the timely usage of crop protection inputs but also about

correct fertilization, seed rate, and spacing to enable higher yields (GIZ 2013).

While the contribution of Samruddhi to the profitability of the Indian soybean

farmers had been shown (Ramachandran 2014), its contribution to the sustainability

of the production was largely unknown (Voeste 2012). Against this background, a
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holistic socioeconomic LCA using AgBalance methodology was conducted. As a

test case, soybean production under “Samruddhi” and “non-Samruddhi” in the state

of Madhya Pradesh was compared. The AgBalance revealed that the “Samruddhi”

production practice outperformed “non-Samruddhi” in all three dimensions of

sustainability. In the economic dimension, a better cost position (fixed and variable)

and higher profits per ton of soybean resulted in a better score. In the social

dimension, a stronger emphasis on professional training favored the “Samruddhi”

practice. In the environmental dimension, the better performance of the

“Samruddhi” practice in some LCA impact categories was accompanied by the

inferior scores in categories such as soil health, biodiversity potential, and emis-

sions. As the key driver for this, the fertilizer regime of “Samruddhi” was identified.

A newly developed web-based application was generated that can be used, e.g.,

by “Margdarshaks” to help soybean farmers in their villages optimizing their

production protocol toward higher yield, profitability, and sustainability. It basi-

cally conducts scenario analysis interactively, as demonstrated for the concept of

the Eco-Efficiency Analysis Manager Online. With this “AgBalance Farm” strat-

egy, the effective and easy use of the potential of socioeconomic LCA will support

crop management decisions of individual farmers. The final goal is to achieve more

sustainability in the food, feed, and nutrition sector.

4.2 Conclusion

Sustainability is becoming increasingly important as a key factor for growth and

value creation. Customers along supply chains want more sustainable products and

system solutions. There is a need to integrate sustainability much more closely into

businesses and decision-making processes. To manage this in an effective way and

to support decision-making processes, a sustainability evaluation toolbox is needed
which can be applied to assess products and processes in a holistic manner. Both

detailed in-depth results of individual impact indicators, as well as aggregated

AgBalanceTM Study:

Society
Training Revenue

Total Score

1.4

1.0

0.6 0.6

1.0

1.4

0.6

1.0

1.4
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Sustainability +40%

+33%

+57% +30%

- +

Year 2010

0.6

1.0

1.4
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Profit margin

Yield

Education

Wages

Conservation tillage

Conservation reserves

Soil ecology

Environment

Economy

Key drivers for sustainability - improvements
in lowa corn production between 2000 and
2010

Fig. 4.26 Results of all three dimensions of sustainability in an AgBalance study
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results, and a single sustainability evaluation score are output of the sustainability

evaluation methods. Holistic, LCA-based, and scientifically sound methods to

measure sustainability are key success factors for the realization of more sustain-

able production systems.

Different types of footprinting methods in combination with other information

can support decision-making efficiently. The coverage of the dimensions economy,

ecology, and social indicators is a key for a realistic, holistic, and complete

overview of positive and negative impacts along the whole supply chain.

Establishing Eco-efficiency Assessment systems that were developed by differ-

ent groups is an important approach to improve the sustainability of products and

processes. A single indicator expressing stakeholders’ value(s) or product system
value(s) is one option to integrate eco-efficiency in decision-making processes. The

value(s) shall be quantifiable with reference to the functional unit according to the

goal and scope of the Eco-efficiency Assessment. The types of product system

values may be a functional value, a monetary value, or other values. The most

relevant standard to describe the processes and requirements to work out meaning-

ful study results is the ISO 14045. Based on this standard, which allows a relative

wide range of applications, other examples were established. Often the

eco-efficiency is expressed in matrices or portfolio diagrams to support the easier

understanding and interpretation of results which is crucial to implement it in a

higher number of decision-making processes.

Often the different assessment approaches are designed to fulfill specific needs

of industries, e.g., the electronic industry, chemicals industry, or agriculture indus-

try. Different indicators can be used in an Eco-efficiency Assessment in combina-

tion with economic factors but also with other value indicators. In several

approaches, sets of indicators are aggregated to a single score for a better under-

standing of the outcomes of a comprehensive study. In this case, the single results

are available but a weighting step is applied as well. This must be done carefully

and transparently to avoid misinterpretation. The communication of those results is

much easier and will be understood by nonexperts as well. This is important to

foster the consideration of sustainability aspects in decision-making processes.

Based on those information, the willingness and the opportunities to improve the

sustainability of products and applications in the market and the acceptance of

product selections will be much higher.

To use Eco-efficiency Assessments more intensively, good case studies in

different fields of industries and services should be available. It should be shown

how it is possible to generate meaningful results in a reasonable time frame with

reasonable amounts of data needed for reasonable costs. An additional opportunity

to use this type of assessments is to generate specific tools which can generate a

high number of scenarios in a short time frame based on automatic systems which

support practitioners very efficiently. Different types of such tools were developed

and successfully applied.

The engagement of all relevant stakeholders in supply chains but linked to actors

along the whole life cycle of products based on meaningful information for the

decision-making processes is needed, to improve the sustainability significantly.

Eco-efficiency Assessments will support this engagement in a very powerful manner.
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Glossary

ASUE Arbeitsgemeinschaft f€ur sparsamen und umweltfreundlichen

Energieverbrauch e.V. Germany: Comparison of heating costs in new develop-

ments, 2009

Eco-efficiency Eco-efficiency is defined as aspect of sustainability relating to the

environmental performance of a product system to its product system value

Eco-efficiency Analysis (EEA) Eco-efficiency Analysis is closely linked to ISO

14045 (ISO 14045:2012) and subsequently linked as well to ISO 14040 (ISO

14040:2006) and 14044 (ISO 14044:2006). BASF has developed the

eco-efficiency analysis tool to address not only strategic issues but also issues

posed by the marketplace, politics and research. The goal was to develop a tool

for supporting decision-making processes, which is useful for many of applica-

tions in the chemical and other industries. A part of the eco-efficiency analysis

involves the evaluation of the toxicity and the ecotoxicity potential

Eco-efficiency Assessment Eco-efficiency Assessment is defined as a quantitative

management tool which enables the consideration of life cycle environmental

impacts of a product system alongside its product system value to a stakeholder

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Act, United States Department of Labor, is

the main federal agency charged with the enforcement of safety and health

legislation

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act The Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act by EPA governs the management of hazardous wastes

Sustainable development Sustainable development is defined as the balance of

economic success, ecological protection, and social responsibility

USEtox USEtox is a model which can be used to calculate characterization factors

for human and ecotoxicity impact categories used in life cycle assessment.

Rosenbaum RK, Bachmann TM, Gold LS, Huijbregts MA, Jolliet O,

Juraske R, Koehler A, Larsen HF, MacLeod M, Margni M (2008) USEtox—

the UNEP-SETAC toxicity model: recommended characterisation factors for

human toxicity and freshwater ecotoxicity in life cycle impact assessment. Int J

Life Cycle Assess 13: 532–546
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Chapter 5

LCA Perspectives for Resource Efficiency
Assessment

Laura Schneider, Vanessa Bach, and Matthias Finkbeiner

Abstract Efficient use and consumption of natural resources is an important

strategy in sustainable development. This chapter discusses available methods

and indicators to assess “resource efficiency” beyond the assessment of the quan-

tities of materials used and toward available indicators in life cycle assessment

(LCA). According to the classical definition in LCA, natural resources encompass

input-oriented environmental interventions (e.g., extraction of abiotic resources,

such as oil, ore deposits, fossil, and fresh surface water, as well as biotic resources

such as fish and trees). LCA and existing life cycle impact assessment (LCIA)

methods are seen as a good basis for measuring resource efficiency. Despite several

models to assess resource use and depletion within LCA, important challenges

remain. Available models do not fully evaluate resource use and availability in the

context of their functional relevance for human purposes. For the efficient use of

resources, all dimensions of sustainability need to be addressed. Environmental,

economic, and social implications of material use and availability have to also be

considered. Assessment of resource utilization and efficiency associated with

product systems needs to shift toward life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA).
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CF Characterization factors

CML-IA CML impact assessment

DMC Domestic material consumption

DMI Domestic material input

EMC Environmentally weighted material consumption

ESP Economic resource scarcity potential

GDP Gross domestic product

LSFs Life-support functions

MSY Maximum sustainable yield

NPP Net primary production

PEF Product environmental footprint

PGMs Platinum group metals

REE Rare earth elements

TMI Total material requirement

1 Introduction

Mankind depends on natural resources, such as metals, minerals, oil, water, land,

wood, fertile soil, or clean air for survival, and these resources constitute vital

inputs for a stable economy and society (see, e.g., European Commission 2012;

Meadows et al. 2004). Their exploitation is strongly linked to the supply of products

and services within society (UNEP 2010a, 2011). “Human well-being and its

improvement, now and for a still growing world population in the future, is based

upon the availability of these resources” (UNEP 2011). Natural resources are

important for their structural properties and as energy carriers to humans and

machines. In recent decades, the demand for many resources has increased signif-

icantly due to the growing importance of these resources for industrial and techno-

logical development (Behrens et al. 2007; European Commission 2013b; Gordon

et al. 2006; Kleijn 2012; Petrie 2007; UNEP 2011; Weterings et al. 2013). In

Fig. 5.1, two examples are shown to emphasize the whole extent of resource use

and its increase in the past years. In the left part of the figure, an overview of the

cumulated world production of different metals is provided. Around 80% of the

cumulative mine production of platinum group metals (PGMs) or rare earth ele-

ments (REE) has occurred over the last 30 years (Hagel€uken and Meskers 2010;

USGS 2014). The right part of the figure shows the amount of captured fish in the

last decades in relation to the stock status. Not only is the overall quantity of

captured fish increasing, but also the stocks within biological unsustainable levels

are rapidly increasing (FAO 2014b).

The availability of natural resources as input for production processes is not

infinite nor is the capacity of natural resources to absorb pollution (UNEP 2010a).

The accelerating pace at which resources are exploited and increasing pollution

burdens are the basis of growing concern. Current patterns of resource consumption

could lead to irreversible damage to the planet’s natural environment and
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jeopardize its very ability to provide resources and ecosystem services that human-

kind is dependent on (BIO Intelligence Service 2012).

In the context of growing economic activity and population, resource use in line

with the requirements of sustainable development is one of the most important

challenges faced by our society (European Commission 2013b; Giljum and Polzin

2009). Natural resource use is prominently featured on the environmental policy

agenda in Europe and in other world regions, and increasing resource efficiency has

been a topic of intensive public discussion and legislation over the past years

(Giljum et al. 2008; Klinglmair et al. 2013). Resource efficiency refers to the

sustainable use of the Earth’s limited resources and is one of the commonly

mentioned strategies for sustainable development. Key goals of resource efficiency

include ensuring security of supply of resources and to decrease environmental

impacts of resource use (BIO Intelligence Service 2012; European Commission

2013a; Giljum and Polzin 2009). For assessing the efficiency of resource use,

companies need reliant and applicable indicators and methods (European Commis-

sion 2005, 2011c, 2012). Resource efficiency is commonly defined as the relation of

economic output (added value) and required resource input (Eq. 5.1) (Demurtas

et al. 2014; ISO 14045 2012; UNEP 2011). The concept characterizes how effi-

ciently resources are used to add economic value.

Resource efficiency ¼ added value

resource input
ð5:1Þ

The assessment of resource efficiency can be a good starting point for evaluating

the pressure put on the natural environment. The added value refers to the socio-

economic benefit of resource use and is often expressed in terms of economic

market value, for example, gross domestic product (GDP) or revenue. The deter-

mination of the resource input depends on the classification of resources as such and

needs to be measured by means of appropriate indicators that can adequately

capture the goals of sustainable development. For achieving sustainable develop-

ment, resources need to be managed on a corporate level under consideration of

their availability for products and production processes and the impacts of their

Fig. 5.1 Trends in resource production – cumulated production of mineral resources (left) and
total capture of fish (right) (Based on data published by FAO 2006, 2012, 2014b; USGS 2014)
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extraction on environment and society. Currently, there is the tendency to adopt

indicators simply based on mass aggregation (Klinglmair et al. 2013). Several

material-flow-based indicators are available for assessing resource needs from an

economy-wide perspective. Indicators like the domestic material input (DMI)1 or

the total material requirement (TMR)2 can be used to assess material efforts

associated with economic activities (Bringezu and Sch€utz 2010; Ritthoff

et al. 2002; van der Voet 2005). At the EU level in the Roadmap to a resource
efficient Europe, such a material-flow-based indicator, the domestic material con-

sumption (DMC),3 has been adopted and is recommended for measuring resource

efficiency on national and regional level (European Commission 2011c). However,

these concepts are based on the idea to use less resource input per unit of economic

output. Neither reflects the availability or environmental relevance of the resources,

as such, nor the pressure arising from resource consumption. A simple aggregation

of resources on the basis of mass (or energy) has little informative value. Such

indicators suggest that resources “are exchangeable and equally important with

respect to their mass or energy content” (Steen 2006). Those measures are not

sufficient for assessing impact as no relation to potential scarcity is provided.

Besides, the problem with measuring resources solely on a mass (or energy) basis

is that the environmental and economic relevance are disregarded and that no link to

the availability or potential scarcity of resources is provided (European Commis-

sion 2011c). These indicators do not take into account material specific aspects

(e.g., the potential for specific environmental damages), as all flows are accounted

for in unweighted units (Behrens et al. 2007). For example, in mass-based evalu-

ations, the use of sand, gravel, or copper is of the same value. Approaches for

linking the mass to an environmental impact score have been proposed. Van der

Voet (2005) developed a method to compare and evaluate the environmental

impacts associated with the DMC of an economy (see environmentally weighted

material consumption (EMC) (van der Voet 2005)). However, this method has been

developed and is applied independently from evaluating resource use on a product

level. Similar to the economy-wide analysis of resources, resource utilization on a

product level is often reduced to an evaluation of mere quantities of resource input.

For example, the Wuppertal Institute developed an indicator focusing on the

quantity of resources used for a specific product or service (material input per

service unit, MIPS) (Ritthoff et al. 2002). However, based on these indicators, no

statement can be made with regard to the effects of resource use on the environ-

ment, human health, or availability of these resources in nature. Today, the topic of

resource security is more pressing than in previous times as it is a high-priority issue

1 The DMI accounts for the environmental resource used in domestic production and consumption,

including imports (Wuppertal Institute for Climate 2013).
2 The TMR comprises the use of all domestic and foreign primary materials for production and

consumption (Wuppertal Institute for Climate 2013).
3 The DMC refers to the amount of resources used for domestic consumption (excluding exports

and unused extraction) (Wuppertal Institute for Climate 2013).
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for economic development and implementation of technologies (Kesler 1994;

Valero et al. 2013; Wäger et al. 2011). In the context of ever-increasing demand,

the evaluation of natural resources becomes more and more important. Indicators

should not only relate to the quantities of resources used but consider resulting

impacts on the environment and their availability (see, e.g., BIO Intelligence

Service 2012). Even though sustainability is a macroeconomic problem, concerned

with all resources required to sustain production and the well-being of current and

future generations (Mikesell 1994), sustainable development is mainly promoted at

the microeconomic level, for example, by reducing material inputs. Thus, appro-

priate indicators and measures are needed for evaluating the resource input and

resource efficiency on a product level.

Life cycle approaches are necessary to avoid shifting impacts and to capture all

potential effects associated with resource use. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is

considered suitable to provide support in integrating sustainability of resources

into design, innovation, and evaluation of products (Klinglmair et al. 2013; Sala

et al. 2013), and the evaluation of resource use has been a common practice in life

cycle impact assessment (LCIA) for several years (see, e.g., European Commission

2011c; ISO 14040 2006; ISO 14044 2006; Lindeijer et al. 2002). For a meaningful

assessment of resource efficiency, all impacts associated with resource use need to

be accounted for. Thus, LCA and existing LCIA methods are seen as a good basis

for the evaluation of resource efficiency and for shifting the definition of the

“resource input” away from mere quantities toward a more comprehensive assess-

ment in the context of sustainable development.

This chapter focuses on the determination of appropriate indicators for evaluat-

ing “resource input” in order to assess resource efficiency. An overview of available

methods and approaches for the analysis of resource use in LCA is provided and

existing shortcomings are discussed. Furthermore, potential enhancements for

addressing resource use more comprehensively are outlined, and future research

needs are summarized, including moving toward life cycle sustainability assess-

ment (LCSA) for a comprehensive assessment of resource use. In the following

section, as a first step, the classification of natural resources is presented and

relevant characteristics of abiotic and biotic resources are described.

2 Classification of “Resource” and “Problem Definition”
in the Context of Life Cycle Assessment

The evaluation of resource use and efficiency depends on the understanding of the

“resource” as such. In this section, the different types of natural resources and the

underlying problem definition in the context of LCA are outlined.

The European Commission defines resources as all natural resources including

physical resources and environmental media such as air, land, and water (European

Commission 2005). This implies that “resource input” for the calculation of
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resource efficiency should comprise any input from the environment, beyond

materials. In the context of LCA, different areas of protection (AoPs) are distin-

guished. These AoPs are used to express what is of value to human society and what

needs to be sustained for achieving human welfare (see, e.g., Dreyer et al. 2006).4 In

LCA, a distinction between “natural resources” and “natural environment” is made.

The AoP “natural environment” refers to the protection of functional and

nonfunctional values of nonhuman life, the regulation of climate, generation or

regeneration of soil, or the protection of biodiversity and natural landscapes

(Lindeijer et al. 2002). Consequences of activities on the environment need to be

assessed and avoided in order to protect these functions. Contrary, the AoP “natural

resources” encompasses mainly input-oriented environmental interventions (e.g.,

extraction of abiotic resources, such as oil, ore deposits, fossil, and fresh surface

water, as well as biotic resources such as fish and trees). In this context, natural

resources are defined as “extractable entities with implications for their present, but

mainly future availability” (Lindeijer et al. 2002) and refer to assets that can be used

for economic production or consumption (United Nations 2005).

For a comprehensive assessment of resource use, the removal of a resource from

nature and the consequences of the extraction on the availability of resources as

well as impacts caused by the extraction process as such need to be assessed (see

Fig. 5.2). The extraction of resources reduces the quantity or the quality of resource

stocks and can result in impacts on the natural environment (Lindeijer et al. 2002).

In line with the key goals of resources efficiency, two different dimensions need to

be addressed: the security of supply of resources and the reduction of the impacts of

resource extraction and use.

While the assessment of consequences or impacts of extraction activities

(extraction processes) on the “natural environment” is already established and

several models and indicators to describe environmental impacts are available

and generally agreed on,5 the assessment of the consequences of natural resource

extraction (removal from nature) is not yet well defined (Udo de Haes et al. 2002).

For the assessment of natural resources in LCA, only the environmental interven-

tion extraction as such is considered, representing the removal of a certain quantity

of a resource from nature (Lindeijer et al. 2002). Basically, three different environ-

mental interventions associated with natural resource use are distinguished (fol-

lowing Lindeijer et al. 2002):

– Extraction of abiotic resources

– Extraction of biotic resources

– Allocation of land areas to man-controlled processes

4 The societal values can be grouped into different areas of protection (AoPs). Within LCA, mainly

three AoPs are differentiated: “human health,” “natural environment,” and “natural resources.”
5 Several impact categories are available in LCA that model the effects of the resource extraction

process on the natural environment. As an example, for climate change, which is caused by several

greenhouse gases, methods for quantifying the global warming impacts of activities are available

and well established (see, e.g., Guinée et al. 2002).
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Extraction of resources leads to decreasing availability of resources for current

or future generations. The process of exhausting the abundance or availability of

resources can be defined as depletion (Guinée and Heijungs 1995; Guinée

et al. 2002; Lindeijer et al. 2002; Radetzki 2002). The effect of decreasing avail-

ability is somewhat different for defined types of resources. In the assessment of

natural resources, commonly a distinction between land use, water use, and the use

of biotic or abiotic resources is made. Water and land can be included in the

category of abiotic resources, but are often seen as resource classes of their own,

and (impact) assessment separate from other abiotic resources is common practice

(e.g., Berger et al. 2012; Curran et al. 2011; Gontier et al. 2006; Henzen 2008;

Koellner et al. 2013; Mil�a i Canals 2003, 2007; Mil�a i Canals et al. 2007; Millen-

nium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; Schenck 2001; Souza et al. 2013; Steinbach and

Wellmer 2010; UNEP 2010c; Watson et al. 2005). The analyses of water use6 as

well as water footprinting7 are addressed in separate chapters in the “LCA Com-

pendium.” Availability of flow resources such as sunlight and wind is so far not

addressed within LCA as the process of “extraction” is somewhat different and does

not lead to depletion or limited availability.8

In the following sections, characteristics of abiotic and biotic resources are

outlined in more detail focusing on the relevance and problem definition in the

context of LCA.

Fig. 5.2 Implementation of resource efficiency on product level

6 See Chap. 12 on “Water Use” by Stephan Pfister, LCA Compendium, the volume on “Life Cycle

Impact Assessment” (Pfister 2015).
7 See this volume, Chap. 3 on “Water Footprinting” by Berger et al. (2016).
8 Commonly, different types of resources are identified: stocks, funds, and flows. Stocks are

irreversibly depletable, while funds are temporarily or locally degradable. Contrary, flows are

nondegradable, but with a limited availability at a certain time (see Lindeijer et al. 2002).
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2.1 Abiotic Resources

Abiotic resources are chemical elements and minerals from the Earth’s crust. There
is no other source from which they can be obtained (Kesler 2007). Abiotic resources

such as metallic or energy minerals are a real challenge to modern civilization

because they are formed by geologic processes that are much slower than the rate at

which they are exploited and are thus classified as nonrenewable (Kesler 1994;

UNEP 2010a). Natural stocks of mineral resources are irreversibly depleted by

extraction processes as they cannot regenerate within human lifetimes.9

Minerals have no intrinsic values in themselves while locked up in ore bodies

buried in the earth and are considered to be “outside the biosphere” as a reduction of

natural stocks has no direct influence on ecosystems (Petrie 2007; Udo de Haes

et al. 2002). It is generally agreed that the interest of mankind is not the abiotic

resource as such or its value in the natural environment but predominantly the

function it fulfills in the economic system to achieve human welfare (see also Jolliet

et al. 2004; Stewart and Weidema 2005; Udo de Haes and Lindeijer 2002; van Oers

et al. 2002; Weidema et al. 2005; Wellmer and Becker-Platen 2002; Yellishetty

et al. 2009). Thus, emphasis is placed on the evaluation of abiotic resources in the

context of their potential to fulfill functions in products and to create value by

meeting human needs (Lindeijer et al. 2002; Yellishetty et al. 2011).

The removal and use of abiotic resources diminishes the availability of natural

stocks in the environment, that is, every consumption equates to a reduction of the

natural stocks and decreasing availability for future use (Brentrup et al. 2002; Petrie

2007). The direct impact related to the use of abiotic resources is denoted as the

depletion of resources (UNEP 2010a). In current literature, depletion of abiotic

resources is assessed by means of:

– Purely physical aspects, referring to the decreasing availability of resource

stocks (deposits) in the context of current (and future) extraction of these stocks

– Increasing expenses of resource extraction associated with decreasing resource

stocks, assuming that costs of producing minerals will rise to a point where they

are no longer affordable (see, e.g., Tilton 2003)

The first notion is based on the growing consumption in the context of finite

resources, implying the approach of a physical limit and exhausting the resources in

an absolute sense. This could have negative impacts on a global scale and is

certainly opposing the principles of sustainable development. However, the defini-

tion of available physical stocks leaves a large room for interpretation and is often

9 In some cases, natural resources are a mix of biotic and abiotic components (mineral nutrients)

(Lindeijer et al. 2002). In this context, it is often referred to as an abiotic factor (a nonliving

component of a habitat), rather than an abiotic resource. Nutrients from soil minerals are fund
resources that are temporarily or locally degradable but that can be regenerated within human

lifetime (Lindeijer et al. 2002). Soil is considered within the impact category “land use” as soil

quality parameters are adequate indicators to express consequences of land use changes.
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related to economic considerations and assumptions. This leads to the second

notion, which is based on the increasing expenses of resource extraction. Increasing

costs associated with the extraction of resources can be related to decreasing ore

grades and deposit size (Skinner 1976; Vieira et al. 2012).10 High demand of energy

and increasing costs can lead to constrained availability of mineral resources, even

before the stock has been exhausted. Such parameters are often assumed to deter-

mine the limits to growth and constrain supply in the end (see, e.g., Bardi 2011;

Meadows et al. 1972; Turner 2008).

There is consensus in regarding abiotic resources as something that is subject to

depletion or decreasing availability and scarcity (Steen 2006). The steadily increas-

ing demand for abiotic resources means that natural resources are depleted at an

ever-increasing rate. Meeting present needs of mankind without abiotic resources is

inconceivable. Abiotic resources are essential for the quality of life that modern

society is accustomed to, and play a key role in underpinning the prosperity of

future civilizations (Auty 1993; Giurco and Cooper 2012; Reuter et al. 2005;

Science and Technology Committee 2011; Verhoef 2004). “Easy access to [abiotic]

resources is often seen as a precondition for economic development” (UNEP

2010a) as minerals and fossil fuels are crucial inputs for most production processes

and are the starting material for the production of almost all manufactured products

(Azapagic 2004; UNEP 2010b). Metals, for example, provide unique features and

are a relevant input into most products and production processes due to electrical

and thermal conductivity and good processability. Energy supply, high-tech prod-

ucts, and emerging clean technologies are highly dependent on several mineral

resources and will thus significantly raise and change the demand for these in the

future, putting additional pressure on supply (Achzet et al. 2011; Angerer

et al. 2009a; Bardi 2013; Kleijn 2012; Wäger et al. 2011).

2.2 Biotic Resources

Biotic resources are living objects such as fish or wood removed from the natural

environment by human activities and play a vital role for sustaining the livelihood

of many people. Over two billion people use fish as an important part of their daily

animal protein source, and 12% of the global population rely on fishery as their

principal source of income (FAO 2014a). The rainforests as one of the most

important and remaining forest resources play a key role in sustaining biodiversity

and storage of carbon (Olson et al. 2011; Steffan-Dewenter et al. 2007). According

to FAO (2014a) billions of people depend on forests and the services they supply

(e.g., food and shelter). Considering recent developments, like rising fish yields and

decreasing stocks as well as the transformation of forests into agricultural areas, the

10 Low-grade deposits are likely to be more difficult to mine than high-grade deposits. As a result,

energy required could be one or two orders of magnitude greater when metals would need to be

extracted from low-grade deposits, causing a significant increase in costs (Skinner 1976).
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pressure on these resources will increase. Thus, to preserve natural biotic resources

for current and future generations, it is widely accepted to evaluate resource use

against depletion.

Biotic resources are classified as renewable, due to their general ability to

regenerate within human lifetime. Depletion of biotic resources occurs if their use

exceeds their replenishment rates resulting in decreasing availability (Lindeijer

et al. 2002). Furthermore, distinctions need to be made between temporal and

permanent depletion. Whereas impacts can be reversed when temporal depletion

occurs (e.g., extraction of fish below their recovery rate), effects are irreversible by

permanent depletion (e.g., extinction of species) (Klinglmair et al. 2013; Lindeijer

et al. 2002; Stewart and Weidema 2005). Contrary to the depletion of abiotic

resources, which is determined by available stocks and extraction rates or increas-

ing costs of extraction, depletion of biotic resources is conditioned by the relation

between the extraction and the replenishment rate (Lindeijer et al. 2002) and can

also be affected by additional impacts on the ecosystem like extreme weather

events.

All common definitions within an LCA context exclude biotic materials that are

products of a man-made culture since they are not considered a depletable resource.

Agri-, silvi- and aquacultural products, such as crops, farm animals (including fish

farms), or grown wood, are not considered as biotic resources but as products

derived from resources such as land, water, solar energy, and nutrients (Guinée

et al. 1993; Heijungs et al. 1997; Klinglmair et al. 2013; Lindeijer et al. 2002).

As part of the ecosystem, biotic resources have an intrinsic value represented by

biodiversity as well as a functional value by maintaining life-support functions

(LSFs).11 Thus, contrary to abiotic resources, their removal not only reduces the

natural stock of the resource and affects availability for human purposes but also

exerts a change on ecosystems resulting in, for example, loss of biodiversity

(Guinée et al. 1993; Lindeijer et al. 2002). Furthermore, external factors (beyond

extraction as such) can influence and decrease the availability of biotic resources.

For example, as plants are highly dependent on soil nutrients and soil availability,

acidifying substances can cause a decline in soil quality and thus decrease the

availability of resources.12

In Fig. 5.3, the differentiation in the cause-effect chains of abiotic and biotic

extractions is highlighted. While availability is the main concern associated with

abiotic resource extraction, biotic resource extraction not only decreases13 the

11 The functional values of the natural environment are represented by life-support functions.

Examples of LSFs include nutrient dispersal, climate regulation, or purification of water.
12Within the LCA framework, soil quality is addressed in the impact category “land use”

(Lindeijer et al. 2002; Mil�a i Canals et al. 2006; Nú~nez et al. 2012) and is thus not further

considered here. See chapter 11 on “Land Use” by Mil�a i Canals and de Baan, in the volume

LCIA of the “LCA Compendium” (Mil�a i Canals and de Baan 2015).
13 However, compared to abiotic resources, biotic resources can also increase during human

lifetime when no material is extracted. Increasing stocks are so far not considered within LCIA

methods.
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availability of biotic resources but also amplifies the risk of harming biodiversity

and life-support functions (Lindeijer et al. 2002). Thus, two different types of

approaches need to be used for the evaluation of abiotic and biotic resources (see

Fig. 5.3):

– Focusing solely on resource availability

– Focusing next to resource availability on the overall environment, including

effects on biodiversity and LSFs

The necessity of sustainable use and preservation of natural resources for current

and future generations is widely accepted, and resource efficiency requires

extracting and using natural resources within the planet’s long-term boundaries

(European Commission 2011a).

3 Assessment of Resource Use in LCA

This section captures the state of the art of evaluating natural resource use in LCA

and provides an overview of existing approaches that can be used as a basis for the

assessment of resource efficiency.

As outlined in the previous section, extraction of natural resources, such as metal

ores, fish, or wood, needs to be assessed in the context of degrading quality,

decreasing availability, and, for biotic resources, associated damage to nature.

Evaluation of resource use and availability is common practice within LCA

(European Commission 2010c; ISO 14040:2006; ISO 14044:2006). As of today,

a wide variety of LCIA methods have been developed (especially for abiotic

Fig. 5.3 Cause-effect network of abiotic and biotic resource extraction (Based on Lindeijer

et al. 2002)
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resources) to assess resource use by quantifying the contribution of resource

extraction to the potential depletion of resources. Several authors propose ways to

integrate the effects of natural resource use and the assessment of resource avail-

ability into the LCA framework. Available methods address different aspects of

decreasing resource availability based on varying perceptions of the underlying

problem. In general, two levels to model impacts of resource extraction can be

distinguished: midpoint approaches and endpoint approaches. While midpoint

approaches start at the environmental intervention and describe the mechanism of

depletion, the endpoint approaches address the damage level and attempt to capture

the consequences of resource extraction (see, i.a., Klinglmair et al. 2013; Udo de

Haes and Lindeijer 2002). The distinction between mid- and endpoint approaches is

not very clear for resource depletion, as the impact category (resource depletion)

and area of protection (natural resources) are congruent.

In the next sections, the state of the art for the assessment of abiotic and biotic

resources in LCA is outlined.

3.1 Abiotic Resources

Modeling the impacts of abiotic resource use is a major topic of debate in the LCA

community. The ILCD Handbook, a reference handbook on best practice in life

cycle impact assessment, provides an overview of existing models for the assess-

ment of abiotic resource use and availability in LCA (European Commission

2010b, c). The identified models relate to energy and mass of a resource used,

exergy or entropy impacts, future consequences of resource extraction (e.g., surplus

energy, surplus cost), or diminishing geologic stocks (see, i.a., B€osch et al. 2007;

BUWAL 1998; Dewulf et al. 2007; European Commission 2010c; Finnveden

et al. 2009; Finnveden and Östlund 1997; Goedkoop and Spriensma 2000; Guinée

et al. 2002; Hauschild and Wenzel 1998; Klinglmair et al. 2013; Lindeijer

et al. 2002; PE International 2013; Steen 2006; Stewart and Weidema 2005; van

Oers et al. 2002). In Table 5.1, an overview of the different LCIA methods is

provided with regard to available mid- and endpoint metrics and the underlying

concepts (based on the European Commission 2010b; Klinglmair et al. 2013;

Pennington et al. 2004).14 All indicators have in common that they aim at

expressing decreasing availability of resources either based on the physical finite-

ness of resources in the geosphere or with regard to future consequences on the

extraction of a resource (see also Klinglmair et al. 2013). The shortcomings of the

individual methods in the context of depicting sustainable resource use are

discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.1.

14 See “LCA Compendium,” the volume on “Life Cycle Impact Assessment,” Chapter 13 by Swart

et al. for more information on LCIA methods (Swart et al. 2015).
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Table 5.1 LCIA, methods for abiotic resource depletion

Method

Characterization factors

References

Midpoint Endpoint

Unit Concept Unit Concept

ADP (CML

2002)a
kg Sb-eq.;

MJ

Reserves and

annual extrac-

tion rates

– – Guinée et al. (2002)

and van Oers

et al. (2002)

Eco-indica-

tor 99

– – MJsurplus

energy

Surplus

energy

Goedkoop and

Spriensma (2001)

Ecoscarcity

2013b
UBP/g kg

Sb-eq.;

UBP/MJ

oil eq.

Distance-to-

target

(weighting

method)

– – Frischknecht

et al. (2009)

EDIP 1997c Person

reserve

Reserves and

annual extrac-

tion rates

– – Hauschild and

Wenzel (1998)

EPS 2000d – – $WTP Willingness-

to-pay

Steen (1999)

Exergy

(CEENE,

CExC)e

MJexergy Loss of exergy – – Finnveden and

Östlund (1997),

Dewulf et al. (2007),

and B€osch
et al. (2007)

IMPACT

2002+f
kg Fe-eq.;

MJ

Mineral

extraction

MJsurplus

energy

Surplus

energy

Jolliet et al. (2003)

and Humbert

et al. (2012)

LC-

IMPACTg
%/kg Decrease in ore

grade due to

increasing

extraction

$/kg Surplus cost

increase as

response to

lower ore

grade

Vieira et al. (2011)

LIME Sb-eq. kg;

MJ

Consumption

energy, recip-

rocal of recov-

erable reserves

¥ User costs

(displaying

costs of

overuse)

Itsubo and Inaba

(2012)

ReCiPeh kg Fe-eq.;

MJ

Decreased

concentration

$surplus

cost

($/kg)

Surplus cost/

damage to

resource cost

Goedkoop

et al. (2008)

aADP abiotic depletion potential. In current LCA, resource depletion is commonly assessed by

means of the abiotic depletion potential (ADP), which is the differentiation between fossil

depletion and element (metals/minerals) depletion
bDistance-to-target approaches set environmental interventions against predefined targets. The

characterization factors in this method are based on Guinée et al. (2002) but are transferred to

EcoPoints (EP) via weighting of the characterization factors
cMethod involves normalization and weighting. Amount of the resource extracted is normalized to

the average annual consumption of one world citizen and weighted according to the static lifetime

of available economic reserves (European Commission 2011b; Hauschild and Wenzel 1998)
dThe method of Environmental Priority Strategies (EPS) accounts for the monetary cost of

avoiding damages to natural resources

(continued)
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Most methods described in Table 5.1 focus only on abiotic resources. Impacts

from biotic resource depletion are generally excluded, except for EPS2000 (Steen

1999). Steen (1999) considers in his method, next to mineral and fossil depletion,

the production capacity of ecosystems like wood and fish (see also Hauschild

et al. 2013).

3.2 Biotic Resources

Unlike the assessment of abiotic resource availability, so far no generally applica-

ble methods or indicators are available for the assessment of biotic resource

extraction. Current analyses are predominantly focusing on fishery aspects, which

cannot be transferred to other biotic resources like terrestrial animals without

adaptation. In the following, existing approaches are reviewed with regard to

their ability to assess impacts of biotic resource extraction. The extraction of biotic

resources affects not only the availability of the resources as such (AoP “natural

resources”) but also the ecosystem (AoP “natural environment”). Thus, impact

assessment methods for the evaluation of biotic resource use have to consider

both areas (Lindeijer et al. 2002).

For assessing the depletion of biotic resources, Lindeijer et al. (2002) suggest a

marginal approach based on Heijungs et al. (1997) and Kl€opffer and Renner (1994)
to evaluate the extraction of wild fish and wood. The category indicator is calcu-

lated considering the scarcity of the biotic resource and the quotient of extracted

resources and their annual replenishment to their current stocks. For determining

the scarcity of the resource, first ideas are proposed (e.g., recovery rate) which

might vary for different species. Similarly, Guinée et al. (2002) propose the

consideration of stocks of species in relation to their production and renewability

rates. Derived from the ADP model, results are linked to a reference unit, in this

case African elephants. Both approaches have not been used in LCA case studies so

far due to lack of applicability because species-specific data and geographically

explicit inventory data regarding the supply chain of products are missing (Avadı́

and Fréon 2013; Emanuelsson et al. 2014; Pelletier et al. 2006; Vázquez-Rowe

et al. 2012a).

Table 5.1 (continued)
eExergy of a resource or a system is defined as the maximum work potential of a resource (Dewulf

et al. 2008). CEENE cumulative exergy extraction from the natural environment, CExC cumula-

tive exergy consumption
fDamage CFs are taken directly from Eco-indicator 99. The midpoint characterization factors

(CF) are obtained by dividing the damage CF of the considered substances by the CF of the

reference substance (iron). However, midpoint indicator are not recommended for use (Humbert

et al. 2012)
gThe midpoint method is not applied, as no linear relation to the endpoint exists. The endpoint is

calculated as the ratio of predefined critical flow to the actual flow of a resource
hThe method uses increased costs as endpoint indicator and “the slope (relation grade yield)

divided by availability” as midpoint indicator (Goedkoop et al. 2008)
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For fishery, several methods have been proposed and applied in case studies.

Most commonly, indicators based on NPP are used to quantify biotic resources

(Aubin et al. 2006; Efole Ewoukem et al. 2012; Hornborg et al. 2012; Jerbi

et al. 2012; Libralato et al. 2008; Papatryphon et al. 2004a, b; Pelletier

et al. 2006; Vázquez-Rowe et al. 2012a). The NPP expresses the biological pro-

duction capacity based on total carbon fixed and aims at determining the extracted

biomass due to direct uptake – here extracted fish – as well as used biomass for

upstream and downstream processes (e.g., for fish fodder). NPP-based indicators

are used to measure the overall biomass needed within the system to produce a

certain amount of fish. Therefore, comparison of production systems, as well as

definition of hot spots with regard to the biotic resource use, is possible. In some

approaches, even the removal of lower trophic levels (Libralato et al. 2008) or

effects of discard and by-catch (Hornborg et al. 2012; Vázquez-Rowe et al. 2012a)

are addressed. Instead of NPP-based indicators, Ziegler and colleagues (Ziegler

et al. 2011, 2003; Ziegler and Valentinsson 2008) propose to determine catch rates,

discard rate ratios, and amounts of catch for noncommercial use to account for

discard and by-catch in fishery.

Other methods addressing biotic resource extraction quantify aspects of

overfishing in relation to renewability using indicators based on maximum sustain-

able yield (MSY) (Emanuelsson et al. 2014; Langlois et al. 2012, 2014). The MSY

represents the highest catch that can be taken from a species stock in the long term

without depletion. While Langlois and colleagues (Langlois et al. 2012, 2014)

evaluate the potential regeneration time of the resource, Emanuelsson

et al. (2014) quantify the overexploitation of existing stocks by comparing the

ratio of MSY and current yields.

Steen (1999) addresses biotic resource use by taking the production capacity of

wood and fish into account using the weight of the extracted resources as an

indicator. However, he does not clarify if the resources are extracted from eco-

sphere or technosphere. The concept of production capacity is based on the

assumption that the extraction of resources is ideal, when high amounts are

achieved. Even though this is the case for agricultural products, where harvesting

is the main purpose, for wild biotic resources, only small amounts should be

extracted to avoid overall depletion of the species as well as related impacts on

the environment.

Regarding the evaluation of biotic resource availability, the field of fishery is the

most advanced. So far no impact assessment methods evaluating biotic resource

depletion of wild forests exist. Managed forests and the extraction of wood, for

example, for biofuel production or furniture, have been solely assessed regarding

emitted greenhouse gases (Hansen et al. 2013; M€uller-Wenk and Brand~ao 2010;

van Zelm et al. 2014; Vogtländer et al. 2013) or in relation to land use (Doka

et al. 2006; Goedkoop et al. 2008; Helin et al. 2014), but not regarding impacts on

availability. Furthermore, so far no applicable methods for evaluating depletion of

other biotic resources (e.g., terrestrial animals) are available.

Next to the availability of biotic resources, effects of biotic resource extraction

on the natural environment need to be assessed. Biotic resources often have an
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important function in the ecosystems, and their extraction can affect LSFs and

biodiversity (Lindeijer et al. 2002). The assessment of those aspects in LCA is still

challenging due to missing inventory data and lack of applicable impact assessment

methods (Finkbeiner et al. 2014).

Lindeijer et al. (2002) propose a characterization factor for assessing the loss of

biodiversity caused by biotic extraction based on marginal damage. Here, the

potentially affected fraction of different species can be aggregated to have one

species-unrelated result for biodiversity loss caused by biotic resource extraction.

However, different threat levels for species15 are not included and have to be

considered by means of additional factors. This is important, as the same amount

of extracted species can lead to no impacts but also to extinction depending on the

threat level of the extracted species. So far this method has not been applied in LCA

case studies.

Only a few approaches for evaluating biodiversity loss due to extraction of fish

have been proposed, assessing the effects of fishing on the fertility of the ecosystem

(e.g., due to disruption of food webs) and the resulting decrease of biomass

(Langlois et al. 2012, 2014). Next to the evaluation of biotic resource extraction,

NPP has also been used for measuring loss of biodiversity within different frame-

works due to the high correlation between NPP and biodiversity (Catovsky

et al. 2002; Costanza et al. 2007; Itsubo and Inaba 2012). NPP has been used to

determine how many biotic resources are extracted and to quantify the decrease of

the population, which is assumed to correlate with biodiversity loss. Biodiversity

loss due to biotic resource extraction of wild forest is so far partly evaluated in the

impact assessment category land use but no separate methods for forest extraction

in the context of biotic resource use exist (de Baan et al. 2012; Finkbeiner

et al. 2014; Michelsen et al. 2014).

The discussion shows that conceptually differing approaches and models exist

for characterizing contributions of resource utilization in products or production

processes to the decreasing availability of resources (see i.a. Guinée et al. 2002;

Lindeijer et al. 2002). These models can be used to enhance the evaluation of

resource efficiency, but some shortcomings remain. In the next section, the short-

comings of the different methods are discussed in the context of their applicability

and reliability for addressing resource availability.

15 Threat levels measures the risk of extinction and thus biodiversity loss over a specific time and

indicate how severe the risk of extinction for specific species is. Three levels exist to classify

threatened species: critically endangered, endangered, and vulnerable (International Union for

Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 2014).
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4 Shortcomings of LCIA Methods

In this section, available approaches and methods are evaluated with regard to their

significance for the evaluation of resource efficiency. As outlined earlier, for a

resource efficient development, the security of supply needs to be ensured and

environmental impacts need to be decreased.

While the assessment of environmental pollution associated with the resource

extraction process and use is common practice, the extent to which current LCIA

methods are capable of addressing the impacts of natural resource extraction on the

quantity or quality of the resource (and for biotic resources on the overall environ-

ment) is widely debated and no common agreement or methodology exists. This is

mainly due to:

– The different perceptions of the relevant concepts of depletion and the contro-

versial discussion of abiotic resource depletion as an environmental problem

(see, e.g., Finnveden 2005; Guinée and Heijungs 1995; Steen 2006; Udo de Haes

et al. 2002; UNEP 2010a; Weidema et al. 2005)

– The complexity of the assessment of biotic resource extraction as well as

missing data to determine CFs for species

In the context of a comprehensive evaluation of resource use for efficient and

sustainable production, not all described indicators are effective, and existing

models are not sufficient. The shortcomings of existing methods and approaches

for assessing abiotic and biotic resources use are outlined in the following sections.

4.1 Abiotic Resources

The assessment of abiotic resource depletion is shaped by a lack of consensus on

methodologies and results of impact assessments (see, e.g., Berger and Finkbeiner

2011; Finnveden et al. 2009; Hauschild et al. 2013; Heijungs et al. 1997; Klinglmair

et al. 2013; Lindeijer et al. 2002). For using LCIA methods for the assessment of

resource efficiency, the link to the availability of resources should be clear and the

significance of the indicators to describe resource security needs to be given.

Commonly, existing methods are classified according to the underlying concepts

to model resource depletion. The ILCD Handbook distinguishes methods based on

the inherent property of the material (category 1), the decreasing availability of

stocks in nature (category 2), and future consequence of resource extraction (cat-

egory 3) (see also Sect. 3.1).16 In the following, on the basis of these categories,

methodologies are evaluated with regard to their usefulness for addressing resource

availability.

16 In total, four different categories are outlined in the ILCD Handbook. However, as category

3 focuses on water, it is not included here (European Commission 2010c, 2011b).
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4.1.1 Assessment Based on the Inherent Property of Materials

Category 1 methods use an inherent property of a resource, such as entropy or

exergy, as the basis for the characterization (B€osch et al. 2007; Dewulf et al. 2007,

2008; European Commission 2010c; Finnveden and Östlund 1997; Valero

et al. 2013). Exergy analysis is often perceived as a useful tool to asses natural

resources as it takes into account variables such as composition ore grade and the

state of technology (Valero and Valero 2009; Valero et al. 2009). However, this

method does not account for availability loss as the exergy values of different

abiotic resources will always stay the same. Furthermore, the impact pathway does

not describe the depletion process, but the use of inherent properties has thus no

relation to the reasons why mankind is worried about the use of resources

(European Commission 2010b; Heijungs et al. 1997; Lindeijer et al. 2002; Steen

2006). Methods that use the inherent property of the material as the basis for the

characterization have only a low relevance with regard to expressing resource

depletion, as these properties do not have a direct link to the increasing scarcity

of resources (European Commission 2010b; Hauschild et al. 2013; Vieira

et al. 2011).

4.1.2 Assessment Based on Reserves and/or Annual Extraction Rates

The chemical and physical basis of abiotic resources is quantifiable and availability

in the Earth’s crust can generally be determined (Rankin 2011). In ADP method, the

extraction rate of a resource is divided by the reserve squared (CML 2013). The

assessment of stocks and extraction rates provides information about the geologic

availability and the static lifetime of stocks (Guinée and Heijungs 1995; Guinée

1995; Guinée et al. 2002; Heijungs et al. 1997). However, the definition of the

recoverable stock is a problem as, depending on the definition of this number,

results will change dramatically. It is difficult to fix convincing boundaries for the

determination of reserve numbers as the stock size very much depends on the

required effort of extraction (Goedkoop and Spriensma 2001) (see additional

discussion provided in Box 5.1). The EDIP 97 approach is based on economic

reserves and extraction rates, but does not reflect the current importance of a

resource, as the global annual production drops out of the equation during the

weighting of the method (European Commission 2011b; Klinglmair et al. 2013).17

17 The amount of the resource extracted is divided by the 2004 global production of the resource

and weighted according to the quantity of the resources in economically exploitable reserves

(European Commission 2011b).
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4.1.3 Assessment Based on Future Consequences of Resource

Extraction

Category 4 methods attempt to assess how the extraction of high concentration of

resources today will affect future extraction of resources. Several methods and

indicators have been proposed in this regard (Goedkoop and Spriensma 2001;

M€uller-Wenk 1999; Steen 1999, 2006; Weidema et al. 2005). These approaches

aim at addressing the damage of resource use and are based on decreasing ore

grades and additional energy requirements or costs associated with future resource

extraction or with future willingness to pay to repair the damage. Steen (1999)

defines the estimated costs to extract and produce resources, considering different

technical scenarios and assuming a very long time perspective. However, he

estimates the costs of such an operation with present day technology and the present

day extraction with the energy requirements that would be needed in the future

(Goedkoop and Spriensma 2001; Vieira et al. 2011). The EPS method has been

criticized for the many assumptions made and the uncertainties associated with this

methods are high (European Commission 2011b).

In the ReCiPe method, the damage to a resource is defined as the additional costs

society has to pay as a result of an extraction (Goedkoop et al. 2008). The method

uses a monetization of surplus energy demand for characterizing future efforts for

resource extraction (Klinglmair et al. 2013). Similarly, the LIME method aims at

quantifying costs of the overuse of a resource (European Commission 2010b; Itsubo

and Inaba 2012). The Eco-indicator 99 and IMPACT 2002+ assume that extraction

at present will require more energy-intensive extraction in the future (Goedkoop

and Spriensma 2001; Jolliet et al. 2003). Hereby, the energy required for resource

extraction is assumed to be inversely proportional to the ore grade. A new model

developed by Vieira et al. (2012) takes a similar approach, modeling the decrease in

ore grade due to an increase in metal extraction based on cumulative ore grade-

tonnage relationships and displaying increasing costs. However, modeling future

consequences involves a high degree of uncertainty, and estimates of future energy

consumption or costs are not reliable (Lindeijer et al. 2002). Using a cost-oriented

problem definition of resource depletion has a direct relation to the present social

context but can hardly be calculated in the long term (Steen 2006).

The ADP or EDIP 97 methods are midpoint approaches, while, for example,

Eco-indicator 99 or IMPACT2002+ include characterization factors at an endpoint

level. Endpoint approaches, such as surplus energy or surplus costs, are damage

oriented and depend on the societal valuation of resources rather than the physical

availability. As endpoint approaches address the end of the cause-effect chain, more

uncertainties are involved (Udo de Haes and Lindeijer 2002). Methods for assessing

resource availability at the endpoint level are not well defined and considered too

immature to be used for modeling geophysical dimension of abiotic resource

availability (European Commission 2011b; Hauschild et al. 2013). Quantifying

the actual damage of abiotic resource scarcity is challenging as effects occur well

into the future, and future circumstances need to be considered to determine actual
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damages. Midpoint methods are problem oriented and refer to the decreasing

availability of resources (e.g., based on stocks and/or extraction) and not the

potential effects on society. Characterization factors on a midpoint level have

higher acceptance in decision making and can be regarded as relevant (Udo de

Haes and Lindeijer 2002).

Despite existing shortcomings, the ADP method is recommended by the ILCD

Handbook,18 in the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF), and also in the context

of the Seventh Framework Project of the European Commission as current best

practice for assessing resource depletion (on a midpoint level) (Dong et al. 2013;

European Commission 2011b, 2013a; Guinée et al. 2002; Hauschild et al. 2013). In

Box 5.1 the ADP methodology and existing shortcomings are described in more

detail.

Box 5.1: Measuring Geologic Depletion of Abiotic Resources by Means

of ADP

The ADP model defines the decrease of the resource itself as the key problem

(van Oers et al. 2002). The characterization factors of this method are a

function of the yearly extraction of a resource and the stock of the resource.

This factor is derived for each element and is a relative measure with the

depletion of “antimony” (Sb) as a reference for elements and MJ for fossil

fuels (van Oers et al. 2002).

To evaluate the effect of extraction on the available resource stocks, the

reserves are taken into account more than once in the ADP method, by putting

the square of the reserve number in the denominator (Eq. 5.2). This is done to

put emphasis on the share of the stock that is extracted (Guinée 1995).

ADPi, ultimate reserves ¼ extraction rate i

ultimate reserves ið Þ2

� ultimate reserves antimonyð Þ2
extraction rate antimony

ð5:2Þ

In this context, Guinée (1995) proposes to use reserves that can ultimately be

technically extracted as a reference figure. However, Guinée argues that data

on this type of reserves are not exactly known. Thus, for providing a realistic

picture of resource depletion, Guinée (1995) proposed to use the ultimate

(continued)

18 International Reference Life Cycle Data System (ILCD). This consists primarily of the ILCD

Handbook and the ILCD Data Network.
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Box 5.1 (continued)

reserves19 as a reference. The figure is often criticized as ultimate reserves
cannot be extracted completely (European Commission 2011b). Thus, as an

alternative, it was proposed to use reserves20 or reserve base21 as a reference
(European Commission 2011b, 2013a). However, reserves or reserve base
has a strong economic link and provide limited information with regard to the

availability of geological stocks. Economic reserves and use (extraction) are

codependent, as the search for new deposits depends on the probability of

exploration and use of resources (Steen 2006). Those reserves are affected by

many factors that can change in a very short time (e.g., available technolo-

gies, resource prices). The economic reserves and reserve base of most

resources have increased over the past, even though the actual depletion

problem (referring to the geologic availability of resources) must necessarily

have increased (Guinée 1995). Thus, the assessment of reserves or reserve
base is ephemeral (see, e.g., Kesler 2007) and not a good basis for the

assessment of abiotic resource depletion.

As discussed in Box 5.1, the definition of geologic resource stocks as a basis for

calculating the ADP is quite controversial. In addition to the reserves in the Earth’s
crust, minerals that accumulate in society (in-use stock and waste flows) need to be

considered, too. Availability of such anthropogenic stocks can have a meaningful

effect on the overall availability of certain materials and give an indication about

the sustainability of their use. Urban mining (recycling) can be seen as an important

measure for (future) resource supply and should be considered for the evaluation of

abiotic resource availability (Klinglmair et al. 2013; M€uller-Wenk 1999; Schneider

et al. 2011).

While the impacts of the extraction are clearly linked to the environment, public

discussion of resource depletion as an environmental problem is quite controversial

(Finnveden 1996, 2005; Guinée 1995; Sala 2012; Schneider et al. 2013; Steen 1999;

Weidema et al. 2005). Resource availability is often viewed as an economic or

19 The quantity of resources that is ultimately available in the Earth’s crust. Estimated by

multiplying the average natural concentration of the resources in the Earth’s crust by the mass

or volume of the crust (Guinée 1995). The definition includes nonconventional and low-grade

materials and common rocks.
20 “Reserves” are stocks that are known and profitable to be exploited at current prices, state of

technology, etc. (Tilton and Lagos 2007; USGS 2014).
21 The term “reserve base” refers to the part of a resource that meets specific physical and chemical

criteria, related to current mining and production practices (UNEP 2011; USGS 2014). The

reserves base was used as an estimate of the size of those parts of resources that had reasonable

potential for becoming economic within planning horizons. However, these estimates were based

on expert opinion rather than on actual data. The USGS discontinued reporting of estimates of the

reserve base in 2010.
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societal problem, beyond an environmental perception. The question of what it is

that needs to be protected with regard to abiotic resources and which impacts are

relevant is not that straightforward (Hauschild et al. 2013). Some people believe

that the current rate of dissipating abiotic resources is a significant impoverishment

of nature, to the detriment of future generations (Lindeijer et al. 2002). Others argue

that it is not clear to what extent biogeochemical cycles are affected and if

potentially environmental changes occur due to resource depletion (and not extrac-

tion) (Sala 2012) and that abiotic resource availability has socioeconomic rather

than environmental relevance. As abiotic resources have a functional value, avail-

able models already reflect an economic orientation of the evaluation of resource

availability and are concerned with the decrease of resource availability for human

use (Klinglmair et al. 2013) rather than the environmental impact of resource

depletion itself. Thus, an extension of existing impact assessment practice toward

a wider interpretation and evaluation of the problem is necessary to account for the

availability of resources for human purposes and to increase the efficiency of

resource use. This is taken up and discussed further in Sect. 5.1.

4.2 Biotic Resources

While impacts associated with the growth and extraction of biotic resources like

land use, water consumption, or climate change are addressed in the respective

impact categories, the depletion of biotic resources is not properly addressed so far

(Finkbeiner et al. 2014). Current approaches for the assessment of biotic resources

are insufficient as they do not depict depletion of biotic resources in the necessary

extent. Due to the complexity of analyzing biodiversity, developing impact assess-

ment methods is challenging. For evaluating the degree of depletion of biotic

resources, the impact assessment method should reflect whether a certain species

is already threatened or not. The extraction of threatened species can lead more

likely to extinction than extraction of nonthreatened species. Furthermore, as

extraction of one species can lead to the depletion of another species (Langlois

et al. 2014), interdependencies between species have to be considered.

Most of the methods and indicators introduced in Sect. 3.2 have been developed

for the fishery sector. In the following, these methods are analyzed regarding their

applicability to address resource availability and their capability to adequately

measure impacts of biotic resource extraction.

NPP-based indicators are used by several method developers to evaluate fishery

(Hornborg et al. 2012; Libralato et al. 2008; Papatryphon et al. 2004a, b; Pelletier

et al. 2006; Vázquez-Rowe et al. 2012b). Even though NPP-based indicators are

adequate to measure the ecological efficiency and therefore allow a comparison of

different aquatic as well as aquatic and terrestrial products, no indication is given

about the effects on resource depletion. NPP can only account for the overall

amount of used biomass but does not consider the species stock or the replenish-

ment rate. The same is true for the method from Steen (1999), where fish and wood
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are only evaluated by summing up their overall amount in kilogram. These indica-

tors simply allow a conclusion regarding resource use in general, but not if these

used resources are actually depleted in the course of production.

The MSY, used for accounting for the renewability rates of species

(Emanuelsson et al. 2014; Langlois et al. 2012, 2014), seems to be the current

best available practice for determining potential biotic resource depletion. The

MSY approach is based on the harvesting rate, the carrying capacity which deter-

mines the degree of replenishment, and the species stock and can thus also be seen

as the implementation of the proposed method for determining biotic resource

depletion by Lindeijer et al. (2002). As the MSY method has been used in

legislation linked to fishing for many years, data for several species is available

(Langlois et al. 2014; Ricard et al. 2012). Nevertheless, applying this indicator is

still associated with several challenges. When determining MSY, interconnections

and trophic interactions of species in multispecies systems are often neglected due

to lack of data and knowledge. Thus impacts on non-harvested species,22 which are

proven to be significant, are not taken into account (Beddington and May 1980;

Ghosh and Kar 2014; Legović and Geček 2010; Reynolds 2008). Furthermore, for

most species, stock data is missing and is therefore only estimated within the

background models. This leads to high uncertainties as these models can, for

example, not adequately include biological structures or age-specific patterns.

Additionally, misreports of fish catches, especially for discards, limit reliable

stock estimation (Hilborn 2011; Reynolds 2008). Even though the MSY has its

shortcomings, the field of fishery is the most advanced so far when it comes to

determining biotic resource depletion. However, missing in the current literature is

guidance for the interpretation of the results considering the challenges of the MSY

method. The concept of maximum sustainable yield could also be applied to forests

(see Bennett 1999), but has not been implemented in any case study so far.

Approaches for evaluating forests and other biotic resources in the context of

their potential depletion due to extraction are still missing.

Similar to abiotic resources, availability of biotic resources can also be

constrained by additional aspects, which need to be considered for a comprehensive

assessment of resource availability for increasing resource efficiency (Finkbeiner

et al. 2014). Factors like natural disasters (e.g., forest fires or pest infestation) and

logistic constraints (e.g., storage stability) may affect biotic resource availability

(Finkbeiner et al. 2014; VDI 2013).

Next to the shortcomings of accounting for the depletion and availability of

biotic resources, effects of extraction on the natural environment and its functions

cannot be assessed adequately so far. Accounting for loss of biodiversity or impacts

on LSFs in LCA is challenging as more research on interdependencies in and

between ecosystems and species as well as sufficient inventory data is needed

22 The term “non-harvested” species refers to species which can be depleted without being

extracted themselves simply due to the extraction of species they rely on for a food source within

their food web.
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(Finkbeiner et al. 2014). So far, no sufficient and applicable methods have been

proposed for evaluating effects of biotic resource extraction and depletion on

biodiversity. Langlois and colleagues (Langlois et al. 2012, 2014) propose to use

a NPP-based indicator to account for biodiversity loss. NPP-based indicators have

been used before for measuring biodiversity in different frameworks as a correla-

tion between decreasing NPP values and when loss of biodiversity exists (Catovsky

et al. 2002; Costanza et al. 2007; Itsubo and Inaba 2012). However, NPP-based

indicators are not comprehensive enough to adequately assess complex impacts on

biodiversity, and LSFs as interdependencies of species and ecosystems cannot be

assessed properly. Furthermore, approaches for assessing impacts on animals and

plants due to biotic resource extraction and depletion and relating effects on LSFs

(e.g., pollination ratio of bees) do not exist for the time being. Modeling these

complex systems and all possible interconnections is a challenge (see Finkbeiner

et al. 2014).

So far biotic resource depletion and availability have only been discussed for

wild animals and plants but not for agri-, silvi-, and aquacultural products, as

man-made products are considered as nondepletable resources. Even though this

might be true for agricultural products like crops, depletion can occur when plants

have long growth periods and low yields like shea trees. Furthermore, economic

constrains can lead to decreased availability for biotic resources and can affect

man-made products as well as wild biotic resources (Finkbeiner et al. 2014).

Furthermore, impacts on biodiversity and LSFs due to extraction of man-made

biotic resources can occur. For example, efficiency of crop pollination depends on

the amount of natural habitat cover in the surrounding area (Vaissière et al. 2011).

The lack of consensus on the evaluation of natural resource depletion and the

lack of commonly applied and available methods to address the effects of abiotic

and biotic resource extraction on their availability and the natural environment

create inconsistency and limit decision-making support (see also Finnveden

et al. 2009; Hauschild et al. 2013; Klinglmair et al. 2013; Lindeijer et al. 2002).

Further research is needed to enhance and broaden the assessment of abiotic and

biotic resource use to deliver comprehensive measures for the assessment of

resource efficiency and also to account for the problem in the context of sustainable

development.

5 Research Needs and Methodological Developments

The assessment of abiotic and biotic resource use in LCA has still several short-

comings as highlighted in the previous chapter. So far, their availability in nature

has been the focal point of the assessment of resources in LCA. The AoP “natural

resources” relates to the use of resources with implications for their present, but

mainly future availability (see, e.g., Lindeijer et al. 2002), and the availability of

natural resource stocks is identified as the main concern. However, resource

availability has a clear link to technological progress and human well-being
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today. The general concern with regard to resources is a shortage in supply relative

to the interests and needs of humans and not only the natural availability as such

(see also DeYoung Jr. et al. 1987; Mancini et al. 2013). Acknowledging the

definition of natural resources according to their usefulness for human purposes,

the United Nations Environment Programme specified the “resource provision

capability for human welfare” as the correct description of the AoP addressed in

LCA (see Lindeijer et al. 2002; UNEP 2010a; Udo de Haes et al. 2002). This

definition already goes beyond a direct link to environmental consequences of

resource use. In fact, “resource provision capability for human welfare” is already

aptly describing the general concern over the access to resources and the availabil-

ity for human use. In the context of achieving sustainable development, the amount

of material available to society (now or in the future) is influenced by physical

realities, politics, economic circumstances, and social or environmental concerns

(see also Schneider 2014). Consequently, as already pointed out in the previous

section, for the assessment of resource efficiency and for achieving sustainability

goals, a more comprehensive approach for the evaluation of resource availability is

needed. Any kind of scarcity is relevant and can have consequences on the

efficiency of resource use and on the implementation of products. Shortages in

resource supply can negatively affect the ability to maintain and expand the

man-made environment and impede sustainable development. As shown in

Fig. 5.4, next to physical scarcity, which is a long-term concern and caused by

the depletion of resources, short-term concerns, caused by constraints in the supply

chain (e.g., socioeconomic constraints), can affect the accessibility and thus the

availability of resource as well (see, e.g., European Commission 2010a; Graedel

et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2013; Schneider 2014). For limiting the risks linked to

the security of resource supply, a more comprehensive assessment of resource

availability would be beneficial. Resource efficiency, as a measure to achieve

sustainable development, should encompass all relevant dimensions of availability.

Fig. 5.4 Dimensions of resource security
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5.1 Abiotic Resources

Unlike biotic resources that have a clear link to the environment, abiotic resource

availability has mainly a functional value, referring to the use for human purposes.

It is debatable whether abiotic resource availability is an environmental or eco-

nomic issue and whether an analysis of the geologic availability, as currently

conducted in LCA, is sufficient to capture the whole implications of current

resource use on their future availability. Minerals have no intrinsic values in

themselves while locked up in ore bodies buried in the earth and are considered

to be “outside the biosphere,” as a reduction of natural stocks has no direct influence

on ecosystems (Petrie 2007; Udo de Haes et al. 2002) (see also Sect. 3.2). The

geologic abundance of abiotic resources is only one of several factors affecting

resource availability. The consideration of additional aspects of resource availabil-

ity, like the availability of stocks in the anthroposphere or the scarcity of resources

caused by economic factors, is currently not considered sufficiently in most product

assessment.

Stewart and Weidema (2005a) point out that not the extraction of minerals from

the environment and natural stocks should be of concern, but rather the dissipative23

use and disposal of materials. Abiotic resource stocks are not “used up” but rather

transferred from the Earth’s crust into the anthroposphere. Regarding the function-

ality of metallic minerals (see also Sect. 1.1), the loss of “potential functions of

resources in the future due to the use in products and product systems at present”

(van Oers et al. 2002) needs to be assessed, beyond their natural availability. From a

functional point of views, it is irrelevant whether the abiotic resource is available in

the environment or economy if the function at present attached in economic goods

is still available for future applications. Materials like copper or aluminum can be

recycled and thus still fulfill a function within the economy. However, if the

material is dissipated and is not present in sufficient quality anymore, its potential

functions will be lost for mankind. Thus, van Oers et al. (2002) suggested that there

is a need to develop a method that acknowledges that a resource is only depleted

when it is dissipated rather than extracted (van Oers et al. 2002). The differentiation

between dissipative and non-dissipative use is needed for assessing potential

resource depletion (see, i.a., Goedkoop and Spriensma 2001). An extension of

existing models for the evaluation of mineral resource depletion by acknowledging

metal stocks in the anthroposphere and including these stocks into the assessment of

physical availability of material stocks is needed. A first approach to capture

anthropogenic resource stocks in addition to geologic stocks was published by

Schneider et al. (2011) (the anthropogenic stock extended abiotic depletion poten-

tial, AADP); however, several shortcomings remain.

The availability of abiotic resources for products and product systems is not only

affected by the general quantity or physical availability of resources. Mineral

23 Dissipation refers to the state where elements become so dilute or change their chemical form so

they can no longer fulfill the required function (UNEP 2010a).
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availability for products is also related to the accessibility of resources at the time of

production and can also be constrained by, for example, economic and social

aspects. Thus, approaches to address resource availability should not be limited

the assessment of physical depletion.

The assessment of economic aspects related to resource availability has gained

some attention over the past years. Various papers and working groups are dealing

with the determination of risks associated with resource supply (Angerer

et al. 2009a, b; Defra 2012; Erdmann and Behrendt 2010; European Commission

2010a; Graedel et al. 2012; Nassar et al. 2012; National Research Council 2008;

Nuss et al. 2014; Rosenau-Tornow et al. 2009; Schneider et al. 2013; VDI 2013).

Several indicators were introduced assessing the supply risk considering economic

aspects and vulnerability of countries or companies to supply disruptions. Supply

risks addressed refer to interruptions in the supply chain due to market imbalances,

political risks, etc. However, the definition and determination of supply risk is

complex, and existing methodologies are often immature and lack transparency.

Recent publications aim to integrate economic aspects into the evaluation of

resource availability on a product level. Models based on existing LCA methodol-

ogy and terminology and focusing specifically on indicators for evaluation on a

product level enable an easy implementation in current resource assessment prac-

tice and can eventually be used to improve the evaluation of resource efficiency (see

Schneider et al. 2013; Schneider 2014; VDI 2013).

5.2 Biotic Resources

As the extraction of biotic resources can lead to depletion of resources (covered by

the AoP “natural resources”) as well as loss of biodiversity (addressed in the AoP

“natural environment”), impact assessment methods have to be developed and

implemented for both AoPs.

As shown in Sect. 3.2 for the biotic resource “fish,” several approaches exist for

the assessment of potential depletion. The MSY approach and the approaches

suggested by Lindeijer et al. (2002) and Guinée et al. (1993) seem promising to

adequately evaluate the depletion for the AoP natural resources. However, it has to

be clarified to what extent the models are applicable to other biotic resources like

forests and terrestrial animals, and if necessary background data is available.

Additionally, factors like renewability rate and thread level need to be included

within impact assessment methods as well.

Furthermore, aspects like political stability as well as additional factors, for

example, abiotic factors influencing the availability of biotic resources, should be

analyzed in more detail and transferred into characterization models for a more

comprehensive assessment of biotic resources.

Evaluating impacts for the AoP natural environment due to biotic resource

extraction is challenging as very few interdependencies within ecosystem elements

and between ecosystems are established. As impacts are highly dependent on local
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and regional factors, specific extraction sites have to be known to adequately

address impacts on biodiversity and LSFs. Thus, one aim could be to develop a

reliable screening indicator which is able to detect potential impacts on the envi-

ronment due to biotic resource extraction. This indicator could be based on plant

and animal population data of the surrounding ecosystem, assuming the potential

loss of biodiversity equals the biodiversity of the ecosystem surrounding the

extraction site. Thus, the indicator might be more adequate for systems resembling

ecosphere conditions, for example, shea trees, than for systems which are highly

influenced by human activities, for example, large agricultural areas. Furthermore,

existing land use methods for forestry could be used as a starting point to address

impacts on the environment due to extraction and depletion of forests.

The assessment of availability of biotic materials from man-controlled cultures

has not been considered so far, even though the importance of man-made biotic

resources outside the food and feed sector is rapidly increasing, especially as energy

sources but also as a substitute material in industrial production systems. Moreover,

resources from nature as well as from man-controlled processes will mainly provide

a similar direct functional value for humans. Services like feed, food, shelter, etc.,

do not necessarily depend on the origin of the biotic resource itself, for example,

wild swine meat will have the same nutritional value as swine meat from agricul-

tural processes. The indirect impacts on the environment deriving from biotic

resource extractions on the other hand are significantly different and have to be

considered in the development of an adequate impact assessment method,

respectively.

Even though for most agri-, silvi-, and aquacultural products depletion is not an

actual issue (exceptions might be plants with long growth periods and low yields

like shea plants), availability aspects, for example, due to economic factors, could

be of relevance as well. As impacts of biotic resource extraction are different from

the impacts arising from extraction of man-made culture (Lindeijer et al. 2002),

different impact assessments are needed to reflect the diverse characteristics of both

biotic resource types (even though some aspects might be similar).

As biotic resources have various uses – in the food sector, as animal feed, as

energy source, or for industrial production processes – availability aspects should

be evaluated in the context of sustainable development to avoid undesired trade-

offs. Increasing availability of biotic resources due to converting natural areas into

agricultural ones can lead to more prosperity within the region (and thus influencing

the social dimension of sustainability) but can also affect life-support functions of

the local ecosystem resulting in damage of the ecosystem (influencing the environ-

mental dimension of sustainability). Therefore, trade-offs need to be identified and

properly assessed to determine the point with the lowest environmental impacts and

highest prosperity.

For man-made biotic resources, impacts caused by extraction should be evalu-

ated as well. As the main reason for biotic resource production is the extraction

itself and impacts of harvesting techniques are considered in other impact catego-

ries, for example, land use or eutrophication, impacts on biodiversity and LSFs due

to actual resource extraction might be only of interest when the analyzed system is
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less influenced by human activities. Even though, there might not be effects on the

surrounding ecosystem due to extraction of maize and excessive removal of, for

example, long-grown trees, even out of managed systems can influence life-support

functions (e.g., Cardinale et al. 2012; Lenzen et al. 2012). Furthermore, when

considering man-made biotic resource availability, aspects are also of relevance

for the AoP natural environment, as studies show that diversity within crop species

can influence the ecosystem quality (e.g., Hajjar et al. 2008).

For a comprehensive and consistent assessment of resource availability in the

context of innovative and complex products, methods need to be developed that

support a comparison of biotic and abiotic resources. However, as biotic resources

are quite inhomogeneous in their characteristics, finding an indicator set to properly

cover all related aspects (e.g., food web features) seems challenging, especially

when considering additional aspects of resource availability.

To increase resource efficiency and to support sustainable development, the

assessment of resource use needs to include additional aspects, beyond current

practice. As resource security is necessary for sustainable production and consump-

tion, the evaluation of resource use should be enhanced considering resource

functionality and toward the assessment of all dimensions of sustainability.

6 Toward Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment

The current evaluation of resource efficiency lacks significance in the context of

sustainable development. The use of LCIA methods and indicators as a basis for the

assessment of resource efficiency, beyond mass-based indicators, enables improved

decision making and increases the significance of results. However, for decision-

making support on a product level and in the context of sustainable development, a

more holistic perspective needs to be applied.

While the environmental dimension is widely discussed and several methods

exist, models for the social and economic dimension of resource availability are still

missing. The assessment of resource availability for products solely in the context

of LCA needs to be challenged. Consideration of resource availability as an

environmental problem does not cover the whole dimension this topic induces.

As outlined in the previous section, resource depletion is only one of several factors

that threaten availability. Criteria affecting economic systems as well as potential

social and environmental constraints to resource provision need to be assessed,

complementary to existing environmental LCA models, to sustain industrial pro-

duction and to increase resilience toward supply disruption (see also Graedel and

Erdmann 2012; UNEP 2010a) (see Fig. 5.5). A comprehensive assessment of

sustainability, enabling product development and implementation to be in line

with considerations of inter- and intragenerational equity, cannot be achieved so

far. In the LCA community, much attention has recently been devoted to the

development of life cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA) (see, e.g., Finkbeiner
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2011; Jørgensen et al. 2013; Kl€opffer 2008; Valdivia et al. 2011), which could also

be applied to accomplish a comprehensive assessment of resource use.

So far, resource availability has only been addressed under the frame of envi-

ronmental assessment. Considering the fact that scarcity of resources can affect

human productivity, a holistic and realistic assessment of resources use has to go

beyond the analysis of mere availability of resources in the natural environment or

the environmental impacts of their extraction and consider the complexity of

sustainable development. Sound material choices and informed product develop-

ment cannot be achieved without considering both the short-term and long-term

availability of mineral resources. A comprehensive evaluation of resource effi-

ciency under consideration of the triple bottom line of sustainability is needed.

An analysis toward LCSA, including also social and economic information, is

essential to find more sustainable means of resource use.

Even though sustainability is nowadays an accepted concept, the challenge of

including all three dimensions into the assessment of resource availability remains.

To bring the comprehensive assessment of resource availability in the context of

increasing the efficiency of resource use into practice, operational approaches and

tools are required. Results need to be presented in a comprehensive yet simple way

and need to be in line with the goals of resource efficiency. While existing methods

and indicators in LCA deliver a first input for the assessment of resource efficiency,

additional indicators are necessary to cover the different dimensions of resource

security and to offer guidance for sustainable decision making.

Sustainable
development

Resource
efficiency

Decreasing
environmental
impacts

Impacts associated
with resource use &
Social constraints to

resource supply

Impacts associated
with resource use &

environmental
constraints to

resource supply

Impacts on stocks &
socio-economic

constraints to resource
supply

Social

Environment

Economic

Secure
resource
supply

Fig. 5.5 Implementation of resource efficiency in the context of sustainable development
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Chapter 6

Input–Output and Hybrid LCA

Shinichiro Nakamura and Keisuke Nansai

Abstract Known as hybrid LCA, integrated use of economic input–output

(IO) analysis and process-based LCA (PLCA) has become a major tool of LCA

inventory analysis. Proceeding from the basics of IO, this chapter discusses the

issues of monetary versus physical data, multiregional extension, end-of-life phase

with waste management and recycling, cost and price (with implications for life

cycle costing), technology choices, and substitution. Besides the strengths of hybrid

LCA, several often-cited “weaknesses” are also addressed.
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MIOT Monetary IO table

MRIO Multiregional input–output table

PIOT Physical IOT

PLCA Process-based LCA

PPP Purchasing power parity

ROW Rest of the world

WIO-MFA Waste input–output material flow analysis

1 Introduction: Economic Input–Output Analysis for Life
Cycle Assessment

Integrating economic input–output analysis (IO) and process-based LCA (PLCA)

has become a major tool of LCA inventory analysis (Suh et al. 2004). This is termed

“hybrid” LCA to refer to the fact that it is an integration of PLCA, the standard or

classical form of LCA, and IO, with the aim of combining the strengths of each

method (Wiedmann 2009). With its roots in the energy analysis literature of the

1970s (Wright 1974; Bullard and Herendeen 1975), the methodological framework

is not in itself new.

This chapter aims to provide a concise yet comprehensive account of hybrid

LCA, with an emphasis on methodological aspects. Reflecting its increased use in

LCA, the literature on hybrid LCA abounds with reviews, among others, in Minx

et al. (2008), Suh (2009), Williams et al. (2009). Our review is comprehensive in

regard to the description of the static IO model, starting from the very basic level of

a one-sector IO. It is further distinguished by its consideration of several topics not

fully discussed in the literature, including the end-of-life (EoL) phase, the cost and

price IO model, and extension from a square to a rectangular technology matrix to

accommodate the presence and choice of alternative technologies. There is also a

discussion of computable general equilibrium (CGE) models, the relevance of

which for LCA is under increasing discussion in connection with consequential

LCA.

2 Basics of Input–Output Analysis for Life Cycle
Assessment

IO is concerned with quantitatively capturing the interdependences among different

sectors of the economy via the flow of input and output flows at high levels of

sectoral resolution. Interdependences emerge because sectors require each other’s
outputs as inputs. Central to IO is the representation of these interdependences in

terms of a matrix of technical coefficients that closely resembles the concept of

technology matrix in LCA (Heijungs and Suh 2002; Suh et al. 2004).
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In LCA, a unit process of production (henceforth, called “unit process” for

simplicity) is the basic entity of production (or any sort of conversion process, to

be general) and is represented by the flow of inputs entering it and outputs leaving

it. The outputs of a unit process are made up of products, by-products, wastes, and

emissions. A unit process can be classified by its major product, the production of

which is the primary purpose of its operation. In the following, the term a “sector”

(of production) is used synonymously with “unit process.” Accordingly, a sector

can be associated with its primary product.

We start with a simple case where each unit process is characterized by a single

product, while in reality joint production is usually the case. The case of joint

production including by-products and wastes is discussed in Sect. 3.4. Issues

associated with the use and make matrices that are frequently employed in the

compilation of IO data (IO table) to cope with the presence of joint products are

discussed in Sect. 3.6.

First we consider the simplest case of an economy consisting of a single

producing sector. While this case may appear odd, given the multi-sectoral nature

of IO, it will help familiarize readers with the basic concepts of IO without

burdening them with mathematics: simple arithmetic suffices. The multi-sectoral

nature of IO is then considered for the case of an economy with two producing

sectors. This involves systems of simultaneous equations. Rewriting these in terms

of matrix algebra yields the basic results of IO, which can be applied to the general

case of n producing sectors.

2.1 Input–Output Model with One Sector

Consider an economy with a single sector producing a single product. Take as an

example the production of grain, with water, soil, nutrients, sunlight, and CO2 all in

abundant supply. Under this condition, seeds are the sole input of concern.

2.1.1 Balance Equations

Write x1 for the amount of product 1 produced (in this example, grain) and x11 for
the amount of product 1 that is inputted for production (seeds). The term x11 refers
to the input consumed in the course of production to produce the output, and is

called the intermediate input: it is used to meet intermediate demand. Writing y1 for
the surplus of production over input yields the following balance:

x1|{z}
output

¼ x11|{z}
intermediate demand

þ y1|{z}
final demand

ð6:1Þ

If this sector is productive, y1> 0. Positive surplus of output over input is a

necessary condition for an economy to be productive; an economy without surplus
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would collapse. Because this sector is the sole sector of production in this economy,

this condition must hold for this economy to be productive. The term y1 is called
final demand, because it is not consumed during production but remains available

for final use. Satisfaction of this demand is the driving force of an economy (see

Sect. 2.3.1 for further details). In the present example of grain, y1> 0 implies the

presence of grain available for household consumption.

2.1.2 IO Coefficient and IO Model

The following simple relationship of proportionality is assumed between the

amount of input, x11, and the amount of output, x1:

x11 ¼ a11x1 ð6:2Þ

a11 refers to the amount of input 1 used to produce one unit of product 1, and is

called the input coefficient. The proportionality between input and output in (6.2)

corresponds to the technology characterized by constant returns to scale, that is,

changes in the level of output do not change the proportion of input to output. This

assumption is implicit in LCA using constant technology coefficients.

Because no output is obtained from zero input, a11 > 0. Furthermore, a11 < 1

must hold for the process to be “productive” as mentioned above. Otherwise, all the

output would be consumed for intermediate use, leaving none left for final use,

satisfaction of which is the very purpose of production. It follows that a11 has to

satisfy the following condition:

0 < a11 < 1 ð6:3Þ

Substitution of (6.2) into (6.1) results in

x1 ¼ a11x1 þ y1 ð6:4Þ

Suppose, now, that one wants to know the amount of production x1 required to

satisfy a given amount of final demand when the state of technology is represented

by input coefficient a11 and there are no immediate constraints on productive

capacity. The answer is given by solving (6.4) for x1:

x1 ¼ 1� a11ð Þ�1y1 > y1 ð6:5Þ

where the existence and positivity of the solution as well as the inequality follow

from (6.3). Though simple, (6.5) encapsulates the essence of IO. The term

ð1� a11Þ�1
represents the Leontief inverse coefficient, a scalar version of the

well-known Leontief inverse matrix, and gives the amount of product 1 that is

directly and indirectly required to satisfy a unit of final demand for the product.
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An alternative way to view this is to resort to the extension of the inverse

coefficient as the sum of an infinite series:

1� a11ð Þ�1 ¼ 1þ a1 þ a211 þ a311 þ � � � ð6:6Þ

where a11 refers to the direct use required to produce one unit of product, or the

input in the first “tier,” a211 to the input required to produce a11, or the input in the

second tier. Conversion of the series follows from (6.3).

2.2 Input–Output with Two Sectors and More

2.2.1 IO with Two Sectors

The presence of inter-sectoral dependence makes the case of two sectors funda-

mentally different from the above case of one sector. This interdependence arises

when a sector used another sector’s output as an input. Writing xij for the input of
product i to sector j, the balance Eq. (6.1) is extended to

x1 ¼ x11 þ x12 þ y1
x2 ¼ x21 þ x22 þ y2

ð6:7Þ

Writing aij, i 6¼ j, for the coefficient that refers to the input of product i per unit of
output of product j,

xij ¼ aijxj, i, j ¼ 1, 2: ð6:8Þ

In accordance with (6.3), it is assumed that the following conditions are satisfied:

aij � 0; ð6:9Þ
1� aii > 0 ð6:10Þ

Substitution of (6.8) into the above balance equations gives

x1 ¼ a11x1 þ a12x2 þ y1
x2 ¼ a21x1 þ a22x2 þ y2

ð6:11Þ

or

1� a11ð Þx1 � a12x2 ¼ y1
�a21x1 � 1� a22ð Þx2 þ y2

ð6:12Þ

The amounts of x1 and x2 that are required to satisfy the final demand are then given

by
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x1 ¼ 1� a22
d

y1 þ
a12
d
y2 ¼ b11y1 þ b12y2

x2 ¼ a21
d
y1 þ

1� a11
d

y2 ¼ b21y1 þ b22y2

ð6:13Þ

where

d ¼ 1� a11ð Þ 1� a22ð Þ � a12a21 ð6:14Þ

Nonnegativity of solution follows if (6.10) and

d ¼ 1� a11ð Þ 1� a22ð Þ � a12a21 > 0 ð6:15Þ

are satisfied, which in input–output economics are together called Hawkins–

Simon (HS) condition. This condition is the productive condition for the

two-sector case.

Because negative production makes no sense, the HS condition must always be

satisfied. As the number of sectors grows, its calculation becomes increasingly

cumbersome, however. Fortunately, practitioners of IO can make use of the fol-

lowing useful theoretical result.

Theorem 1 Nikaido (1970) The following conditions (I), (II), and (HS) are
equivalent:

(I) For a certain f i > 0, i ¼ 1, 2, (6.12) has a nonnegative solution xi � 0, i ¼ 1, 2.

(II) For anyf i � 0, i ¼ 1, 2, (6.12) has a nonnegative solution.
(HS) 1� aii > 0, i ¼ 1, 2 and d> 0.

The practical usefulness of this theorem follows from the fact that in real

application of IO, it is usual practice to obtain the required input coefficients

from the IO table of a real economy. In such tables, final demand and production

volumes are positive, and hence the above condition (I) is automatically met. It

follows from the theorem that the input coefficients thus obtained satisfy (HS), and

the quantity model (6.12) always has nonnegative solutions for any nonnegative

final demand. In short, for the input coefficients obtained from real IO data, one

does not have to bother with (HS). The theorem does not hold, however, if certain

aij are negative, which may be the case in both IO and LCA if by-products are

involved (see Sect. 3.4 below).

2.2.2 IO with n Sectors

Using matrix notation and algebra, extension of IO from two sectors to an arbitrary

number of sectors n is straightforward. Use of matrices is essential, for otherwise

notation becomes too messy. It is worth pointing out that matrices are routinely

used in PLCA as well (Minx et al. 2008). Furthermore, the structure of IO and

matrix based PLCA is almost identical computationally (Suh et al. 2004).
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For ease of elucidation, we first consider the case of n¼ 2, with the understand-

ing that once the basic formulae have been derived, they are applicable to any n� 1.

In matrix notation, (6.11) can be written as

x1
x2

� �
|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

x

¼ a11 a12
a21 a22

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

A

x1
x2

� �
|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

x

þ y1
y2

� �
|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

y

ð6:16Þ

or

x ¼ Axþ y ð6:17Þ

and (6.12) as

I � Að Þx ¼ y ð6:18Þ

where

I ¼ 1 0

0 1

� �
ð6:19Þ

and the solution

x ¼ ðI � AÞ�1y ð6:20Þ

The HS condition for A in Theorem 1 now reads that all the principal minors of

I � A are positive, which is given by (6.10) and (6.15) for the case of n¼ 2.

Equation 6.20 is the fundamental equation in IO, and the inverse matrix on the

right-hand side is called the Leontief inverse matrix.

2.3 Input–Output Tables and Data

In terms of the provision of data for analysis, IO differs considerably from PLCA by

the fact that the underlying data of IO, IO table (IOT), is an essential component of

every national accounting system, and is routinely compiled and published on

regular bases in a large number of nations/regions. Its principal aim has been and

is to record all the flows among production sectors of the economy including both

goods and services that occurred in a given nation/region within a given year: the

use in LCA is not its immediate aim. Accordingly, in most cases, publicly available

IOTs would need some modifications and/or extensions before they can be applied

to LCA. Prerequisite for it is a proper understanding of the basic structure of
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publicly available IO tables, to a brief description of which we now turn (see

standard text books like Miller and Blair (2009) for details).

2.3.1 Final and Intermediate Demand in IO Accounts

In the input–output accounts, final demand or final use transactions consist of the

transactions that make up the final expenditure components of GDP (gross domestic

product): personal consumption expenditures, fixed investment, change in inven-

tories, exports of goods and services, imports of goods and services, and govern-

ment consumption expenditures and fixed investment (including investment by

government enterprises) (Horowitz and Planting 2009). Intermediate consumption

includes goods and services, such as energy, materials, and purchased services,

which are entirely used up by producers in the course of production to produce

output of goods and services during the accounting period. These inputs are

sometimes referred to as current account expenditures. They do not include any

capital account purchases that refer to durable goods that are used over a number of

years (United Nations 2003; Bureau of Economic Analysis 2009).

2.3.2 IO Tables and National Accounts

The Basic Balance in an Economy

For any economy, the total supply of goods and services originating from both

domestic and foreign sources must equal the total consumption of the economy

(United Nations (2003)). Accordingly, for any product (goods and services) the

following balance holds

outputþ imports ¼ intermediate consumptionþ final consumption

þ gross capital formationþ exports
ð6:21Þ

or, using our notations,

xdi þ xmi ¼
X
j

ððxdij þ xmij Þ þ ðydiC þ ymiCÞþ

ðydiI þ ymiI Þ þ ðydiX þ ymiXÞÞ
ð6:22Þ

where the superscript d refers to domestic flow andm to the imported flow,C to final

consumption, I to gross capital formation, and X to export. xmij refers to the

intermediate consumption in sector j of i of domestic origin, ymiC to the final

consumption of imported i, and ydiX to the export of domestic i. The export of

imported i, ymiX will in many cases be zero.
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The equality between supply and demand holds because of the inclusion in gross

capital formation of any change in the level of inventory. A surplus of supply over

demand is counted as an increase in the stock of inventory, and an excess of demand

over supply as a decrease in the stock. When measured in monetary terms, we also

have

gross value added ¼ output� intermediate consumption

¼ final consumptionþ gross capital formation

þexports� imports

ð6:23Þ

Value added consists of the costs, such as compensation, profits, and depreciation,

which are related to these inputs, or compensations for labor and capital services

(Bureau of Economic Analyses 2009). Denoting the flow in monetary terms by

attaching ‘*’, this becomesX
j

v*j ¼
X
j

xd*j �
X
i, j

xd*ij þ xm*ij

� �
¼X

j¼C, I

X
i

yd*ij þ ym*ij

� �
þ
X
i

yd*iX �
X

j¼C, I,X

X
i

ym*ij
ð6:24Þ

where v*j refers to gross value added generated in sector j.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

In the presence of taxes and subsidies on goods and services, taxes have to be added

to output and subsidies subtracted from output in order to arrive at a uniform

valuation of supply and uses (United Nations 2003). Recalling the definition of

GDP by production approach, it follows that:

GDP ¼ outputþ taxes� subsidies� intermediate consumption

¼ final consumptionþ gross capital formationþ exports� imports:

ð6:25Þ

From (6.23), it then follows that:

GDP ¼ gross value addedþ taxes� subsidies

¼ compensation for labor and capital services

þ taxes� subsidies

ð6:26Þ

From (6.25) to (6.26), the following expression holds for output:

output ¼ intermediate inputsþ gross value added

þ taxes less subsidies
ð6:27Þ
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Writing L�j and K�
j for the amount of labor and capital compensation generated in

sector j, if each product is produced in a single and unique sector, it follows that:

xd*j ¼
X
i

xd*ij þ xm*ij

� �
þ L*j þ K*

j þ TS*j ð6:28Þ

where TS�j refers to the amount of taxes minus subsidies on product j.

Monetary IO Table

Table 6.1 gives a schematic representation of a two-sector monetary IOT (MIOT).

For the sake of simplicity, foreign trades (export and import) are neglected. In each

of the rows referring to production sectors, the (first three) elements add up to the

sectoral output (the amount of product), as in Eq. (6.22). Summing the (first four)

elements of each of the columns referring to production sectors gives the sectoral

output as well, as in Eq. (6.28).

Cost Equations

Labor services and capital services are called primary factors of production to refer

to the fact that they are not reproduced in the system. While the items occurring in

the intermediate flow matrix are being produced by endogenous production sectors,

there are no endogenous sectors responsible for the provision of capital and labor

services. There are many types of labor, say, manual workers, office clerks,

managers, engineers, and scientists. Accordingly, L�j can be decomposed into its

individual components:

L∗j ¼
Xl
i¼1

pLiLij ð6:29Þ

where l refers to the number of types of labor; pLi to the compensation per labor of

type i, that is, wage rate; and Lij to the number of labor force participants of type i in
sector j. In economics, it is usual to assume that L�j can be further represented as a

product of an aggregate of wage rates PLj and an aggregate of labor QLj as follows

(Caves et al. 1982):

L∗j ¼
Xl
i¼1

pLiLij ¼ PLjQLj ð6:30Þ
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The aggregate QLj is usually obtained by weighting the number of participants of

each labor type with some measure of its contribution to production (Jorgenson

1988). Formally, writing gL for an aggregator function of l types of labor, we have:

QLj ¼ gL L1j; L2j; . . . ; Llj
� 	 ð6:31Þ

OnceQLj has been obtained, division of L
�
j by it would give the price aggregate PLj.

Simply estimating QLj on the basis of the numerical size of the labor force is

equivalent to assuming homogeneity of all types of labor in sector j. Analogously,
K�
j can be represented as the product of an aggregate of prices of capital services

PKj and an aggregate of capital services QKj:

K*
j ¼

Xk
i¼1

pKiKij ¼ PKjQKj; ð6:32Þ

where k, PKj, and QKj refer to the capital counterparts of the variables occurring in

(6.30). Calculation of QKj may be more challenging than that of labor, because

measuring “capital service” is less straightforward than counting the number of

workers of a given type. For further details about index numbers and aggregation in

economics, see Caves et al. (1982) and Jorgenson (1988).

In the case where for any product the same price applies to all its use, it follows

from (6.28) that

pd
j x

d
j ¼

X
i

pd
i x

d
ij þ pm

i x
m
ij

� �
þ PLjQLj þ PKjQKj þ TS*j ð6:33Þ

Division of both the sides by xj gives the following expression for the price of

output:

pd
j ¼

X
i

pd
i a

d
ij þ pm

i a
m
ij

� �
þ PLjaLj þ PKjaKj þ ts*j ð6:34Þ

where ts�j refers to the amount of taxes less subsidies on product j per unit of its

quantity. Note that the right-hand side of (6.34) gives the cost of production per unit

Table 6.1 Schematic representation of a MIOT with two production sectors

Sector 1 Sector 2 Final demand Output (row sum)

Sector 1 x*11 x*12 y*1 x*1
Sector 2 x*21 x*22 y*2 x*2
Value added v*1 v*2
Taxes less subsidies TS*1 TS*2
Output (column sum) x*1 x*2
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of product j. Accordingly, (6.34) can be called the unit cost function. The price of

output is equal to the unit cost because profits or business surplus are included in

capital compensation.

Producer and Purchaser Prices

In creating an actual MIOT, the standard price used for creating the items in

Table 6.1 will become an issue. According to Lenzen et al. (2012a), the transaction

price of a product has five elements: basic price, taxes, subsidies, trade margin, and

transport margin. Adding taxes and subsidies to the basic price yields the producer

price: the price pdj in (6.34) refers to the producer price. Further adding trade and

transport margins yields the purchaser price.

2.3.3 The Units of Measurement: Physical Versus Monetary

IOT is designed to capture the flow of all the goods and services of the economy.

Most services have no physical units, while for material products, a common

physical unit is hard to conceive. Accordingly, monetary unit emerges as the

most common units of measurement. With minor exceptions, the IOTs currently

in use are not in physical units, but in units of value, because they are compiled

using data on economic transactions measured in value units. It is therefore usually

the case that the input coefficients are derived from a given IOT measured in value

units.

Writing a�ij for the monetary counterpart (monetary input coefficient) of the

physical input coefficient aij obtained from an MIOT like in Table 6.1 gives

a*ij ¼
x*ij
x*j

ð6:35Þ

Given that it is not physical but monetary coefficients that can be obtained from an

MIOT, it is of great importance to know if the results of abovementioned analysis

based on physical coefficients also hold for the monetary coefficients. Weisz and

Duchin (2006) have shown that when the same input price level holds for all the

users of that input.

The two models are the same except for the change of unit operation, and the vector of unit

prices provides the information needed for the change of unit (Weisz and Duchin 2006,

p. 536).

In the following, their result is briefly outlined.
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Case 1: Input Price Is the Same for All Users

Let x�ij, y
�
j , and x

�
j be xij, yj, and xj measured in monetary units (Table 6.1). Let pi be

the price of input i, and assume that it applies to all its users. It then follows that

x*ij ¼ pixij, x
*
j ¼ pjxj, y

*
j ¼ pjyj ð6:36Þ

Accordingly, for input coefficients obtained from an MIOT (6.35), the following

holds:

a*ij ¼
pixij
pjxj

¼ aij
pi
pj

ð6:37Þ

Now consider whether use of monetary coefficient a�ij in place of physical coeffi-

cient aij has any effects on a solution such as (6.20), that is, whether the inverse

coefficients b�ij obtained from a�ij differ from those based on aij. For b
�
12 we have

from (6.11)

b∗12 ¼
a∗12

ð1� a∗11Þð1� a∗22Þ � a∗12a
∗
21

¼ a12p1=p2
ð1� a∗11p1=p1Þð1� a∗22p2=p2Þ � a12p1=p2a21p2=p1

¼ a12
ð1� a11Þð1� a22Þ � a12a21

p1
p2

¼ b12
p1
p2

ð6:38Þ

It follows that the use of monetary coefficients in place of physical coefficients

leads to no changes in induced effects, the only difference being the difference in

the unit of measurement (seeWeisz and Duchin (2006) for more formal discussion).

Case 2: Input Price Is User Specific

If the input price is user specific, or in other words nonhomogeneous, the following

holds

a*ij ¼
pijxij

pjxj
¼ aij

pij
pj

ð6:39Þ

and the expression for b*12 becomes
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b∗12 ¼
a12p12=p2

ð1� a11p1=p1Þð1� a22p2=p2Þ � a12p12=p2a21p21=p1

¼ a12ðp12=p2Þ
ð1� a11Þð1� a22Þ � a12a21ðp12p21Þ=ðp1p2Þ

ð6:40Þ

which does not reduce to (6.38) unless p12 ¼ p1 and p21 ¼ p2. The presence of user
specific (heterogeneous) input prices thus has severe consequences for the use of

input coefficients obtained from an MIOT. A high level of sector aggregation is a

major reason for the existence of heterogeneous prices, because it results in the

mixing of a large number of different products with different prices as aggregated

inputs and outputs. This can be coped with by increasing the resolution of the

MIOT, that is, by employing more detailed sectoral classifications (see Weisz and

Duchin (2006) for further discussion).

Accommodating Price Variations Over Time by Price Indices

Product prices vary over time in response to changes in demand and supply

conditions, among other things. Changes in the input coefficients taken from the

MIOTs for different years, the current year, and a base year, say, reflect both

changes in prices and changes in underlying physical input–output relationships.

It is often important to isolate the former changes from the latter. This can be

facilitated by harmonizing the price levels (i.e., converting current price levels to

base or reference levels) using price indices (see Miller and Blair 2009, p. 157;

Nakamura and Kondo 2009, p. 40).

Accommodating Price Variations Over Space

Product prices of products generally vary not only over time but geographically as

well, making comparison of the MIOTs of different regions/countries problemati-

cal. Simple conversion using exchange rates of various currencies relative to a

reference currency like the US dollar is unable to capture geographical differences

in relative prices. This is an example of the user-specific price levels mentioned

above. Resorting to spatial price indices, known as purchasing power parity (PPP)

indices, is a possible way to address this issue (ICP, Hertwich and Peters 2010).

Conversion of MIOT to Physical Flows of Materials: WIO-MFA

If there is price homogeneity among users, an MIOT can be transformed into a

physical IOT (PIOT) in a straightforward fashion. Its multiplication by the inverse

of the diagonal matrix of the vector of relevant price indices gives rise to the

corresponding PIOT. While this conversion gives physical flows, they refer to the
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weight-based aggregation of diverse materials with differing potentials for envi-

ronmental effects. For an LCA, disaggregated flows of individual materials/sub-

stances would be more useful. Waste input–output material flow analysis

(WIO-MFA) (Nakamura and Nakajima 2005; Nakamura et al. 2007) is a method-

ology that meets this requirement. At the core of this methodology is the derivation,

from physical information on the sectoral use of materials, of a matrix of material

composition that gives the composition of products in terms of a given set of

materials. WIO-MFA can convert an MIOT into the corresponding PIOT in terms

of individual materials (examples include Nakamura et al. (2009) for PVC and

Nakajima et al. (2013) for elements of alloy steel such as Ni, Cr, and Mo).

Furthermore, WIO-MFA enables estimation of the flow of specific materials/sub-

stances associated with particular products (see Nakamura et al. 2011) for the flows

of primary and secondary steel associated with a car, and Ohno et al. (2014) for the

flows of ferrous materials recovered from EoL cars).

In the following, it is assumed that the price of a product is the same for all its

users. The input coefficients obtained from an MIOT are treated as equivalent to

those from physical data. Accordingly, not A* ¼ ða*ijÞ but A ¼ aij
� 	

will be used as

the matrix of input coefficients throughout the rest of this chapter, although in

reality these have been mostly obtained from MIOT.

2.3.4 Imports

Imports were mentioned above in relation to national accounts, but have not yet

been explicitly taken into account in the IO model. Imports can be described as

competitive or complementary (noncompetitive) according to whether or not the

products in question are produced domestically (Stone 1961 p. 55). In countries at

high altitude, bananas and coffee are noncompetitive imports, while for many of

them, textiles and electronics are competitive. The distinction is a relative one, and

will change depending on the level of resolution of product definition. Many

products will become noncompetitive as product classification becomes finer,

while the converse will hold as classification becomes coarser.

The IO model can be broken down into a competitive import model and a

noncompetitive import model, in accordance with whether products of domestic

and foreign origin are regarded as competitive or noncompetitive.

Competitive IO Model

In the competitive IO model, a given product j can be supplied by both domestic

and foreign sources. Accordingly, the balance of output is given by (6.22). Sub-

traction of imports from both sides of (6.22) gives
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xdi ¼
X
j

ðxdij þ xmij Þ þ ðydiC þ ymiCÞ

þ ðydiI þ ymiI Þ þ ðydiX þ ymiXÞ � xmi

¼
X
j

xij þ yiC þ yiI þ yiX � xmi :

ð6:41Þ

Henceforth, the expression H ¼ hij
� 	

refers to a matrix H with hij as its i; jð Þ-th
element. Stacking the above equation for alln sectors and using matrix notation, this

becomes

xd ¼ Axd þ y� xm ð6:42Þ

where A ¼ aij
� 	

with

aij ¼
xdij þ xmij

xdj
ð6:43Þ

The presence of xmij in the definition of aij implies the dependence of imports, xm, on

domestic production, xd, which needs to be taken into account in (6.42) as in (6.20).
Following the Chenery–Moses model (Moses 1955)), define the share of imports in

total domestic demand, μi, as

μi ¼
xmiX

j
xij þ

X
k
yik

¼ xmiX
j
aijx

d
j þ

X
k
yik

ð6:44Þ

or in matrix notation

diag μð Þ ¼ diag xmð Þ diag Axd þ y
� 	�1

; ð6:45Þ

where diag(z) refers to a diagonal matrix with the elements of vector z occurring in
its diagonal elements. By use of μ, (6.42) becomes

xd ¼ Axd þ y� diag μð Þ Axd þ y
� 	 ð6:46Þ

with solution

xd ¼ I � I � diag μð Þð ÞAð Þ�1 I � diag μð Þð Þy ð6:47Þ

The demand for imports is then given by
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xm ¼ diag μð Þ Axd þ y
� 	

¼ diag μð Þ A I � I � diag μð Þð ÞAð Þ�1 I � diag μð Þð Þyþ y
� � ð6:48Þ

Noncompetitive IO Model

In the noncompetitive IO model, the counterpart of (6.41) needs to be written for

domestic and imported product separately because of the absence of homogeneous

counterparts:

xdi ¼
X
j

xdij þ ydi , i ¼ 1, . . . , n

xmi ¼
X
j

xmij þ ymi , i ¼ 1, . . . , nm
ð6:49Þ

where nm may differ from n. In matrix notation, this becomes

xd ¼ Adxd þ yd

xm ¼ Amxd þ ym
ð6:50Þ

where Am ¼ am
ij

� �
with

am
ij ¼ xmij

xdj
; ð6:51Þ

and the solution is given by

xd ¼ I � Ad
� 	�1

yd

xm ¼ Am I � Ad
� 	�1

yd þ ym
ð6:52Þ

2.3.5 Multiregional Extension

The above model is a domestic country-centric model, focused solely on the

domestic economy. In other words, the analysis is of one direction, with its focus

on the effects on the exporting economy of the domestic economy, but not on the

effects other way round. For instance, in today’s globalized supply chain, an

increase in the import of a group of products, say consumer products, may result

in an increase in the export of other groups of products, say materials. Consider-

ation of these mutual interdependences via foreign trade requires multiregional

extension of the IO model. A multiregional input–output table (MRIO) covers a
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number of nations or regions with a certain geographic resolution. For a single

country, the whole country serves as the system boundary, while there are MRIOs

that amalgamate countries into multiple regions. MRIOs that encompass the eco-

nomic activities of multiple countries, taking their borders as the system boundary,

are called international IOTs.

Two-Country Case

For the sake of simplicity, consider first the case where there are only two countries

(regions) in the world (a domestic country and the rest of the world), countries a and
b. Furthermore, set the number of products equal to, say, n, across the two countries.
Supposing that a refers to the domestic country above, Eq. (6.49) can be rewritten

as

xai ¼
X
j

x aaij þ yaai|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
use in a

þ
X
j

xabij þ yabi|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
x ab
i : export to b

xbai ¼
X
j

x baij þ ybai|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
x ba
i : export to a

ð6:53Þ

where xabij refers to the intermediate use of i, say, steel, produced in country a to

produce j, say, cars, in country b, and ybai refers to the final use in country a of i, say,
an aircraft, produced in country b.

Extending this model to a MRIO requires introduction of a component referring

to the use of xbi in country b:

xai ¼
X
j

xaaij þ xabij

� �
þ yaai þ yabi
� 	

xbi ¼
X
j

xbaij þ xbbij

� �
þ ybai þ ybbi
� 	 ð6:54Þ

Stacking these equations for all the products and using obvious matrix notation, it

follows that

xa ¼ Aaaxa þ Aabxb þ yaa þ yab

xb ¼ Abaxa þ Abbxb þ yba þ ybb
ð6:55Þ

or
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xa

xb

� �
¼ Aaa Aab

Aba Abb

� �
xa

xb

� �
þ yaa þ yab

yba þ ybb

� �
ð6:56Þ

where Aab ¼ aab
ij

� �
and yba ¼ ybai

� 	
, with solution

xa

xb

� �
¼ I � Aaa �Aab

�Aba I � Abb

 !�1
yaa þ yab

yba þ ybb

� �

¼ Baa Bab

Bba Bbb

 !
yaa þ yab

yba þ ybb

� � ð6:57Þ

This model provides an easy way to quantitatively assess the interdependence of

international supply chains. Suppose, for instance, that a is intensive in manufactur-

ing sectors, while b is intensive in resource sectors. An increase in the export of cars
from a to b may result in an increase in the export of iron ore from b to a. These

effects can be captured by bbaij y
ab
j with i ¼ iron ore and j ¼ car.

n Country Case

Extension of (6.56) to an arbitrary number of countries/regions, say, from a ¼
Afghanistan to z ¼ Zimbabwe, is straightforward, at least conceptually:

xa

⋮
xz

0B@
1CA ¼

Aaa � � � Aaz

⋮ � � � � � �
Aza � � � Azz

0B@
1CA xa

⋮
xz

0B@
1CA

þ

X
J¼a, ...z

yaJ

⋮X
J¼a, ...z

yzJ

0BB@
1CCA

ð6:58Þ

Actual compilation of an n-country MRIO is still quite a challenging task, however.

Besides the compilation of mutually consistent multiregional trade flow matrices,

this applies in particular to the conversion of national/country MIOTs to common

price and classification levels (Hertwich and Peters 2010; Timmer 2012; Lenzen

et al. 2013) (see the above discussion about PPP in Sect. 2.3.3).

Available World MRIO Database

Several organizations are currently developing MRIO tables for the entire global

economy, some of which are available to the public free of charge or for a fee. Each of

these employ a different set of years, countries, and regions, as well as a different

system of sectoral classification. A number of them use the compiled data to estimate

sectoral environmental burdens and suchlike, which are presented in satellite

accounts. The following introduces the mainMRIO tables that are currently available.
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The Institute of Developing Economies, Japan External Trade Organization

(IDE-JETRO), has developed Asian international input–output tables (AIIOTs)

encompassing 76 sectors in each of ten countries, including East Asian countries

and the USA, for every 5 years between 1975 and 2005, and provides the 2005 table

and those thereafter free of charge (OECD web).

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has

prepared intercountry input–output (ICIO) tables comprising data for 58 countries

including the “rest of the world (ROW),” which are also provided free of charge

(OECD web). Tables are currently available for 1995, 2000, 2005, 2008, and 2009.

The Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) of the Center for Global Trade

Analysis, Purdue University, offers the GTAP database for a fee (GTAP web).

The current, latest version, GTAP8, has tables for 2004 and 2007, comprising

129 countries and regions, including the ROW, each of which consists of 57 endog-

enous sectors. These tables are supplemented by satellite data on such issues as

energy consumption, CO2 emissions, and land use. While the GTAP database is not

in fact founded on the MRIO accounting framework, MRIO tables can be

constructed from the data provided (Peters et al. 2011).

A New Environmental Accounting Framework Using Externality Data and

Input–Output Tools for Policy Analysis (EXIOPOL), an EU research project

conducted between 2007 and 2011, prepared a year 2000 MRIO table composed

of 44 countries, including the ROW, each of which consists of 129 sectors

(EXIOBASE web). Extensive satellite data on environmental burden and resource

use were used to estimate 30 types of environmental load and 80 types of resource

use for each sector.

The World Input–Output Database: Construction and Applications (WIOD)

project, another EU research project, carried out between 2009 and 2012,

constructed MRIO tables for each year from 1995 to 2009, which are provided

free of charge (WIO Database web). The MRIO tables are defined based on a

classification comprising 35 industries and 59 products and are supplemented by

satellite data on energy consumption, CO2 emissions, land use, water consumption,

and other inputs as environmental burden data.

ISA (Integrated Sustainability Analysis), at the University of Sydney, has

developed and made available free of charge the Eora MRIO database consisting

of 15,909 sectors� 15,909 sectors in a total of 187 countries, each of which

includes 25–500 sectors (Eora MRIO web). Tables were prepared for each of the

years from 1990 to 2009. The satellite data are also useful, covering such issues as

energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, ecological footprint, water foot-

print, and effect on endangered species listed by the International Union for

Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

A number of country-based footprint analyses have been conducted using the

MRIO data outlined above. Examples include studies of carbon footprints using

GTAP (Hertwich and Peters 2009; Davis and Caldeira 2010), footprints of land use

and water consumption (Steen-Olsen et al. 2012; Weinzettel et al. 2013), biodiver-

sity footprints using Eora (Lenzen et al. 2012b), and worker footprints (Alsamawi

et al. (2014)). Furthermore, a health impact footprint of PM2.5 that incorporates
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consideration of atmospheric advection and diffusion of particles has been calcu-

lated using AIIOT (Takahashi et al. 2014).

2.4 Cost and Price Models in IO

A feature of IO that appears to be less well known, at least in the LCA and IE, is that

it can also be used to consider the effects on product prices of the prices of primary

factors. Let pd be a 1� n vector with the price of domestic product i as its i-th
element and pm be the corresponding vector of import prices. Writing (6.34) in a

matrix form

pd ¼ pdAd þ pmAm þ PLaL þ PKaK þ ts*; ð6:59Þ

and solving for pd gives

pd ¼ ðpmAm þ PLaL þ PKaK þ ts∗ÞðI � AdÞ�1: ð6:60Þ

The prices occurring in the first parenthesis on the right-hand side are given from

outside, that is, they are exogenous to the system under consideration: there is no

mechanism in the above IO model to determine these prices. Accordingly, (6.60)

can be used to assess the effects on domestic prices of changes in these exogenous

prices and/or the rate of taxes minus subsidies.

The above price model was derived for a noncompetitive import model. The

competitive import version of (6.60) is given by

pd ¼ ðpmdiagðμÞAþ PLaL þ PKaK þ ts∗Þ
ðI � ðI � diagðμÞAÞÞ�1:

ð6:61Þ

In essence, the price model states that the price of an endogenous product is

determined by the price of exogenous inputs and technology. It may seem surpris-

ing that the model contains no variables referring to the magnitude of demand,

which may appear counterintuitive to the notion that prices are determined by

supply and demand conditions. This apparently counterintuitive feature of the

price model follows from the assumption of the underlying technology being

subject to constant returns to scale (see Sect. 2.1.2), which manifests itself in the

unit cost of production being independent of the level of production (see (6.34)).

Note that this feature applies equally to the quantity model (6.20), manifesting

itself in production levels being independent of price levels. In short, in the standard

IO model, the levels of output and price are determined independently of one

another. This feature enables one to consider the effects on production of a change

in final demand without bothering about the effects of the latter on price levels: a

great simplification of analysis. A brief account of the case where this simplification

is not assumed is provided in Sect. 7.2.1
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3 Input–Output LCA

3.1 EEIO: Environmentally Extended IO

Let there be m types of emissions such as SOx, PM, and CO2, the amounts of which

can be regarded as proportional to the use of certain inputs in production processes.

Denote by D ¼ ðdkjÞ an m� n matrix, with dkj referring to the amount of emission

(or environmental burden, to be more general) k emitted from production sector j.
Division of dkj by xj gives the amount of emission k per unit of production, rkj: LetR
be the m� n matrix with rkj as its elements that is called the unit environmental

burden matrix. From (6.20), the amounts of emission, e¼(ek), that are directly and

indirectly generated in satisfying a given final demand y are given by

e ¼ R I � Að Þ�1y ð6:62Þ

This is the fundamental equation of IO-LCA. In the language of LCA, y refers to
the functional unit. If one is concerned with the emissions originating from the

production of final product j, say, a car, the components of y should be equal to zero
except its j component, yj. It is noteworthy that the matrix I � Að Þ corresponds to the
technology matrix in PLCA (Heijungs and Suh 2002).

The above calculation does not consider the use phase. As a result, IO-LCA is

often designated as “cradle to gate.” Consideration of the use phase is straightfor-

ward, however. The additional emission from the use phase of product j, say, a car,
can be obtained by including in y the consumption volumes of all the items

consumed in the use phase, such as fuel, spare parts, and repair services:

y ¼

acar

fuel

repairparts

0

⋮

0BBBB@
1CCCCA ð6:63Þ

In contrast to the use phase, consideration of the EoL phase (including recycling of

by-products/wastes) is not straightforward, and requires nontrivial extensions of the

standard IO model as shown below in Sect. 3.4.2 (Nakamura and Kondo 2002).

Also missing in the above calculation is the production of capital goods required for

the production of goods and services. The matrix A refers to the intermediate flow

of goods and services, and excludes the flow of capital goods such as machines,

equipment, buildings, and infrastructures that are necessary for the realization of x.
While many life cycle assessment case studies neglect the production of capital

goods, it is doubtful if capital goods can be excluded per se (Frischknecht

et al. 2007). Thus, it seems sensible to include capital goods production in EEIO.

Before touching upon these issues, this section starts with a discussion about

methodological issues associated with the integration of PLCA and IO.
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3.2 Hybrid IO-LCA

As described by Suh et al. (2004), the greatest problem of using input–output tables

for LCA is that inventory analysis is limited to the products and services in the

sector classifications defined by the input–output table. The greatest advantage of

using input–output tables for LCA is that the system boundaries for the analysis

comprehensively cover a country’s entire economy. The flip-side is that because it

is comprehensive, the degree of sectoral resolution is low; in other words, the

classification of goods and industries becomes coarser. For example, the input–

output table for Japan, with among the world’s highest sectoral resolutions, is

composed of about 400 product sectors. The sectoral categories of an input–output

table are defined on the basis of single-product groups (of goods or services) for

economic activities of large monetary value or for products meriting future atten-

tion, while items of small monetary value are generally combined into aggregates.

For a sector defined across multiple products, inventory analysis focused on a single

product cannot be conducted.

A specific example from Japan’s input–output tables is helpful here. The 2005

table has sectors that include “personal computers,” “commercial residential air

conditioners,” and “cameras.” Inventory analysis can therefore be conducted for

each of these individual items. However, the “other electrical equipment and

devices” sector includes silicon wafers, lighting sockets, permanent magnets, and

solar photovoltaic cells. Thus, an LCA of photovoltaic cells would include the other

products, too. Even for a sector defined for a single product such as personal

computers, this includes desktop computers as well as laptop computers. Despite

the materials and processes they embody differing, they are nonetheless aggregated

into a single sector. An analysis reflecting the differences between these two

products cannot therefore be performed solely on the basis of this input–output

table. Although the USA and Korea have developed input–output tables comprising

about 500 and 400 categories, respectively, the tables developed by the Statistical

Office of the European Communities have only around 60 categories for each

European country, making LCAs of individual products using these categories

directly almost impossible.

Hybrid IO-LCA is an approach with which these constraints can be overcome. In

this method, process data are collected separately on goods for which conventional

input–output tables cannot reflect appropriate production processes because of their

coarse sectoral classifications, and then added as a supplement to the input–output

tables. It is called a hybrid method because it combines bottom-up LCA inventory

analysis based on a stacking method with top-down input–output table inventory

analysis. This hybrid method has been widely used since its initial application in

energy analysis in the 1970s. There are three methodologies for hybrid LCA (Suh

and Huppes 2005): tiered hybrid analysis, input–output-based hybrid analysis, and

integrated hybrid analysis. In the following sections, the main features of each of

these methodologies are introduced.
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3.2.1 Tiered Hybrid Analysis

Tiered hybrid analysis is the simplest of the hybrid LCA methodologies; its

advantage is its ease of use. For example, consider an LCA for a notebook

computer. Because the sectoral classification of the input–output table has no

specific category for notebook personal computers, inventory data on the produc-

tion stages of such computers must be collected by the process method. The energy

consumption in the use stage and the waste management fees for the end-of-life

stage are then specified, and input–output table analysis is used for inventory

analysis of these two stages. Thus, inventory data for several important production

stages as well as the product data required for the use and end-of-life stages are

gathered, and the analysis of inventory data upstream from that of the collected data

is supplemented by input–output analysis.

This method can be formalized as follows. The LCA technology matrixA
e ¼ ðaeij Þ

comprises inventory data obtained by the process method. The element aeij is the

input or output of good i to or from process j. This corresponds to the description of

the materials and energy in the production stage of the notebook computer. The

emissions rekj for environmental burdenk per unit operation of process jare an element

of the unit environmental burden matrix R
e ¼ ðreij Þ. If ye ¼ ðyei Þ is the vector for the

functional unit of assessment, e.g., per notebook computer, the direct and indirect

emissions of environmental burden k per functional unit become R
e eA�1 y

e
. Let y

¼ yið Þ be the vector determining the functional unit for the input–output table sector.

The costs of energy consumption during use and end-of-life management obtained

and the values of each corresponding to sector i are set to yi. The direct and indirect

environmental burden k per functional unit y becomes the emissionsR I � Að Þ�1
. The

total of the environmental burden from the process method and that from the input–

output table analysis is the emissionseTH from the tiered hybrid analysis, as expressed

by Eq. (6.64):

eTH ¼ eReA�1ey þ R I � Að Þ�1y ð6:64Þ

Although this method is simple, it does not take into consideration the interrela-

tionship of y
e
and yor that ofA

e
andA. Thus, even if the LCA system described by the

process method impacts the economic system described by the input–output table,

for example, that impact cannot be considered. Additionally, because the produc-

tion system for the process method is, as a general rule, theoretically included in the

transactions of the input–output table for the same year, one must be aware of the

possibility of double counting the inventory, depending on how the functional unit
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is specified. This double-counting problem violates the clarity of the system

boundary, which is the greatest advantage of input–output analysis. To avoid

double counting, Strømman et al. (2009), Strømman (2009), and Lenzen (2009)

have developed a methodology to apply structural path analysis (SPA) to input–

output table analysis. Lenzen and Crawford (2009) have also proposed the path

exchange method, which uses SPA, and have used it for an environmental assess-

ment of different departments of a university (Baboulet and Lenzen 2010).

3.2.2 IO-Based Hybrid Analysis

IO-based hybrid analysis does not link inventory data obtained by the process

method; rather, it subdivides the sectoral classification of the input–output table.

Because this method maintains the calculation system of the input–output table, the

spatial system boundary remains the whole of a single country. Subdivision of

categories involves division of the personal computer sector i into a “Notebook

computer” sector ia and an “Other personal computers” sector ib, for example. In

this case, because the number of sectoral rows and columns in the input–output

table has each increased by one, the input coefficientA is expanded in the manner of

A
0
shown in Eq. (6.65):

A
0 ¼

a11 . . . a1, ia a1, ib . . . a1n
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
aia, 1 . . . aia, ia aia, ib . . . aia,n
aib, 1 . . . aib, ia aib, ib . . . aib,n
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
an1 . . . an, ia an, ib . . . ann

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA ð6:65Þ

Similarly, the functional unit vector y and the unit environmental burden matrix R

are also subdivided for each sector. Let these be R
0
and y

0
; then the environmental

burden eIOH for the functional unit y
0
obtained by the IO-based hybrid is given by

eIOH ¼ R
0
I � A

0
� ��1

y
0 ð6:66Þ

3.2.3 Integrated Hybrid Analysis

Integrated hybrid analysis is an analytical method that tackles the issue that

becomes problematic in tiered hybrid analysis – the interaction between the LCA

technical system A
e

described by the process method and the economic system

A described by the input–output table. First defined are the upstream cutoff matrix

Cu, which describes the inputs from the input–output table sector to the LCA
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technical system A
e
, and conversely the downstream cutoff matrix Cd, which

describes the outputs to the input–output table from the LCA technical system A
e
.

By using the matrices Cu and Cd to connect A
e

and A, respectively, the mutual

interaction between the process method and input–output table analysis is incorpo-

rated. The environmental burden eIH that accompanies the functional unit y
e

is

calculated from Eq. (6.67):

eIH ¼ eR 0

0 R

� � eA �Cd

�Cu I � A

� ��1 ey
0

� �
ð6:67Þ

Note that if the LCA technical system has already been incorporated into the input–

output table, it is necessary to use matrix Acorr as shown in Eq. (6.68), which has

duplicated portions removed from matrix A.

eIH ¼ eR 0

0 R

� � eA �Cd

�Cu I � Acorr

� ��1 ey
0

� �
ð6:68Þ

The method for generatingAcorr is described in detail in the Appendix of Suh (2004).

The path exchange method of Lenzen and Crawford 2009), which uses SPA, in

addition to achieving the same results as integrated hybrid analysis, has the feature

that the correction of matrix A is more flexible than that in integrated hybrid

analysis. However, partial correction of the transactions between sectors of matrix

A expanded under SPA does not preserve the balance of currency flow.

3.2.4 Rounding Up

Of the three hybrid IO methodologies discussed above, the IO-based and the

integrated methods keep the system boundary intact, while for the tired method

does not always hold. The IO-based method is straightforward when the input

coefficients referring to particular sectors are to be completely replaced by extended

ones based on, say, process information. The above example of the aggregated

computer sector disaggregated into two types of PCs is a case in point. If replace-

ment is not complete, however, and the extension is achieved by adding new input

coefficients referring to “Note PCs,” while keeping the original coefficients of

“PCs” unaltered to represent “Other PCs,” due care is required to adjust the latter

for inclusion of the former, a formal description of which is the integrated method.

In the rest of this chapter, it is understood that the elements (6.62) are available at

the desired level of resolution for use in these hybrid approaches.
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3.3 Capital Goods Input

The flow of goods and services is made possible by the presence of the stock of

capital goods such as machinery, buildings, and infrastructure. In IO accounts,

purchases of capital goods are counted as final outputs of the economic system

rather than as intermediate inputs into production, that is, they are counted as

elements of gross capital formation, yI in (6.22). Because the matrix A does not

include capital goods, the impacts captured by (6.62) are limited to those associated

with current production, but exclude those associated with the production of capital

goods enabling current production. The same applies to PLCA as well: many PLCA

case studies neglect the production of capital goods (Frischknecht et al. 2007). It

was found by Frischknecht et al. (2007), however, that the contributions of capital

goods predominate when it comes to the environmental impacts of products like

photovoltaic and wind power, no matter which indicator is chosen.

Write Ij for the amount of purchases of capital goods, that is, fixed investment,

conducted by sector jwithin a given year, and Iij for its i-th element, mostly durables

such as machinery, building, and installations, but possibly also including

nonphysical items like consulting, trade, transport, and miscellaneous services

related to physical investment. Noting that Iij is in monetary units, it follows by

definition that X
i

Iij ¼ Ij ð6:69Þ

On the other hand, the sum of Iij over j gives the total amount of product i that was
used for fixed investment. Recalling that this is equal to the final demand for

product i for the purpose of gross capital formation, it follows thatX
j

Iij ¼ yiI ð6:70Þ

The matrix I ¼ Iij
� 	

is called the investment matrix and corresponds to the capital

counterpart of intermediate flow matrix X ¼ xij
� 	

. Investment in capital is made for

the installment of new productive capacity or for the replacement of existing

productive capacity. Write xj for the amount of productive capacity to be realized

and Īj for the amount of capital investment required for it. Define the capital

coefficient:

kij ¼ Iij
xj

ð6:71Þ

which gives the amount of input of product i for the expansion of a unit of

productive capacity of sector j. Writing K ¼ kij
� 	

, the environmental burdens that
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result from not only the current production of y but also from construction of the

underlying productive capacity will then be given by

R I � Aþ Kð Þð Þ�1y ð6:72Þ

Suppose that realization of this y calls for the production of steel, among other

things. Using Eq. (6.62), one can assess the environmental burdens associated with

the production of the intermediate goods like ore, limestone, oxygen, power, and

fuels, which are required for its realization, but not those associated with the

production of capital goods such as steel mills, oxygen plants, power stations,

petrochemical refineries, and transport systems. Equation 6.72 enables one to

consider the effects associated with the production of both intermediate and capital

goods.

In reality, however, application of Eq. (6.72) is hampered by the paucity of data

onK, and examples of real application are rare (e.g., see Lenzen and Treloar 2005).

In particular, mere availability of the investment matrix Iij, compilation of which is

not a routine matter as with an IOT, does not suffice for estimating the K matrix.

This is so because theKmatrix calls not simply for Iij but also for Īij and xj, provision
of which will require detailed engineering information. Alternatively, one could

resort to using LCA inventory data to provide information on capital goods

(Frischknecht et al. 2007).

3.4 End of Life, By-products, Waste, and Waste Management

IO-LCA is often criticized for its neglect of the EoL phase including recycling

(Reap et al. 2008). The rest of this section is devoted to further extensions of

IO-LCA that have been developed to accommodate the EoL phase, including both

closed-loop and open-loop recycling of by-products and wastes. It is shown that

with these extensions, IO-LCA can answer the above criticism.

3.4.1 Waste and Waste Treatment Without Recycling

We start from a simple case where wastes are disposed of without any recycling.

Landfill as the Only Way of Waste Disposal

First, consider a simple case with two producing sectors and one landfill sector, as

given by Table 6.2. Landfill is the only waste disposal method, and there is no

recycling. The coefficient goutj refers to the generation of waste for landfill per unit

of production in sector j, yw to the amount of waste for landfill from the final demand

sector, and ye to the amount of direct emission from the final demand sector.
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A salient feature of IOT in Table 6.2 is the occurrence of waste in place of sector

3 as a row element. In the present case, this “asymmetry” causes no problem

because landfill is the only means of disposal, and hence its level of activity (the

amount of waste disposed to a landfill), say, x3, is equal to the total amount of waste

generated. Accordingly, the following balance holds for waste and landfill:

x3|{z}
waste landfilled

¼ gout
1 x1 þ gout

2 x2 þ gout
3 x3 þ yw|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

waste generated

ð6:73Þ

The right-hand side of this equation gives direct or production origins of waste. In

line with (6.20), the solution for output is then given by

x1
x2
x3

0@ 1A ¼
1� a11 �a12 �a13
�a21 1� a22 �a23
�gout1 �gout2 1� gout3

0@ 1A�1
y1
y2
yw

0@ 1A ð6:74Þ

Writing bij for the ( i, j) component of the inverse matrix on the right-hand side

(6.74), the following holds for the waste balance:

x3|{z}
waste landfilled

¼ b31y1 þ b32y2 þ b33yw|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
waste generated

ð6:75Þ

where b31y1 refers to the waste directly and indirectly generated to satisfy the final

demand for product 1 and b33yw to the waste directly and indirectly generated to

dispose of the waste from the final demand sector. The above model was first

considered by Leontief (1970). In contrast to (6.73), which gives the production

origins of waste, (6.74) gives the final demand origins of waste.

Landfill and Incineration

Consider next the case where incineration occurs as an additional waste treatment

process. Incineration converts the noncombustible components of waste into

another waste, namely, residue (ash). Accordingly, Table 6.2 has to be extended

in terms of both processes and wastes, as in Table 6.3, in which the coefficient gout24

refers to the generation of incineration residue per unit of waste incinerated.

Table 6.2 A two-sector model with waste generation and landfill

Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 (landfill) Final demand

Sector 1 a11 a12 a13 y1
Sector 2 a21 a22 a23 y2
Waste gout

1 gout
2 gout

3 yw
Emission r1 r2 r3 ye
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The following holds with regard to waste balances:

gout
11 x1 þ gout

12 x2 þ gout
13 x3 þ gout

14 x4 þ yw1 ¼ w1

gout
21 x1 þ gout

22 x2 þ gout
23 x3 þ gout

24 x4 þ yw2 ¼ w2
ð6:76Þ

where wi refers to the amount of waste i to be disposed of. In the present case of no

waste recycling, wi coincides with the amount of waste i generated. Integrated with
the balances for products, this becomes

a11 a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
gout11 gout12 gout13 gout14

gout21 gout22 gout23 gout24

0BB@
1CCA

x1
x2
x3
x4

0BB@
1CCAþ

y1
y2
yw1
yw2

0BB@
1CCA ¼

x1
x2
w1

w2

0BB@
1CCA ð6:77Þ

or, in matrix form,

AI AII

Gout
I Gout

II

� �
xI
xII

� �
þ yI

yw

� �
¼ x1

w

� �
ð6:78Þ

where I ¼ 1; 2f g is the set of production sectors and II ¼ 3; 4f g the set of waste

treatment sectors, with AI ¼ ðaijÞ, i, j 2 I, AII ¼ ðaijÞ, i 2 I, j 2 II,

Gout
I ¼ ðgoutij Þ, j 2 I, and Gout

II ¼ ðgoutij Þ, j2 II. This system is not solvable, because

of the asymmetry; wastes occur on the right-hand side, while the levels of waste

treatment occur on the left-hand side.

In the case of Table 6.2, it was possible to derive the solution (6.74) because of

the one-to-one correspondence between the waste and its treatment. In the present

case represented by Table 6.3, this is not the case, because waste 1 can be submitted

to both landfill and incineration, while for waste 2 landfill is the only disposal

option (one-to-one correspondence is available) (Nakamura and Kondo 2002). The

very fact that waste 1 can be submitted to either or both the treatment processes

implies that the amount of waste 1 for disposal corresponds to neither the activity

Table 6.3 A two-sector model with waste generation, landfill, and incineration

Sector 1 Sector 2 Landfill Incineration Final demand

Sector 1 a11 a12 a13 a14 y1
Sector 2 a21 a22 a23 a24 y2
Waste 1 gout

11 gout
12 gout

13 gout
14 yw1

Waste 2 (residue) 0 0 0 gout
24 0

Emission r1 r2 r3 r4 ye
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level of landfill nor that of incineration, although it is true that the total activity level

of the two treatment processes must equal the total amount of wastes. The funda-

mental difference between Tables 6.3 and 6.2 lies in the fact that a solution in the

form of (6.74) is not readily available without further information on how wastes

are to be allocated between the two treatment processes. The Leontief EEIO model

(Leontief 1970), including its extension by Duchin (1990), is not able to deal with

this situation.

3.4.2 Waste IO (WIO) Model

To cope with the above issue, Nakamura and Kondo (2002) introduced the concept

of an allocation matrix S ¼ sij
� 	

, with sij giving the share of waste j submitted to

treatment process i. Because waste for treatment has to be subjected to at least one

treatment process, it follows that

XnW
i¼1

sij ¼ 1, j ¼ 1, . . . , nT ð6:79Þ

where nW refers to the number of waste types for treatment and nT to the number of

waste treatment processes. For the example in Table 6.3, S is a 2� 2matrix with s11
referring to the share of waste 1 landfilled and s21 to the share of waste 1 incinerated.
Since landfill is the only treatment option applicable to waste 2 (incineration

residue), it follows s12 ¼ 1 and s22 ¼ 0. Multiplication of the last two rows of

(6.77) by S gives a symmetric representation:

a11 a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24

s11g
out
11 þ s12g

out
21 s11g

out
12 þ s12g

out
22 s11g

out
13 þ s12g

out
23 s11g

out
14 þ s12g

out
24

s21g
out
11 þ s22g

out
21 s21g

out
12 þ s22g

out
22 s21g

out
13 þ s22g

out
23 s21g

out
14 þ s22g

out
24

0BB@
1CCA

x1
x2
x3
x4

0BB@
1CCA

þ
y1
y2

s11yw1 þ s12yw2
s21yw1 þ s22yw2

0BB@
1CCA ¼

x1
x2

s11w1 þ s12w2

s21w1 þ s22w2

0BB@
1CCA ¼

x1
x2
x3
x4

0BB@
1CCA

ð6:80Þ

or in matrix form

AI AII

SGout
I SGout

II

� �
xI
xII

� �
þ yI

Syw

� �
¼ xI

Sw

� �
¼ xI

xII

� �
ð6:81Þ

the solution of which is analogous to (6.20):

xI
xII

� �
¼ I � AI �AII

�SGout
I I � SG out

II

� ��1
yI
Syw

� �
ð6:82Þ
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Writing RI for the direct emission coefficients from producing sectors and RII for

the direct emission coefficients form waste treatment sectors, the equivalent of

(6.62) becomes

e ¼ RI

RII

� �
I � AI �AII

�SGout
I I � SGout

II

� ��1
yI
Syw

� �
ð6:83Þ

This gives the basic IO equation for LCA from cradle to grave of a product in the

absence of recycling.

3.5 Recycling

The above model is now extended to incorporate recycling (and reuse) of

by-products including waste. The distinction between a by-product and a waste is

a fuzzy one, and is affected, among others, by economic conditions: a waste may

have a positive price when the economy is booming, but a negative one when the

economy is just slugging along. In the following discussion, by-products are

broadly defined to include wastes. Following Nakamura and Kondo (2009), it is

useful to distinguish two types of by-product, termed by-product I and by-product

II, depending on whether there is a production sector where the by-product is

obtained as the primary product (Nakamura and Kondo 2009). First, we consider

the case of by-product I, for which there is a primary producer, and then proceed to

the case of by-product II, for which there is no primary producer.

3.5.1 The Recycling of By-product I

Recycling of by-product I can be accounted for as a negative input from the sector

where the product is primarily produced into the sector where it is obtained as a

by-product. A typical example of by-product I associated with waste treatment is

electricity generated using the heat produced in the incineration process (the heat

being used to generate steam that is used to drive a turbine to produce electricity).

In Table 6.4, the generation of electricity as a by-product of waste incineration

occurs as a negative input coefficient�a24, shown within a box. The same EEIO

calculation such as (6.83) can be applied, with AII given by:

AII ¼ a13 a14
a23 �a24

� �
ð6:84Þ

This method of introducing by-products into the IO model via negative input

coefficients is called the negative input method of Stone, taking the name of its

inventor (Stone 1961, p. 19). In this method, an increase in the final demand for the
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primary product, waste incineration in the current example, would increase the

supply of its by-product, electricity, and would reduce its supply from its primary

producer, the power sector.

While this procedure represents a straightforward way to introduce by-products

into the IO model, it can cause problems. The point is that the matrix A now

contains negative elements, and hence Theorem 1 is no longer applicable. Accord-

ingly, the nonnegativity of the solution (6.20) is no longer guaranteed, because the

Leontief inverse matrix I � Að Þ�1
now contains negative elements. A negative

output of a product occurs when its supply from the sectors other than the primary

production sector exceeds the demand for it. This can happen because the supply of

a by-product is driven not by demand for it, but by demand for the primary product

from which the by-product is obtained: there is no mechanism in the model to

restore the balance of supply of and demand for the by-product. In reality, waste

management takes care of an excess supply of by-products. The weakness of the

model does not consist in the occurrence of negative coefficients, that is, the Stone

method, but in the neglect of this important adjustment mechanism that is embodied

in waste management. In other words, the Stone method should be used with great

caution in cases where there is any possibility of this problem occurring (see

Nakamura and Kondo (2009) for further details). In such cases, the modeling

applicable to by-product II should be applied, to which we now turn.

3.5.2 The Recycling of By-product II

Ash (incineration residue) can be cited as a typical example of by-product II which

is associated with waste treatment. Ash qualifies as by-product II because there is

no sector that produces it as primary product. A typical way of ash recycling is to

use it as a material for cement production (as a substitute for clay and silica stone).

Let sector 2 be the cement-producing sector, where ash is used as an input

(Table 6.5). Write g in
22 for the input of ash per unit of cement. Subtracting the

amount of waste recycled from the amount generated gives the net amount of waste

generated that is submitted to waste treatment. Assuming that the cement process is

the only process where ash from the incineration process is used, and that the

incineration process is the only process where ash is generated as by-product, the

balancing equation for ash is given by

Table 6.4 A simple WIO model with power generation from waste heat: an example of recycling

of by-product for which there is a primary producer

Sector 1 Electricity Landfill Incineration Final demand

Sector 1 a11 a12 a13 a14 y1
Electricity a21 a22 a23 �a24 y2

Waste 1 gout
11 gout

12 gout13 0 yw1
Waste 2 0 0 0 gout

24

Emission r1 r2 r3 r4 ye
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�g in
22x2|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

ash recycled

þ gout
24 x4|fflffl{zfflffl}

ash generated

¼ w2|{z}
ash for waste treatment

ð6:85Þ

Recall that, if not recycled, ash is disposed to landfill. The above equation implies

that if there is an excess supply of ash over the amount that can be absorbed by the

cement process, the excess is treated as waste and landfilled. This is in sharp

contrast to the method for by-product I mentioned above, where it is assumed

that the supply of a by-product is always met by the equal amount of demand for

it. Because of the explicit consideration of the adjustment mechanism of waste

treatment sectors in dealing with an excess supply of a by-product, the occurrence

of a negative production, as mentioned above, can be avoided. In the above

example, an excess supply of ash would not lead to a negative production of clay

or silica stone, but to the disposal of ash to a landfill.

The same balance equation as (6.77) applies to the present case, the only

difference that gout
22 is now replaced by �g in

22. Replacing the waste generation

coefficients Gout by the net waste input coefficientsG ¼ ðgijÞ, where

gij ¼ gout
ij � g in

ij ; ð6:86Þ

results in a general expression for the balance equation

xI
xII

� �
¼ AI AII

SGI SGII

� �
xI
xII

� �
þ yI

Syw

� �
; ð6:87Þ

with the solution

xI
xII

� �
¼ I � AI �AII

�SGI I � SGII

� ��1
yI
Syw

� �
ð6:88Þ

Equation 6.88 represents an extended version of the Leontief EIO model, which is

applicable to waste management issues including recycling where there is no one-

to-one correspondence between waste types and treatment processes. Because of

this distinguishing feature, the approach is called the waste input–output (WIO)

Table 6.5 A simple WIO model of recycling of ash in cement production: an example of

recycling of by-product for which there is no primary producer

Sector 1 Cement Landfill Incineration Final demand

Sector 1 a11 a12 a13 a14 y1
Cement a21 a22 a23 a24 y2
Waste 1 gout

11 gout
12 gout

13 0 yw1
Waste 2 (ash) 0 �g in

22
0 gout

24 0

Emission r1 r2 r3 r4 ye
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method (Nakamura 1999; Nakamura and Kondo 2002). See Nakamura and Kondo

(2009) for further details of WIO.

3.5.3 Supplementary Issues Associated with Recycling

Recycling of waste results in the substitution of secondary materials for primary

materials, and hence in the alteration of the relevant elements of aij, gij, and rj. On

the other hand, recycling of EoL products will call for them to be submitted to a

series of pretreatment processes such as collection, separation, dismantling, shred-

ding, etc., before they can be used as secondary materials. These processes should

occur as column elements referring to waste treatment, with the current inputs such

as utilities and chemicals occurring as elements of AII, and generated scrap and

waste occurring as elements of Gout
II (Kondo and Nakamura 2004).

3.5.4 Closed- and Open-Loop Recycling: Numerical Examples

Recycling is classified as either closed loop or open loop, depending on whether an

EoL product is used for production of the same product or other products.

Recycling an aluminum can back into another aluminum can is an example of

closed-loop recycling, while recycling it into cast materials for a car engine is an

example of open-loop recycling. In the case of construction and demolition waste,

their use in civil engineering (earthworks and road construction sector) refers to

open-loop recycling, while their use for concrete production in the structural

engineering sector refers to closed-loop recycling (Weil et al. (2006). Recycling

of ash for cement production, discussed above (Table 6.5), is another example of

open-loop recycling.

In reality, open-loop recycling is more common than closed-loop recycling, even

for metals (Nakamura et al. 2012). In PLCA, open-loop recycling involves major

methodological problems in inventory analysis, that is, in the calculation of envi-

ronmental burdens (Kl€opffer 1996). So far, there has been no standardized proce-

dure in LCA for open-loop recycling (Shen et al. 2010), though system expansion is

regarded as the most desirable course from a scientific point of view (Kl€opffer
1996). System expansion may be difficult to perform in PLCA (Kl€opffer 1996;
Shen et al. 2010). In contrast, a system expansion is rather straightforward in EEIO

in general and in WIO in particular, because of the inclusion in their system

boundary of almost all the activities in a given economy.

This subsection illustrates the implementation of closed-loop and open-loop

recycling in IO-LCA based on WIO, using recycling of aluminum cans as an

example. Simplified numerical examples are used for illustration. These examples

will also be useful to familiarize readers with computational aspects of IO-LCA,

albeit in a highly simplified manner.
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Closed-Loop Recycling

We first consider closed-loop recycling of Al can, where EoL Al can is recycled back

into a new Al can after being converted into Al wrought, the major Al feed for Al can,

a numerical example of which is given by Table 6.6. The negative entry of EoL can

into Al wrought g in
12 ¼ �0:80 represents its recycling into Al wrought in the same

manner as in Table 6.5. While EoL Al can also be used to produce Al casting,

g in
13 ¼ �0:80, this channel of recycling does not occur due to the absence of demand

for Al casting. The column termed “Final demand” corresponds to the functional unit

in the present case, where one unit of Al can is produced and disposed of.

This example concerns one form of waste treatment (landfill) and two types of

waste: EoL Al can and Other waste. Because landfill is assumed to be the only

waste treatment process available, the allocation matrix S is of order 1� 2, and

given by

S ¼ 1 1ð Þ ð6:89Þ

Multiplying this S, the 2� 5 matrix referring to waste flows (GI, GII, and yW) in

Table 6.6 is converted into a 1� 5 row referring to the input of landfill at the bottom

of the table, which is simply the sum of its column elements.

From (6.88), the solution for x is given by

x ¼ I � AI �AII

�SGI I � SGII

� ��1
yI
Syw

� �

¼

1:00 0:00 0:00 0:00 0:00
0:90 1:00 0:00 0:00 0:00
0:00 0:00 1:00 0:00 0:00
0:71 0:11 0:11 2:78 0:56
�0:48 �0:78 �0:78 0:56 1:11

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

1

0

0

1

0BB@
1CCA ¼

1:00
0:90
0:00
1:27
0:63

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

ð6:90Þ

Table 6.6 WIO with closed-loop recycling: nonsymmetric table, numerical example

Al can Al wrought Al casting Others Landfill Final demand

AI AII yI
Al can 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Al wrought 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Al casting 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Others 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.00

GI GII yw
Al can scrap 0.00 �0.80 �0.80 0.00 0.00 1.00

Other waste 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00

SGI SGII Syw
Landfill 0.10 �0.80 �0.80 0.20 0.00 1.00

Units: Al products, landfill activity, wastes in physical units, and others in monetary units
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with the net waste generation given by

w ¼ Gxþ yw

¼ 0:00 �0:80 �0:80 0:00 0:00
0:10 0:00 0:00 0:20 0:00

� � 1:00
0:90
0:00
1:27
0:63

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

þ 1:0
0:0

� �
¼ 0:28

0:35

� �
ð6:91Þ

It follows that of one unit of EoL Al can, 0.28 units ends up in landfill, with the rest

being recycled into new cans. The output of Al casting is zero, because of the

absence of demand for it.

Open-Loop Recycling

We now turn to the numerical example of open-loop recycling represented in

Table 6.7. EoL Al can is no longer used in Al wrought production, gin¼0
12 , while it

can still be used to produce Al casting, gin13 ¼ �0:8. Al casting cannot be used to

produce a new can and hence has to be put to use for other purposes such as car

engines. Accordingly, for EoL Al can to be recycled, the demand for Al casting has

to come from somewhere, that is, it has to occur in the final demand. In other words,

the system under consideration needs to be expanded to accommodate the produc-

tion of Al casting.

The amount of EoL Al can recycled depends on the final demand for Al casting,

y3. Based on a preliminaryWIO calculation, it was obtained that y3¼ 0.90 is needed
to realize the equal amount of Al can recycling as in the above case of closed-loop

recycling. It then follows from (6.88) that

x ¼ I � AI �AII

�SGI I � SGII

� ��1
yI
Syw

� �

¼

1:00 0:00 0:00 0:00 0:00
0:90 1:00 0:00 0:00 0:00
0:00 0:00 1:00 0:00 0:00
1:28 1:17 0:04 1:04 0:21
0:45 0:33 �0:79 0:21 1:04

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

1

0

0:90
0

1

0BBBB@
1CCCCA ¼

1:00
0:90
0:90
1:53
0:78

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

ð6:92Þ
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w ¼ Gxþ yw ¼ 0:0 �1:0 0:0 0:0
0:1 0:0 0:2 0:0

� � 1:00
0:90
0:90
1:53
0:98

0BBBB@
1CCCCAþ 1:0

0:0

� �
¼ 0:28

0:50

� �

ð6:93Þ

Because of the occurrence of additional demand for Al casting in the case of open-

loop recycling considered above, it is no surprise that in terms of both production

and waste (Other waste), the open-loop case proves to have larger impacts than the

closed-loop case. However, these results are not comparable, because of the use of

different functional units.

We now therefore consider applying the same functional unit to both the closed-

and open-loop cases. Applying the functional unit referring to the open-loop case,

(6.92), to the Leontief inverse matrix referring to the closed-loop case, (6.90),

results in

x ¼

1:00 0:00 0:00 0:00 0:00
0:90 1:00 0:00 0:00 0:00
0:00 0:00 1:00 0:00 0:00
0:71 0:11 0:11 2:78 0:56
�0:48 �0:78 �0:78 0:56 1:11

0BBBB@
1CCCCA

1:0
0:0
0:90
0:0
1:0

0BBBB@
1CCCCA ¼

1:00
0:90
0:90
1:37
�0:07

0BBBB@
1CCCCA
ð6:94Þ

The occurrence of a negative output of landfill implies the presence of excess

demand for EoL Al can over its supply; the amount of EoL Al can available is

not large enough to meet the final demand.

A preliminary WIO calculation showed that the excess demand for EoL Al can

become zero with y3¼ 0.35, which corresponds to 100% recycling of Al can,

resulting in a new functional unit that is feasible for both closed- and open-loop

recycling:

Table 6.7 WIO with open-loop recycling: nonsymmetric table, numerical example

Al can Al wrought Al casting Others Landfill Final demand

AI AII yI
Al can 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Al wrought 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Al casting 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 y3

Others 0.20 1.10 0.20 0.60 0.20 0.00

GI GII yw
Al can scrap 0.00 0.00 �0.80 0.00 0.00 1.00
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yI
yW

� �
¼

1:00
0:00
0:35
0:00
1:00
0:00

0BBBBBB@

1CCCCCCA ð6:95Þ

Application of this functional unit (final demand) to the Leontief inverse matrix in

(6.90) and in (6.92) results in

x

w

� �
Closed

¼

1:00
0:93
0:35
1:31
0:36
0:00
0:36

0BBBBBBBB@

1CCCCCCCCA
,

x

w

� �
Open

¼

1:00
0:90
0:35
1:50
1:21
0:72
0:49

0BBBBBBBB@

1CCCCCCCCA
ð6:96Þ

where “Closed” refers to closed-loop recycling and “Open” to open-loop recycling.

As far as this simple numerical example is concerned, closed-loop recycling is

found to have a smaller environmental burden than open-loop recycling because it

is characterized by smaller amounts of production and wastes.

3.6 Input–Output Table Based on Supply and Use Tables

3.6.1 Industries and Commodities

The supply and use table is a calculation system that describes transactions between

input–output table sectors defined and classified as industries and commodities.

Using the industry (row) � commodities (column) V ¼ vij
� 	

matrix and the

commodities (row) � industry (column) U ¼ uij
� 	

matrix, the transactions within

a single country’s economy can be expressed. vij is the annual production of good i
from industry j, while uij is the annual input of good j into industry i. This division
into industry and commodities enables the description of joint production, in which

two or more commodities are produced from a single production process.

By using matrices U and V, the annual commodities output q and the industry

output g can be calculated with Eqs. (6.97) and (6.98), respectively. Here, vector ι is
a summation vector with all its elements unity, and “’” attached to a matrix refers to

its transpose:
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q ¼ V
0
ι ð6:97Þ

g ¼ Vι ð6:98Þ

In addition, the unit environmental burden matrix R is determined by dividing the

annual environmental burden D by g:

R ¼ D diag gð Þ�1 ð6:99Þ

The elementDkj represents the environmental burden k per unit output of industry j.

3.6.2 The Supply and Use Framework for IO-LCA

Following Suh et al. (2010), three main modeling methods based on the supply and

use framework can be considered for IO-LCA:

1. The industry-technology model

2. The commodity-technology model

3. The by-product-technology model

First, in the industry-technology model, each industry is assumed to have a

single, inherent technology that cannot be broken down according to the multiple

products produced by that industry. Hence, the inputs to and outputs from the

industry are allocated directly to the multiple products in proportion to the output

of each product. In accordance with this assumption, formalizing the input coeffi-

cient matrix AI and the unit environmental burden matrix RI yields Eqs. (6.100) and

(6.101):

AI ¼ U diag gð Þ�1V diag qð Þ�1 ð6:100Þ
RI ¼ R diag gð Þ�1V diag qð Þ�1 ð6:101Þ

Therefore, the direct and indirect environmental burden eI with y as the functional
unit vector for IO-LCA can be obtained by using Eq. (6.102):

eI ¼ RI I � AIð Þ�1y ð6:102Þ

This model is synonymous with the partitioning method Suh et al. (2010) for

addressing the LCA allocation issue.

If one can assume that the number of industries is equal to the number of

commodities, that is, both U and V are square, an alternative model, the

commodity-technology model, can be derived.

The commodity-technology model assumes that the production of each partic-

ular commodity is associated with an inherent technology and that the inputs and
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outputs are determined by what is produced rather than by which industry produces

it. Formalizing the input coefficient matrix Ac and the unit environmental burden

matrix Rc then yields Eqs. (6.103) and (6.104):

Ac ¼ UV
0�1 ð6:103Þ

Rc ¼ RV
0�1 ð6:104Þ

The environmental burden vector ec from the IO-LCA is given by Eq. (6.105):

ec ¼ Rc I � Acð Þ�1y ð6:105Þ

The third model, the by-product-technology model, assumes that the production

of by-products is entirely dependent on the production of the industry’s primary

product; the model treats the generation of by-products as negative inputs for that

industry. The equality of the number of industries and commodities is kept

assumed. For this model, formalizing the input coefficient matrix AB and unit

environmental burden matrix RB yields Eqs. (6.106) and (6.107), respectively. Vd is

a matrix withV partitioned to contain only the diagonal components ofV, andVod is

the matrix that contains only the non-diagonal components of V:

AB ¼ U � V
0
od

� �
V�1
d ð6:106Þ

RB ¼ RV�1
d ð6:107Þ

The environmental burden vector eB from the IO-LCA is obtained using

Eq. (6.108):

eB ¼ RB I � ABð Þ�1y ð6:108Þ

This model is synonymous with the system expansion method for addressing the

LCA allocation issue and is identical to the second, commodity-technology model

for applications limited to IO-LCA. Both models can be transposed to Eq. (6.109):

eC ¼ eB ¼ D V
0 � U

� ��1

y ð6:109Þ

The reader is referred to Suh et al. (2010) for details, including an interpretation of

WIO within a supply and use framework.

3.6.3 Extension of WIO Based on Supply and Use Framework

Lenzen and Reynolds (2014) proposed a novel extension of the WIO framework, a

waste supply–use table (WSUT) model, by incorporating a supply–use formalism.
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The WSUT enables explicit and simultaneous representation of multiple waste

types and treatment methods. Using the same notations as in the WIO model

above, the balance equations of the WSUT model are obtained by extending

(6.87) to a supply and use framework as follows:

xI
xII
w

0@ 1A ¼
AI AII 0

0 0 S
GI GII 0

0@ 1A xI
xII
w

0@ 1Aþ
f I
0

fw

0@ 1A; ð6:110Þ

with the solution

xI
xII
w

0@ 1A ¼
I � AI �AII 0

0 I S
�GI �GII I

0@ 1A�1
f I
0

fw

0@ 1A: ð6:111Þ

Among other things, the WUST model enables one to obtain the solution for w in

one step together with xI and xII, whereas in the original WIO, it had to be calculated

in two steps, as described in 3.5. Still, in terms of the implications derived from the

Leontief inverse matrix, the original WIO and the WSUT are equivalent (see

Lenzen and Reynolds 2014 for details).

3.7 Tools of IO-LCA

The strength of IO-LCA consists in its well-established mathematical foundations

of IO economics, which is not the case with PLCA. On the other hand, physical

conditions impose limitations on the extent to which these economic tools can be

applied to LCA.

3.7.1 Contributions Analysis: Quantifying Impact of Sources

The contribution of the goods and services required by the functional unit vector

y to the environmental burden e can be quantified using the following contributions

analysis. Taylor expansion of I � Að Þ�1
from Eq. (6.62) yields

R I � Að Þ�1 ¼ R I þ Aþ A2 þ � � � þ An
� 	 ð6:112Þ

that can be disaggregated as in Eq. (6.113) to Ry and eAy:
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e ¼ R I � Að Þ�1

¼ R I þ Aþ A2 þ . . .
� 	

y

¼ Ryþ R I þ Aþ A2 þ . . .
� 	

Ay

¼ Ryþ R I � Að Þ�1Ay
¼ Ryþ eAy

ð6:113Þ

Ry is the burden directly emitted from production of the goods required by

functional unit y. By disaggregating this as R* ¼ ðr*j Þ ¼ R diag yð Þ, the burden r�j
directly emitted from the production of good j required by element jof the functional
unit can be known. eAy is the burden induced by the goods and services directly

input to produce the goods required by functional unit y. Here, by disaggregating

E* ¼ ðe*ijÞ ¼ diag eð ÞAdiag yð Þ, the burden e�ij induced by the good i input to produce
good j required by element j of the functional unit can be found. Reducing the input
of product i with a large burden e�ij will make a large contribution to reducing the

burden emitted to satisfy the functional unit.

3.7.2 Structural Path Analysis (SPA): Quantifying Emissions
for Each Path

Structural path analysis (Defourny and Thorbecke (1984)) is a method for structural

analysis of input–output tables that is extremely useful in energy analysis applica-

tions (Treloar (1997)) and for interpreting the structure of IO-LCA. For SPA, power

series expansion of the environmental burden e in IO-LCA as shown in Eq. (6.113)

allows disaggregation of the configuration of e into directRy, primary indirect RAy,

and secondary indirect RA2y contributions, as follows:

e ¼ R I � Að Þ�1y
¼ R I þ Aþ A2 þ � � � þ A1� 	

y

¼ Ryþ RAf þ RA2yþ � � � þ � � �RA1y

ð6:114Þ

Next, expression of the matrix elements of Eq. (6.113) results in Eq. (6.115). The

respective components (called the paths) aij, aijaki, ajialkaki of the IO-LCA

configuration can be disaggregated and their effects studied:

e ¼
Xn
i

yi
Xn
j

rj δji þ aji þ A2
� 	

ji
þþ A3

� 	
ji
þ � � �

� � !

¼
Xn
i

yi
Xn
j

rj δji þ aji þ
X
k

ajkaki þ
X
l

X
k

ajlalkaki þ � � �
 ! ! ð6:115Þ

Here, i, j, k, and l are sectors of the input–output table; if i ¼ j, δji ¼ 1; otherwise,

δji ¼ 0. n is the number of sectors. For disaggregation in SPA, n paths exist for
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primary indirect, n2 paths for secondary indirect, and n3 paths for tertiary indirect

burdens. Thus, the path of focus needs to be selected in actual analysis.

3.7.3 Structural Decomposition Analysis (SDA): Quantifying Factors

That Change Emissions

Structural decomposition analysis (SDA) is a useful tool in IO-LCA for quantifying

the factors driving environmental burdens that have changed between two points in

time. Let the IO-LCA result for environmental burden in year t¼ 1 from Eq. (6.116)

bee 1ð Þ and that in year t¼ 2 bee 2ð Þ. The change in environmental burdenΔebetween
the 2 years is obtained using Eq. (6.118), while the changed factors can be

disaggregated into the functional unit change Δy, the supply chain change ΔL,
and unit environmental burden change ΔR:

e 1ð Þ ¼ R 1ð Þ I � A 1ð Þ
� ��1

y 1ð Þ ¼ R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ ð6:116Þ

e 2ð Þ ¼ R 2ð Þ I � A 2ð Þ
� ��1

y 2ð Þ ¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ ð6:117Þ

Δe ¼ e 2ð Þ � e 1ð Þ ¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ � R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ ð6:118Þ

Here, the changed factors must be variables assumed to change independently of

one another. Using the full decomposition method of Dietzenbacher and Los

(1998), (6.118) can be rewritten as

Δe ¼ΔRL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ þ R 1ð ÞΔLy 2ð Þ þ R 1ð ÞL 1ð ÞΔy
¼ΔRL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ þ R 2ð ÞΔLy 1ð Þ þ R 2ð ÞL 2ð ÞΔy
¼ R 1ð ÞΔLy 1ð Þ þ ΔRL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ þ R 2ð ÞL 2ð ÞΔy
¼ R 2ð ÞΔLy 2ð Þ þ ΔRL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ þ R 1ð ÞL 1ð ÞΔy
¼ R 1ð ÞL 1ð ÞΔyþ R 1ð ÞΔLy 2ð Þ þ ΔRL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð ÞΔyþ R 2ð ÞΔLy 1ð Þ þ ΔRL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

ð6:119Þ

In Eq. (6.119), if the change amounts ΔR, ΔL, and Δy are averaged as shown in

Eqs. (6.120), (6.121), and (6.122), the contributions of ΔR, Δ L¯, and Δy to Δe can
be allocated. More specifically, Δe ¼ ΔRþ ΔLþ Δy holds:

ΔR ¼ 1

6
ðΔRLð2Þyð2Þ þ ΔRLð1Þyð1Þ

þ ΔRLð2Þyð1Þ þ ΔRLð1Þyð1Þ þ ΔRLð2Þyð2Þ þ ΔRLð1Þyð1ÞÞ
ð6:120Þ

ΔL ¼ 1

6
ðRð1ÞΔLyð2Þ þ Rð2ÞΔLyð1Þ

þ Rð1ÞΔLyð1Þ þ Rð2ÞΔLyð2Þ þ Rð1ÞΔLyð2Þ þ Rð2ÞΔLyð1ÞÞ
ð6:121Þ
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Δ y¯ ¼ 1

6
ðRð1ÞLð1ÞΔyþ rð2ÞLð2ÞΔyþ Rð2ÞLð2ÞΔy

þ Rð1ÞLð1ÞΔyþ Rð1ÞLð1ÞΔyþ Rð2ÞLð2ÞΔyÞ
ð6:122Þ

In the full decomposition method, if n is the number of changed factors, the

contribution of any such factor to the IO-LCA is determined by the overall average

of the n! expressions in which the factor is included when written out in

disaggregated form. In the above case, the changed factors are R, L, and y, that is,
n¼ 3, which means that in disaggregated form, there are 3!¼ 3� 2� 1¼ 6 expres-

sions in which each factor is included. While the full decomposition method has the

advantage of considering all combinations in disaggregated form, it brings with it a

substantial calculation burden, as the number of combinations rises dramatically as

n increases. With n¼ 5, for instance, the total number of combinations comes to

5!¼ 5� 4� 3� 2� 1¼ 120, and with n¼ 10, it increases to 10!¼ 103, 628, 800.

The calculation burden of the full decomposition method can be reduced by

using an alternative SDA method known as the polar decomposition method. In this

method, rather than considering all the n! combinations, only two arbitrary combi-

nations are selected, in which the order of the changed factors is reversed:ΔR ! Δ
L ! Δy and Δy ! ΔL ! ΔR, for example. In the case of Eq. (6.118), the first and

sixth, second and fifth, and third and fourth combinations are disaggregated in

reverse order, and in the polar decomposition method, any of these pairs could

therefore be taken; see Dietzenbacher and Los (1998) for more details.

When Δe is defined as the ratio of e 2ð Þ to e 1ð Þ as in Eq. (6.123), following

Dietzenbacher’s multiplicative decomposition method, the six alternative structural

disaggregation paths for Δe shown in Eq. (6.124) can be considered:

Δe ¼ e 2ð Þ

e 1ð Þ ¼
R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ ð6:123Þ

Δe ¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ �
R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ �
R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ �
R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ �
R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ �
R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ �
R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ �
R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ �
R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ �
R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ �
R 1ð ÞL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

¼ R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 2ð Þ

R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ �
R 2ð ÞL 2ð Þy 1ð Þ

R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ �
R 2ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

R 1ð ÞL 1ð Þy 1ð Þ

ð6:124Þ
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From Eq. (6.124), the contribution of ΔR¯ to Δe can be measured by obtaining the

geometric mean of terms that include R 2ð Þ

R 1ð Þ as in Eq. (6.125). Similarly, Eqs. (6.126) and

(6.127) can be used to obtain Δ L¯ and Δ y¯, respectively. Here, Δe ¼ ΔR� ΔL
�Δy holds:

ΔR ¼ Rð2ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð1ÞLð2Þyð2Þ
� Rð2ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð1ÞLð2Þyð2Þ
� Rð2ÞLð1Þyð2Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð2Þ
� Rð2ÞLð1Þyð1Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð1Þ
� Rð2ÞLð2Þyð1Þ

Rð1ÞLð2Þyð1Þ
� Rð2ÞLð1Þyð1Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð1Þ

� �1
6 ð6:125Þ

Δ L ¼ Rð1ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð2Þ
� Rð1ÞLð2Þyð1Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð1Þ
� Rð2ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð2ÞLð1Þyð2Þ
� Rð2ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð2ÞLð1Þyð2Þ
� Rð1ÞLð2Þyð1Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð1Þ
� Rð2ÞLð2Þyð1Þ

Rð2ÞLð1Þyð1Þ

� �1
6 ð6:126Þ

Δ y ¼ Rð1ÞLð1Þyð2Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð1Þ
� Rð1ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð1ÞLð2Þyð1Þ
� Rð1ÞLð1Þyð2Þ

Rð1ÞLð1Þyð1Þ
� Rð2ÞLð1Þyð2Þ

Rð2ÞLð1Þyð1Þ
� Rð2ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð2ÞLð2Þyð1Þ
� Rð2ÞLð2Þyð2Þ

Rð2ÞLð2Þyð1Þ

� �1
6 ð6:127Þ

In the above-described additive decomposition and multiplicative decomposition,

the structural decomposition is conducted by assuming that the unit environmental

burden vector R and the total requirement matrix L vary independently. However,

L ¼ I � Að Þ�1
, and the input structure for goods described in matrix A and

environmental burden emissions are intimately related. For example, CO2 emis-

sions, a component of R, depend on the type of fossil fuel and amount consumed, a

component of A. Users of these decomposition methods should therefore always

bear in mind the underlying strong assumption of independence of R and L.

4 Extensions of Input–Output-Life Cycle Assessment

4.1 Multiregional IO-LCA

By using a multiregional IOT (MRIO), discussed in Sect. 2.3.5, the system bound-

aries for IO-LCA can be expanded from one country to multiple countries, thus

including international trade. Conversely, it is possible to divide a single country

into multiple regions. MRIO-LCA using MRIO is conducted by a method similar to

that of IO-LCA. When international input–output tables (MRIO in terms of nations/

countries as regional units) are used in IO-LCA, this allows the system boundaries

of the IO-LCA to be expanded from a single country and makes it possible to

appropriately reflect the environmental burden associated with imported goods.

As a simple example, consider the case in which the system boundary comprises

two countries. Equation 6.57 provides the basic quantity model. Write Ra and Rb for

the matrix of environmental burden k from sector j per unit of output for country
a and country b. Following (6.62), the two-country MRIO model to compute

induced esmissions, e ¼ (ek), is then given by
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e ¼ Ra Rb
� 	 I � Aaa �Aab

�Aba I � Abb

� ��1
ya

yb

� �
ð6:128Þ

where

ya ¼ yaa þ yab

yb ¼ ybb þ yba
ð6:129Þ

See Wiedmann (2009) for a recent review of MRIO with environmental extension.

In IO-LCA the total environmental burden k from sector i of country a is allocated

to sector j of each country in proportion to the size xabij of the output of sector i for

country a to b. Thus, depending on whether the basic price, producer price, or

purchaser price is used in the analysis, the amount of environmental burden to be

allocated will differ. Especially for international IOTs, not only do taxes, subsidies, or

both vary greatly among countries, but differences in trade margins and transport

margins will also occur, depending on the transport distances and modes involved.

Thus, even when importing the same good from a certain exporting country, the

higher the import cost is for an importing country, the greater will be the environ-

mental burden of the exporting country allocated to the importing country. This issue

is identical to that of allocating environmental burden by cost in LCA. Incorporating

international trade in an MRIO has a large impact, especially on the interpretation of

results.

4.2 Environmental Life Cycle Costing1

It was shown in Sect. 2.4 that corresponding to a Leontief quantity model, there

exists a Leontief cost/price model. The same applies to WIO as well: corresponding

to a WIO quantity model (6.82), one can derive a WIO cost/price model (Nakamura

and Kondo 2006).

First consider the case where there is no recycling of waste materials. Writing pI
for an n� 1 vector of the prices of goods and services and pII for a nT � 1 vector of

the prices of waste treatment services, the unit cost equations will be given by

pI ¼ pIAI þ pIISG
out
I þ vI

pII ¼ pIAII þ pIISG
out
II þ vII

ð6:130Þ

1 “Environmental life-cycle costing” (and not environmental LCC) means the environmental-

oriented LCC, which is compatible with LCA, in contrast to the (old) purely economic LCC

(which is not compatible with LCA). “A primary motivation for LCC studies is to fully account

for the financial costs of life-cycle environmental aspects and impacts that ultimately result from

a decision” (Swarr et. al. 2011).
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where vI and vII refer, respectively, to the row vectors of value added ratios of the

goods and service sectors and the waste treatment sectors, which are exogenously

given. The second term on the right-hand side of each equation refers to the cost

associated with the treatment of waste generated in production. Implicit in this

formulation of the cost is the notion of the polluter pays principle (PPP) or extended

producer responsibility (EPR), under which the cost of waste disposal is internal-

ized into the cost of the product. Solving for the product prices yields

pI pIIð Þ ¼ vI vIIð Þ I � AI �AII

�SGout
I I � SGout

II

� ��1

ð6:131Þ

This generalizes the Leontief EIO price model (Leontief 1970) to the case where

there is no one-to-one correspondence between waste (pollutant) and its treatment

(abatement).

The case with recycling, whereGIout andGIIout are replaced byGI andGII, calls for

considering the following additional items:

(a) The cost of the input of waste materials

(b) The revenue from the sale of waste materials

Item (a) refers to the expenditure incurred by users of a waste material for its

acquisition and item (b) to the revenue that is passed back to its suppliers. It should

be noted that mention of these items here does not mean that they are not considered

in the standard IOT. They are certainly covered in the standard IOT as well, but in

an implicit way, with no decomposition into components, as above (see (Nakamura

and Kondo 2009, section 5.2.3.1) for further details).

When considering recycling, it is important to distinguish whether this involves

a by-product I or by-product II (see Sect. 3.5). In the case of by-product I, if its price

were equal to its primary counterpart, the terms (a) and (b) would require no

consideration, because they would be subsumed in the usual cost term represented

by pIAI and pIIAII. In this case, for the users of the relevant input, its origin

(by-product or primary product) would be indistinguishable. For its suppliers, the

term (b) is accounted for by the negative entry of the by-product as its input: the

cost of production is reduced by the amount equal to the revenue from sale of the

by-product. If, however, the price of by-product I is not equal to its primary

counterpart, a different procedure needs to be used, which explicitly takes separate

account of the terms (a) and (b).

Extension of the cost/price model (6.131) along these lines with additional

consideration of the costs in the use phase is detailed in Nakamura and Kondo

(2009, Chap. 6). The resulting extended cost/price model has been applied to

environmental life cycle costing of air conditioners (Nakamura and Kondo 2006)

and washing machines (Rebitzer and Nakamura 2008). A recent discussion of the

use of IO in environmental life cycle costing is given by Heijungs et al. (2013).
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4.3 From Square to Rectangular Matrices: The Choice
of Technology, LP-IO Model

The assumption ofAbeing square implies the absence of alternative technologies or

processes to choose from for satisfying a given y. A one-to-one correspondence

between products and processes is assumed, and the possibility of substitution

among alternative processes is ruled out. The possibility of substitution can be

taken into account by replacing the square matrix A with a rectangular matrix in

which the number of columns referring to available processes is larger than the

number of rows referring to products.

For a hypothetical two-sector model in which two processes are available for

sector 1 and three processes for sector 2, the rectangular technology matrix Aþ is

given by

Aþ ¼ a
1ð Þ
11 a

2ð Þ
11 a

1ð Þ
12 a

2ð Þ
12 a

3ð Þ
12

a
1ð Þ
21 a

2ð Þ
21 a

1ð Þ
22 a

2ð Þ
22 a

3ð Þ
22

 !
ð6:132Þ

where the numbers in () refer to alternative processes, and the extended balance

equation is given by

Iþ � Aþð Þxþ ¼ y ð6:133Þ

where xþ refers to a 5� 1 vector of the activity (production) levels of each of the

process, and

Iþ ¼ 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1

� �
ð6:134Þ

Equation 6.133 states that whatever choice of processes is to be made, it has to

satisfy the given demand y. The problem for solving xþ, that is, the choice of

processes, can be formulated as the following linear programming problem

(LP) (Koopmans 1951; Dorfman et al. 1958):

min
xþ

cxþ subject to 133ð Þ ð6:135Þ

where c refers to a 1� 5 vector of constants representing the relative importance of

individual processes according to some criteria, say, environmental burdens.

Besides the usual nonnegativity constraints, xþ � 0, constraints with regard to the

availability of productive capacity, factor inputs, and resources, among other

things, can also be taken into account in a similar way.

LP-based extensions of IO-LCA has been carried out, among others, by Kondo

and Nakamura (2004) for the treatment of waste electronics and by Lin (2009,
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2011) for waste water treatment. Duchin (2005) is an example of LP-IO applied to a

global MRIO with explicit focus on resource constraints.

5 Case Studies

5.1 Frontiers of Hybrid LCA

The following introduces some of the latest work currently advancing the frontiers

in the methodology and application of hybrid LCA.

5.1.1 Biodiesel Supply Chain

In Acquaye et al. (2011), a hybrid LCA methodology was used to evaluate the life

cycle CO2 equivalent emissions of rape methyl ester (RME) biodiesel. The meth-

odology used the integrated hybrid framework discussed in Sect. 3.2.3 that com-

bines IO with traditional PLCA. Besides upstream indirect impacts in the LCA

system, emissions due to direct and indirect land use change and N2 O emissions

from fertilizer applications were also calculated. Structural path analysis (SPA),

discussed in Sect. 3.7.2, was used to decompose the upstream indirect emission

paths of the biodiesel supply chain in order to identify, quantify, and rank high-

carbon emissions paths or “hotspots” in the biodiesel supply chain. It was the first

time that an integrated hybrid LCA and SPA had been used to analyze the biodiesel

supply chain. The aim of this detailed analysis was to help tailor and prioritize

mitigation efforts through the use of biofuels.

The integrated hybrid LCA method applied in the study combined an 11� 11

process matrix with a 178� 178 sector input–output matrix from the UK in 2004.

The 2010 ecoinvent database v2.2 was used to compile the process analysis life

cycle inventory, described as unit process exchanges. Uncertainty in upstream

emissions was estimated by including the maximum/minimum IO upstream cutoffs

into the LCA system. To account for the maximum IO upstream cutoffs, all sectoral

products potentially serving as indirect input requirements to biodiesel production

were included. Similarly, to account for minimum IO upstream cutoffs, only those

sectoral products that most probably serve as indirect input requirements for the

biodiesel production supply chain were included. Besides its mathematical consis-

tency, integrated hybrid LCA provides a comprehensive framework because all the

inputs associated with the biodiesel supply chain can be expressed by the combi-

nation of process and IO matrices.
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5.1.2 Wind Power

Wiedmann et al. (2011) explored methodological options for hybrid LCA to

account for the indirect GHG emissions of energy technologies using wind power

generation in the UK as a case study. Using a multi-region input–output modeling

framework, they developed and compared two different hybrid approaches: input–

output-based hybrid LCA and integrated hybrid LCA. The latter utilized the full-

sized ecoinvent process database. The basic layout of the input–output framework

was a two-region model based on supply and use tables for the UK and the rest of

the world (ROW).

This was the first time a fully integrated hybrid system was described for a

biregional supply and use framework. As real company or process data for the

analysis were lacking, relevant data on wind turbine manufacture and operation

were taken from the ecoinvent database.

For the IO-based hybrid LCA, the actual input requirements of the desired wind

power subsector were approximated by using data from a process analysis by Joshi

(1999) (EIO-LCAmodels III to VI). To this end, the electricity industry and product

sectors were split into 11 subsectors, including the desired subsector of electricity

generation by wind power. This kind of disaggregation procedure had also not

previously been used widely for hybrid LCA. For the integrated hybrid LCA, they

followed the approach of combining the full-sized process matrix from the

ecoinvent LCA database, which distinguishes almost 4000 goods and processes,

with the SUT framework for the UK and ROW, with 224 sectors. Finally, the path

exchange method (PXC) (Lenzen and Crawford 2009) was used in this work to

explore the possibility of adjusting the life cycle inventory obtained by IO-based

hybrid LCA.

Uncertainty in hybrid LCA modeling arises from a number of factors, including

uncertainties in source data, imputation and balancing, allocation, assuming pro-

portionality and homogeneity, concordance, sectoral aggregation, regional aggre-

gation, temporal discrepancies, representativeness of model data, monetary

exchange rates (for multiregional models), and price conversion. It was argued

that the conversion from physical to monetary units for direct inputs to IO-based

Hybrid LCA and upstream inputs in the Cu matrix of integrated hybrid LCA (see

(6.67)) is likely to constitute a major reason for uncertainty, and a simple sensitivity

analysis was therefore performed by varying prices in both hybrid models by 20%,

respectively. Integrated hybrid LCA showed a narrow sensitivity range for CO2

(10.8%) than IO-based hybrid LCA (19.6%). This result is due to the fact that in

integrated hybrid LCA, it is only upstream inputs that are affected by price

variation.

It was concluded that the IO-based hybrid LCA approach is easier to implement.

It requires less effort to compile the model framework because only input–output

matrices are required, not process and upstream (downstream) matrices. This means

far less data processing up front and less complicated updating procedures, making

IO-based hybrid LCA a more efficient and less expensive alternative to the
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integrated approach. Furthermore, national input–output tables automatically rep-

resent country-specific products and industries and are generally more up to date

than data on specific processes.

Integrated hybrid LCA, on the other hand, has the advantage that no monetiza-

tion of physical flows is necessary and that there are numerous specific processes

available with which to match primary data if – as in this case – detailed LCA

databases such as ecoinvent have been integrated. This is an area where IO-based

hybrid LCA can be improved by employing the path exchange method (PXC) based

on structural path analysis. Identifying and replacing specific path information are a

helpful technique for making explicit adjustments and increasing accuracy.

5.2 Examples of Hybrid LCA Application

Hybrid LCA has been used extensively in many fields, as illustrated by the

following list of case studies classified by area of application:

1. Transportation

(a) Electric vehicles (EVs) (Moriguchi et al. 1993; Nansai et al. 2002;

Matsuhashi et al. 2000)

(b) Plug-in hybrid vehicles (Samaras and Meisterling 2008)

(c) Charging infrastructure for EV (Nansai et al. 2001)

(d) Diesel and electric urban density trucks (Lee et al. 2013)

(e) Diesel and electric public transportation buses (Cooney et al. 2013)

(f) Freight transportation (Facanha and Horvath 2007)

2. Fuels

(a) Biodiesel (Acquaye et al. 2011)

(b) Cellulosic ethanol (Baral et al. 2012)

(c) Corn ethanol (Yang et al. 2012)

(d) Fuels and propulsion technologies (Lave et al. 2000)

(e) Fuel options (gasoline, diesel, ethanol, hydrogen, and electricity)

(Maclean and Lave 2003)

(f) Natural gas, methanol, and hydrogen for transportation fuels (Strømman

et al. 2006)

(g) Low-carbon energy sources for transportation (corn-based ethanol, soy-

bean biodiesel, cellulosic ethanol from switch grass, microbial biodiesel,

coal with carbon sequestration, photovoltaic cells, and solar concentra-

tors) (Harto et al. 2010)

(h) Biofuels, gasoline, and electricity for transportation (Scown et al. 2011)

(i) Shale gas (Jiang and Hendrickson 2014)

(j) Village-level biomass gasification projects (Wang et al. 2012)
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3. Wind and photovoltaic power

(a) Onshore and offshore wind power (Arvesen and Hertwich 2011)

(b) Offshore wind power (Arvesen et al. 2013)

(c) Wind power in China (Li et al. 2012)

(d) Wind power in the UK (Wiedmann et al. Wiedmann et al. 2011)

(e) Wind turbines in Brazil and Germany (Lenzen and Wachsmann 2004)

(f) Multicrystalline silicon photovoltaic systems (Zhai and Williams 2010)

(g) Parabolic trough concentrating solar power plant (Lenzen and

Wachsmann 2004)

4. New technologies

(a) Carbon capture and storage (CCS) (Singh et al. 2011, 2012)

(b) Disassembly technology (Nakamura and Yamasue 2010)

(c) Colloidal silica and cement grouted soil barrier remediation technologies

(Gallagher et al. 2013)

(d) Water loss control using pressure management (Stokes et al. 2013)

(e) Carbon nanotubes (Gavankar et al. 2014)

5. Water supply and waste treatment

(a) Water supply (Stokes and Horvath 2006, 2009; Mo et al. 2010)

(b) Wastewater treatment (Lin 2009; Alvarez-Gaitan et al. 2013; Shao and

Chen 2013)

(c) Household food waste (Inaba et al. 2010)

(d) Crop residues as an energy source (Lu and Zhang 2010)

6. Food

(a) Meat (Peters et al. 2010a, b)

(b) Wheat (Piringer and Steinberg 2006)

7. Electrical equipment and products

(a) Desktop personal computers (Williams 2004; Yao et al. 2010)

(b) Laptop computers (Deng et al. 2011)

(c) Semiconductor chips (Boyd et al. 2009; Krishnan et al. 2008)

(d) Print circuit boards (Lee and Ma 2013)

(e) Primary and rechargeable batteries (Lankey and McMichael 2000)

(f) Home appliances (Kondo and Nakamura 2004)

8. Construction and building

(a) Airports (Lenzen et al. 2003)

(b) Wood and concrete buildings (Lenzen and Treloar 2002)

(c) Commercial office and residential buildings (Crawford 2008)

(d) Concrete buildings in the USA (Vieira and Horvath 2008)
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(e) High-rise buildings in China (Chang et al. 2012)

(f) Residential and commercial buildings in the USA (Onat et al. 2014)

(g) Commercial office buildings in Thailand (Kofoworola and Gheewala

2008)

(h) Green building codes and certification systems (Suh et al. 2014)

(i) Building construction phase (Sharrard et al. 2008)

(j) Asphalt mixtures with high reclaimed asphalt pavement (Aurangzeb

et al. 2014)

(k) Reinforced concrete and hot-mix asphalt pavements (Kucukvar and

Tatari 2012)

(l) Reinforced concrete and timber railway sleepers (Crawford 2009)

(m) Road construction and use (Trelor et al. 2004)

(n) Hybrid LCA database for building products (Sangwon and Lippiatt 2012)

9. Services

(a) Print and online advertising (McKenzie and Durango-Cohen 2010)

(b) Traditional and E-commerce DVD rental networks (Sivaraman

et al. 2007)

(c) Service industries (Berners-Lee et al. 2011; Shrake et al. 2013)

10. Regions

(a) European Union (Huppes et al. 2006; Scholer et al. 2012; Schoer

et al. 2013)

(b) A US city (Hillman and Ramaswami 2010; Ramaswami et al. 2008)

(c) A Finnish city (Heinonen and Junnila 2011)

(d) A Norwegian city (Larsen and Hertwich 2009)

(e) Industrial parks (Mattila et al. 2010; Dong et al. 2013)

11. Lifestyle and residence

(a) Rural and urban lifestyles (Heinone and Junnila 2011; Heinone

et al. 2011b)

(b) Diets (Meier and Christen 2013)

(c) Residential wood-based heating (Solli et al. 2009)

(d) Residential systems (Heinone et al. 2012; Urban and Bakshi 2013)

(e) Residential swimming pools (Forrest and Williams 2010)

12. Institutions

(a) A water corporation in Sydney (Rowley et al. 2009)

(b) Energy-consuming products (Junnila 2008)

(c) An inland marine freight transportation company (Ewing et al. 2011)

(d) A university (Baboulet and Lenzen 2010)
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6 IO-LCA Database

To support IO-LCA and hybrid LCA, LCA analysts can use databases developed by

many institutions, which are provided for a fee or free of charge. Although

databases intended for application in IO-LCA often hold the economy of a single

country as the system boundary, multiregional input–output tables (MRIO) have

also been published in recent years, to which environmental load data have been

appended, facilitating the application of the data to IO-LCA based on global system

boundaries, including international trade. Those new databases with MRIO are

expected to be useful for various LCA purposes in the future just like IO-LCA

databases with a system boundary of a single country which have practically built

upon myriad examples of LCA. However, MRIO construction requires strong

assumptions and simplifications to complete the input–output tables of each country

and trade data constructed under different definitions, methods, and standards of

quality, which are often self-contradictory. Along with the numerical increase of

countries and sectors, precise estimates of environmental burdens for each sector

naturally become difficult. Robustness for processes and environmental inventories

is the bread and butter for LCA. Thereby the fundamental challenges for future

IO-LCA are enhancement of MRIO reliability and establishing an environmental

database for MRIO with a scope sufficiently broad to cover multiple impact

categories in life cycle impact assessment. Some major databases for LCA using

a country as a system boundary and some of the MRIO database for LCA purposes

now being developed are presented below.

6.1 Databases Using a Country as a System Boundary

6.1.1 3EID

Embodied Energy and Emission Intensity Data for Japan Using Input–Output

Tables (3EID) provided by the National Institute for Environmental Studies of

Japan (NIES), Japan, is a database for IO-LCA that uses Japan’s input–output

tables. The database is obtainable from the NIES website free of charge. The

sectoral resolution of the latest data, derived from the year 2005 tables, includes

403 sectors. The year 2005 tables report energy consumption and greenhouse gases

as environmental load factors. The embodied intensity of each sector is provided on

the basis of both producer and consumer price. The embodied intensity is broken

down by type of fuel and raw materials, by sector inducing environmental load, and

by type of input into sectors, which facilitates an understanding of the structural

drivers of environmental loads.
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6.1.2 CEDA

CEDA developed and distributed by IERS LLC is a professional-quality input–

output LCA database based on expert analysis of input–output tables of the USA,

China, the UK, and other European countries. It was first released in 2000, and it has

been continued to be updated to the current, fourth version, where the US year 2002

tables have been analyzed using environmental load data of various types. It is

currently being updated to its version 5, where geographical boundary has been

extended into other regions. From version 5, annual update will be provided.

Academic license is provided for free of charge, while license fees are charged

for nonacademic uses to fund update and maintenance. CEDA uses multiple

allocation techniques based on standard supply and use framework and incorporates

various emission estimation techniques and validation procedures. Feedback and

error reporting by CEDA users over the last 14 years also helped increase the

reliability of CEDA. The database has been utilized in various high-profile projects

commissioned by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), National Insti-

tute of Standards and Technology (NIST), and General Services Administration

(GSA).

6.1.3 EIO-LCA

EIO-LCA is a database for IO-LCA provided by the Green Design Team at

Carnegie Mellon University. It is based on the US input–output tables. Fee payment

is required for commercial use, but for other purposes, copies are available free of

charge on the EIO-LCA website. Data involving the input–output tables of Canada,

Germany, and China have recently been added.

6.1.4 OPEN IO

OPEN IO is a database based on the US input–output tables developed by The

Sustainability Consortium at the University of Arkansas. The database, analyzing

417 sectors based on 2002 tables, is provided entirely free of charge.

6.1.5 Supply Chain (Scope 3) Greenhouse Gas Emission Factors

This is a database provided by the Centre for Sustainability Accounting Ltd. based

on the UK input–output tables, which supports the calculation of scope 3 emissions.

The estimation uses 75 sectors from the year 2009 data.
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6.1.6 Balancing Act

The Balancing Act report is a database developed by Integrated Sustainability

Analysis at the University of Sydney by expanding sectors from the Australian

input–output tables. It is useful for triple bottom-line assessment of the environ-

ment, economy, and society. The analysis of year 2005 data is based on a classi-

fication into 135 sectors.

6.1.7 SimaPro

SimaPro is comprehensive LCA software sold by Pre Consultants. Its inventory

data includes IO-LCA-based data, in addition to process-based databases such as

ecoinvent. SimaPro8 facilitates IO-LCA based on input–output tables from the

USA (using CEDA), Denmark, and Switzerland.

6.2 Databases Using Multiple Countries as System Boundary

6.2.1 EXIOPOL

A New Environmental Accounting Framework Using Externality Data and Input–

Output Tools for Policy Analysis (EXIOPOL) was an EU research project during

2007–2011 which developed the MRIO (EXIOBASE) for the year 2000 consisting

of 44 countries including the “rest of the world (ROW),” each comprising 129 sec-

tors (products � industries) (see EXIOBASE web). Sample data are provided free

of charge, while the entire database is available on purchase of a license. Extensive

satellite data on environmental loads and resource use were used to estimate

30 types of environmental load and 80 types of resource use for each sector. The

subsequent project CREEA (2011–2014) developed time-series MRIO data and

extended the types of environmental load and resource use further (see Tukker

et al. 2015).

6.2.2 WIOD

The World Input–Output Database: Construction and Applications (WIOD) project

implemented as an EU research project during 2009–2012 constructed MRIO data

for each year between 1995 and 2009, which are provided free of charge (seeWIOD

web). The MRIO data are organized as a supply and use table defined according to a

classification into 35 industries and 59 products. The square input–output tables of

35� 35 industrial sectors are also provided for the purpose of input–output analy-

sis. The environmental satellite data include energy consumption, CO2 emissions,

resource consumption, land use, water consumption, and other inputs.
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6.2.3 Eora

The University of Sydney’s Integrated Sustainability Analysis (ISA) unit has

developed and made available free of charge the Eora MRIO database, comprising

15,909 sectors� 15,909 sectors in a total of 187 countries, each of which includes

25–500 sectors (see Eora web). The outstanding feature of Eora MRIO is that it

maintains, to the greatest extent possible, the original sectoral classification reso-

lution of each country’s input–output tables. The project developed a software

package called AISHA (An Integrated System for Building Harmonized Accounts)

that semiautomated the construction of an MRIO and achieved low-cost MRIO

estimation and fast reporting. Compiling the data with this many sectors and

countries in the absence of harmonized global data to support them has certainly

necessitated the use of assumptions and simplifications (Lenzen et al. 2012a).

Nevertheless, the level of resolution and the wide coverage of Eora have proven

to be extremely valuable for many studies. To date, tables for the years 1990–2009

have been estimated. The extensive satellite data include energy consumption,

greenhouse gas emissions, air pollutant emissions, ecological footprint, water

footprint, and effect on endangered species listed by the International Union for

Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

6.2.4 GLIO

The global link input–output model (GLIO) (Nansai et al. 2009) is an MRIO model

that globally expands the system boundary from the detailed input–output tables of

Japan. It reduces the amount of labor and time required for developing the tables by

simplifying the MRIO structure and incorporates 231 countries and regions in its

system boundary while maintaining the resolution of Japan’s sectoral classification,
which at 406 sectors is as high as the classification of Japanese sectors in Eora.

Simply put, this approach builds the intermediate demand sector of the GLIO

model for the year 2005 using 1042� 1042 sectors and divides these sectors into

three categories. The first category is the domestic product sector (406 sectors) of

the focal country (here, Japan), which is defined in detail using the sectoral

classification of the original input–output table and describes the output of each

sector. The second category is the sector of direct imports (406 sectors) to the final

demand sector of the focal country (Japan). No intermediate demand from the direct

import sector to the final demand sector is included. The final category is the

overseas sector, which defines each of 230 countries and regions as having one

sector and which indicates their output values to Japan’s domestic product sector

(first category) and sector of direct imports to the final demand sector (second

category). In the environmental input–output analysis, the GLIO model is charac-

terized above all by its conversion of the output from the overseas sector to the size

of the domestic environmental footprint.
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For the carbon footprint, for instance, a MRIO is developed by converting the

output from the overseas sector into the amount of direct and indirect GHG

emissions in the export country (domestic carbon footprint) caused by its export,

considering the differences in carbon footprint in the exported products. This

mixed-unit MRIO, expressed in monetarily for the flow from Japan and in physical

units of domestic environmental footprint for the flow from foreign countries,

permits IO-LCA using conventional input–output analysis, with Japanese sectors

defined in detail and 231 countries as the system boundary. The characteristics of

simplifying MRIO using GLIO are detailed in Nansai et al. (2013).

To date, GLIO has enabled calculation of the environmental loads (energy

consumption, GHG, air pollutants) generated in and outside Japan per unit of

production (1 million yen) of Japanese domestic products (406 sectors) (Nansai

et al. 2012). These data are provided free of charge on the 3EID website (National

Institute for Environmental Studies) and are widely used as IO-LCA data for

Japan’s scope 3 calculations.

7 Resolved and Unresolved Issues

7.1 Weak Points of IO-LCA from the Point of View of PLCA

In their review of IO-LCA, Reap et al. (2008), while acknowledging its advantages

over PLCA in regard to its comprehensiveness and speed of boundary selection,

pointed out the following problematical issues:

1. Imports: The IO portion assumes that the amounts of imported commodities to

the product system under study are negligible or that they come from countries

with similar production technologies and economic structures.

2. Unbalanced data: For most countries, there is a lack of applicable, well-

balanced sectoral environmental data that can be correlated with economic data.

3. Old data: The IO-based data is usually several years older than the process-

based data.

4. Resolution: The IO-based data is usually aggregated for industries and commod-

ities, thus diminishing the resolution capability of the IO analysis when com-

pared with more detailed LCAs. The IO-based data assumes companies are

perfectly homogeneous, meaning that they produce only one commodity and

as such there is an allocation error.

5. EoL: Many IO-LCA-based methods do not consider cradle-to-grave industrial

processes, thus themselves introducing a truncation error.

6. Recycling: Many IO-LCA-based methods do not consider the recycling or

remanufacturing industry sectors.
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This chapter has shown that attempts have been made to cope with these

difficulties with different degrees of achievements, which can be summarized as

follows:

1. Imports: As mentioned in 2, there has been a remarkable increase in the

development of MRIO databases and their use in hybrid LCA. Among other

things, the development and use of MRIO have resulted in an explosion of

studies on environmental footprints, as surveyed in Hubacek et al. (2014) and

Lenzen (2013).

2. Unbalanced data: As we have seen in Sect. 6.1, there has been considerable

progress in developing consistent IO-based databases incorporating environ-

mental data. Thanks to its well-defined yet flexible accounting and modeling

framework, IO moreover has the potential to serve as a basis for developing a

platform for storing these data (Nakamura 2011).

3/4. Old data/low resolution: As key components of the systems of national

accounts, IOTs are developed and published on a regular basis, but with

some delay (up to 3 years or more), owing to the considerable resources

required for their development. This oft-voiced criticism of IO data ensues

partly from the fact that the date of their development is explicitly stated,

which is not the case for PLCA data. Furthermore, new IO data represent a full

revision of previous data, which is also not the case for PLCA data.

5/6. EoL/recycling: These issues have been resolved byWIO, at least conceptually;

see Sects. 3.4 and 3.5 above. Development of the data base required for the

implementation of WIO is still at a preliminary stage, however. In particular,

there are as yet no international IOTs incorporating waste flows.

In summary, it seems safe to conclude that the major weakness of IO-LCA

compared with PLCA consists in not conceptual, but in data-related issues. Inte-

grated use of IO data and updated data on processes of interest, as discussed in

Sect. 5, will be a productive strategy to pursue.

7.2 Limitations of IO Relevant to LCA

The following issues are often cited as major conceptual limitations of IO that

should be taken into consideration when using IO models in an LCA context (NWT

2006, p. 8):

1. Fixed coefficients: The technical coefficients, the elements of the A and

R matrices in the fundamental EEIO Eq. (6.62), are assumed to be fixed. Price

effects, substitution, changing technology, and economies of scale are not

considered.

2. No supply constraints: There are no constraints on the supply of primary factors

of production, the supply of resources, or productive capacity.

3. Capital goods: Goods can be produced without additions to capital stock.
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It is noteworthy that these limitations apply almost equally to PLCA as well. As

mentioned above in Sect. 4.3 with regard to the rectangular extension of the

A matrix to accommodate the presence of alternative processes, the presence of

supply constrains can be taken into consideration by resorting to LP-IO where they

occur as additional linear constraints. It is to be noted that consideration of these

constraints in LP-IO can be achieved without rectangular extension of the Amatrix;

see Nakamura and Kondo (2009), Sect. 3.5.1 for further details. The issue of capital

goods has already been discussed above, in Sect. 3.3. The first point is discussed

below.

7.2.1 Fixed Coefficients

Many factors are involved behind the assumption of fixed coefficients, which can be

divided into the following groups:

1. Linear technology: The independence of A from x.
2. No alternative processes: The matrix A is square.

3. No price effects: The independence of A from prices of inputs.

Linear Technology

The independence of A from x, that is, the independence of technology from the

scale of production, is justified by assuming the technology to follow constant

returns to scale (Sect. 2.1.2). If this assumption is not used, A depends on x, and the
balance Eq. (6.17) becomes

x ¼ A xð Þxþ y; ð6:136Þ

which requires information about the functional form of A(x) for a solution to be

obtained. Because x is determined by y, the dependence of A on x is tantamount to

its dependence on y. Scale effects represented by the size of y are not the only factor
contributing to this dependence. The composition of y may also affect A. For
instance, a change in the composition of waste being submitted to a waste inciner-

ation process can result in changes in certain input coefficients relating to utilities

and chemicals (Nakamura and Kondo, 2009, Sect. 6.2). Nonlinearity in technical

input–output relationships can be incorporated into IO once the underlying process

knowledge is available. For example, Nakamura and Kondo (2002) extended the

standard IO model by introducing a system engineering model of waste treatment to

consider the effects of changes in the scale of operation of incinerators and in the

composition of waste fed into the incinerators.
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No Alternative Processes

This has already been discussed above in Sect. 4.3.

No Price Effects

Many LCA studies are concerned with comparing alternative production processes

to meet the requirements of a given functional unit y. As discussed in Sect. 2.4,

changes in certain elements of A can lead to changes in product prices. Accordingly,

different A can result in different sets of product prices. It then follows that if

y depends on product prices, that is, y ¼ y pð Þ, a change in A can affect y via its

effects on p, that is, y can no longer remain at its initial level and composition before

the change took place. Introduction of (certain) market mechanisms is a feature that

distinguished consequential LCA (CLCA) from other models of LCA, albeit not

endogenously at present, as the market mechanisms are derived exogenously from

economic models (Hertwich 2005; Zamagni et al. 2012).

Computable general equilibrium (CGE) models, such as the GTAP model (Klijn

et al. 2005), are economic models that are frequently used in LCA to consider

market mechanisms (Earles and Halog 2011). CGE models are closely related to IO

in terms of both concepts and data, although there are also several important

differences between them (Rose 1995). CGE models, being economic models, are

based on a set of economic assumptions in order to make them operational. Some of

these assumptions are concerned with specification of technology and hence are of

considerable relevance to LCA. To our understanding, however, these assumptions

and their implications for LCA do not seem well known in the LCA community,

and for this reason the topic will now be elaborated on.

7.2.2 CES Functions and Separability: The Way CGE Incorporates

Substitution Based on Price Mechanisms

As the name indicates, a general equilibrium (GE) model can be quite general, at

least conceptually. Among others things, it is free of stringent restrictions such as

fixed coefficients on technical input–output relationships. For the case of a single-

output j and n types of input, the technical input–output relationships can be

represented in its general form by the “production function” f j:

xj ¼ f j x1j; . . . ; x1n;K1j; . . . ;Kkj; L1j; . . . ; Llj
� 	 ð6:137Þ

For a GE model to be computational, however, f jmust be functionally specified and

its parameters quantified using real-world data.

In LCA and IO, f j is specified by a set of fixed coefficients obtained from process

information, operational data, and/or transaction data, that is, in a bottom-up
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fashion. In CGE, a different approach is used. The functional form of f j is chosen

from among the arsenal of economic tools in a top-down fashion, based on a

balance between analytical convenience and the generality with regard to the

potential for substitution among inputs. Process or technological information are

not generally used in its specification (Schumacher and Sands 2007).

CES Functions

The constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production function with two inputs

given below is the one most widely used in CGE models:

xj ¼ αj βjx
ρj
1j þ 1� βj

� 	
x
ρj
2j

h i1=ρj ð6:138Þ

whereβ2 0; 1½ � is the share parameter,α is the efficiency parameter, andρj 	 1 is the

parameter referring to the degree of substitutability of the inputs. This specification

is general in regard to substitution possibilities, because no a priori restrictions are

imposed on ρj. A fixed-coefficient, zero-substitution model follows as ρj ! �1,

while the opposite of infinite or complete substitutability follows if ρj ! 1. The

CES function has a fundamental weakness, however. Extending it to include more

than two inputs is difficult except for the uninteresting case where the substitution

potential is the same among all the inputs occurring in the function (see Nakamura

and Kondo 2009, Sect. 4.3 for further details). It is thus no mere coincidence that

the CES function given by Eq. (6.138) contains only two inputs. Because the

number of inputs in CGE models is generally greater than two, this feature is

problematic.

Separability of Inputs into Groups

This shortcoming of the CES function is coped with by assuming a tree structure of

production, or nested groupings (nested CES functions) of inputs into several

groups, with each group consisting of a “small number,” mostly two, of inputs

such that a CES function can be applied to its components (Paltsev et al. 2005; Qi

et al. 2014). For the case of n¼ 6 and three groupings, this tree/nested structure can

be given by

xj ¼ f jðx1j, x2j, x3j, x4j, x5j, x6jÞ
¼ Fj

�
g1jðx1j, x2jÞ, g2jðx3j, x4jÞ, g3jðx5j, x6jÞ

�
¼ FjðG1j,G2j,G3jÞ

ð6:139Þ

with
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Gij ¼ gij xij; xiþ1, j

� 	 ¼ αij βijx
ρij
ij þ 1� βij

� 	
x
ρij
iþ1j

h i1=ρij ð6:140Þ

where gij refers to the sub-production or aggregator function, Gij to the resulting

aggregate, and Fj to the production function in terms of the three aggregates.

Substitutability among the three aggregate inputs can be taken into account by

introducing additional grouping of the first two aggregates
�
G1j and G2j

	
into one

using an aggregator function gAj:

xj ¼ Fj

�
gAjðG1j,G2jÞ,G3j

�
¼ FjðGAj,G3jÞ

ð6:141Þ

with gAj a CES function in G1j and G2j, and Fj
¯ a CES function in GAj and G3j.

Figure 6.1 gives a visual representation of the nested structure or production tree

(for real examples, see Paltsev et al. 2005 and Qi et al. 2014). In sharp contrast to

LCA, industrial process knowledge or information on technological changes are not

generally used to parameterize the CES function (Schumacher and Sands 2007).

Instead, this is usually performed using statistical (econometric) estimates taken

from the literature or provided a priori in a top-down fashion.

Implications of Separability

The seemingly convenient practice of using nested CES functions based on the

grouping of inputs is not without problems, however. The grouping of inputs into

several groups is possible because the inputs are assumed to be “separable” into

Output

Aggregate A

Aggregate 1 Aggregate 2 Aggregate 3

Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4 Input 5 Input 6

Fig. 6.1 The nesting structure of production sectors: an example
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mutually exclusive groups of inputs. This assumption of separability implies that

the composition of individual components within a group can be altered indepen-

dently of the compositions of the items occurring in other input groups (Leontief

1947; Sono 1961). Accordingly, (6.139) implies that the combination of the indi-

vidual inputs in each of the three groups can be altered independently of one

another. For instance, a simplified version of the nested CES model of Qi

et al. (2014) corresponds to the case where inputs 1 and 2 refer to capital and

labor, which are aggregated by a CES function to value added, inputs 3 and 4 refer

to energy sources such as oil and gas, which are aggregated to an energy aggregate,

and inputs 5 and 6 refer to other intermediate inputs, for which fixed coefficients are

used. This implies that the composition of the energy aggregate can be altered

independently of the capital–labor combination. It is noteworthy that “capital” is

itself an aggregate of individual capital goods and needs to be constructed using an

aggregator function (see (6.32)). Accordingly, representation of the production

structure in terms of “capital” implies the separability of its components, capital

goods, from the remaining inputs. In economic analysis focusing on highly aggre-

gated macroeconomic subjects in monetary terms, this point will not be of great

importance. In LCA, however, use of this concept automatically implies the

independence of energy mix from the composition of capital goods, which is at

odds with the fact that alternation of energy sources usually requires alternation of

energy-related machines and equipment.

It is also noteworthy that, in reality, substitution of technology may require the

installation or alteration of processes, which involve considerable amounts of

investment expenditure in relevant productive facilities. Accommodation of this

point in a CGE model based on the assumption of separability of capital goods from

other inputs, that is, the existence of an aggregated capital, appears conceptually

difficult. Extension of LP-IO with explicit consideration of capital goods 3.3 would

be conceptually more straightforward and simpler to implement.

7.2.3 A Closing Remark

Any analytical tool has its strength and weakness, and IO-LCA is no exception.

When using such tools, it is important to be aware of their limitations and weakness

and refrain from applying them in a merely mechanical fashion, with no consider-

ation given to the constraints that will automatically be imposed on the results they

yield.
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Chapter 7

Material Flow Analysis

David Laner and Helmut Rechberger

Abstract Material flow analysis (MFA) is a tool to quantify the flows and stocks of

materials in arbitrarily complex systems. MFA has been widely applied to material

systems in providing useful information regarding the patterns of resource use and

the losses of materials entering the environment. MFA and life cycle assessment

(LCA) are traditionally different tools for environmental decision support. The two

methods are basically different with respect to the definition of system boundaries

and the actual subject of investigation. However, there are also overlaps between

the tools. These overlaps highlight that MFA and LCA can complement each other

and thereby increase the quality of studies in both domains. Thus, the combination

of these tools offers the potential for more consistent and reliable decision support

in environmental and resource management.

In this chapter, the authors aim at describing the state of the art in MFA and at

highlighting the intertwined characters of MFA and LCA when it comes to the

investigation of environmentally relevant material systems. Therefore, the main

procedures, and the most important methodological approaches of MFA, are

described in Sect. 2. Main applications of MFA to different problems and for

different purposes based on selected cases from literature are dealt with in

Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the authors discuss the benefits of combining MFA and LCA

including a brief outlook on the combined use of MFA and LCA in integrated

assessments of environmentally relevant systems.
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Keywords Application of material flow analysis • Combining MFA and LCA •

Dynamic material flow analysis • Eco-factors • Ecological scarcity method • LCA •

LCIA • Life cycle assessment • Life cycle impact assessment • MFA • Mass

conservation • Material flow analysis • SFA • Static material flow analysis •

Statistical entropy • Substance flow analysis • Uncertainty analysis

Acronyms

AP Acidification potential

APC Air pollution control

CED Cumulative energy demand

CFCs Chlorofluorocarbons

CO2 Carbon dioxide

COD Cumulative energy demand

EOL End-of-life

GWP Global warming potential

HCl Hydrogen chloride

HF Hydrogen fluoride

LCA Life cycle assessment

LCIA Life cycle impact assessment

MFA Material flow analysis

MSW Municipal solid waste

ODP Ozone depletion potential

OSR Old scrap ratio

PUR Polyurethane

RDF Residue derived fuel

SE Statistical entropy

SEA Statistical entropy analysis

SFA Substance flow analysis

VOCs Volatile organic compounds

1 Introduction: Material Flow Analysis

Material flow analysis (MFA) is a tool to quantify the flows and stocks of materials

in arbitrarily complex systems (Baccini and Brunner 1991). MFA has been widely

applied to material systems in providing useful information regarding the patterns

of resource use and the losses of materials entering the environment (e.g., Chen and

Graedel 2012). It is concerned with gathering, harmonizing, and analyzing data

about physical flows and stocks from different sources with varying qualities to

gain an understanding about the stocks and flows of materials in the investigated

system. The material flow data has to comply with the mass balance constraints

defined in the model, because of the fundamental principle of mass conservation.

The use of this principle to investigate metabolic systems has a long tradition,
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dating back to studies by the medical doctor Santorio Santorio, who established an

input-output balance of his physical metabolism already 400 years ago. In this way,

he discovered that around half of the input was not to be found in the outputs he

measured (body stock, urine, feces). Even though he was not aware of the mass of

the respiration leaving his body, he knew that there was a missing term in his

balance, which he called “insensible perspiration” (Baccini and Brunner 2012).

Around two centuries later, Antoine Laurent Lavoisier finally stated the law of mass

conservation, with mass balances being the basic foundation of chemical experi-

ments from thereon. Though the principle of mass conservation is fundamental to

all kinds of MFA, different MFA types can be distinguished according to the major

goals of each type of approach (cf. Bringezu and Moriguchi 2002). However, in

practice no sharp borders exist between these types and many characteristics are

common to all types of MFA. An important distinction nevertheless can be made

between black box-type material balances and refined material flow analyses

distinguishing various elements within the system. The former is often referred to

as “material flow accounting,” where the system under investigation is treated as a

black box, for which material inputs and outputs are balanced. The latter is typically

referred to as “substance flow analysis” or “material flow analysis,” building on

material flow models to describe the pattern of material use in the system under

study in some detail. In this section, the latter type of MFA studies is in the focus.

This type of MFA has been described in detail in textbooks by Baccini and Brunner

(1991, 2012), Baccini and Bader (1996), and Brunner and Rechberger (2004).

Material flow analysis and life cycle assessment (LCA) are traditionally differ-

ent tools for environmental decision support. MFA and LCA are basically different

with respect to the definition of system boundaries (geographical and temporal

scope) and the actual subject of investigation (tracking materials in a given system

vs. the provision of a specific product or service) (cf. Udo de Haes et al. 1997). In

MFA, system boundaries are fixed in space and time. Hence, unlike an life cycle

inventory (LCI), which includes all relevant flows associated with a specific

product or service, no matter where or when they occur, an MFA is limited to a

certain geographical entity (e.g., company, country, world) for a certain time period

(days, years, etc.). Because the quantity of interest in MFA is the mass of a material,

MFA keeps track of a material within the defined system and can be used to identify

sources, uses, and sinks. Because an LCA is related to fulfilling a specific function,

the accounting of flows is not limited to one or a few materials, but aims at

including all relevant flows of materials and energy associated with the provision

of the function. However, there are also overlaps between the tools, as an MFA

study may aim to analyze a service (e.g., treatment of a specific amount of waste) or

an LCA study may be built on material flow results derived from mass balances for

a defined system (e.g., regional reference flows, emission factors or transfer coef-

ficients, process efficiencies). These overlaps highlight that MFA and LCA can also

be used complementary to provide consistent and reliable decision support in the

field of environmental and resource management. If experts in the fields of MFA

and LCA become increasingly aware of the benefits the combination of these tools

may offer with respect to decision support in environmental and resource manage-

ment, this would increase the quality of many studies in both fields.
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In this chapter, the authors describe the state of the art in MFA and highlight the

intertwined characters of MFA and LCA when it comes to the investigation of

environmentally relevant material systems. Therefore, they define the basic terms,

the main procedures, and the most important methodological approaches of MFA,

in the second section. Subsequently, they describe main applications of MFA to

different problems and for different purposes based on selected cases from litera-

ture in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, they discuss the benefits of combining MFA and LCA

including a brief outlook on the combined use of MFA and LCA in integrated

assessments of environmentally relevant systems.

2 Methodology of Material Flow Analysis

2.1 Basic Terms and Procedure

2.1.1 Basic Terms of MFA

As any scientific field, the methodology of MFA comprises terms which are

precisely defined and have to be understood in order to produce sound MFA results

and to be able to communicate them within the MFA community. In this section,

the most important terms are briefly described; for more detailed information, see

Baccini and Brunner (2012) or Brunner and Rechberger (2004).

Materials, Substances, and Goods

In MFA the term “substance” is defined, like in chemistry, as a single type of stuff

consisting of uniform units. If the units are atoms, the substance is called “element,”

such as carbon or iron; if they are molecules, it is called “chemical compound,”

such as carbon dioxide or iron chloride. A substance is designated “conservative”

when it is not destroyed or transformed in a process or by any event during its life

cycle. The term “good” describes merchandise and wares. It is mostly used as

plural, “goods,” and describes an economic entity of a stuff with economic value.

There are only a few goods that have no economic value, e.g., rainwater, or a

negative value, e.g., waste. Goods are made up of one or several substances. The

economic turnover of goods is usually reported in all kinds of statistics, and their

production figures are mostly known, as they are of economic relevance. Such

information is a prerequisite for establishing material budgets. “Material” serves as

an umbrella term for both substances and goods.

MFA is an analytical tool to describe the flows of substances and goods. Even if

a substance is in the focus of an MFA study, such as phosphorus (P) in Sect. 3.4, it

does not make sense to designate such a study as substance flow analysis (SFA)

because the P-containing flows of goods are instrumental. In most cases the purpose

of system design is to optimize substance flows, but this is usually done by changing
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flows of goods, because the substance is contained in a good. Therefore the

investigation of the level of goods is a central part of any MFA study.

Flows, Processes, Stocks, and Transfer Coefficients

A process is defined as a transport, transformation, or storage of materials. The

transport process can be a natural process, such as the movement of dissolved P in a

river, or it can be man-made, such as the shipping of mineral fertilizer. The same

applies to transformations and storages. The oxidation of carbon to carbon dioxide

may happen in natural forest fires as well as in man-made heating systems. Storage

of materials happens by natural sedimentation and landfilling. A stock is defined as

a material reservoir and is allocated to a process comprising the mass of materials

that is stored within the process. It can stay constant (steady state), or it can increase

(accumulation of materials) or decrease (depletion of materials). Processes are

linked by “flows” of materials. Flows entering or leaving the system are called

“imports” or “exports”; flows entering or leaving a process are called “inputs” or

“outputs.” “Transfer coefficients” describe the partitioning of a substance by a

process. They give the percentage of the total throughput of a substance that is

transferred into a specific output “good”; hence, they are substance-specific and

technology-specific values and stand for the characteristics of a process. Sometimes

transfer coefficients can be regarded as constant within certain ranges, which makes

them useful for sensitivity and scenario analysis.

System and System Boundaries

The “system” is the actual object of any MFA investigation. A system is defined by

a group of MFA elements (processes, flows, etc.), the interaction between them, and

the boundaries between these and other elements in space and time. An open system

interacts with its surroundings; it has either material or energy imports and exports

or both, while a closed system is conceived as a system in complete isolation,

preventing material and energy flows across the system boundary. The actual

definition of the system is a decisive and demanding task and requires some

experience. Everything within the system is part of the investigation. Everything

outside the system should not be considered. Therefore, the golden rule is to keep

the system as small and simple as possible, still conveying a reliable and valid

result. Poor results of MFA studies can often be traced back to an inadequate system

definition.

For material balances of larger systems such as nations or continents, the term

“cycle” has been frequently used. This term stems from the grand biochemical

cycles of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus that drive the bio-

sphere. While these natural cycles indeed show cyclic behavior, anthropogenic

systems hardly do (cf. Sect. 3.4 on p. 315). Therefore, applying the term “cycle” to

anthropogenic systems could be misleading, at least considered euphemistic.
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Another term that is frequently used instead of “system” or “cycle” is “budget,”

indicating the input/output and balance character of MFA.

2.1.2 The Principle of Mass Conservation and MFA Procedures

MFA consists of several steps that have slightly changed since the employment of

MFA software facilitating the application of error propagation and data reconcili-

ation (cf. Fig. 7.1).

Selection of System Boundaries

The spatial system boundary is usually determined by the scope of the study. It

coincides often with a politically defined region (administrative regions such as

nations, states, or cities), the premises of a company, or a hydrologically defined

region such as the catchment area of a river. The temporal system boundary is most

often a year because many data are reported in this time resolution, and the yearly

basis helps to outweigh momentary unsteadiness of flows. If smaller objects such as

Fig. 7.1 Course of action to perform material flow analysis (Based on Brunner and Rechberger

2004)
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a technology or factory are studied, shorter system boundaries from hours to days

might be adequate.

Selection of Flows and Processes

The number of processes necessary to describe the system depends on the objective

of the study and on the complexity of the system. Generally, processes can be

divided into subprocesses, so that handy systems of maximally 10–15 processes

(not including subprocesses) can be realized. The selection of processes is a result

of the course of understanding the system. The flows of goods are determined by the

inputs and outputs of the processes.

Selection of Substances

The selection of substances depends on the purpose of the study and on the kind of

system to be studied. Often legislation such as the Clean Air Act or standards and

safety codes provide listings of relevant substances that have to be part of an

investigation. An easy way to determine relevant substances in a good is to establish

the ratio of substance concentrations in the selected good to geogenic reference

materials. Substances with a ratio >10 are candidates for the study. Note that these

rules will only assist in the selection process, while the final selection has to be

checked for consistency and usefulness during the entire course of the MFA.

Balancing of Processes and the System

According to the mass balance principle (Eq. 7.1), the mass of all inputs (imports)

into a process (system) equals the mass of all outputs (exports) of this process

(system) plus the change of stock (ΔS) that considers accumulation (ΔS > 0) or

depletion (ΔS < 0) of material in the process (system):X j

i¼1
_m i ¼

X k

i¼1
_m i þ ΔS ð7:1Þ

where j ¼ number of inputs, k ¼ number of outputs, and _m ¼ substance or total

material flow.

The mass balance has to be fulfilled for each process of the system for the total

material flows (goods) as well as for each single selected substance. This may result

in a set of some equations. Before software had been applied to solve these balance

equations, MFA was an iterative process where mass flows and concentrations were

adjusted manually to make the system as consistent as possible. Nowadays, this

step-by-step analysis and adjustment (improvement) of data and maybe system

structure (e.g., adding new flows) are supported by MFA software, where the user
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gets information which flows (data) produce inconsistencies and might be errone-

ous. However, software can only support, but does not deliver corrected data or

other information. This is still to be achieved by the user and requires some general

MFA and modeling experience as well as deep understanding of the system of study

(cf. Laner and Cencic 2013).

Presentation of Results

It is important to present the results of an MFA in an appropriate way. The relevant

results of a study have to be condensed into a clear message that can be presented in

an easily comprehensible manner which is understandable, reproducible, and trust-

worthy. The main results of MFA are flow diagrams in Sankey style which means

that the width of the arrows indicating the flows is proportional to their value (e.g.,

produced with the MFA software STAN; cf. Sect. 2.2 and Figs. 7.8, 7.9, and 7.11).

Some simple rules help to make such diagrams readable. First, the number of

processes should be kept below 10 (max. 15). If the system is more complex,

subprocesses should be introduced. The processes should be arranged in a way

that crossing of flows is minimized and that all imports come from the left side and

all exports leave on the right side of the system (not always possible). Quantities of

flows should be rounded to two significant digits (cf. Rechberger et al. 2014). This

guarantees that the number of digits is reduced as much as possible, giving shorter

numbers, without losing quantitative information. The uncertainties should be

expressed in % cutting off positions after the decimal point. A weak point of

many MFA studies is the documentation of data and data sources. This can be

adequately done by structuring a study’s data in a so-called data characterization

matrix. MFA studies, which have been performed with STAN, can be communi-

cated to the global MFA community by the upload to a tailor-made platform (www.

stan2web.net). The platform allows to search all STAN files after keywords and to

examine MFA models.

2.2 Data Reconciliation and Uncertainty Analysis

Due to paucity of data and limited system understanding, MFA is naturally

confronted with uncertainty. Data for material flow analysis originate from differ-

ent sources and vary in terms of availability and quality, particularly if material

stocks and flows of large-scale systems, such as regions or whole economies, are

investigated. Data typically stems from various disciplines and comes from sources

such as official statistics, scientific reports, market studies, expert estimates, and

others (e.g., Chen and Graedel 2012; Hedbrant and S€orme 2001; Laner et al. 2014).

In addition, the quantity of interest may not be directly extractable from existing

data, creating the need for estimates based on empirical evidence (i.e., measure-

ments), up- or downscaling, transformation of observations for similar systems,
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expert solicitation, and assumptions based on plausible reasoning (e.g., Bj€orklund
2002; Danius and Burstr€om 2001; Montangero and Belevi 2007). In addition to

model parameters as major sources of uncertainty in MFA, uncertainties concerning

model structure may be particularly important in case of very limited information

about the system, as it is common in developing countries (cf. Do-Thu et al. 2011;

Do et al. 2014). Consequently, various approaches at different levels of sophisti-

cation have been used to analyze uncertainty in MFA studies, aiming at evaluating

and improving MFA input data, enabling the reconciliation of conflicting material

flow data, identifying the uncertainty of material flow model results, and facilitating

the assessment of the results’ sensitivity. An overview of existing approaches for

considering uncertainty and their main applications in MFA is given in Table 7.1,

where three types of approaches are distinguished (cf. Laner et al. 2014). Qualita-

tive and semiquantitative approaches use categories to express the uncertainty of

MFA results. Data classification approaches focus on formal concepts to charac-

terize data quality and parameter uncertainty in combination with simple mathe-

matical methods, while statistical approaches use rigorous mathematical methods to

evaluate the sensitivity and/or uncertainty of model outputs in addition to parameter

uncertainty characterization.

In order to use MFA as a robust tool for decision support in resource manage-

ment and environmental pollution control, rigorous uncertainty analysis should be

an integral part of MFA with the level of sophistication depending on the data

situation and the purpose of the study (cf. Laner et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2014).

Mathematically simpler concepts with a focus on data uncertainty characterization

are well suited for descriptive MFA, where the major goal is to quantify the material

turnover in the system. In contrast statistical approaches are important for evaluat-

ing uncertainty and modeling sensitivity in exploratory MFA, where the major goal

is to identify critical parameters and understand system behavior. Building on the

existing approaches shown in Table 7.1, Laner et al. (2014) presented a framework

for the systematic consideration of uncertainty in MFA consisting of four steps for

descriptive MFA and five steps for exploratory MFA, respectively. In general,

uncertainty analysis is embedded in the stepwise, iterative procedure for

performing MFA (cf. Fig. 7.1), starting with the system definition of the MFA

study. Based on the definition of the mathematical model in the first step, data

quality is evaluated and model parameter uncertainty is characterized in the second

step. Parameter characterization should be consistent with the knowledge about the

various quantities, e.g., the nonnegativity of a quantity is reflected by the choice of

characterization function. In the third step, the material flows are balanced, poten-

tially reconciling conflicting input data with the mass balance constraints of the

model. Based on the extent of data reconciliation (cf. Laner et al. 2015) or the

compliance with predefined plausibility criteria (cf. Do et al. 2014), the quality of

input data is evaluated. Consequently, in case of large deviations between input

values and reconciled values or noncompliance of the resulting flows with the

plausibility criteria, the parameter uncertainty may have to be improved. This is

typically an iterative procedure with several loops of database improvement before

arriving at a final model. In the fourth step, the final model (satisfying agreement
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between data and model results has been achieved) is used to determine the material

flows and their associated uncertainty either analytically or using Monte Carlo

simulation. While this is typically the last step for descriptive MFA, for the

exploratory MFA, sensitivity analysis is used in a fifth step to evaluate the effects

of parameter variation on the model outputs and identify critical parameters as a

basis to develop scenarios.

A popular approach for addressing uncertainty in MFA has been to assume

uncertain quantities to be normally distributed given as mean values and standard

deviations (e.g., Andersen et al. 2010; Bonnin et al. 2013; Dos Santos et al. 2012;

Graedel et al. 2004; Ott and Rechberger 2012). This approach has been

implemented in the MFA software STAN (Cencic and Rechberger 2008), the

most comprehensive and widely used software tool to perform MFA in consider-

ation of uncertainty. The STAN software offers a graphical user interface to build

MFA systems with different layers (goods, substance, energy) and for multiple time

Table 7.1 Types of approaches for considering uncertainty in MFA

Parameter uncertainty

characterization

Data reconciliation and

uncertainty propagation Application

Qualitative and semiquantitative approaches

No formal way of characteriz-

ing parameter uncertainty

Uncertainty is not considered

in the model

Uncertainty scores are

derived to express the

author’s confidence in the

model results [1, 2]

Used in descriptive MFA

Data classification approaches

Based on an evaluation of data

quality, the uncertainty of

model input parameters is

determined

Mathematical models are

simple and uncertainty treat-

ment includes data cross-

checking and interval arith-

metic [3] as well as Gaussian

error propagation [4]

Uncertainty ranges are

derived for the model results,

but interpretation is often not

straightforward due to miss-

ing mathematical stringency

Mainly used in descriptive

MFA

Statistical approaches

Data are characterized using

specific probability distribu-

tions (e.g., normal distribu-

tions [5] or various

distributions [6]) or fuzzy sets

[7]

Inconsistent data can be rec-

onciled in the STAN software

[5] or within fuzzy set theory

[7, 8]. Uncertainty propaga-

tion is typically performed

using Monte Carlo simulation

[6, 9, and 10] or analytically

[5]

Model results come with

corresponding uncertainty

ranges. The extent of data

reconciliation can be used as

an indication of model quality

[8]. Sensitivity analysis is

performed to identify critical

model parameters and

develop scenarios [9, 10]

Used in descriptive and

exploratory MFA

Based on Laner et al. (2014)

Literature: [1], Graedel et al. 2004; [2], Andersson et al. 2012; [3], Lassen and Hansen 2000; [4],

Hedbrant and S€orme 2001; [5], Cencic and Rechberger 2008; [6], Gottschalk et al. 2010; [7],

Dubois et al. 2014; [8], Laner et al. 2015; [9], Schaffner et al. 2009; [10], Gl€oser et al. 2013
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periods (free download from http://www.stan2web.net/). The resulting material

flows can be displayed in Sankey style. If more balance equations can be

established than there are unknown quantities, conflicting data have to be recon-

ciled with the mass balance constraints defined by the material flow model. The

software can perform data reconciliation using a Gauss-Jordan elimination process

to iteratively solve the reconciliation problem (cf. Fellner et al. 2011). This is a

weighted least-squares optimization with errors being minimized under the con-

straints given by the mass balance equations of the model. The higher the standard

deviation of an uncertain quantity, the stronger it may be reconciled in case of

conflicts with other given quantities. The reconciled values are subsequently used to

calculate the unknown quantities (e.g., material flows) with their associated uncer-

tainties using the method of Gaussian error propagation.

Given the lack of information about MFA data as the major challenge for

meaningful uncertainty analysis in MFA (cf. Danius and Burstr€om 2001; Laner

et al. 2014), practitioners should take particular care about the consistent charac-

terization of uncertain MFA data. While the lack of formal procedures for uncer-

tainty analysis impairs statements about the reliability of MFA results, systematic

uncertainty analysis produces results as precise as the data warrant (Laner

et al. 2014). In the light of these findings, comprehensive approaches to characterize

material flow data are being developed (e.g., Feketitsch et al. 2013) as a basis to

evaluate and improve the consistency of the database via data reconciliation pro-

cedures (Laner et al. 2015). In addition to the classical approach of data reconcil-

iation in MFA based on least-squares optimization implemented in the STAN

software, recent studies have focused on data reconciliation under fuzzy constraints

in MFA (e.g., Dubois et al. 2014) and data reconciliation of non-normally distrib-

uted quantities (Cencic and Fr€uhwirt 2015). In fuzzy set theory, nonprecise infor-

mation is expressed via membership functions, which represent the degree of truth

and not the likelihood of an event or condition. A simple fuzzy set is an interval,

which defines the possible range containing the true value. Because fuzzy sets do

not make assumptions about the probability of a specific condition, but can be used

to define possible ranges for a quantity, they are particularly well suited to express

expert judgment based on scarce information or to describe vague knowledge.

Figure 7.2 shows two different characterization functions for an uncertain quantity

described by the normal distribution approach used in the STAN software (mean ¼
50, standard deviation ¼ 2.25) and by the fuzzy approach using a trapezoidal

membership function (lower limit, 45.5; lower core, 47.75; upper core, 52.25;

upper limit, 54.5), respectively. Laner et al. (2015) conclude that the normal

(probabilistic) approach is often the default choice for uncertainty analysis in

MFA without a critical assessment of its appropriateness, but in case of poor

databases, fuzzy sets may be better suited to express the effect of limited knowledge

on the MFA results. In general, data reconciliation offers the potential to reduce the

uncertainty of the model results and to conduct plausibility checks. Therefore, the

generation of as many independent estimates for material flows as possible is the

best way to produce reliable results of MFA studies.
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2.3 Static and Dynamic MFA

Static material flow analyses are established for a certain balancing period in time,

for instance, for 1 year. They provide a snapshot of a system in time and are done at

different levels of sophistication to investigate the patterns of material use and

material losses in the system. Static MFA is typically used to generate a quantitative

understanding of material systems and develop alternative management scenarios

(cf. Brunner and Rechberger 2004). Dynamic material flow analyses describe the

behavior of a system over several time increments. Thus, dynamic MFA provides

information about material usage over time and consequent changes in stocks and

flows within the system. While material flows in a static MFA are time independent

(i.e., they are not related to material flows at another point in time), material flows in

a dynamic model at the time T can potentially depend on all previous states of the

system (cf. Baccini and Bader 1996). In the past, most MFA studies used static

models to investigate material flow systems, but since the late 1990s, dynamic

models have become increasingly popular with the primary focus on the investiga-

tion of material stocks in society (e.g., Zeltner et al. 1999). Metals, in particular,

have been subject to dynamic MFA due to the large accumulated metal stocks in

society and their potential value for society as secondary raw materials (cf. Chen

and Graedel 2012; M€uller et al. 2014). Typically stock estimates refer to the in-use

stock without making a clear distinction between materials actually in use (i.e.,

product still fulfills its original function), materials in hibernation (i.e., products,

which remain in storage but are not used any more), and materials contained in

obsolete products, which are not discarded or demolished. However, as the avail-

ability of materials is dependent on the type of stock, current research has focused

Fig. 7.2 Illustration of characterization functions of a specific quantity using the approach of the

STAN software assuming normal distributions (solid gray line) and the fuzzy approach using

trapezoidal membership functions (dotted line) (Based on Laner et al. 2015)
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on the characterization and evaluation of the anthropogenic material stock

(cf. Johansson et al. 2013; Lederer et al. 2014). Even if hibernating stock is included

in stock estimates, two different approaches can be used to estimate material stocks

in society (cf. Fig. 7.3). The top-down approach is used in dynamic MFA and is

based on accounting of the net flows into or out of the stock over the past. The

bottom-up approach consists of summing up the amount of material contained in all

relevant products (or wastes) in the various sectors. While the latter approach is

typically used in static MFA, due to the lack of time series data in the model, it can

also be used in dynamic MFA to directly investigate the material stock over time

(cf. M€uller et al. 2014). The two different approaches are schematically illustrated

in Fig. 7.3 for determining the stock in buildings of a specific material at time T. For

the top-down estimate, a time series of input-output balances is used to calculate the

total stock, while the bottom-up estimate is based on deriving the total stock from

the material intensities in all relevant products (buildings in case of Fig. 7.3).

The formula for estimating the material stock S(T ) at time T using the bottom-up

approach is shown in Eq. 7.2. The stock is the sum of the contents of the material of

interest ci for all relevant products or product groups Pi at the time T. This approach

appears to be particularly useful, if the material is mainly used in a few different

applications, for which sufficient data are available (e.g., platinum group metals in

vehicle catalytic converters). For materials with diverse fields of application, stock

estimates using the bottom-up approach are often incomplete and therefore tend to

underestimate the actual anthropogenic stock, as discussed for aluminum by

Buchner et al. (2014):

S Tð Þ ¼
XI
i¼1

Pi Tð Þ � ci Tð Þ ð7:2Þ

S Tð Þ ¼ S 0ð Þ þ
XT
t¼1

_m I tð Þ � _mO tð Þ ð7:3Þ

The basic formula for the top-down approach is described in Eq. 7.3 for the stock of

a material S(T ) at the time T as the sum of the net additions to stock at previous

years. The net addition to stock is calculated by subtracting the output mass in a

specific year tð _m:
OðtÞÞ from the input mass in that year ð _mI

: ðtÞÞ. To calculate the

total material stock, also the initial stock at the beginning of the time series S(0) is
included (see Eq. 7.3). This approach has been popular to derive stock estimates of

current in-use metal stocks based on historic production and consumption data and

also to make projections on future secondary resource availability (e.g., M€uller
2006; Gl€oser et al. 2013; Pauliuk et al. 2013). However, as historic data on the

outputs from use sectors are rarely available, the output of obsolete products is often

calculated based on lifetime functions. Such functions are defined for specific

products and end-use sectors, with outputs being calculated by the accumulation

of the fraction of all former inputs becoming obsolete in the respective year

(cf. M€uller et al. 2014). Lifetime distribution functions also frequently used in the
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field of system reliability are the Dirac delta distribution and the Weibull distribu-

tion. Furthermore, normal, log-normal, beta, and gamma distributions are used in

dynamic MFA to derive output flows based on the residence time of products in the

stock. Though the lifetime function method is most widely applied to calculate

outflows from different stocks, for some stocks an alternative method of using

leaching coefficients may be better suited. The coefficients determine the fraction

of stock leaving the stock in a specific year, which means that all the material in the

stock has an equal chance of exiting the stock (cf. van der Voet 2002). This method

could be used to describe the leaching of metals from a landfill or metal emissions

due to the weathering of surfaces.

Apart from typical approaches to estimate anthropogenic stocks, dynamic and

static models also differ with respect to the main purpose of their application. Static

MFA is concerned with generating a better understanding of a material system

based on simple accounting principles (i.e., mass balance equations) or stationary

models. The mathematically simpler form of the models puts more focus on the

underlying data and can therefore serve as a basis improving material flow

Fig. 7.3 Course of action to perform material flow analysis (Based on Brunner and Rechberger

2004)
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databases. Static analyses are well suited to identify general patterns of materials

use and losses for a specific time increment (typically 1 year) to characterize

sources, pathways, and sinks of materials. Based on the insights gained from the

analysis, alternative management scenarios can be defined using MFA and conse-

quently evaluated (cf. Sect. 3.6). Dynamic MFA is primarily used to investigate the

stock buildup of materials in society (i.e., secondary resources) and in the environ-

ment (i.e., dissipative losses) based on the investigation of material flows over time.

Dynamic models are more complex and have a higher data demand than stationary

models, which typically poses a challenge with respect to checking the plausibility

of results. In this respect the combination of static and dynamic material flow

analysis offers the chance of checking results of the dynamic model for specific

points in time, for which detailed snapshots of the material flows and stocks have

been established. The advantage of dynamic material flow analysis is that it offers

more explanatory power by identifying trends over time and enabling extrapolation

of system behavior into the future. Thus, dynamic MFA is used to understand the

consequences of changes in a dynamic system over time and to analyze alternative

scenarios with respect to future materials management. Overall, whether to use a

dynamic or static model depends on the system under investigation, the data

availability, and the goal and scope of the MFA. Both types of MFA provide

quantitative decision support in the field of resource management and environmen-

tal pollution control with the question at hand and system of interest determining

the complexity of the models.

3 Application of Material Flow Analysis

3.1 Resource Efficiency Evaluation

Material flow analysis can be used to evaluate the efficiency of resource recovery

on the technology level (e.g., Laner and Rechberger 2007) as well as on the regional

level (e.g., country level: Chen 2013; global level: Gl€oser et al. 2013). While

various system definitions may be used to evaluate the efficiency of materials

management (e.g., material required to provide a service/product or material

intensity per monetary output (cf. Bringezu et al. 2003)), the focus of this section

is on the efficiency of closing material cycles by recovering materials after use to

reduce the consumption of virgin materials (e.g., Reck and Graedel 2012).

MFA-based recycling efficiency evaluations often deal with metals, because of

the high value of metals for society, the principally infinite recyclability, and the

superiority of secondary to primary production from an environmental perspective.

However, recycling is often inefficient due to social behavior, product design,

recycling technologies, and the thermodynamics of separation. In this context,

MFA provides a suitable means of investigating the potential for improvement in

resource-efficient metal utilization and management.
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Although recycling ratios are commonly used to evaluate resource efficiency,

there is no generally accepted definition of recycling efficiency indicators.

Recently, such an effort has been made by Chen (2013), who provided definitions

for four groups of indicators related to the recycling of aluminum in the United

States. The first group refers to indicators for measuring recycling efficiencies at the

end-of-life (EOL) stage, including EOL collection rate, EOL processing rate, EOL

recycling rate, and EOL domestic recycling rate. The second group consists of

indicators for comparing generation or use of new with old scrap, including ratios of

new, old, and new-to-old scrap. The third group is made up of indicators comparing

the production or use of primary aluminum with secondary aluminum, and the

fourth group comprises indicators used to identify the sinks (or losses) of the metal

in the system (cf. Sect. 3.2). The first group and the second group of indicators, in

particular, are often used to evaluate the recovery of secondary raw materials: the

first group at the waste management stage and the second group at the production

stage (cf. Fig. 7.4). Out of the first group, the EOL recycling rate is the most

prominent indicator, because it depends on the collection rate and the subsequent

processing efficiency. The formula for the domestic EOL recycling rate is given in

Eq. 7.4, with EOL products (EOL-P) being the collected amount of metal in

obsolete products and old scrap (OS) being the domestically recycled old scrap. It

should be noted that the overall EOL recycling rate for a national budget can be

calculated only by considering the import/export of EOL products and the import/

export of scrap (included in flows I1, E1 and I3, E3, respectively, in Fig. 7.4).

Because it is typically not possible to entirely distinguish new (processing or

manufacturing scrap) and old (postconsumer) scrap from foreign trade statistics,

the calculation of EOL RR is prone to assumptions about recycling efficiencies

outside the region or country under investigation (Chen 2013). This has been

extensively discussed by Buchner et al. (2014) for the old scrap ratio (OSR), a

production-related recycling efficiency indicator, with respect to the national alu-

minum budget of Austria. The OSR designates the share of secondary aluminum

produced from old scrap entering fabrication; see Eq. 7.5. The secondary aluminum

produced from old scrap is the sum of the domestic old scrap (OS in Fig. 7.4) and

the net old scrap import (old scrap balance for I1 and E1 in Fig. 7.4). The secondary

aluminum to fabrication is the sum of the domestic old scrap (OS), the domestic

new scrap (NS), the net scrap import (old and new scrap flows in I1 and E1), and

internal scrap from fabrication to production (aggregated in the process “production

and fabrication” in Fig. 7.4). For Austria, they find that the OSR is highly sensitive

to assumptions about the share of old and new scrap in foreign scrap trade, resulting

in a possible range for the OSR from 0% to 66%. The large range is the conse-

quence of the high volume of foreign scrap trade and the limited data available

about the composition (old vs. new) of imported and exported scraps:

Domestic EOL RR ¼ Old scrap

EOLproducts
ð7:4Þ
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OSR ¼ Secondary metal from old scrap

Secondary metal entering fabrication
ð7:5Þ

MFA is widely used to provide the quantitative basis for evaluating the recycling

efficiencies of large-scale systems. However, comprehensive evaluation indicators

are crucially dependent on rigorous definitions. In particular for national-level

MFA, the resolution of foreign trade statistics in terms of pre- and postconsumer

materials may be problematic for the calculation of robust recycling efficiency

indicators. In such cases the inclusion of upstream and downstream processes may

be necessary to generate a thorough understanding about the resource efficiency of

the system under investigation, representing a potential link to supply chain model-

ing and network analyses. In the case of scarce metals, the poor data situation poses

an additional challenge for the evaluation of recycling efficiency (cf. RPA 2012).

For instance, the uncertainty about palladium flows in Austria has been shown to

have a substantial impact on the evaluation of recycling efficiency (cf. Laner

et al. 2015). System recycling efficiencies are also affected by the consideration

(or non-consideration) of dissipative losses, as shown by Lifset et al. 2012, who

conclude that dissipative releases of copper have a small but discernible effect on

recycling rates and should be included in recycling efficiency evaluations. Further-

more, the distinction of in-use stock and hibernating stock may have a significant

effect on the amount of recoverable material potentially available for recycling, as

discussed by Daigo et al. 2007. These aspects of dissipative losses and the consid-

eration of various types of stock are further elaborated on in the subsequent

Sects. 3.2 and 4, respectively.

Fig. 7.4 Simplified, generic metal flow model to evaluate recycling efficiency on the national

level (note: dissipative losses are not considered; scrap imports/exports are included in trade flows

related to production)
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3.2 Evaluation of Resource Losses and Recovery: Statistical
Entropy Analysis

A national economy can be conceived as a system that extracts highly concentrated

resources from and returns low concentrated wastes and dissipative emissions to the

environment (Georgescu-Roegen 1971; Stumm and Davis 1974). Take the example

of copper: It is extracted from ore bodies, which have a typical concentration of

1%. The ore is then concentrated by milling and flotation to some 30%. The

concentrate is smelted and blister copper of ca. 96% copper content is produced,

which is finally refined to over 99.99% pure cathode copper, which is sold as semi-

products (slabs, sheet, wire) to manufacturing and fabrication. These purification

processes do not work 100% efficiently, and wastes of minor copper content such

as tailings and slag are shipped to the environment. The copper semis are then used

to produce all kinds of products such as electrical and electronic equipment or

alloys. This means that pure copper is combined with other materials, thereby

mixed and consequently diluted. During use copper might be lost to the environ-

ment, mainly by wear and tear. Once the products become obsolete, they are either

discarded as waste or become part of the hibernating stock. Waste usually means a

mixture of a plentitude of products and materials. Therefore, the copper content in

all types of wastes is usually below 1%, with the highest fractions to be found in

WEEE and EOL vehicles. If copper is to be recycled, this means that it has to be

either separately collected as copper scrap; this happens, e.g., when buildings are

deconstructed, or it is recovered from a waste stream, e.g., when bottom ash from

municipal solid waste (MSW) incineration is processed to extract iron and nonfer-

rous metals such as copper and aluminum. Both separate collection and scrap

recovery represent a concentrating step.

The purpose of the above description of the life cycle of copper has been to

demonstrate that such a life cycle can be conceived as a chain of concentration

(flotation, smelting, refining, collecting, recovering) and dilution (producing all

kinds of waste, mixing of materials, emissions) steps. Rechberger and Brunner

(2002) used statistical entropy (SE) to describe such concentration and dilution

phenomena. SE stems from Ludwig Boltzmann’s formulation of entropy and was

used by Claude E. Shannon to quantify information content (Shannon 1948). In

statistics entropy is a means to describe distributions of any kind of characteristics.

Often SE is calculated for probability (Pi) or frequency distributions (cf. Eqs. 7.61

and 7.7).

1 Note: Statistical entropy (Shannon’s entropy) is designated with the letter “H.” In thermody-

namics entropy is designated with “S” and “H” is used for enthalpy. “ld” denotes the logarithm to

the base 2; the unit of H is then one bit. Usually H is normalized to Hmax (not shown here), and the

dimensionless relative statistical entropy (Hrel) is used.
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H Pið Þ ¼ �
X k

i¼1
Pi � ld Pið Þ ð7:6Þ

with X k

i¼1
P1 ¼ 1 ð7:7Þ

Concentration can be conceived as the probability to find a substance in a good.

Imagine a hypothetical process that turns MSW into only two outputs and we

consider the substance cadmium. A reasonable concentration for cadmium in

MSW is 10 mg/kg waste. One of the outputs contains no cadmium; the other

contains only cadmium (i.e., Cd concentration is 100%). The probability to find

cadmium in the first flow is then zero and 100% for the second flow. Such a

distribution results in an SE value of zero. The other extreme case would be if all

outputs have the same concentration. Then the entropy is maximal.

Inputs and outputs of a process for a substance are defined by concentrations and

mass flows, i.e., the results of an MFA. Therefore, Eq. 7.6 has been transformed into

a function of substance concentrations (ci) and mass flows (mi) (cf. Eq. 7.8):

H ci;mið Þ ¼ �
X k

i¼1
mi � ci � ld cið Þ ð7:8Þ

where

i: flow index

k: number of flows on the input or output side of a process/system

Equation 7.8 is then applied to both the input and the output of a process, and the

difference of the SE values (ΔH ¼ HOut – HIn) is considered. If ΔH negative, then

the process is predominantly concentrating, otherwise predominantly diluting. Note

that for gaseous and aqueous outputs (emissions), Eq. 7.8 is not applicable and more

complex equations are adequate to consider the subsequent dilution in the environment

(for details see Rechberger andBrunner 2002). Rechberger andBrunner (2002) applied

statistical entropy analysis (SEA) to different historical states ofMSW incinerators and

showed that through technology development, incinerators became entropy-reducing

facilities for substances such as Cd, Hg, Pb, and Zn. Rechberger and Graedel (2002)

applied SEA to multiprocess systems and analyzed the European copper budget. They

found that the entropy trend follows a “V shape” (cf. Fig. 7.5: 1!4) as had been

qualitatively assumed by O’Rourke et al. (1996), Ayres and Nair (1984), and

others. Throughout the life cycle of copper, the SE varies considerably and

covers about 50% of the possible range between total dissipation and maximal

concentration of the total copper throughput. Nevertheless, the copper manage-

ment did not show a clear entropy trend across its life cycle. The system as a

whole neither dissipates nor concentrates copper significantly with regard to the

original ore. The relatively limited impact of the contemporary waste manage-

ment system on the entropy trend can be explained as follows: Even a more
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optimized waste management system with higher recycling efficiencies would

not change the situation significantly because current copper flows into waste

management are rather small compared to the consumption of copper. However,

this limited impact may increase in the future when the infrastructure, which has

been established over the last few decades, will be continuously renewed and

replaced. As a result of these larger waste streams, a decreasing overall entropy

trend might be realizable, provided efficient recycling technologies are applied.

If one considers the variety and complexity of technologies that are required to

produce semis out of ore (Fig. 7.5: 1!2), then it becomes clear that future

waste management has to be based on similarly sophisticated technologies to

fulfill its task, namely, to reduce the entropy at the end of the life cycle to

resource level (Fig. 7.5: 4!50).
Sobańtka and colleagues extended the SEA to chemical compounds (Sobańtka

et al. 2012). So SEA is also applicable to systems in which the chemical speciation is

of particular importance. This is often the case for carbon or nitrogen. In Sobańtka

and Rechberger (2013), the extended SEA (eSEA) is applied to the nitrogen budgets

of 13 Austrian wastewater treatment plants. There nitrogen appears in the following

speciation: as NH4
þ and Norg in the influent; NH4

þ, NO3
�, Norg, and NO2

� in the

effluent; N2 and N2O in the gaseous emission; and Norg in the sludge. There are

significant differences between the environmental impacts of these nitrogen com-

pounds (e.g., the release of a certain amount of nitrogen either as N2 or N2O to the

atmosphere), which could not be considered by the combination of classical MFA

and SEA. It was shown that eSEA is a more sensitive and reliable metric than the

usually applied nitrogen removal rate. As the plant-specific ΔH values express the

nitrogen removal and transformation performance (benefit), they can be well

Fig. 7.5 Entropy trend of the European copper budget (Rechberger and Graedel 2002)
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combined with energy demand and costs and used for benchmarking of facilities and

technologies.

SEA has so far proven to be a powerful tool for the evaluation of complex MFA

results, because the final metric ΔH indicates if a process or the total system is a

concentrating or diluting entity. It enhances the understanding of the metabolic

characteristics of systems. On the other hand, SEA is rather complex and has

therefore not experienced broad recognition and employment by the MFA commu-

nity. Bai and colleagues (2015) employed SEA to assess the performance of a lead

smelting process, Yue and colleagues (2009) applied SEA to the Chinese copper

budget, and Kaufmann and colleagues (2008) used SEA in combination with life

cycle impact assessment (LCIA) to compare landfilling and incineration with

respect to carbon flows.

3.3 Sources, Sinks, and Final Sinks

Material flow analysis is used to analyze patterns of material use and to connect

primary material sources (i.e., nature) to the sinks of materials in the environment

(either intentional or unintentional releases to the natural environment). The need

for appropriate sinks, where materials can be directed to without endangering

humans and the environment, was recognized by Wolman (1965) and has received

further attention with respect to the discussion about clean material cycles and the

safe disposal of hazardous substances (cf. Brunner 2010; Kral et al. 2013). By

definition, a final sink converts a problematic material into unproblematic materials

(e.g., mineralization of organic pollutants in a waste incineration plant), or the

material has a geologic residence time in the sink (i.e., thousands of years), for

instance, as it may be the case for copper in soil. The relationship between sources

of primary material, the (ideally circular) use of the material in society, and the

intended and unintended material releases to sinks is illustrated in Fig. 7.6. With

respect to hazardous substances introduced to anthropogenic material cycles, waste

management plays a central role of directing them to appropriate sinks, such as

incinerators for organic pollutants or properly engineered landfills for heavy metals

(cf. Brunner and Tjell 2012). Hence, waste management aims at enhancing mate-

rials recycling without reintroducing problematic substances to anthropogenic

material cycles via secondary raw materials. With respect to Fig. 7.6, it should be

noted that a sink of anthropogenic materials may get a source again at a later time.

For instance, old landfills, where hazardous but also valuable materials have been

deposited in the past, are receiving increasing attention as potential sources of

secondary raw materials nowadays within landfill mining initiatives (cf. Krook

et al. 2012).

The evaluation of acceptable substance loads into regional sinks is based on an

inventory of substance flows for the region under investigation and on the assess-

ment of the (long-term) impact the loading of a sink may have on human health and

the environment. The former is derived from material flow analysis investigating
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the pathways of problematic materials through society to the receiving compart-

ments in the environment. The latter corresponds to the substance flow’s effect on
the sink and may be expressed by accounting for the flow into the sink, in the

simplest case, or by modeling the full cause-effect chain to derive the actual

damage to human health and the environment, in the most complicated case

(cf. Kral 2014). Based on an indicator to express the acceptable mass fraction of

the total substance flows to regional sinks, Kral (2014) found that in Vienna around

99% of the copper flows to sinks are acceptable. The remaining percent, however,

may be problematic with respect to copper loadings of urban soil and of receiving

waters. Using the same indicator, he identified 96% of the perfluorooctane sulfo-

nate (PFOS) flows in Switzerland to be acceptable, with the remaining 4% not

being evaluated due to data quality issues. In essence, the approach suggested by

Kral (2014) resembles the evaluation underlying the ecological scarcity method,

which is an impact assessment of life cycle inventories according to the distance-to-

target principle (Frischknecht and B€usser Kn€opfel 2013). The method of ecological

scarcity is based on eco-factors which reflect the actual emission situation

(in Switzerland) and the emission targets according to Swiss policy. The

eco-factors are derived from the current flow expressing today’s emission situation,

the normalization flow as a reference quantity (typically equal to the current flow),

and the critical flow representing the corresponding political target. Eco-factors

have been widely applied in life cycle assessments (LCAs) to support decisions by

companies as well as by authorities in Switzerland. The ecological scarcity method

is applied also in LCAs related to other countries but ideally should be adapted to

account for regional and societal differences between Switzerland and the country

for which eco-factors are implemented (cf. Grinberg et al. 2012). Clearly, there is a

direct link between material flow analysis to identify relevant pathways and sinks

for the substances of interest and the regionally explicit impact assessment based on

the ecological scarcity method in LCA. The fact that MFA and LCA are intertwined

in several ways and that they offer complementary information for environmental

decision support is further elaborated on in Sect. 4.

Fig. 7.6 Illustration of primary sources and sinks of materials in anthropogenic material cycles

(Based on Kral et al. 2013)
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3.4 MFA for National Materials Accounting

If MFAs of a national system are routinely repeated, a national resource accounting

scheme is obtained. Zoboli et al. (2015) established a retrospective accounting

scheme for Austria and the resource phosphorus (P) by compiling yearly P budgets

from 1990 to 2011 to demonstrate the feasibility of such a scheme. Their work

delivered several important findings:

First, work load and number of budgets (years) are not linearly correlated. Most of

the time had to be used to establish the system and identify the data sources.

Once this is accomplished, the budgets for adjacent years were produced

relatively fast.

Second, even in a relatively short and stable period of 22 years, the national P

budget of Austria has undergone unexpected significant and partially abrupt

changes, with important implications for environmental, resource, and waste

management: For example, the agricultural use of phosphate mineral fertilizers

has been significantly reduced. The use of meat and bone meal as animal feed

was banned in 2001, giving place to a sudden and large loss of P in cement kilns.

The bioenergy sector has gained increasing importance, affecting large flows of

raw materials, wastes, and by-products. The percentage of available P in food

that has been wasted has increased from 30 to 40% in 20 years, but the ratio of P

recovery in household wastes has considerably increased from 20 to 60%. The

ratio of recovery of the total waste P, however, declined from 55–60% to

approximately 40%, because the generation of solid waste has grown more

quickly than its recovery. The total loss of P in landfills has remained almost

constant in time, although the P-carrying waste streams have largely varied,

driven by new regulations regarding organic waste and sewage sludge, with

important implications for future management possibilities. The analysis of the

time series also revealed that more than 50% of all flows changed more than

100% compared to the initial year 1991. However, these changes did not

necessarily happen gradually but sometimes occurred rather suddenly. Obvi-

ously, such developments could not be determined by a single-year analysis. The

multiyear approach also improved the understanding of the system and helped

making the model more comprehensive and more suitable to constitute the basis

of material accounting and monitoring (cf. Sect. 2.1).

Third, from a methodological point of view, the multiple-year approach helped

identifying systematic errors by analyzing the effect of data reconciliation on the

original data set over time. After all some 10% of the system’s flows were

systematically reconciled, that is to say, they were always altered in the same

direction. This indicates the presence, even if small, of systematic errors and is

an important feedback for data producers helping to continuously check and, if

required, to improve data quality. The multiyear approach also allowed to

identify inconsistencies in time series, which might occur from changes in the

reporting procedure or changes in the accounting system and which might

remain unrevealed by a classical single-year study.
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Eventually, such resource accounting schemes are to be routinely maintained by

national authorities. They could then provide the following services:

First, to identify negative trends of flows, stocks, or recovery rates. An example is

given in Fig. 7.7 for the Austrian accounting scheme on P.

Second, to monitor the effectiveness of regulations and directives. For example,

target values for certain flows can be expressed and the accounting scheme will

give evidence if or when the target is or might be realized.

Third, the accounting scheme provides information on the required quantity and

quality of data. This can lead into both directions: reduced data generation

activities in areas that do not significantly contribute to the overall uncertainty

of the system and increased activities where more or better data are required. So

this could be used to optimize the total national spending on data generation.

3.5 MFA and Environmental Impact Assessment

MFA can be applied both as a tool for environmental impact assessment itself and

as a basis for impact assessment methods such as life cycle impact assessment.

In Lederer and Rechberger (2010), five common options and one novel alterna-

tive to treat and dispose sewage sludge are compared with regard to environmental

impact, resource recovery, and materials dissipation. The five common options are

as follows: direct application of sewage sludge on agricultural soil (O1); mono-

incineration of sewage sludge in a fluidized bed combustion and the ashes are

Fig. 7.7 (a) While the import of P into waste management increased constantly over the past

years, the losses of P to landfills and cement increased even more, indicating a clear field for

action. (b, c) The losses of P from agriculture to the hydrosphere remained rather constant

indicating that efforts into optimized fertilizing practice have been rather inefficient. (d) Contrary,
the emissions of P from wastewater treatment works could be reduced significantly, showing the

effectiveness of technical solutions
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spread on agricultural land (O2); like O2 but the ashes are landfilled (O3); sewage

sludge is co-incinerated in a cement kiln (O4); and sewage sludge is co-incinerated

in a coal-fired power plant (O5). With the exemption of O2, these options are

frequently applied in Europe. Another option, direct landfilling of sewage sludge

was not part of the study because this practice is going to be phased out as only

nonreactive materials should be landfilled. Like options O2 and O3, the novel

alternative technology (O6) includes a mono-incineration step, but unlike these

options, the residual fly ash is further treated to recover the phosphorus, which

concentrates in the ash and yields the main component for a fertilizer. For this

purpose the ash is mixed with calcium or magnesium chloride and then thermally

treated in a rotary furnace between 850 and 1000 �C. Under these conditions metal

chlorides are formed which tend to evaporate. Thus, more than 90% of cadmium,

copper, lead, mercury, and zinc can be removed from the ash. In addition, the

phosphorus availability for plants is increased through this treatment. The off-gas

from the novel technology is cleaned by state of the art of the air pollution control

(APC) equipment.

In order to describe the six options, MFAs were performed yielding the total

mass balance and balances for As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Zn, and P for each option

(a total of 60 budgets). These results were used to quantify the following environ-

mental impacts: emissions to air, water, and soil applying LCA impact assessment;

accumulation of heavy metals in the soil; extent of P recovery; and dissipation of

heavy metals in the environment as a result of a SEA (cf. Sect. 3.2). These

substance-related investigations were completed by a life cycle assessment using

cumulative energy demand (CED) as a resource depletion indicator.

On the basis of the MFAs, the doubling times for the heavy metal contents for

1 ha (¼10,000 m2) of topsoil were determined under the assumption that the

agricultural P demand of each option is covered by mineral fertilizer and the

maximally recovered P amount from sewage sludge. This direct MFA-based impact

assessment showed that option O1 is problematic with respect to Hg contamination

of soil: The doubling time would be only 17 years indicating that the soil is

considerably contaminated with Hg by such practice. Figure 7.8 shows the differ-

ence between options O1 and O6 with respect to P and metals’management. While

both options achieve quite high recovery rates for P, the metal flows exemplified

with Hg are very different. In option O1 the sink of the sludge-borne Hg concerns

the soil and comparable high emissions to the hydrosphere. Option O6 transfers

quantitatively all Hg into a safe underground disposal facility.

Another study, where MFA was applied in conjunction with LCA impact

categories, deals with the recycling of cooling appliances such as refrigerators or

freezers (Laner and Rechberger 2007). The motivation for this study was a then new

ordinance on Waste Prevention, Collection and Treatment of Waste Electrical and

Electronic Equipment, which raised the minimum recycling rate for cooling appli-

ances to 75%. The aim of the study was to find out whether the higher recycling rate

would lead to better treatment practices for cooling appliances with respect to

resource recovery and environmental protection. For this purpose two different

treatment technologies, which achieved recycling rates between 80–90% (T1) and
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Fig. 7.8 Hg (above) and P budgets (below) of options O1 (upper: application to soil) and O6

(lower: fertilizer production)
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50–60% (T2), respectively, were compared both for cooling appliances containing

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs; not further

addressed here). In order to analyze the environmental impact of the different

technologies budgets for CFCs, carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen fluoride (HF),

and hydrogen chloride (HCl) were established and evaluated for their global

warming potential (GWP), ozone depletion potential (ODP), and acidification

potential (AP). However, the main purpose of the study was not the comparison

of two technologies but to find out whether or not the predefinition of minimum

recycling rates is suited to achieve goal-oriented treatment practices and, if not,

which criteria could be formulated to provide for an optimal treatment of these

appliances. This extended the relevance of this study beyond the technical question

of how to recycle fridges optimally.

The first technology (T1) removes coolant and oil by a proprietary degassing

unit. Refrigerant and oil are put into compressed gas cylinders, and the mixture is

separated in a distillation facility. The distillation residual is incinerated, the oil

recycled, and the CFCs are shipped to a reactor cracking facility, where they are

cracked into HCl, HF, and residuals. In this first step, also the compressor, plate

glass, cables, and possible mercury switches and capacitors are removed by manual

dismantling. In the second step, the dismantled cooling appliance is shredded, and

the liberated polyurethane (PUR) foam flakes are collected by air separation and are

further ground. The CFCs are collected via activated charcoal filters and con-

densers. Then they are shipped to the cracking reactor, too. The PUR flour is

bagged and recycled as an adhesive agent. Ferrous metals are separated magneti-

cally. The rest is further treated in an advanced separation unit from which the

following fractions are obtained: iron, aluminum, copper, polystyrene (for

recycling), plastics of high calorific value for industrial combustion (plastics 2),

plastics for advanced incineration (plastics 3), and residual material.

Fig. 7.8 (continued)
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The first step of the other technology (T2) coincides widely with T1. The only

difference is a more in-depth dismantling removing various plastic parts, cooling

fins, and electr(on)ic components. In the second step, the disemboweled cooling

appliances are shredded and combusted in a rotary kiln. The process gas is captured

throughout the whole processing step and used as combustion air for the rotary kiln,

where the CFCs are fully destroyed. The flue gas is treated in an advanced APC

facility. Filter cake and fly ash are deposited in a special underground disposal

facility. The bottom ash is collected and, after iron separation, landfilled. Figure 7.9

displays the total materials balances for both technologies.

The contributions of both technologies to resource conservation and protection

of men and the environment were assessed applying the cumulative energy demand

and the abovementioned impact categories. For CFC appliances, T1 achieved

higher resource savings but resulted in a higher contribution to the ODP, because

of substantial CFC losses. The impact of materials recycling to environmental

impact and resource conservation was determined for both technologies and is

shown as a function of the achieved recycling rate in Fig. 7.10 for technology T1.

The maximum of resource conservation (CED) is achieved by the recycling of

metals: aluminum, copper, and then iron. The recycling of the PUR as an adhesive

agent is associated with higher environmental impacts (lower savings), because of

dissipative emissions of CFCs from the PUR material. Therefore, the optimal

recycling rate is a function of the composition of a product group (in this case

cooling appliances) and the technology applied, both for recycling and for produc-

ing the primary raw materials replaced by the secondary ones. A high recycling rate

per se does not automatically result in goal-oriented waste management if resource

conservation is overcompensated by resulting emissions.

3.6 Scenario Analysis and Optimization

Material flow analysis generates a quantitative understanding of material flows in a

system and thereby provides a basis for system optimization. Optimization of

material flow systems is typically not done using formal optimization models, but

based on the comparison of alternative management scenarios. Schaffner (2007)

stated that scenarios should address sensitive parameters of the material flow model

in order to investigate the most effective management measures. Following this

principle, she analyzed various scenarios to reduce key nutrient flows in a river

basin in Thailand and quantified the mitigation potentials associated with different

measures. A similar procedure was used by Huang et al. (2007) to improve urban

water management in Kunming City, where scenario analysis highlighted the effect

of the implementation of best available technologies on the nutrient loads to

receiving waters. Scenario analysis was also performed by Mastellone

et al. (2009) to investigate alternative waste management strategies for the Cam-

pania region in Italy. They defined waste management scenarios based on the

objectives and legislation for waste management and in consideration of the
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existing regional waste system. By comparing the contribution of the different

scenarios to the goals of waste management, they derive recommendations for

waste management policy in the Campania region. Another application of

MFA-based scenario analysis to investigate alternative waste management solu-

tions was presented by Laner et al. (2009), who compared different collection and

treatment options for business waste management in Styria, a region in Austria.

Based on the analysis of the status quo, they derive two sets of two different

scenarios, each set comparing separate collection and treatment of business waste

against mixed treatment together with residual household waste. The scenario sets

differ with respect to the assumed composition of business waste from different

sectors, because synthetic waste compositions had to be defined due to the lack of

reliable waste sorting analyses (cf. Laner and Brunner 2008). The mass flows for

one set of alternative business waste management scenarios are shown in Fig. 7.11,

highlighting that the main difference between the alternatives is the installation of a

splitting plant for separately collected business waste (Fig. 7.11a). In this case more

of the business waste is directed to energy recovery processes than in the case of

treating all business waste together with residual household in a mechanical

biological treatment plant (Fig. 7.11b). The contribution of each scenario to the

goals of waste management was evaluated based on the fraction of cadmium in the

waste directed to appropriate sinks (cf. Sect. 3.2) and the environmental impact of

the waste treatment scenario in terms of its contribution to climate change (global

warming potential) as well as its cumulative primary energy demand (cf. Sect. 3.5).

Using these criteria, the separate collection scenarios turned out to be preferable

Fig. 7.10 Interrelation between materials recycling and investigated indicators. Each graph is

normalized defining the maximum value as 1; therefore the figure does not provide information

about the absolute relevance of the indicators (Laner and Rechberger 2007)
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Fig. 7.11 Business waste treatment scenarios for Styria in the year 2006: (a) mass flows for the

(largely) separate collection and treatment of Styrian business waste, (b) mass flows for the

treatment of Styrian business waste together with residual waste from households (Based on

Laner and Brunner 2008) Abbreviation: RDF residue-derived fuel
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from an environmental point of view, mainly due to the more efficient utilization of

the business waste’s energy content in case of separate collection and treatment of

most of this waste stream (i.e., approx. 80% can be collected separately from

residual household waste, while the remaining 20% are collected together with

household waste in any case; cf. Fig. 7.11).

The studies mentioned above have used scenario analysis to optimize material

flow systems with respect to the magnitude of material flows into appropriate sinks

as well as based on the assessment of environmental impacts associated with the

scenarios. Indicators such as the global warming potential (GWP) and the cumula-

tive energy demand (CED) are also widely used to assess the impact of life cycle

inventories on the environment and the depletion of energetic resources

(cf. Sect. 3.5). Thus, there is a natural link to LCA-based optimization, where

systems are modified in a way to minimize environmental impact while providing a

defined function – in the case of the mentioned MFA-based waste scenario assess-

ments, this would be the treatment of a certain amount of waste generated in a

specific region. However, instead of defining the scenarios up-front and then

evaluating the environmental performance, one could aim at deriving optimal

scenarios using a formal optimization model including various constraints such as

waste characteristics, capacity limitations, or regulations. Such an approach has

been put forward by Vadenbo et al. (2014b), who developed a multiobjective

optimization model for waste and resource management in predefined networks.

The model combines MFA, LCA, and formal optimization modeling in a frame-

work for optimal resource management solutions. To illustrate the use of the model,

they applied it to sewage sludge management in Switzerland (Vadenbo

et al. 2014a). It turned out that the current situation of sewage sludge management

could be improved in various ways with trade-offs between the different objectives

for the investigated sewage sludge treatment options. This approach of combining

MFA and LCA in a formal optimization framework provides a means of finding

optimal solutions for environmental pollution reduction and resource management

without predefining scenarios but based on formal objective functions to be mini-

mized or maximized. Therefore, it represents an effective way to provide decision

support in view of trade-offs between different environmental objectives and

increasingly complex networks of resource utilization.

4 Combining Material Flow Analysis and Life Cycle
Assessment for Environmental Decision Support

In this section, the use of MFA and LCA is discussed to highlight the synergies of

combining MFA and LCA for decision support in environmental protection and

resource management. Building on existing work, it is illustrated that MFA is

essential to establish consistent inventory data sets in LCA, that MFA provides a

basis for normalization in life cycle impact assessment (LCIA), and that the
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MFA-based investigation of the anthropogenic stock offers the possibility of

considering geogenic and anthropogenic stocks in resource depletion assessment

in LCIA.

4.1 Consistent Material Flow Data and Waste LCA

LCA has once been criticized because of the careless use of inconsistent and

sometimes impossible data in life cycle inventories (Ayres 1995). As erroneous

data impairs objective environmental assessments of alternatives for providing a

specific product or service, MFA, based on the fundamental principle of mass

conservation, represents the basis for providing reliable and consistent inventory

data for the systems under investigation. Therefore, LCAs should be founded on the

analysis of material and energy flows of the system under investigation.

The overall goals of waste management are the protection of human health and

the environment as well as the efficient use of resources. Therefore, MFA has been

typically applied to investigate waste systems and their respective contribution to

the safe disposal of hazardous substances and the recovery of valuable resources.

The mapping of material flows and the consideration of mass balance constraints

are used to generate inventory data for waste management processes and process

chains, which often form the basis for consequent LCA to choose environmentally

optimal solutions for waste management (e.g., Tonini et al. 2013; Vadenbo

et al. 2014b). Detailed plant-level MFAs have been used in waste LCA studies to

investigate substance and energy flows of new treatment technologies and to

evaluate their environmental performance compared to other waste treatment

alternatives (e.g., Andersen et al. 2010; Laner and Rechberger 2007; Lederer and

Rechberger 2010). Similarly, MFA-based evaluations of waste systems use LCA

databases and impact categories from LCIA to evaluate the environmental perfor-

mance of waste treatment alternatives (e.g., Laner et al. 2009). In this context, MFA

provides a means to generate transparent and consistent (with physical laws)

inventory data, and LCA allows for considering environmental effects of waste

management outside the main system of interest (upstream burdens of consumed

materials, downstream processes, avoided production due to resource recovery),

which are often decisive for the result of the environmental assessment (e.g.,

Vadenbo et al. 2013). Furthermore, impact categories from LCA are used in

MFA studies of waste management to quantify environmental burdens or savings

associated with the waste system.

4.2 MFA as a Basis for LCIA

In LCIA, classification, characterization, normalization, and valuation are dis-

tinguished as individual steps of the impact assessment, with the latter two
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being optional.2 In the classification step, emissions are assigned to different

impact categories based on their potential effects. In the characterization step,

the contributions of the emissions to the individual impact categories are quan-

tified. The normalization step serves to evaluate whether an environmental

pressure is large compared to a reference situation. And the final valuation step

is used to assign weights to the different impact potentials (cf. ISO 14044, 2006).

The determination of material flows is of particular importance for the normal-

ization of impacts, because the reference situation is typically defined as the

emissions or resource extractions in a specific region or economy. MFA can

serve as a basis to quantify the emissions or the material turnover in the reference

system (e.g., a country) and is therefore a basic tool for normalizing impacts in

LCA. This is also illustrated in the method of ecological scarcity, an impact

assessment method based on a distance-to-target approach, where the current

flows are determined for the annual pollutant emissions or resource extractions

for Switzerland (cf. Frischknecht and B€usser Kn€opfel 2013). The current flows

are then compared to critical flows (based on policy goals or legal requirements)

and used to calculate Swiss eco-factors. Due to the method’s focus on Swiss

conditions, the application of the ecological scarcity method in other countries

should account for regional and societal differences between Switzerland and the

country of interest via adapted eco-factors (cf. Grinberg et al. 2012). For this

purpose, MFA represents the ideal tool.

4.3 Anthropogenic Material Stocks in LCA

In the past many MFA studies identified large material stocks as potential second-

ary raw materials (e.g., Graedel et al. 2004; Pauliuk et al. 2013). In the light of these

large material stocks available in society, Schneider et al. 2011 introduced an

extension for characterizing the depletion of abiotic resources in LCA. They

acknowledge that anthropogenic material stocks have a significant effect on (poten-

tial) raw material availability and should therefore be considered as characteriza-

tion factors for resource depletion. These extended characterization factors allow

for a more realistic reflection of resource scarcity. Consequently, MFA to quantify

anthropogenic material stocks allow for extending life cycle impact assessment

(LCIA) for abiotic resource depletion by considering anthropogenic resources.

However, so far only few efforts have been made to evaluate these anthropogenic

stocks with respect to their value as a source of secondary raw materials and enable

fair comparisons between primary deposits and anthropogenic stocks. Johansson

et al. (2013) contributed to form the basis for such comparisons by classifying

different anthropogenic stocks with respect to their availability and extraction type.

2 See LCA Compendium, volume “Life Cycle Impact Assessment,” editors Michael Hauschild and

Mark Huijbregts, in particular chapter 14 and 15 (see Laurent and Hauschild 2015; Itsubo 2015).
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They distinguish in-use mining, hibernation mining, dissipation mining, landfill

mining, slag mining, and tailing mining. One step further, Lederer et al. (2014)

proposed a method for the evaluation of anthropogenic resources, based on a

stepwise procedure consisting of prospection, exploration, evaluation, and classifi-

cation. The procedure was derived from existing classification approaches in

economic geology. Thus, it provides a basis for comparing primary and secondary

material stocks in a consistent way and ultimately for quantifying the actual amount

of secondary raw materials which can be extracted from the anthropogenic stock.

As the methodology has only been applied to phosphorus stocks in Austria so far,

further case studies addressing various materials and types of stock are needed to

demonstrate resource evaluations under different technological, environmental, and

societal conditions (cf. Lederer et al. 2014). One concept of mining the anthropo-

genic stock is the so-called landfill mining, which is the recovery of wastes stored in

landfills as secondary raw materials or fuels. This type of mining concepts has been

evaluated with respect to various factors including environmental assessments

using LCA (Frändegård et al. 2013). In summary, the connection between MFA

to investigate anthropogenic stocks and LCA is twofold: On the one hand, the

classification of anthropogenic resources based on MFA is important for the

consistent evaluation of abiotic resource depletion in LCIA. On the other hand,

LCA is an important tool to consider environmental effects of mining the anthro-

pogenic stock, which need to be addressed within the evaluation of anthropogenic

resources (Winterstetter et al. 2015).

5 Outlook

Due to the different perspectives of MFA and LCA on environmentally relevant

systems, their application can be complementary to create a sound basis for

decisions related to environmental protection and resource conservation (e.g.,

Lopes Silva et al. 2015). State-of-the-art environmental assessments in the field

of waste management typically apply MFA and LCA in combination, to guarantee

for consistent inventory data, on the one hand, and to environmental impacts of

waste management outside the main system, on the other hand. In this context,

frameworks for the optimization of waste and resource management systems have

been put forward and are being further developed (e.g., Vadenbo et al. 2014a, b),

which combine MFA, LCA, and formal optimization techniques. In general, due to

increasingly complex systems to be considered in environmental and resource

management, a sound data basis and the consideration of large process chains and

networks are crucial for the objectiveness and reliability of decision support tools.

The combination of MFA and LCA enables such analyses, and therefore, the

application of these tools is expected to become more and more intertwined in

integrated assessments of environmentally relevant systems. We therefore propose

that both methodologies be jointly integrated in academic education, further reduc-

ing the number of explicit MFA and LCA experts.
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Chapter 8

Life Cycle Assessment of Organizations

Julia Martı́nez-Blanco, Atsushi Inaba, and Matthias Finkbeiner

Abstract In order to protect the environment in a credible manner, organizations

need to rely on stable schemes. The most applied and widespread approaches for

environmental assessments at the organization level have only recently considered

the full value chain and mostly concentrate on a single aspect. Carbon footprinting,

for example, has shown that the environmental impacts beyond the walls of the

organization can play an important role in the overall impact of an organization.

While life cycle assessment (LCA) was originally conceived to be applicable only

for products, its benefits and potential might also be extended for organizational

assessme

nt. The discussions on the carbon footprint of organizations and the development of

the Scope 3-standard of the GHG (greenhouse gas) Protocol promoted the future

use of a corporate approach. Several initiatives are on the way for the LCA of

organizations: UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative proposes organizational LCA

(O-LCA), using as a backbone ISO/TS 14072; moreover, the European Commis-

sion launched a guide for the Organisation Environmental Footprint (OEF). The

main new elements of the methodology are at the scope and inventory phase, when

the unit of analysis and the system boundary are defined, as well as the approach for

data collection. LCA of organizations may represent a key element in the internal

decision-making system of an organization, as it can provide insight on the orga-

nization and value chain and identify hotspots where action is more needed. It may

also provide information and support the organization for voluntary or mandatory

reporting to third parties and in its communication plan. This chapter aims to

discuss the need and features of the LCA of organizations, present the several

initiatives that currently exist, provide an overview of the technical framework and

proposals to streamline the application of the methodology, and finally to illustrate

each one with two case studies.
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Keywords Decision-making • Direct and indirect impacts • European

commission • GHG protocol initiative • ISO 14040 • ISO 14044 • ISO/TS

14072 • LCA • Life cycle assessment • Multi-impact • OEF • OLCA • O-LCA •

Organisation Environmental Footprint Sector Rules • Organisation Environmental

Footprint • Organizational life cycle assessment • Performance tracking • Reporting

flow • Reporting organization • Resource use and emissions • Suppliers •

Sustainability strategy • UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative • Value chain

Acronyms

CDP Carbon disclosure project

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

EMAS Eco-Management and Audit Scheme

EMS Environmental management system

GHG Greenhouse gas

GRI Global Reporting Initiative

IPCC Intergovernmental panel on climate change

ISO International Organization for Standardization

NACE

codes

Nomenclature générale des activités economiques dans les

communautés européennes

OBIA Overall business impact assessment

OEF Organisation Environmental Footprint

OEFSRs Organisation Environmental Footprint Sector Rules

O-LCA Organizational LCA (used by UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative)

OLCA Organizational LCA (used by ISO)

OEF Organisation Environmental Footprint

PEF Product Environmental Footprint

SETAC Society of environmental toxicology and chemistry

SMEs Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)

UNEP United Nations Environment Program

USLP Unilever sustainable living plan

1 Introduction

1.1 Outline of the Chapter

The chapter provides an overview of the state of the art of the life cycle assessment

(LCA) of organizations. This is presented in four main sections. First, the need for

the methodology and its connection with previous approaches is argued, along with

the introduction of three existing initiatives addressing the LCA of organizations. In

Sect. 2 the methodological framework is briefly presented. That is complemented,

in Sect. 3, by proposals to streamline the implementation of the methodology and its

outcomes. Finally, the application and potential of the LCA of organizations is
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illustrated with two case studies (Accor and Unilever) applying tailored approaches

aligned with the one presented here.

Three different terms are used along the chapter to refer to the new methodology

or approach presented. LCA of organizations is used as the generic term; however,

when referring to the specific framework proposed by UNEP (2015) and ISO/TS

14072 (ISO 2014a), organizational LCA and O-LCA are used, while the term

Organizational Environmental Footprint (OEF) is used within the framework of

the European Commission (2013a). In most cases the terms are interchangeable –

the main differences are explained in Sect. 1.4.4 – but we decided to stick to the

original name in order to acknowledge the source and the different

frameworks used.

1.2 Grounds for a New Approach

Organizations, companies, corporations, firms, public institutions, etc., have a key

responsibility to reduce environmental impacts. The first step toward an improved

environmental performance is the implementation of comprehensive schemes that

frame the organization’s strategy and decision-making, including environmental

aspects – apart from technical and economic considerations. An approach that

analyzes the whole organization (organizational approach), including not only the

facilities of the organization but also its value chain (life cycle approach), and

considers a set of relevant environmental aspects (multi-impact approach) can

advance the integration of the environment in the organization’s strategy and

operation.

The environmental information required to support decision-making should

provide guidance that is meaningful at the level the decisions are taken, i.e., the

organizational level. Having sufficient understanding of a system is a prerequisite to

design efficient strategies that can effectively improve its performance in the long

term. The organizational approach reveals, among all the products and operations

involved in the provision of the portfolio, the hotspots where the organization

should focus energies and interventions. Understanding risks and impact reduction

opportunities gives a solid ground to strategic decisions at different levels, for

instance, decisions on technologies, investments, and new product lines.

Environmental burdens and risks are not restricted to the ones occurring within

the organization’s facilities; the decisions of the organization also affect the envi-

ronmental impacts of the supplier network, as well as the use phase and end of life

of the products in the portfolio. Indeed, life cycle’s impacts could and usually do

significantly contribute to the environmental performance of organizations

(Downie and Stubbs 2011; WRI and WBCSD 2011; Makower et al. 2014). Focus-

ing on internal operations is a good starting point, but it may not derive effective

environmental improvements if most of an organization’s impacts occur up and

down the life cycle (UNEP 2015). Consequently, the organization may need to also

intervene on the activities of the value chain. Understanding the risks and oppor-

tunities through the value chain drives more interest from companies on
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environmental issues. Additionally, the life cycle approach helps to ensure that

organizations “do not benefit from ‘outsourcing’ steps/life cycle stages which are

linked to high environmental burdens” (Pelletier et al. 2013).

Furthermore, while the assessment of specific, important environmental areas

such as greenhouse gases or water has advanced the environmental awareness of

organizations and society in general, a holistic approach is needed. This is essential

to expose any potential trade-offs between different environmental issues and to

help avoid unintended shifting of burdens (Pelletier et al. 2013). When multiple

environmental aspects are considered, impacts are not only the result of emissions

to air (as in GHG accounting); all the emissions should be included, to air as well as

to soil and water. Furthermore, apart from emissions, the impacts are also produced

due to the use/consumption of resources. By assessing multiple impacts, an orga-

nization has also more angles from which to assess how their operations, perfor-

mance, and decisions affect different natural systems and how to improve them

(Draucker 2013).

All organizations are key to reduce the pressure on the environment. Large

corporations can play a promising role due to their relevant share on the global

depletion of resources and emission of pollutants and toxic substances. For exam-

ple, according to Unilever (2014a), the company purchases 12% of the world’s
black tea supply, 1% of cocoa, and has a relevant consumption of sugar, paper, oils,

etc. Furthermore, large corporations have the right resources and influence to

promote environmental tools and methodologies throughout their value chain. On

the other side, small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have an important

contribution to the world economy if addressed as a collective and thus to environ-

mental impacts. SMEs represents more than 90% of businesses and on average

account for 50 and 60% of the gross domestic product and employment, respec-

tively, of all countries (UNIDO 2006). Very often SMEs produce components and

services needed for producing the final products sold by larger organizations; in

those cases it is also common that they should follow a list of specifications for

production. Therefore, it may be more effective for them to focus efforts on the

organizational, but not on the specific product level where they have less room for

improvement of their environmental performance. Many of these SMEs are located

in developing countries (where environmental tools are progressively more used)

and partially prompted by bigger organizations that produce for developed coun-

tries with higher environmental standards. Not only private but also public organi-

zations bear responsibility in the protection of the environment. Apart from

reducing the impacts derived from their activities, public organizations have the

mandate to act as an example and driving force of change.
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1.3 The Way Toward Life Cycle Assessment
of Organizations

The 2002 World Summit for Sustainable Development in Johannesburg called for a

comprehensive set of programs focusing on sustainable consumption and produc-

tion (UN 2002). Several methodologies, tools, and techniques are already available

for organizations (Fig. 8.1). A referent approach for many organizations is the

environmental management system (EMS); currently more than 300,000 organiza-

tions have a certified EMS according to ISO 14001 (ISO 2004) and a relevant

number was certified with the European version, EMAS (Eco-Management and

Audit Scheme) (European Commission 2009). They are mainly procedural tools,

and when including a company ecobalance, they commonly analyze only gate-to-

gate processes.

Carbon footprinting of corporations has been steered within the Greenhouse Gas

Protocol initiative (WRI and WBCSD 2004) and incorporates the value chain since

a few years ago through “scope 3” (WRI and WBCSD 2011). Using that initiative

as a basis, the ISO/TR 14069 standardizes the quantification and reporting of GHG

emissions of organizations (ISO 2013a). Other related schemes, not always includ-

ing the value chain, are the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP 2014), the Bilan

Carbone (ADEME 2010), and the G4 Global Reporting Initiative (GRI 2013).

According to their analysis, Pelletier et al. (2013) suggested that methodological

guidance in current Organisation Environmental Footprint studies is still consider-

ably less advanced than for product-level environmental footprint studies because

of the complexity and variety of different organizations compared to a single

product or even product category. In many of them, there is an apparent emphasis

on high-level corporate sustainability reporting rather than on how to calculate

organization environmental performance. Moreover, some approaches do not

require considering the entire life cycle of the activities of the organization, and

most focus on single indicators – both of which increase the likeliness of burden

shifting. Existing methods vary in terms of their scope, requirements, and consis-

tency; nevertheless their definition and the acquired experience promoted the future

development of LCA of organizations (European Commission 2011).

In order to analyze the environmental performance of products, it has become

standard to use a life cycle and multi-impact perspective to capture all impacts. The

main standard documents for product LCA are ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 (ISO

2006a, b). While the LCA methodology was originally developed for products, its

benefits and potential are not limited to that scope (ISO 2014a). However, life cycle

thinking has not put much focus into the organizational perspective until recently.

The first considerations concerning organizational footprinting were conducted in

the 1990s. The Overall Business Impact Assessment (OBIA) was introduced by

Clift and Wright (2000) and Taylor and Postlethwaite (1996), which applies the life

cycle approach to explore the relationship between environmental impact and

added economic value along the supply chain, and represented the first steps to

the development of the environmental footprint of Unilever. Finkbeiner
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et al. (1998) discuss the potential complementarity of the company, procedural

approach of EMS, and the product oriented, analytical concept of LCA. The two

approaches gained attention by science and industry, but it was not enough to be

further developed into a broadly applied standard. Input-output analysis has been

also proposed to be used along with LCA to evaluate environmental impacts of

industry sectors and corporations (Lave et al. 1995; Huang et al. 2009a, b).

Now, the LCA community is in the process of adapting the life cycle concept at

the organizational level, strengthened by the framework and acquired experience

with product and spurred by the growing interest in environmental analysis tools.

However, as stated in ISO (2014a), LCA of organizations may be more complex, as

there is more than one product life cycle to follow and a large part of the environ-

mental impacts can reside outside the organization’s gate. It may be particularly

challenging for large organizations operating in multiple sectors and/or countries

(Pelletier et al. 2013).

1.4 Overview of Existing Initiatives for Life Cycle
Assessment of Organizations

Several works exist or are underway on the development and agreement of

approaches for the multi-impact assessment of organizations from a life cycle

perspective (Fig. 8.2). The European Commission started a project in 2011 to

develop a reference method for organization and product environmental

footprinting. As a result in 2013, it launched the “Organization Environmental

Fig. 8.1 Initiatives and

reference works that laid the

ground for the development

of the LCA of organizations
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Footprint Guide” (European Commission 2013a), along with an equivalent guide

for product footprinting (i.e., PEF Guide). In 2012, the International Organization

for Standardization (ISO) started a project to harmonize the requirements and

guidelines to apply life cycle thinking to organizations, ISO/TS 14072 (ISO

2014a). A year later, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and

the Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) partnership Life

Cycle Initiative also launched the flagship project “LCA of Organizations,” whose

main outcome is the document “Guidance on Organizational Life Cycle Assess-

ment” (UNEP 2015). These three initiatives that undertake LCA of organizations

are further detailed in the following three sections and specific features and

differences among them presented in Sect. 1.4.4.

1.4.1 “ISO/TS 14072: Environmental Management, Life Cycle

Assessment, Requirements and Guidelines for Organizational

Life Cycle Assessment” by the International Organization

for Standardization (ISO/TS 14072)

The technical specification ISO/TS 14072 is dedicated to the application of LCA to

organizations and proposes a framework for conducting organizational life cycle

assessment (OLCA). It therefore extends the application of ISO 14040 and ISO

Fig. 8.2 Overview of the main existing initiatives for LCA of organizations
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14044 to all the activities of an organization, which means that the reporting unit of

the system allows coverage of different products and operations of the organization

considered in the LCA study (ISO 2014a). ISO/TS 14072 provides additional

requirements and guidelines for an easier and more effective application of the

product LCA standards. It includes description of the advantages that LCA may

bring to organizations, the system boundaries, and the limitations regarding

reporting, environmental declarations, and comparative assertions. It is intended

for any organization with interest in applying LCA. It is not intended for ISO 14001

interpretation and covers the goals of ISO 14040 and 14044.

It was prepared by the International Technical Committee ISO/TC207 Environ-

mental management, Subcommittee SC5 “life cycle assessment,” and Working

Group WG10. The project was approved in February 2012, and the first meeting

of the working group was in Bangkok in June 2012. As a technical specification, it

was approved by two out of three of the members of the committee casting a vote.

In total, ISO/TC207 includes 85 participating countries and 29 observing countries.

One case study is included as an annex in the standard.

1.4.2 “Guidance on Organizational Life Cycle Assessment” by

the UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative

The UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative (UNEP/SETAC 2014) launched in 2013

the flagship project FS1c “LCA of organizations” within its Phase III program. The

primary goal of the project is to demonstrate that the benefits and the potential of the

life cycle approach are not limited to the application to products and that the use in

organizations is relevant, meaningful, and already possible. Two main outcomes

are expected from the project: the UNEP (2015), hereafter UNEP Guidance, and its

road testing that started by the end of 2015.

The document highlights the potential of an organizational perspective within

life cycle thinking and especially strives to align with ISO/TS 14072 and thus with

ISO 14040 and ISO 14044. At the same time, it complements the standard and aims

to be a more detailed accompanying document. The document also builds on other

existing works and initiatives on the assessment of the environmental performance

of organizations, like the Greenhouse Gas Protocol initiative. The UNEP Guidance

includes recommendations about the specific methodological issues to take into

account when organizational life cycle assessment (O-LCA) is applied, but does not

attempt to cover in detail those aspects of the methodology that are common with

product LCA.

The UNEP Guidance is intended to be useful to organizations of all sizes, in all

sectors, both public and private, and with diverse degree of experience on environ-

mental management. Specific recommendations are provided for several pathways

related to the organization’s previous experience with environmental tools and for

small and medium-sized organizations. Furthermore, the publication includes the

experience of several case studies with the use of environmental multi-impact life

cycle approaches, some of them making direct reference to the LCA framework.
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A working group was established to support the lead authors with the document

drafting. After several review rounds, face-to-face, and online meetings, an agreed

draft was produced, which was consolidated by a broad group of feedback stake-

holders. A total of 100 participants from all over the world and with different

background cooperated in the UNEP Guidance preparation. In autumn 2015, the

road testing of ten organizations started and first results are expected for summer

2016. Further detail about the flagship project and its activities can be found in the

UNEP Guidance (UNEP 2015) and in Martı́nez-Blanco et al. (2015a).

1.4.3 “Organisation Environmental Footprint Guide” by the European

Commission (OEF Guide)

The European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC IES) and other European

Commission services have worked toward the development of a technical guide for

the calculation of the environmental footprint of organizations, the OEF Guide

(European Commission 2013a). They have worked in parallel on the methodolog-

ical guide on Product Environmental Footprint (PEF). The two methodologies are

tightly interlinked and have many elements in common.

The document provides guidance on how to calculate an OEF. It aims to increase

reproducibility and comparability by emphasizing prescriptiveness over flexibility

to ensure that the methodology is applied consistently (Pelletier et al. 2013). The

methodology has been developed building on the Reference Life Cycle Data System
Handbook (European Commission 2010a), as well as other existing methodological

standards and guidance documents. The OEF Guide strives to align with existing or

upcoming international methodological norms, including ISO 14069 (ISO 2013a)

and GHG Protocol Scope 3 (WRI and WBCSD 2011), as well as the PEF Guide.

Similarly, efforts have also been made to align insofar as possible with existing

environmental management schemes (European Commission 2009; ISO 2014b).

At the European level, PEF and OEF are supposed to achieve an important goal,

the implementation of LCA in European environmental policy. Other objectives

claimed by PEF/OEF are the harmonization of methods to avoid proliferation, the

cost reduction for business and increased applicability for SMEs, and credible

communication to consumers avoiding confusion and mistrust (Pelletier

et al. 2013; European Commission 2013b, c). This is necessary to produce methods

that can be useful for application in the context of policy instruments at EU level.

The guide also explains how to create sector-specific methodological require-

ments via Organisation Environmental Footprint Sector Rules (OEFSRs), in order

to further increase methodological harmonization, specificity, relevance, and repro-

ducibility for a given sector. OEFSRs will furthermore facilitate focusing on the

most important parameters, thereby also reducing efforts in completing an OEF

study. The OEFSRs aim to support comparisons and comparative assertions

between organizations (see Sect. 3.2).

The document was developed taking into account the results of a preliminary

pilot phase, an invited expert consultation, and a consultation between European
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Commission services. Currently, new pilots are being conducted on selected sectors

in order to test further the methodology and prepare OEFSRs for the corresponding

sectors.

1.4.4 Main Differences Between the Life Cycle Assessment

of Organizations’ Approaches

The three approaches differ from previous life cycle assessment techniques mainly

because their object of study is the organization, rather than the product. The

organization portfolio usually includes more than one product, thus the entire set

of goods and services provided by the organization are assessed at the same time.

They also differ from other organization-oriented methodologies by their approach,

the life cycle, and from recent value chain tools because they are a multi-criteria

environmental assessment. Additionally, some internal differences between the

three approaches can be distinguished. These are summarized in Table 8.1.

The methodology depicted by ISO/TS 14072, organizational LCA (OLCA), is

defined as a “compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and potential

environmental impacts of the activities associated with the organization as a

whole or portion thereof adopting a life cycle perspective” (ISO 2014a). This

definition was also adopted by the UNEP Guidance, but the acronym it uses

includes a hyphen, i.e., O-LCA (see Martı́nez-Blanco et al. 2015a). The latter is

the acronym used in this chapter. The European Commission proposed the term

Organisation Environmental Footprint (OEF), defined as “a multi-criteria measure

of the environmental performance of a product-providing organization from a life

cycle perspective” (European Commission 2013a).

According to Finkbeiner (2013), OEF Guide has some requirements that do not

align with life cycle standard principles (ISO 2006a, b, 2014a), which was con-

firmed for some of them and discussed for others by Galatola and Pant (2014).

Some examples are the recycling formula for end of life and the default set of

impact categories and methods. One of the key issues is whether comparative

assertions intended to be disclosed to the public are supported. OEF Guide con-

siders the option of comparative assertions intended to be disclosed to the public

within the same sector and according to the OEFSRs (under development), while

ISO/TS 14072 and UNEP Guidance clearly discourage this use. They argue that the

comparability step is neither robust nor meaningful at this point in time, due to the

lack of a consistent basis for comparison between organizations. Even within the

same sector, the size, the location, the product segment, the vertical integration, the

financial transactions, and overall business model can be significantly different

(Finkbeiner and K€onig 2013). Furthermore, the OEF Guide is communication

driven while O-LCA is not.

Due to the several differences identified with the product LCA framework,

Finkbeiner (2013) questioned whether the proposed OEF approach actually sup-

ports its own targets – like inclusion of LCA in environmental policy, harmoniza-

tion of methods, comparability over flexibility, cost reduction for business, and
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Table 8.1 Main features and differences of the existing initiatives for LCA of organizations. This

does not aim to be a comprehensive comparison of the differences

ISO/TS 14072 UNEP Guidance OEF Guide

General Organizational life cycle

assessment, OLCA

Organizational life cycle

assessment, O-LCA

Organizational Envi-

ronmental Footprint,

OEF

Terminology is mainly

based on ISO 14040 and

ISO 14044. Few addi-

tional terms, like

reporting unit, perfor-

mance tracking, consoli-

dation methodology, etc.

Terminology is mainly

based on ISO 14040,

ISO 14044, and ISO/TS

14072. Few additional

terms, like reporting

organization and flow,

direct and indirect, etc.

Totally new terminol-

ogy: resource use and

emissions profile,

environmental

footprint,

etc.a

Goal and

scope

The unit of analysis is

the reporting unit

(defined as the quantified

performance expression

of the organization under

study to be used as a

reference)

The unit of analysis, the

reporting unit, is broken

down into reporting

organization (includes

the explanation of the

subject of study, the

consolidation approach,

and the reference period)

and reporting flow

(measure of the outputs

from the reporting

organization)

The unit of analysis is

defined by two ele-

ments: organization

(unit of analysis) and

product portfolio (type

and amount of goods/

services provided over

the reporting interval)

Consolidation method

(operational control,

financial control, or

equity share) is selected

during system boundary

definition

As in ISO/TS 14072 Consolidation method

is selected during sys-

tem boundary defini-

tion. Only operational

and financial controls

are considered

The idea of having two

boundaries, for the orga-

nization and for the life

cycle, is implied but not

set as a requirement

Only one system bound-

ary is defined, including

both direct and indirect

activities

The system boundaries

shall include the orga-

nizational boundaries

(in relation to the

defined organization)

and the OEF boundaries

(which specify which

aspects of the supply

chain are included in the

analysis)

Cutoff allowed, based on

mass, energy, environ-

mental significance

As in ISO/TS 14072 Cutoff is not allowed,

but any data gaps shall

be filled using best

available generic or

extrapolated data. Such

data shall not account

for more than 10% of

the overall contribution

to each impact category

(continued)
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Table 8.1 (continued)

ISO/TS 14072 UNEP Guidance OEF Guide

Inventory It shall be an iterative

process

As in ISO/TS 14072 Screening step is

recommended (based

on readily available or

generic data)

Data sources and data

quality assessment shall

be carefully done. A list

of criteria that should be

specified for data quality

assessment (based on

ISO 14044) exists

As in ISO/TS 14072 List of criteria that shall

be used for semiquanti-

tative data quality

assessment. Criteria

shall be met by a study

intended for external

communication.

Minimum data quality

requirements are

defined

As for ISO 14044, data

from specific sites or

representative averages

should be used for units

that contribute the

majority of the mass and

energy flows, and are

considered to have envi-

ronmentally relevant

inputs and outputs

The use of specific data

is recommended,

particularly for direct

activities. Greater use of

assumptions, extrapola-

tions, and generic data is

expected for indirect

activities. It should col-

lect higher quality data

for priority activities

(based on environmental

significance, mass or

energy, etc.)

Specific data shall be

obtained for direct

processes or activities

and for indirect ones

where appropriate.

Generic data should be

used only for indirect

processes and activities

Allocation procedures

described in ISO 14044

apply. System expansion

is not considered

As in ISO/TS 14072 Multifunctionality

decision hierarchy

proposed, similar to

ISO 14044. System

expansion is included

Reuse and recycling are

addressed separately,

providing general princi-

ple of avoiding allocation

(based on ISO 14044)

As in ISO/TS 14072 Recycling formula for

end of life provided.

Several ones have been

proposed, still being

discussed

Impact

assessment

Classification and char-

acterization are manda-

tory; normalization and

weighting optional

As in ISO/TS 14072 Classification and char-

acterization are manda-

tory, normalization is

recommended, and

weighting optional

The selection of impact

categories, category

indicators, and charac-

terization models shall

be both justified and

consistent with the goal

and scope of the LCA.

No default list

As in ISO/TS 14072 Default set of 14 mid-

point impact categories

and models

(continued)
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credible communication to consumers – in a substantial way or whether the

proposal could have even an adverse effect on the policy targets it tries to achieve.

According to Galatola and Pant (2014) during the 3-year pilot phase, there will be

time to revisit the different elements of the method and the objectives of the pilot

phase, and at the end necessary changes will be implemented in the OEF Guide.

Keeping in mind that both the ISO/TS 14072 and the UNEP Guidance build on

product LCA standards and that a very similar methodological framework is

provided, only few variations or adjustments on main requirements of ISO/TS

14072 were necessary on the text of the UNEP Guidance (see Table 8.1). In

ISO/TS 14072, the unit of analysis used is the “reporting unit,” while in the

UNEP Guidance, that is broken down into two elements: the definition of the unit

(“reporting organization”) and the quantification of that unit (“reporting flow”). The

OEF Guide draws the unit of analysis also according to two elements, which also

respond to definition and quantification. Because consolidation methods affect both

the definition of the reporting organization and the system boundary, the UNEP

Guidance proposes to choose the consolidation method at an earlier stage rather

than the other two methodologies. According to Martı́nez-Blanco et al. (2015b),

Table 8.1 (continued)

ISO/TS 14072 UNEP Guidance OEF Guide

Interpretation It shall not be used for

comparative assertions

intended to be disclosed

to the public

As in ISO/TS 14072 It considers the option

of comparative asser-

tions intended to be

disclosed to the public

within the same sector

and according to the

OEFSRs. In the

OEFSRs it is

recommended to create

benchmarks and classes

of environmental

performance for each

sector (see Sect. 3.2)

Reporting

and critical

review

If OLCA results are

communicated to a third

party, a critical review

should be performed

according to ISO 14044

and ISO/TS 14071.

Independent internal or

external reviewer, with

sufficient competencies

(defined at ISO/TS

14071)

When O-LCA outcomes

are communicated to a

third party, a critical

review shall be performed

(mandatory as for exter-

nal communication in

ISO 14044) according to

ISO 14044 and ISO/TS

14071. Independent

internal or external

reviewer, with sufficient

competencies (defined at

ISO/TS 14071)

Any OEF study

intended for external

communication shall be

critically reviewed by at

least one independent

and qualified external

reviewer. A scoring

system exists: minimum

necessary score to

qualify as a reviewer

Source: European Commission (2013a), Pelletier et al. (2013), Finkbeiner (2013), ISO (2014a),

Galatola and Pant (2014), UNEP (2015), Martı́nez-Blanco et al. (2015b)
aThe European Commission is already reviewing this, as it received limited public support

(Galatola and Pant 2014)
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“this is not in real conflict with ISO/TS 14072 but a matter of order on the

introduction of the concepts.”

1.5 Goals Served for Organizations

Some of the goals and opportunities that this approach may bring to organizations

are listed in the following, based on the ones highlighted in ISO/TS 14072, OEF

Guide and UNEP Guidance:

• Reduce pressure on the environment and avoid future negative effects on the

organization.

• Gain insight about relationship, main actors, and impacts involved in internal

operations and value chain.

• Identify environmental hotspots throughout the value chain for each of the

environmental categories considered.

• Track environmental performance of the inventory and impacts of the organi-

zation over time.

• Get support to define which are the priority actions and targets at different levels.

• Make estimations of potential future scenarios due to different actions.

• Improve organizational procedures, for instance, in the gathering and managing

of environmental data.

• Get the basis for voluntary or regulatory environmental communication with

stakeholders and reporting.

• Show environmental awareness with marketing purposes.

• Foster suppliers in the value chain, consumers, and even competitors to adopt

environmental friendly practices.

Motivations for LCA of organizations application may differ between large and

small/medium organizations, as well as between organizations from developing and

developed countries. In general, all of them would aim to get analytical results,

though differences in the motivations behind could be identified. For instance, large

organizations may have the objective to document their good practices, particularly

when countries with poor environmental regulations are involved as suppliers,

while one of those suppliers individually may decide to apply LCA of organizations

to fulfill the requirements and standards of a large organization buying a big share

of its products.
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2 Main Methodological Issues of Organizational Life Cycle
Assessment

In this section, the main features of the O-LCA are presented, organized as the four

phases of an LCA: goal and scope, inventory, impact assessment, and interpretation

(Sects. 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4). But first, in Sect. 2.1, main differences between organi-

zational LCA and product LCA are identified and shortly explained. Additionally,

Sect. 2.5 adds some recommendations for reporting and critical review. For the five

sections, we focus on the framework defined by the UNEP Guidance, mostly

aligned with ISO/TS 14072. The Guidance is not explicitly cited along the chapter

in order to avoid repetition. Most of the recommendations and requirements stated

here are similar for an OEF (Sect. 1.4.4).

This section does not aim to cover in detail those aspects of O-LCA that are

common with product LCA, like the impact assessment, and much less to resolve

gaps and unanswered questions for product assessment that are shared with the new

organizational perspective; UNEP/SETAC (2012) and Finkbeiner et al. (2014) list

some of these limitations. Thus, principles, requirements, or guidelines not speci-

fied either in the Guidance or in ISO/TS 14072 are, by default, equivalent to those

for product LCA, and therefore ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 are the documents to

check.

2.1 Main Differences with Product Life Cycle Assessment

As mentioned before, most of the principles and requirements of ISO 14040 and

ISO 14044 for product LCA apply also for O-LCA with some minor terminology

amendments, for instance, impact assessment, reporting, and review requirements.

Others were partially adapted from ISO 14044, such as allocation procedures. See

Finkbeiner and K€onig (2013) for further discussion on the use of product LCA

standards for the LCA of organizations. The major discrepancies between the two

methodologies appear during scope definition and inventory. For further detail on

the topic of this section, see Annex D in UNEP (2015) and Martı́nez-Blanco

et al. (2015b). Section 2.1 mainly builds on these two publications.

The first difference between product and organizational LCA is the object under

study. While product LCA is intended for the environmental evaluation of individ-

ual products, the latter aims to assess organizations. This influences the definition of

the several elements of the goal and scope phase and of the life cycle inventory

analysis. Figure 8.3 shows the three main elements of the scope definition of

O-LCA, reporting organization, reporting flow and system boundaries, and the

differences between the two approaches.

The need for a reference unit and consistent boundaries is common for both LCA

of products and LCA of organizations, as they “firmly ground the analysis in

concrete, physical relationships that connect upstream, organizational level, and
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downstream processes in a coherent, internally consistent manner” (Pelletier

et al. 2013). Scoping elements in product LCA aim to achieve comparability

between different products. The definition of the scope in O-LCA is not intended

to guarantee comparability (see Sect. 1.4.4); rather, it responds to reproducibility

and aims to guarantee that environmental performance tracking over time is “based

on the same time period, system boundaries and reporting unit” (ISO 2014a).

The functional unit and the reference flow (in product LCA) are defined in

accordance to the main function/s of the product. In O-LCA, the reporting organi-

zation defines the organization per se (i.e., which parts of the organization are

included), and the reporting flow ideally represents the quantification of its product

portfolio (amounts, units, revenue, etc.). For product LCA the system boundary is

derived from the type of product, whereas the definition of the reporting organiza-

tion is the determining issue for stating system boundary in O-LCA. Furthermore,

in O-LCA direct1 and indirect2 activities are differentiated. Main requirements and

Fig. 8.3 Scope definition for product and organizational LCA

1Activities from sites that are owned or controlled by the reporting organization (UNEP 2015).
2 Activities that are a consequence of the operations of the reporting organization, but occur at sites

owned or controlled by another organization (upstream or downstream) (UNEP 2015).
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guidelines for system boundary in product LCA apply for O-LCA; however, the

steps included are not only the raw materials, energy, intermediate products, etc.,

necessary for the production of one product (as in product LCA) but those organi-

zations, processes, and activities involved in the production of the entire portfolio of

the organization.

In any case, product LCA and O-LCA are complementary, due to the fact that

they answer different questions. The two methodologies may either be

implemented independently or be mutually complementary for the environmental

management of the organization. One example of the former is when O-LCA is

applied to identify environmental hotspots throughout the whole organization and

value chain, and product LCA supplements the study with more detailed data for

selected products or activities.

2.2 Goal and Scope Definition

The first step of an O-LCA is to describe the goal of the study. This should identify

the reasons to conduct the study, the intended use, and the target audience. This

strongly affects the following phases of O-LCA. A statement shall be also included

that the results are not intended to be used in comparative assertions intended to be

disclosed to the public (see Sect. 1.4.4). Examples of goals for an O-LCA are listed

in Sect. 1.5.

The scope of O-LCA should be sufficiently well defined to ensure that the extent,

granularity, type of data, and detail of the study can effectively fulfill the stated

goals (ISO 2006b). Due to the iterative nature of LCA, the scope may have to be

refined during the study. The elements to be described are organization to be

studied; products, operations, facilities, and sites of the organization included in

the reporting organization; the reference period considered; reporting flow; system

boundary; allocation procedures; impact assessment methodology and types of

impacts; interpretation to be used; data and data quality requirements; assumptions;

value choices and optional elements; limitations; type of critical review, if any; and

type and format of the report required for the study. Only reporting organization,

reporting flow, and system boundary are defined here, as the recommendations and

requirements for the other elements are equivalent to those of product LCA.

2.2.1 Reporting Organization

The reporting organization is “the organization under study to be used as a unit of

analysis” (UNEP 2015). It should specify the organization under study, the consol-

idation method selected that defines the units included, and the reference period.
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Subject of Study

The definition of organization by ISO/TS 14072 is a flexible term; it includes

corporation but also institutions, firms, sole traders, etc., and it might be or not be

a legal entity. In spite of full organizational assessment being recommended and

encouraged, if properly justified, the application of the technical standard to

segments or selected parts of an organization is foreseen (e.g., business divisions,

brands, regions, or facilities). In any case, the subset selected should represent a

clear unit of operation and shall be transparently justified and reported. For

instance, several segments that Accor may have decided to assess are proposed in

Fig. 8.4, apart from the real subject selected, the whole Accor group (see Sect. 4.1).

An example of an organization that may be interested on assessing only a

segment is when this is understood as a pilot for a broad application in the future.

Another alternative may be a subset of a bigger organization that has enough

autonomy to pioneer the application of O-LCA. In some cases, specific divisions,

brands, regions, or facilities may have a better knowledge and direct control over

their operations and might obtain major cost savings and long-term sustainability of

operations.

Consolidation Method

When a big and/or complex organization (i.e., including wholly owned operations,

incorporated and non-incorporated joint ventures, subsidiaries, etc.) is assessed, it

may not be straightforward to specify which facilities and activities are part of the

subject of study. A systematic approach, referred to as consolidation methods, is

proposed to specify which parts should be considered in the study (WRI and

WBCSD 2004; ISO 2013a, 2014a), which include:

• Control approach: the organization includes units over which it has control.

Control can be defined in either financial or operational terms. The organization

accounts for 100% of the units over which it has financial or operational control:

– The organization has financial control over a unit if the former has the ability

to direct the financial and operating policies of the latter with a view to

gaining economic benefits from its activities.

– The organization has operational control over a unit if the former or one of its

subsidiaries has the full authority to introduce and implement its operating

policies at the operation.

• Equity share approach: the organization includes units according to its share of

equity interest, i.e., according to the organization’s percentage ownership of

each of the units.

Such consolidation methods reflect different perspectives. They should be cho-

sen depending on the complexity of the organization and what is to be prioritized:
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risk or effective tracking and implementation of management policies (WRI and

WBCSD 2004).

Reference Period

The reference period is the time period for which the organization is being studied,

and it should be transparently stated. It is recommended to assess one operation

cycle; 1 year is the preferred option, in accordance to financial and other reporting

schemes.

2.2.2 Reporting Flow

The reporting flow is a measure of the outputs of the reporting organization during

the reference period. Expressed in quantitative terms, it is aimed to provide a

reference for the linkage between the different units in the value chain. It is

recommended to match the reporting flow definition with existing records in the

management control system of the reporting organization. The portfolio records of

an organization are usually presented per unit of goods or services or in terms of

weight or volume. In some cases, it may be useful to consider clusters or represen-

tative products, particularly when the organization provides a very wide portfolio.

The organization may also choose to use nonphysical terms, such as economic

revenue or number of employees, for example, when the complexity of the portfolio

is dramatically high, or for providers of services or social functions that could find

particularly challenging the identification and quantification of their portfolio.

Ideally, apart from the type of products and the amounts produced for each of

them, the reporting flow should also include information about the quality and the

durability of the products; in OEF Guide terms, it should answer the questions:

What? How much? How well? How long? (European Commission 2013a). Incor-

porating quality and durability indicators within the definition of the portfolio can

facilitate the interpretation of the results (for instance, more durable products may

present higher energy use at the level of raw material acquisition). The level of

detail on that will be subject to the resources available and the goal of the

assessment.

2.2.3 System Boundary

The study shall define boundaries that properly define which social, financial, and

physical relationships of the networks, where organizations are embedded, will be

considered. The system boundary is defined as a “set of criteria specifying which

activities are part of the studied system. It determines the direct and indirect

resource use and emissions associated with the operations of the reporting organi-

zation” (UNEP 2015). Direct resource use and emissions are from sources owned or
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controlled by the reporting organization, while indirect take place throughout the

value chain (upstream or downstream) linked to organization’s activities. Require-
ments from ISO 14044 apply for O-LCA system boundary.

System boundary shall be documented and in accordance to the goal and scope

of the study – reporting organization may particularly affect system boundary

definition. It shall consider the complete life cycle to cover all inputs and outputs

related to the reporting organization’s activities and disclose and justify any

exclusion. A complete cradle-to-grave assessment is recommended; it is mandatory

to include upstream indirect activities and direct activities. In certain cases, down-

stream activities, like distribution, use phase, and end of life, may be excluded,

particularly if the organization can argue that it has no direct influence on the use

and end-of-life stage of its products (e.g., via product design or recycling cam-

paigns). However, all the organizations are somehow able to influence upstream

and downstream activities, so knowing whether the key drivers are downstream is

always important. Downstream activities should be included if products use energy

or generate emissions during use phase.

Environmental offsetting, i.e., discrete resource use or emission reductions used

to compensate for resource use or emissions elsewhere, is not supported by the

Guidance and shall not be aggregated with the organization’s results (ISO 2013a).

In any case, offsetting should be based on credible methods for each of the impact

categories considered, which should be described in the study. Offsetting has been

mainly used for climate change; within the context of a multi-impact approach, the

organization should proof that offsetting makes sense for the considered impact

categories. According to Curran et al. (2014), for instance, biodiversity offsetting

policy leads to a net loss of biodiversity.

2.3 Inventory

The life cycle inventory is the phase of O-LCA that addresses data collection and

modeling of the system. It is when inventory results are obtained based on the

previous definition of the goal and scope and iteratively revised along with the other

phases of O-LCA. The most laborious step in the inventory consists of effectively

collecting data. The inventory should include the whole set of inputs and outputs

from activities involved in the provision of the reporting flow and within the system

boundary. All the inputs and outputs in the inventory should be expressed as

elementary flows.

2.3.1 Direct and Indirect Activities

The activities considered within the system boundary can be divided in direct

activities and in upstream and downstream indirect activities (see Sect. 2.2.3). A

list of potential activities to consider is presented in Table 8.2, but additional ones
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may be defined. Also supporting activities – i.e., those activities of the organization

that are not directly involved with the production of the products (like heating,

cleaning, canteen services, commuting of employees, research and marketing

activities, etc.) – should be taken into account.

2.3.2 Types of Data and Prioritization of Data Collection Efforts

Two general types of data can be used in the inventory quantification (European

Commission 2013a):

• Specific data (also called site-specific or primary data) refer to directly measured

or collected data representative of processes or activities at a specific facility or

set of facilities.

• Generic data (also called secondary data) are not based on direct measurements

or calculation for the respective specific process(es) or activity(ies), but rather

sourced from a third-party life cycle inventory database or other sources.

Examples of specific data sources are bills and stock of consumables, emissions

reported to authorities for legal purposes, and emission measurements. Examples of

generic data sources include industry-average data from literature or scientific

papers, life cycle inventory databases, or government statistics. Generic data can

be either sector specific, i.e., particular of the sector being considered, or multi-

sector.

Table 8.2 List of most common direct and indirect activities

Indirect upstream activities Direct activities

Indirect downstream

activities

Business travel In or from facilities, vehicles, and

equipment owned or controlled by the

reporting organization

Use of sold products

Capital equipment Sourcing of energy Franchises

Employee commuting Physical or chemical processing Leased assets

Leased assets Waste disposal or processing Processing and stor-

age of sold products

Purchased electricity, fuel,

and energy

Transportation and distribution Transportation and

distribution (of, e.g.,

sold product)

Purchased raw materials,

goods, and services

Emissions and discharges from inten-

tional or unintentional releases.

End-of-life treatment

of sold products

Transportation and distri-

bution (of, e.g., raw mate-

rial, goods, fuel)

Consumption of natural resources

Waste generated in

operations

Source: own elaboration based on WRI and WBCSD (2011), UNEP (2015)
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It is desirable that all inputs and outputs of all the activities that are attributable

to the product portfolio of the organization and included in the system boundary are

addressed in the O-LCA study with specific and high-quality data. However, this

may be neither feasible, due to time and resource constraint, nor necessary, as some

inputs, outputs, or activities can be insignificant for the overall impacts. Organiza-

tions should focus on collecting data of sufficient quality to ensure that the

inventory appropriately reflects the situation of the organization, supports its

goals, and serves the decision-making needs (WRI and WBCSD 2013).

In general, specific data should be used for direct activities and for indirect

activities identified as significant. Specific data are also recommended to model

indirect activities, but higher use of assumptions, extrapolations, and generic data is

expected for them.

ISO 14044 allows input and output prioritization by including a clause with the

option to leave out of the system insignificant ones – defined by cutoff criteria.

Several criteria can be used to apply cutoff: the first option is to prioritize according

to environmental impacts, based on an initial estimation (screening) of the envi-

ronmental impacts; when this is not possible, it is recommended to use a combina-

tion of other criteria, like mass or energy, spending or revenue, suppliers’ closeness,
risk, etc. (WRI and WBCSD 2011). Once the significant activities are identified,

organizations should focus resources on the most significant ones, by using better

data, or may exclude activities that are insignificant.

2.3.3 Data Collection Approaches

Two approaches can be used to collect the data of the inventory for O-LCA:

bottom-up and top-down approaches. Additionally, a hybrid approach or interme-

diate approach may be pictured that is using both bottom-up and top-down data.

Section 4.2 shows the tailored bottom-up approach used by Unilever; the top-down

approach used by Accor is presented in Sect. 4.1. Although differences are expected

between the outcomes of bottom-up and top-down approaches – particularly on the

granularity of the results, the inclusion of supporting activities, and the compre-

hensiveness of inputs and outputs addressed – consistent outcomes should result

from both approaches.

Bottom-up data collection approach entails adding the different LCAs of the

products of the reporting organization, weighted by the amount of products that are

produced during the reference period, together with the supporting activities (ISO

2014a). The organization may decide not to assess every individual product, but

should guarantee representativeness and comprehensiveness. It can be done, for

example, by defining clusters or families of products and identifying representative

or proxy products within them. See a clustering example for Unilever in Fig. 8.12,

based on Mil�a i Canals et al. (2010).
Top-down data collection approach considers the reporting organization as a

whole and adds upstream (cradle-to-gate) models for all inputs of the organization

and downstream (gate-to-grave) models for all outputs (ISO 2014a). Direct
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activities should be modeled with specific data, which could be done by direct

measurement (using monitoring, mass balance, or stoichiometry) or calculation

(using activity data and consumption/emission factors). For value chain activities,

the organization may use generic data that model the entire value chain or seek

specific data for the network of suppliers and other partners in the value chain.

2.3.4 Multifunctionality

There are situations when a process, activity, or unit delivers several outputs (i.e.,

products) and only one or some of them are included in the study. Two main

situations in O-LCA may be identified as multifunctionality situations. First is

when assessing impacts of suppliers with primary data and only some of the

products in the supplier’s portfolio are consumed by the reporting organization.

See Finkbeiner and K€onig (2013) for further definition of this situation. Second is

when the reporting organization represents a part of a higher organization and

shares facilities, activities, or processes with other organizations; see Sect. 2.2.1.

If resource use and emissions data are collected for the whole process, activity,

or unit, the share of resource use and emissions attributable to the outputs consid-

ered in the study should be calculated. This should be done according to the

hierarchy of solutions in Fig. 8.5. Organizations should avoid or minimize alloca-

tion and use it only when more accurate data are not available, as allocation adds

uncertainty to the estimation of inputs and outputs. In general, system expansion

should not be used at the organizational level, because of the concern of inconsis-

tent or poorly representative substitution scenarios; hence it is not included in the

hierarchy.

Allocation should be avoided by:

Looking for product-level data when the individual resource use 
and emissions of the purchased product could be quantified.

Subdividing the inventory of inputs and outputs (e.g. with 
engineering models).

1

2

Otherwise, allocation may be applied, according to:

Relevant underlying physical relationships (e.g. mass, volume, 
energy).

When (3) is not an option, base allocation on other relationships 
(e.g. economic). 

3

4

Fig. 8.5 Hierarchy to solve multifunctionality situations in organizational LCA (Source: based on

ISO 2006a; WRI and WBCSD 2011)
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2.4 Impact Assessment and Interpretation

The two last steps of O-LCA are presented here together, as the guidelines and

requirements to be applied are basically the same as for the impact assessment and

interpretation of product LCA, respectively. O-LCA should use one of the existing

impact assessment methods (e.g., ReCiPe, CML 2002, EDIP, and LIME). Simi-

larly, the challenges and limitations are also transferred to the new methodology –

see, for example, Bare (2009). For further detail, please see, for instance, ISO

(2006a, b) and European Commission (2010a, b).

Inventory-level indicators (e.g., waste produced, water consumed, or energy

used) could be also considered in the results as these are important metrics for

organizations, but it should be clearly acknowledged that they are not addressing

environmental impacts. The organization may be also interested on single-score

impact category indicators, as they make easier the interpretation of the results for

non-LCA experts. However, they are based on value choices, add further uncer-

tainty, and hide trade-offs between impact categories; hence both aggregated and

disaggregated results should be provided, along with detail about the aggregation

methodology behind.

The interpretation phase should indicate the consistency of the results according

to all the aspects defined during the goal definition and scope phase. It is necessary

to outline conclusions, explain limitations of the results, and provide recommen-

dations. Furthermore, it should involve the iterative process of reviewing the scope

of O-LCA, particularly the assumptions taken and the quality and sources of the

data collected.

2.5 Reporting and Assurance

Environmental performance, performance tracking, and organization environmen-

tal strategy are elements largely reported by organizations. Organizational LCA

may be a great source of information for supporting and communicating them to

third parties (like policy makers, consumers, shareholders, etc.). O-LCA provides

key environmental information on the performance of an organization that may be

used for joining sustainability reporting and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

frameworks. If the O-LCA is communicated to a third party (i.e., interested party

other than the commissioner of the study), a third-party report shall be prepared.

As required in ISO (2006a), the results and conclusions of the O-LCA study,

along with the methods, assumptions, and limitations, shall be fully, accurately, and

objectively reported and in accordance with the goals of the study. Particularly, it

shall provide a clear definition of the reporting organization that is being assessed,

the system boundary, and the data collection approach. Results can be presented for

different levels of the organization depending on the granularity of the study results
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(for the whole organization or, for instance, business divisions, brands, regions,

facilities, or activities).

The more accurate and coherent with the goal and scope of the study the data and

assumptions are, the more valuable the outcomes of O-LCA. That is why it is useful

to establish an assurance procedure. Accurate results make more likely that the

organization can manage its environmental impacts effectively.

When O-LCA is communicated to a third party, a critical review shall be

performed. It provides confidence to the stakeholders about the reported informa-

tion and associated statements. Assessing the accuracy and completeness of the

reported results, as well as the compliance with O-LCA principles, may be also

voluntarily performed to improve the robustness and credibility of the results. The

documents to follow to do so are ISO (2006a, 2014b), complemented by WRI and

WBCSD (2004, 2011).

3 Practical Implementation of Life Cycle Assessment
of Organizations

This section aims to provide further insight about the practical implementation of

LCA of organizations and the use of its outcomes. The first two sections focus on

strategies proposed to ease the implementation of the LCA of organizations:

Sect. 3.1 explores how previous environmental assessments of an organization

may streamline the LCA of organizations application, while Sect. 3.2 presents the

EU proposal to define sector rules for LCA of organizations. Finally, how the

organizations may use and integrate the outcomes from LCA of organizations in

their own management control and decision systems is addressed in Sect. 3.3.

3.1 Experience with Environmental Tools: Pathways
Proposal

Organizations that have applied other environmental tools and have available data

may use that to facilitate the implementation of the new approach. Three pathways

are described in UNEP (2015) that could steer an organization to conduct O-LCA;

this section is a summary of the approaches proposed. The pathways correspond to

the three main dimensions of O-LCA (Fig. 8.6). The organization may benefit from

(1) existing on-site environmental data, (2) existing LCAs of products, and/or

(3) existing assessments of the organization and its value chain for one sole aspect.

Other pathways may be derived by the combination of these three or others.

Apart from the three pathways, organizations that have voluntarily embraced

sustainability reporting schemes – like the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), and the United Nations Global Compact
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principles – may also find a preliminary basis on the acquired knowledge. Infor-

mation and experience obtained with sustainability reporting schemes may help for

first description of organization’s units, for identification of some important

hotspots, for the collection of preliminary data of one or few indicators mainly at

the inventory and gate-to-gate level, and for a first picture of the stakeholders inside

and outside the organization’s walls.

3.1.1 Pathway 1: On-Site Corporate Approaches

On-site organizational approaches are those that cover most of the processes that

take place in the organization’s sites. In LCA terms, it corresponds to a gate-to-gate

scope. The most common and comprehensive framework for this pathway are

corporate ecobalances and environmental audits according to EMS (ISO 2004) or

EMAS (European Commission 2009) umbrella. These are typically used to deter-

mine the environmental aspects of an organization and as the baseline for decision-

making.

An organization that has previously applied an on-site organizational approach

may benefit by using the outcomes as ground for O-LCA. It is expected to mainly

provide data for direct activities, but can also guide the identification of the targeted

suppliers. O-LCA can complement and refresh the EMS of organizations mainly by

broadening the horizon from on-site to value chain improvements.

PEF  

Product
LCA 

CF 

EPDs

GHG 
Protocol 
(scope
1,2&3)

ISO 14064 / 
14069

EMS 

(ISO 14001, 
EMAS)

Life cycle
assessment of
organizations

Single-indicator life cycle
organizational approaches

On-site 
organizational
approaches

Product life cycle
multi-impact 
approaches

Fig. 8.6 Definition of the implementation pathways according to previous experience with

environmental tools
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3.1.2 Pathway 2: Multi-impact Life Cycle Product Approaches

The environmental schemes that may provide information about the environmental

performance of products in the portfolio are product LCA and Environmental

Product Declarations, EPDs (ISO 2006a, c). Also product single-indicator life

cycle-based methodologies like carbon or water footprinting may contribute here

(ISO 2013b).

When LCAs (or any of the other approaches) exist for most of the products in the

portfolio of the reporting organization or at least enough representative individual

LCAs are available, O-LCA may consist of the addition of the different LCAs

weighted by the amount of products that are produced during the reference period,

together with the supporting activities. Even if only a small share of the products in

the portfolio were assessed with LCA, the outcomes obtained may roughly identify

some important hotspots in the value chain that should be further assessed. O-LCA

brings a more comprehensive understanding of the organization environmental

performance by including the whole portfolio.

3.1.3 Pathway 3: Single-Indicator Life Cycle Organizational

Approaches

This pathway refers to organizations that have assessed the environmental perfor-

mance of the organization and its value chain for only one impact category

indicator, like the well-known and largely used GHG Protocol Scope 3 Standard

(WRI and WBCSD 2004, 2011) or the closely related ISO 14064 and ISO 14069

(ISO 2006d, 2013a).

The overall analytical framework and the data collection procedures and tools

developed for the single-indicator assessment may be very useful to start the

environmental multi-impact approach, particularly to define the scope of the

study, for instance, a preliminary definition of the consolidation method and system

boundary exists. Furthermore, previously created connections with different levels

of management in the organization and with suppliers will ease the collection of the

complete inventory. The environmental multi-impact approach of O-LCA will

identify impacts beyond the specific single indicator, thus avoiding unintended

trade-offs.

3.2 Specific Methodology by Sectors: OEFSRs Proposal

The Organisation Environmental Footprint Sector Rules (OEFSRs) are sector-

specific guidelines derived from the OEF Guide. Currently, two OEFSRs are

under development for the sectors retail and copper production within the context

of the OEF testing phase. This section is based on European Commission (2013a,

d). “The main aim of developing OEFSRs is to create consistent rules for the
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calculation of the environmental performance of organizations in a given sector.

The information calculated on the basis of existing OEFSRs could then be used for

communication purposes, enable year-on-year comparisons of the performance of a

specific organization and, where appropriate, to enable comparisons and compar-

ative assertions of similar organizations in the same sector (with a similar Product

Portfolio)” (European Commission 2013d). When the OEF studies are not intended

for public comparative assertions, they may be carried out without using OEFSRs.

OEFSRs are an extension of the OEF Guide (Sect. 1.4.3) and shall be developed

according to the OEF Guide. An OEFSR shall further specify requirements from the

OEF Guide and add new ones where necessary in order to focus the study on those

aspects and parameters that are more relevant for the environmental performance of

the sector. Their aim is to increase the reproducibility, consistency, and relevance of

OEF studies and also possibly to achieve reduction on the time, efforts, and costs

involved in completing an OEF study. Galatola and Pant (2014) stated that the use

of OEF Guide along with OEFSRs may reduce between 30 and 50% of the costs

compared to the current situation.

The steps for the preparation of an OEFSR are described in the following,

according to the European Commission (2013d). This is the process that is being

followed to develop the first two OEFSRs, and it is foreseen as the main guidance

for the development of future OEFSRs, after some adjustments derived from the

pilot phase experience. The first step is to define the sector to which the rules refer,

which shall be done based on NACE codes (Nomenclature générale des Activités

Economiques dans les Communautés Européennes). The defined sector should be

broad enough to include relevant organizations in the sector but guarantee that the

sector is specific enough to allow the definition of meaningful screening and

requirements. The second step is to choose a representative organization of the

sector in the EU market, which may be real or be a proxy. Third, according to the

model defined, a screening is applied to preliminarily identify most relevant steps of

the life cycle, processes, impact categories, and definition of the benchmark for the

sector. Based on this and stakeholder consultation, a draft of the OEFSR is to be

prepared including key information like choice and description of system bound-

aries, relevant and irrelevant environmental aspects, how to model end of life, data

quality requirements particular for activities or processes, rules for solving

multifunctionality, etc. The draft of the OEFSR is then applied to supporting studies

to test it. Finally, when comparability is considered meaningful within the sector,

the OEFSR should include the particular benchmark, which corresponds to the

environmental performance of the representative organization, along with five

classes of environmental performance, being the benchmark the one in the middle.

In case it is concluded that it is not meaningful, the OEFSR shall clearly state that

the OEFSR cannot be used as a basis for comparative assertions. Major producers

and stakeholders should be involved on the preparation of the OEFSRs, along with

experts, and an independent third-party panel shall review each OEFSR.
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3.3 Environmental Targets and Performance Tracking

LCA of organizations provides comprehensive information – along the value chain

and for multiple impact categories – at the level at which decisions are taken and

beyond the organization’s walls. Through its results, the organization understands

which are the risks and impact reduction opportunities and has strong arguments to

elucidate which are the most effective actions to reduce the organization’s envi-
ronmental impacts. Once the LCA of organizations model is built, the organization

may be interested in running different scenarios to assess the effect of proposed

actions or measures. Furthermore, LCAs of organization results identify the

hotspots for which further analysis may be necessary. An organization may decide

to apply LCA of organizations in a regular basis and track environmental perfor-

mance over time due to multiple reasons. For example, it may aim to set targets

within organization environmental strategy. This section gives further guidance on

the latter two applications, setting targets and tracking the environmental perfor-

mance of the organization.

Common reasons for setting and tracking environmental targets include mini-

mizing future risks and stimulating innovation, preparing for future regulations, and

reporting, for instance (WRI and WBCSD 2004). A target should be defined as a

quantified reduction to be achieved in a certain impact category in a target year on

the basis of a reference year. It is measured either in absolute (e.g., kilograms of

CO2) or relative (e.g., percentage) terms and can be presented as an intensity or

efficiency measure (e.g., per unit of revenue). Setting global targets for the whole

organization and value chain is recommended. Moreover, setting specific targets for

certain activities, products, business divisions, brands, regions, or facilities due to

specific circumstances provides additional metrics. A combination of short- and

long-term targets is recommended, to support the long-run strategy of the organi-

zation and at the same time measure the continuous progress (UNEP 2015).

Performance tracking of an organization is defined as the comparison of the

performance of the same organization’s products and operations over time, based

on the same time period, system boundary, and reporting organization (ISO 2014a).

A given tolerance is considered to state that two reporting organizations are the

same, which should be according to the goal and scope of the study and should be

quantified and transparently reported. When the organization undergoes structural

changes (such as acquisitions, mergers, outsourcing, and divestments) or the meth-

odological framework suffers relevant adjustments (like significant variations in

system boundary, calculation methods, and improvements in data accuracy, or

discovery of significant errors), the organization should recalculate historic impact

performance or establish a new baseline period. Also changes in the portfolio of the

organization, both in the amount and type of products, should be considered during

the interpretation of the results and if very significant may trigger the recalculation

of the baseline period. See WRI and WBCSD (2004, 2011) for more detailed

guidance on target definition and performance tracking.
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4 Case Studies

In order to support the explanations from the previous sections, two examples of

companies that have applied organizational approaches for the environmental

multi-impact assessment of organizations and their value chain are presented

here. Both companies developed their own methodology to perform the assessment.

The two examples were also included in UNEP (2015) as first mover stories for this

kind of approaches. Here we have prepared, with the support of the companies, a

complete and extended explanation of their experience.

The two companies are Accor and Unilever (Table 8.3). Accor is a French

international hotel group, which operates in 92 countries with more than 3,500

hotels and a broad portfolio of hotel brands – Accor provides an extensive offer

from luxury to budget. The company activities cover accommodation, restoration,

and sale of food and beverages. It is a pure player in hotels and boasts a unique and

universal business model as an owner, operator, and franchisor of hotels on all five

continents. Unilever is an Anglo-Dutch multinational fast-moving consumer goods

company with a wide-ranging portfolio in foods, household, and personal care

products. Unilever owns more than 400 brands, including world-leading brands

like Knorr, Ben and Jerry’s, and Dove, alongside trusted local names such as Blue

Band, Pureit, and Suave. Unilever’s products are sold in over 190 countries and, on
any given day, 2 billion consumers worldwide use them.

The examples are presented in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2. The text was drafted mainly

using previous documents of the organizations; other complementary sources are

cited on place. Accor section is based on an internal report (Accor 2011a), the

public version of the report (Accor 2011b), and the company webpage (Accor

2014). Unilever section is based on several related publications (Unger

et al. 2011; Unger and King 2013; Unilever 2013) and Unilever’s webpage

(Unilever 2014a).

Table 8.3 Characteristics of the two case studies “Accor” and “Unilever”

Accor Unilever

Sector Services. Hotels and resorts Consumer goods. Food, beverage, cleaning

agents, and personal care

Headquarters Europe (France) Europe (UK)

International

presence

Operates in 92 countries Sells products in over 190 countries. 57% of sales

in emerging markets (like Brazil or India)

Employees 160,000 (Accor 2014) 174,000 (Unilever 2014a)

Brands 14 brands (like Mercure,

Novotel, Ibis, and Sofitel)

400 brands (like Lipton, Knorr, Dove, Axe,

Hellmann’s, Omo, and Ben & Jerry’s)
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4.1 Accor

Accor’s commitment to sustainable development dates back many years, with

practical initiatives such as the creation of an environment department 20 years

ago.3 Promptly they kicked off a program called Earth Guest, working for people

and for the environment, to create value for everyone – its customers, employees,

and partners – in its hotels and in 90 different countries. Many other solutions have

been adopted aimed at contributing to the development of local communities,

optimizing water consumption and energy use, and reducing the hotels’ environ-
mental footprint.

The hotel group Accor performed its environmental footprint4 in 2011 within the

context of a CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) strategic assessment, given

Accor’s desire to have a global view of its relevant environmental impacts. The

study involved nearly a year of groundwork with the firm PwC. Accor’s goal to
quantify metrics on its global environmental impacts led to the creation of a specific

methodology to provide accurate information about the real environmental issues of

Accor’s activity beyond CO2 and for all Accor hotels. An update of Accor’s
footprint is currently under development.

Accor decided to base the study on the LCA method, which companies generally

use to assess a product’s full environmental impact. The environmental footprint is

defined in this study as a technique to assess a company’s environmental impacts, in

terms of energy, water consumption and contamination, and waste. It is based on

the consolidation of inputs and outputs at the level of the company, including

upstream and downstream activities, for all the services that this company is

providing.

The approach has been, therefore, largely inspired by the LCA principles.

Accordingly, the three first subsections describe the four phases of LCA: goal and

scope (Sect. 4.1.1), inventory (Sect. 4.1.2), impact assessment and interpretation

(Sect. 4.1.3). Section 4.1.4 details how the company applied the outcomes of the

study on its business and sustainable strategy.

4.1.1 Goal and Scope

The items required by product LCA to describe the goal and scope of the study were

adapted and detailed to the corporate context as described in the following sections.

3 The Sustainable Development Department of Accor supported the drafting of this section,

particularly Arnaud Hermann and Pascal Fillon, the VP and Environment and ISO14001 manager,

respectively. The text is based on (Accor 2011a, b, 2014).
4 In this section we use Accor’s terminology (see, for instance, Accor 2001b). It does not refer to

the Organizational Environmental Footprint, OEF, presented in Sect. 1.4.3.
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Goals

Accor had the following objectives:

• Obtain a comprehensive view of its environmental impacts.

• Identify the main environmental impacts over the entire life cycle and the key

components of the supply chain impacting the group’s environmental

performance.

• Identify opportunities to improve the environmental performance and prioritize

levers for action.

• Raise awareness among employees of the group’s main environmental impacts.

• Communicate on Accor environmental impacts both internally and externally.

This represented the first ever environmental footprint study in the hospitality

industry. Accor built a wealth of expertise and also aimed to share what it has

learned with its peers, hoping that this information would spur new and more

sustainable practices in the hospitality industry.

Unit of Analysis

The reporting organization can be defined as the worldwide international group,

over 1 year, considering the operational control approach. Owned, operated, and

franchised hotels are included in the study. In the case of Accor, operational control

is considered to include franchised hotels because they are required to follow the

brand’s business model. The reporting flow is defined as the yearly number of

overnight stays, breakfasts served, and meals served as representative of Accor’s
basic services offering. Accor has more than 450,000 rooms and estimates suggest

it serves 56 million breakfasts a year.

System Boundary

Three main life cycle steps were considered on the life cycle of a hotel, namely,

construction, use phase, and end of life. The use phase was the most significant one

and included accommodation service, hotel restoration services, and hotel manage-

ment. To ensure the comprehensiveness of the assessment, 100% of Accor hotels

were included in the scope of the study. The study covers 90 countries, split

between three main areas: EMEA (Europe, Middle East, and Africa), Americas,

and Asia-Pacific. The activities included in the system boundary were divided into

11 activities: water consumption and release, energy use on-site, hotel air condi-

tioning, waste management, outside laundries, food services, construction and

renovation, room furniture, housekeeping products, offices equipment and supplies,

and employee travel. They are further described in Sect. 4.1.2.

For each activity, a life cycle perspective was considered. In general, every

operation and by-product that contributes significantly to the group’s impact was
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assessed. Some exclusion had to be made when there was not enough information

or the contribution was negligible. Customer travel outside hotels was not consid-

ered because there were no reliable data and it was complex to derive a model from

assumptions. Poorly documented operations such as organic and chemical com-

pound processing in wastewater and meals for employees were also left out.

Headquarters’ energy use and water consumption could not be addressed. Accor

did not include wastewater treatment in the scope, due to the lack of complete

information about wastewater treatment in the 90 countries. Some environmental

indicators were not assessed for some activities either because it was not feasible to

assess the impacts of the activity to the indicator or because the activity did not

represent a major contribution to the indicator.

Indicator Selection

Environmental indicators were selected according to their relevance to the accom-

modation services sector, to Accor’s environmental program priorities, to their

understandability to stakeholders, and to the availability of reliable assessment

methods. Three inventory-level indicators and two impact categories were

assessed:

• Total energy use (primary MWh). Quantity of energy resources extracted from

the environment (petroleum oil, natural gas, uranium, wood, biomass, etc.),

including both used energy for the process and feedstock energy.

• Water consumption (m3).5 All the resources taken from the environment apart

from well water and rain water (not registered in hotel meters).

• Waste production (tonnes). Quantity of total waste generated along the total life

cycle.

• Climate change (tonnes of CO2 equivalent). Based on the method developed by

the IPCC in 2008.

• Water eutrophication (tonnes of PO4
3� equivalent). Based on the method devel-

oped by the CML (Guinée 2001).

Energy use, water consumption, and waste production are key indicators for

Accor’s environmental management and are already followed for on-site impacts

through the environmental reporting. Climate change is a relevant impact for Accor

as it is foreseen that action plans on energy use are likely to significantly reduce

Accor carbon footprint. Water consumption monitoring and the quality of the water

discharged into environment are also major issues. The group also has a major

concern about the impact it could have on toxicity, eco-toxicity, and biodiversity;

however these impacts could not be evaluated due to a lack of available indicators.

5Water consumption label was used by Accor and it is also used here, although it does not refer to

the common definition of water consumption, including evaporative effect (see Berger and

Finkbeiner 2010). The rationale behind this indicator refers to water use.
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Reliability

Although rigorous, this study inevitably ran into methodological limitations. An

overview of the overall reliability and accuracy of the “data sources used”; the

“extrapolations, allocations, and main hypotheses”; and the “environmental fac-

tors” was provided. The level of reliability of each item was rated low, medium, or

high, according to certain criteria (see some criteria in Table 8.4). Accordingly, an

evaluation of the reliability of the calculated environmental impacts for each

activity was provided using the same scale.

Critical Review

Accor asked a panel of experts to run this study and its findings through a critical

review. Two French LCA specialists and an international hospitality industry expert

spent 2 months analyzing the study’s findings to ensure accuracy and transparency

before result publication. Their input allowed Accor to fine-tune and expand a few

issues and helped Accor to identify the environmental stakes in its operations even

more accurately and reliably. A critical review report was established following the

guidelines and contents of product LCA critical review reports and it is publicly

available.

4.1.2 Inventory

The quantification of the inventory with a top-down approach (see Sect. 2.3.3) and

the estimation of environmental impacts were performed for each of the 11 activity

categories separately (Fig. 8.7). Within every category, Accor took into account key

activity data referring to all the flows involved in Accor’s operation. Depending on
the available sources of information, activity data collection was handled with

Table 8.4 Examples of criteria proposed by Accor to be used to judge the reliability of the

evaluations

Level of

reliability Data source

Extrapolations,

allocations, and main

hypotheses

Environmental

factors

Good Good data coverage, based on

reporting system

Direct use of data and

environmental factors

Accurate

factors

Medium Average data coverage Estimations and

extrapolations/

allocations

Estimated

factors

Low Low data coverage, low geographical

coverage, data from one category of

hotels

Large estimations and

extrapolations/

allocations

Nonspecific

factors

Source: Accor (2011a)
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different scopes: group, regional zone, class of hotel, brand, or hotel. Furthermore,

Accor collected environmental factors (e.g., greenhouse gas emissions due to the

consumption of fuel or m3 of water per MJ of energy), which describe the intensity

of environmental impacts due to activity data. The concept of hotel unit was used

for the aggregation and assumptions.

Hotel Unit

Because the group includes around 3,500 hotels of different budget segments and

situated in more than 90 countries, it was neither possible nor necessary for the

goals of the study to provide specific data for each hotel. Thus the inventory and

impact assessment were calculated at the hotel unit level. It is an artificial concept

that represents the aggregation of all the hotels which have a common brand,

management type, and country. The quantity of hotels considered in one hotel

unit can vary from one to hundreds. A total of 359 hotel units were defined in the

study; a small sample is presented in Fig. 8.8.

Activities Description

Description of the 11 activities included in the study:

• Water consumption and release. Public network water consumed by clients

(baths, taps, and toilets) and for the hotel management (food preparation and

laundry cleaning).

• Energy use on-site. It includes electricity and purchased steam, including use for

heating purposes, and direct use of fuel from fossil origin (natural gas LNG,

propane, butane, etc.).

Fig. 8.7 Methodology used to estimate impacts at the Accor group level (Source: Accor 2011a)
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• Hotel air conditioning. It includes leakages of refrigerants during the use of the

air conditioning and the cooling systems installed in the rooms and general areas.

Energy consumption is included at “energy use on-site.”

• Waste management. Production of waste in the hotels (kitchens, bedrooms,

offices, reception, corridors, and parking lots) and the treatment of waste

produced.

• Outside laundries. It includes laundry detergent production (internal and exter-

nal laundry) and external laundry cleaning activity (other impacts of internal

laundry are included with water consumption and release and energy use

on-site).

• Food services. Catering activity (for both breakfasts and meals) for clients.

Upstream impacts for most food and beverage have been included.

• Construction and renovation. Hotel building structures and building materials.

• Room furniture. It includes TV equipment, guest amenities, linen, plastic

glasses, and toilet paper.

• Housekeeping products. Production of cleaning chemicals consumed in the

hotels.

• Office equipment and supplies. It includes paper for external and internal

printing (for corporate communication), telecommunication equipments

(phones), and computer equipments.

• Employee travel. Commute and professional travel.

Data Collection

Two types of activity data were collected: global and environmental. The former

includes, for instance, the number of hotels, number of rooms, total area, and

number of meals and breakfasts. They were useful for extrapolations and alloca-

tions and mostly obtained through corporate departments and Accor’s reporting

system. The specific data sources for environmental activity data were the procure-

ment department, Accor’s environmental reporting system, hotel census, and spe-

cific suppliers’ data collection.
The activity was either from primary or secondary sources. Primary data refer to

direct measurements about the specific organization’s life cycle. Secondary data

refer to external sources that are not specific to the organization, but rather represent

an average or general measurement of similar activities. The main sources of data

used were:

• Hotel Census. Source: Accor Corporate Finance Department.

• OPEN reporting. Annual global environmental reporting for managed and affil-

iated hotels of several activity data. It was an invaluable source of information in

the completion of the study.

• Inventory of Accor’s external purchases based on Country Mappings 2009

includes purchases of energy, water, food, equipment, waste, manpower, etc.

Source: Accor Procurement department.
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• Carbon footprint studies.

• Interviews with Accor staff and suppliers.

Apart from the activity data, environmental factors (describing the intensity of

environmental impacts due to activity data) were collected from several databases,

studies, and literature not specific to Accor. They provide the link that converted the

quantities (activity data) into the resulting environmental impacts (for instance, the

kg of CO2 eq. emitted per kWh of energy used), depending on the indicators

selected.

Assumptions

As a conclusion we can highlight that one of the main difficulties during the study

was to obtain activity data at the hotel unit level. Indeed, the level of data

availability was not always the same within Accor’s network. Especially, there

was less accurate data available for franchised hotels. As a consequence extrapo-

lations and allocations had to be made on the basis of certain level of reference

(on the basis of the number of rooms, the number of hotels, the area covered, the

hotel brand, or the regional zones). Some of the assumptions were:

• The OPEN reporting only covers managed and affiliated hotels. Data from the

franchised hotel units were extrapolated to cover the entire Accor scope. The

extrapolation used data from OPEN reporting for hotels in the same country

and/or brand.

• There were no consolidated hotel data available (for all the hotel units)

concerning the occupancy rates and the attendance indexes. When data were

not available, the average values for the company were used.

• It was considered that the Inventory of Accor’s external purchases accounted for
90% of the real purchases. The non-referenced 10% was extrapolated.

4.1.3 Results and Interpretation

The impacts were consolidated at the group level in order to assess Accor’s impacts

(Figs. 8.9 and 8.10). Additionally, obtaining impacts per hotel unit offered Accor

the possibility of different levels of assessment, for instance, the impacts of a brand,

of Accor’s activities in a specific country, or to compare the impacts of the hotels

according to their management type. According to the number of hotels represented

in each hotel unit, the impacts at the whole company level were consolidated. The

results are discussed in the following sections broken down by indicators.

The environmental results were complemented with an indicator of reliability

(low, medium, or high), in order to reflect the robustness of the data used, methods,

hypothesis, etc. (see Figs. 8.1 and 8.9). For instance, data sources for the calculation

of energy use on-site were considered highly reliable, while waste management was

noted to the least reliable.
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Water Consumption

Accor consumed 544 million cubic meters of water in 2011 (Fig. 8.9). A full 86%

of that water came from irrigation systems feeding crops and livestock feeding

products, especially beef (Fig. 8.10). A closer look at those figures reveals that

farm-produce “water equivalents” vary a lot according to how long they take to

Fig. 8.10 Contribution of the main activities of the hospitality business (Source: data from Accor

2011b)

Fig. 8.9 Accor’s footprinting results including reliability (Source: Accor 2011b)
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grow and how much water they need to do so. Fruit and vegetables by and large

need less water than livestock. Direct water consumption in hotels (showers,

kitchens, laundries, swimming pools) added up to some 60 million cubic meters

of water a year, an 11% of the total consumption.

Eutrophication

Based on the available data, estimates suggest that the eutrophication generated by

Accor around the world was approximately 3,180 tonnes of PO4
3� (see Fig. 8.9). As

shown in Fig. 8.10, 94% of that came from fertilizer used to meet Accor’s food-
service requirements. Wastewater that hotels release into deficient sewerage sys-

tems may add to this impact but this impact has not yet been measured.

Energy Use

Most of the roughly 18 billion kWh of primary energy that Accor used in 2011

(75% of the total) went to direct use in hotels (Figs. 8.9 and 8.10). Laundries

working for the group accounted for 7% of that energy use. The other sources inter

alia included electricity consumption in the laundries that work for group hotels,

necessary consumption in farming operations to produce food, and group employee

fuel consumption to travel. As shown in Fig. 8.11, luxury and upscale hotels were

the ones with higher use of energy per available room and per day.

Fig. 8.11 Hotel on-site energy use in 2010 (Source: Accor 2011b)
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Climate Change

In 2011, CO2 emissions added up to nearly 3.7 million tonnes of CO2 equivalents.

About two-thirds of that came from energy use (electricity mainly). Food services

ranks second with 14% of total emissions. These emissions are mainly due to the

transport and distribution circuits and from meat and dairy cow rumination. Lastly,

employee travel (to work, for work, etc.) accounted for 8% of the group’s emis-

sions. Estimates suggest that employees fly about 120 million kilometers in total

every year. Measurements show that liquid-refrigerant leaks are rare, and, at the end

of the day, they only contributed a minor roughly 2% of the group’s carbon

footprint (see Figs. 8.9 and 8.10).

Waste

Accor produced 1.25 million tonnes of waste. About 70% of that waste came from

hotel building and refurbishing work. Most of it was “inert” waste (concrete, rubble,

and the like), which appears at the end of a hotel’s life cycles (100 years on average)
or during refurbishing work. Some of it can be sold and reused (e.g., concrete can be

recast and used to level land and build roads). And about one-quarter of that impact

was due to energy-related waste (extracting and preparing fuel). Waste volumes

bulged fast in countries that use a lot of coal to generate energy, like China, the

USA, and Australia, where Accor runs large hotel networks (about 1,300 hotels in

total). Hotel operations generated comparatively little waste in relation to other

aspects of Accor operations (a 5%).

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analyses were conducted in order to assess the influence of certain

hypotheses on the results. When possible, better hypotheses were defined and

results recalculated. The sensitivity analysis examined four issues:

• The exclusion of on-site wastewater discharge contribution to the water eutro-

phication impact, on the wastewater treatment, which is a very local issue. The

calculated contribution of wastewater discharges was relatively high and

changed significantly the results. It underlines the importance for Accor hotels

to be connected to a wastewater treatment plant.

• Building material composition regarding the hotel categories. The consequences

of allocating more assets to the hotel luxury and upscale and midscale were

tested. The increase of the impacts was quite negligible, above all if they were

considered at the macro level, never higher than 0.5%.

• Life expectancy value of hotel buildings shorter than 100 years. Depreciation

times were tested for 80 and 50 years. There was a real sensitivity of the results

to building depreciation times, but the influence on total results was low.
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• Occupancy rates and attendance indexes values were calculated under several

assumptions. Several options were tested. It may have an impact in terms of

repartition of the impact between all brands, but did not have a strong influence

on the consolidated results.

4.1.4 Operationalizing the Results

Accor underlined that the main results and lessons of the study were in line with the

set objectives. They have put Accor in a position to map out new down-to-earth

action plans and to enhance the group’s sustainable development strategy for years

to come. The results of the environmental footprint were a valuable input for Accor

to define the main Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) issues and the action plan

for the following years. Accor’s CSR evolved with the ambition to be a value

differentiator for the whole hotel group. Results are also being used by Accor in

order to raise awareness among its guests and employees on the relevant environ-

mental impacts.

The complete findings of this environmental footprint shaped Accor’s new

sustainable development strategy, “PLANET 21,” and its related action plan. The

strategy defines 21 commitments and ambitious goals for achievement in 2015 and

includes a program to inform guests and employees and encourage them to con-

tribute to reinventing hotel sustainability. The impacts gauged also have economic

and financial consequences, and managing those consequences is also pivotal to the

group’s sustainable development. From these three key angles, Accor aims to build

up environment policy on a solid, factual, documented foundation in line with its

business performance objectives.

The study itself was part of the awareness-raising drive. Presenting findings

already provided the opportunity to train more than 300 employees. The technical

departments, purchasing, brand teams, and operations factored the findings into

their 2012 action plans. This initiative also blends beautifully into the Accor

group’s aim, of innovating, inventing new approaches to break down barriers, and

imagining hospitality tomorrow.

In accordance to the main outcomes of the study, Accor defined specific mea-

sures to improve its environmental performance from a life cycle perspective, for

instance:

• Promote the reporting to OPEN beyond the 2,000 hotels that were doing so in

2011, and accommodate the specific variables in Accor’s business on a regular

basis.

• Running a continuous-improvement drive to use more energy-efficient systems

and bear that in mind when refurbishing projects, equipment purchases, main-

tenance investments, and installation operation.

• Curbing water consumption, especially in areas under water stress (for instance,

with wastewater recycling systems and rainwater recovery systems).
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• Find pointers for progress in food-processing companies that have opportunities

to break new ground with less polluting options.

• Gravitate toward promoting more balanced and smarter menus in its restaurants,

for its guests and for the planet.

• Cut waste at source, including using less packaging for transport and using more

economical packaging for toiletries, cleaning products, and food.

• Stepping up its recycling channels and selecting efficient service providers.

4.2 Unilever

Unilever has a long-standing reputation on sustainability, which goes back to the

two founding parties of the business, Margarine Unie and Lever brothers.6 First

activities were mainly socially aimed, but were followed by many more. Product

LCAs have been performed in Unilever for over 20 years. They are generally

performed on a case by case basis and often on a specific product in a market.

Although this contributed to the improvement of the particular products, it provided

an incomplete picture of the global business and was of limited value at the

company or category levels. As was mentioned in Sect. 1.3, in the late 1990s, the

OBIA (Overall Business Impact Assessment) approach was introduced and

represented the first steps to the development of the environmental footprint of

Unilever (Taylor and Postlethwaite 1996; Clift and Wright 2000). In parallel to

“footprint” activities, Unilever was deeply involved in SETAC’s LCA activities.

In 2008, Unilever started an ambitious initiative to assess its global footprint

including GHG (greenhouse gas) emissions, water use, consumer waste, and sus-

tainable sourcing. This was the first time the full life cycle GHG impact of the

company’s portfolio was assessed consistently across all product categories. The

aim was to obtain a picture of its global business and to support business strategy

and decision-making at the various organizational levels. The assessment informs

the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan, which was launched in 2010, and is now

updated and reported annually. In 2010, Unilever set the target to double the size of

the business by 2020 while reducing its environmental footprint and increasing its

positive social impact.

The Unilever footprinting methodology7 comprises three main phases: a busi-

ness data extraction phase covering sales, product specifications, and consumer

habit information, a footprint measurement phase that combines the business data

with environmental information, and an interpretation/reporting phase. The goal

6 The Safety & Environmental Assurance Centre of Unilever supported the drafting of this section,

particularly Dr. Henry King, the team leader of Science & Technology – Sustainability. The text is

based on Unger et al. (2011), Unger and King (2013), and Unilever (2013, 2014a).
7 In this section we use Unilever’s terminology (see, for instance, Unger and King 2013). It does

not refer to the Organizational Environmental Footprint, OEF, presented in Sect. 1.4.3.
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and scope of Unilever’s footprint methodology and general framework for the

inventory are described in Sect. 4.2.1, while Sect. 4.2.2 provides specific detail

for each of the indicators assessed. Section 4.2.3 presents the main results of the

footprinting and Sect. 4.2.4, the value and application of the results by Unilever.

4.2.1 Methodological General Description

Goal and Scope

The global environmental footprinting methodology was designed specifically for

the external reporting of Unilever’s footprint and for internal management needs. It

aims to allow the establishment of a baseline situation for each indicator and the

tracking of the progress, by a measurement process that was repeatable. Although it

was not specifically designed for the measurement and external communication of

product-level data, with the appropriate caveats, the insights can be used to guide

product development and assess future category innovation plans.

The unit of analysis of the footprinting analysis can be defined as the sales of

products in 14 countries in 1 year (which represents over 70% of global annual

sales) characterized by over 2,000 representative products. The boundary includes

the steps of the life cycle from cradle to grave, though this varies by environmental

indicator depending upon the availability of data and the relevance of the

management plan.

Four environmental indicators were considered; the scope specificities for each

of them are pointed out in Sect. 4.2.2. The motivation for each indicator, based on

Unilever (2013), was:

• Greenhouse gases. Climate change also has a significant impact on Unilever’s
business and consumers. Changes in weather patterns will affect the sourcing of

agricultural raw materials due to increases in energy and food prices and extreme

weather events that displace communities.

• Water. Water shortages are already affecting many parts of the world and the

consumer’s access to water is key to the use of many Unilever products. Around

70% of available freshwater is used for agriculture, which provides the large

part of Unilever’s manufacturing inputs.

• Waste. Packaging plays a key role in protecting Unilever’s products. But it

increases resource scarcity and can also end up as waste in landfill, dumping

grounds, or litter, particularly in developing markets with less developed infra-

structure to manage packaging waste.

• Sustainable sourcing. Half of Unilever’s raw materials come from farms and

forests, and the decisions made on the sources and the collaboration with pro-

ducers can have profound implications on global resources, climate change, and

farmer livelihoods.
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Inventory: Business Data Extraction Phase

A key challenge for a business such as Unilever is its diversity and size. Unilever

sells a wide portfolio of products in over 190 countries; half of those sales are in

developing and emerging countries. The wide diversity of products and their use, as

well as the size of the company, made a bottom-up conventional product-based

footprint approach, including every single product LCA globally, impractical.

Therefore, the footprinting process was streamlined by defining a representative

set of countries and products.

A total of 14 countries were deemed representative: Brazil, China, France,

Germany, India, Indonesia, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, Russia, South Africa,

Turkey, the UK, and the USA. The selection factors were both related to business

(e.g., annual sales, coverage of all product categories, and consumer habits) and

environment (e.g., country infrastructure and environmental profile, like carbon

intensity of the electricity grid, degree of water scarcity, and waste management

infrastructure). Unilever’s product portfolio was grouped into clusters of similar

products in each country (see Fig. 8.12). From each cluster a representative product

was selected for subsequent measurement. A key challenge in this clustering

exercise was to strike a balance between the level of detail necessary to guarantee-

ing representativeness of the results versus the input demand (e.g. data, time, and

resources). Previous product portfolio assessments of Unilever brands, e.g., on Ben

and Jerry’s Europe or the global Knorr brand (Garcia-Suarez et al. 2008; Mil�a i

Canals et al. 2010) provided important insights and understanding into this process.

Currently over 2,000 representative products are footprinted in the 14 countries and

this represents about 70% of Unilever’s global sales.

Fig. 8.12 Example of clustering for soups and bouillons (Source: pictures from Unilever 2012)
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For each representative product, Unilever analyzed sourcing and ingredient

information, packaging, manufacturing impacts, and data on consumer habits

(which often vary by country). Apart from business data, secondary data were

used due to the wide variety of ingredients and processes involved. Internal data

were allocated as a rule by mass. However, life cycle-based processes from various

sources are used and therefore they are used according to the allocation method

applied in the corresponding source.

There are ongoing efforts in Unilever to systematize and improve the quality and

efficiency of the annual measurement. The Unilever’s footprint has now been

performed three times and it is planned to repeat it annually. In 2012, Unilever

invested in an automated process to improve the speed and accuracy of the footprint

calculations, which is measured on a rolling basis from 1 July to 30 June. This made

possible the development of bespoke data validation and reporting tools that hold

and manage data from the different business IT systems. The first footprint took

approximately 18 months to complete, while time was reduced to 12 and 8 months

in the subsequent yearly repetitions. Not only time was saved, there have been

significant improvements in data quality and increased granularity, and the number

of representative clusters was expanded, enabling greater specificity and brand-

level assessments and reporting (Unger and King 2013).

Critical Review

Over 2010–2011 Unilever invited an external panel of environmental life cycle

assessment experts to review the footprinting approach. This aimed to provide

assurance of the robustness of the approach, including the way in which Unilever’s
data were collected and compiled, a scientific review of the individual metrics, and

assurance that the results and conclusions were fit for purpose, including the scope

of the data and how the results were communicated. In 2013, PwC, the assurers for

the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan, undertook the assurance of Unilever’s GHG
footprint measurement process and results for the first time, and this will be

extended to all metrics in subsequent years.

4.2.2 Specificities for Each Metric

As it was aforementioned, Unilever assesses four environmental indicators or

metrics. Due to data availability and the importance given to each of the issues, a

differentiated scope, inventory, and impact assessment (if any) were developed for

each of them. Specific detail is presented in the following.
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GHG Emissions

The GHG emissions was the more comprehensively assessed indicator; it considers

a 100-year time horizon for the CO2 equivalent impacts. The footprint includes the

assessment of GHG emissions for all life cycle stages from cradle to grave; it means

from raw materials, to manufacturing to consumer use and disposal (Fig. 8.13).

GHG emissions from land use associated with agricultural ingredients were par-

tially included where data were available. GHG emissions from the biodegradation

of petrochemical ingredients following discharge to the sewerage system or envi-

ronment were excluded as it was very difficult to differentiate the feedstock of

various ingredients from the existing product specification data and retrieval pro-

cess. The aim is to address this area in future assessments. Finally, fixed assump-

tions were used for phases of the life cycle that contribute a small proportion to the

product life cycle (e.g., a single distance/mode of transport was used to describe

product distribution to the retailer).

After product clustering and selection of representative products, the necessary

specification data and other relevant life cycle data (e.g., consumer habits data)

were extracted from the various business IT systems. Published GHG data were

used where possible, but if there were no specific data (e.g., for an ingredient or

process), expert choice was applied. Two generic life cycle models were then built

with the commercial life cycle assessment software GaBi: one for food products

(see example in Fig. 8.13) and one for household and personal care products. Each

Fig. 8.13 Example of schematic outline of system boundaries for the food model (Source: Unger

et al. 2011)
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of them contains all possible ingredient inventories for the two types of products.

This helped to ensure consistency in the measurement process. Later, simpler tools

were created to automate representative product data entry. GHG calculations were

performed on a per consumer use basis, and the results scaled up with the under-

lying sales figures of the cluster to give the total impact of all clusters in each

country. The average Unilever GHG impact (per consumer use) was then

calculated.

Water Use

Unilever uses water resources both directly (in the factories both as an ingredient in

the products and during the manufacturing process) and indirectly (suppliers of

agricultural raw materials for the growing of crops (Hillier et al. 2011) and

consumers when using products to do their laundry, showering, cleaning, and

cooking). The current water metric of Unilever considers the water added to the

product and the water used by consumers. In the definition of domestic water

scarcity, Unilever evaluated how many people in each country experience physical

water scarcity as well as the number of people who have access to an improved

water source. Of the 14 USLP (Unilever Sustainable Living Plan) countries,

Unilever chose to focus on those seven countries that were defined as water scarce.

These are China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, South Africa, Turkey, and the USA,

representing around half of the world’s population. The steps taken for water

assessment were similar as for GHG emissions in terms of business process (i.e.,

clustering, habits, specific data, etc.). The only difference was that the calculation of

the product category units for water is conducted in the central tool rather than

in GaBi.

Although the metric excludes some steps of the life cycle, Unilever aims to

consider water across the full value chain and has conducted a number of specific

studies to understand its full water footprint. Water used in manufacturing opera-

tions is captured separately, as part of Unilever’s eco-efficiency program8 and has

been reported regularly since the 1990s. In 2012, using data from the Water

Footprint Network, Unilever completed a groundbreaking assessment of the

amount of irrigation water used to produce their key agricultural raw materials in

all the water-scarce countries their source is from. This included a detailed assess-

ment of the key agricultural materials (around two-thirds of Unilever’s volumes)

and consideration of a further 30 materials. Calculations only included physical

water scarcity, as access to an improved water source is not relevant for growing

crops. The study findings indicate that approximately 85% of Unilever’s water

footprint in water-scarce countries is associated with the consumer use phase.

8 http://www.unilever.com/sustainable-living-2014/reducing-environmental-impact/eco-efficiency-

in-manufacturing/
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Waste and Packaging

Waste is defined as the amount of product left in the pack and the amount of

packaging (i.e., paper, board, metals such as aluminum and steel, glass, and mixed

material laminates) that ends up either in landfill or as litter; it means the amount of

packaging that is not recycled, reused, or recovered for energy recapture. The waste

footprint is measured in the grams of packaging and product leftovers that have not

been reused, recycled, or recovered, on a per consumer basis. Local recycling

context is considered, published national indices for recycling and recovery are

used, or at least own estimates where these are not available. As for water, waste

generated by Unilever’s manufacturing operations is taken into account in the

Unilever’s eco-efficiency program and therefore it is not included in the footprint

exercise. Solid waste from across the wider life cycle and activities such as

electricity generation is also excluded.

Sustainable Sourcing

Finally, Unilever developed a metric for assessing the sustainable sourcing of raw

materials, by quantifying the verifiable sustainable renewable sources (% by

weight). The criteria for sustainable sourcing cover the three pillars of sustainability

and focus on the agricultural and packaging production. The sustainable sourcing

program either uses external certification where possible or self-assessment and

verification against the Unilever Sustainable Agriculture Code (Unilever 2014a).

The Code is applicable to all raw materials; it details the standards to be adopted

and indicates the need for improvement over time. The assessment first concen-

trates on the top ten agricultural raw materials (like palm oil, soy bean, tea, cocoa,

sugar, eggs, and tomatoes), which account for around two-thirds of Unilever’s
volumes. This indicator is not following a life cycle approach; however, it deals

with the supply chain assessment.

4.2.3 Results and Interpretation

The Unilever’s footprint is measured at an individual representative product level

across the life cycle (as defined for each impact). The results are aggregated at

several levels, depending on the intended use, product cluster (e.g., ready-to-use

liquid bouillons), category (soup, sauces, and stock cubes), country (India), and

company level, and are expressed per consumer use (e.g., the GHG impact of

preparing a serving of soup or the water needed for one hair wash with shampoo)

and as absolute totals (e.g., the waste associated with the product of the brand Ben

and Jerry’s in 1 year).

Product, category, and company footprint details provide valuable insights. Each

category can be analyzed in detail to understand how much each product format

contributes to the category footprint and understand the countries with the most
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consumer uses and the drivers for the impact. In addition, looking across the results

of all categories and contributing life cycle aspects help identifying the key

contributors. The footprinting activity initiated a number of research projects to

address science gaps identified.

In the following, results at different levels are presented for GHG emissions,

waste, and water. Sustainable sourcing outcomes are presented in Sect. 4.2.4, as it

followed a different approach than the other indicators.

GHG Emissions

Figure 8.14 shows that less than 2% of the product life cycle GHG impacts occur in

Unilever’s own operations – the main contributions occur either with the suppliers

of raw materials or in the consumer use phase. Thus, the largest reduction oppor-

tunities exist across the value chain, in particular in the consumer use stage (68% of

the impact).

When reviewing the results by business category, additional insights can be

obtained. The product categories which make the largest contribution to the green-

house gas footprint are soaps, shower gels, and skin care products. The top

contributor of the total footprint is the category “skin cleansing and care,” just

below 50%. The second highest contributor is “hair care” with 14% (Table 8.5).

This reflects the contribution from sales in countries such as the USA where the

consumer habit is to use hot water showers. In contrast in many developing

countries, washing is often performed with water at ambient temperature. The

contribution from laundry is 11%, although the majority of sales exist in countries

with handwash or ambient washing conditions, which do not contribute much to

GHG emissions. In the case of ice cream, while the impact per consumer use is

relatively high, the total number of servings (individual uses) is much smaller than

the individual uses of say shower or shampoo products.

Water Use

The water used to produce Unilever’s agricultural ingredients is about 15% of the

total footprint, and about 85% relates to water used by consumers (see Fig. 8.2).

Fig. 8.14 Greenhouse gas footprint breakdown according to life cycle stages for the Unilever

portfolio for 2013 (Source: Unilever 2014b)
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The water used by the consumers in washing and cleaning is more than seven times

greater than the water embedded in the agricultural raw materials Unilever buys.

The priority water-intensive crops for Unilever are tomatoes and sugar cane.

Table 8.5 shows the water associated with the consumer use of Unilever’s
products. Around 41% of the water footprint comes from the laundry process. A

significant proportion of this is washing laundry by hand in the developing world. In

water-scarce countries, around 38% of domestic water is used to clean clothes,

often by hand. A further 37% of the footprint occurs when people use Unilever’s
soaps, shower gels, and shampoos during showering, bathing, and washing hair and

13% from household care, largely washing dishes by hand (Fig. 8.15).

Waste and Packaging

Based on Fig. 8.16, primary packaging represents the larger share, while transport

packaging contributes 19% and product leftovers are 23% of the total weight of

Fig. 8.15 Water footprint breakdown according to life cycle stages for the Unilever portfolio for

2012 (Source: Unilever 2013)

Table 8.5 Indicators breakdown according to product category for the Unilever portfolio for 2013

(% contribution to Unilever’s footprint by metric and by category)

Category of product

Metrics (%)

GHG

emissions

Water (consumer

use)

Waste

(packaging)

Skin cleansing and care 46 29 14

Laundry 11 41 12

Hair care 14 8 9

Household care 5 13 5

Savory (soups, sauces, and stock

cubes)

6 16

Beverages and weight management 5 11

Ice cream 6 9

Oral care 1 9 3

Dressings 2 8

Deodorants and fragrances 2 8

Spreads and cooking 3 4

Total 
100 
100 
100

Source: Unilever (2014a)
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material that could potentially end up as waste. The total amount of waste is

calculated by adjusting the potential waste footprint by the waste management

infrastructures of each country for the various packaging materials considered.

The analysis has helped Unilever to see which categories of the product portfolio

generate more waste than others and which could therefore yield the biggest

opportunities for reductions. Food packaging is one of the biggest contributors to

the waste footprint, with 48% of the waste footprint (see Table 8.5). Tea bags make

a significant contribution to the overall product leftovers because a small amount of

the material used to enclose the tea itself is not compostable. Measured by material

type, paper and board, flexible laminates, and glass make up the majority

(two-thirds) of the waste footprint.

4.2.4 Operationalizing the Results

The results of the global environmental footprint of Unilever were communicated

for the first time at the launch of the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan (USLP) in

2010. While understanding the impact of the company’s portfolio is important, it is

only when there is a management reduction plan that there will be benefits to the

environment. Only by considering a wider range of aspects, potential trade-offs and

synergies can be recognized and addressed. The footprint baseline has enabled

Unilever to understand its key impacts by category, life cycle phase, and business.

The baseline was invaluable in getting buy-in from senior business leaders and

guided the development and enhancement of reduction programs and targets and

tracking of its achievement, which have been communicated internally and exter-

nally in the USLP. The project team included members from marketing, R&D,

supply chain, packaging, IT, finance, as well as environmental experts. Key to

completing the baseline was training and awareness raising, and this was often

made more challenging due to the different levels of expertise and career back-

grounds in each category and also the global spread of the project team.

Unilever Sustainable Living Plan

Launched in November 2010, the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan sets out to

decouple the growth of Unilever from the environmental impact while increasing

Fig. 8.16 Waste footprint breakdown according to life cycle stages for the Unilever portfolio for

2012. Potential amount of waste as defined before national adjustment (Source: Unilever 2013)
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positive social impact. It spans the entire portfolio of brands, all countries in which

Unilever sells products, and it applies across the whole value chain – from the

sourcing of raw materials to the company’s factories and the way consumers use the

products. Three pillars are defined in the USLP – improving health and well-being,

reducing environment impact, and enhancing livelihoods – which contain over

50 public, time-bound goals specified across nine themes. The pillar related to

environment includes four themes: greenhouse gases, water use, waste and pack-

aging, and sustainable sourcing.

The themes were chosen because of their scientific relevance and scale of impact

for Unilever’s portfolio, in accordance to assessments previously conducted by the

company. The relevance of themes to external stakeholder expectations and the

company’s ability to quantify the metrics were also taken into account. Objective

measurement techniques were established for each of the targets, including appro-

priate estimates and assumption, and for the environmental-related goals, Unilever

environmental footprint (presented in Sects. 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3) represents the

backbone.

Unilever’s Targets and Measures Taken

In 2010, Unilever established a big goal to achieve by 2020 in the environmental

pillar: “By 2020 Unilever’s goal is to halve the environmental footprint of the

making and use of its products as it grows Unilever’s business.” The environmental

targets are expressed on a “per consumer use” basis. Each environmental, and other,

theme was broken down into roadmaps with actionable steps using nonexpert

friendly terms. Unilever uses a code to define whether each of the targets has

been “achieved by target date,” “on-plan for target date,” “off-plan for target

date,” and “% achieved by target date.” A range of approaches have been explored

by Unilever to reduce the environmental impact and achieve the targets of 2020.

The contribution analysis highlights that it is not (only) the inherent design of the

product that drives the impact but also the number of sold consumer uses, local

infrastructure (e.g., grid electricity), and the typical consumer behavior. Reducing

the contribution from consumer phase is a significant challenge since this life cycle

phase is not under the direct control of the organization but has a high contribution

in GHG emissions, water use, and waste and packaging. Some opportunities are

innovation-led reductions, consumer habit change, and advocacy on relevant public

policy areas such as low carbon energy, machine efficiency, and building standards,

for example, the rollout of dry shampoo under many brands such as Dove, Suave,

and TRESemmé that prevent the use of warm water. Unilever published the

behavior change model “Five levers for change” (Unilever 2014a), comprising of

a set of key principles, which, if applied consistently to behavior change interven-

tions, increases the likelihood of having an effective and lasting impact reduction.

In addition, Unilever will continue to take actions to reduce impacts upstream of

its manufacture, like promoting drip irrigation with their tomato suppliers. Further-

more, the Cool Farm Tool (Hillier et al. 2011, 2012) was commissioned by Unilever
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from the University of Aberdeen. It is a greenhouse gas calculator for farming. It is

user friendly and gives instant results that invite users to try out alternatives and run

scenarios for low carbon farming.

Additionally, the footprint assessment has been used as the basis of a new

approach to assessing the environmental impact of internal product renovations

and innovations within the innovation process management systems. It aides

thinking about new business models and enables ways of delivering a service

which might be outside the current business practice. Data and the underpinning

life cycle models enable future scenarios. Unilever plans to use this, combined with

the project management process, to systematically challenge and reduce the envi-

ronmental impacts of Unilever’s future product launches.

Target Achievement

To ensure that Unilever is progressing toward its target of halving the average per

consumer use impact, regular updating of the footprint is essential and planned for

the following years. Between 2010 and 2012, the GHG footprint per consumer use

could be reduced by about 6%; however it was increased again by 5% on 2013

(Table 8.6). The increase was due to the evolution of the portfolio, in particular the

Personal Care business expanded in hair and shower products via the Alberto

Culver acquisition (which accounts for three percentage points of the GHG

increase). However, Unilever has made good progress in those areas in their

control, for instance, associated with own manufacturing operations (e.g., CO2

from energy has been reduced by 32% since 2008 compared to 1995 by 62%).

In 2013, Unilever’s water impact per consumer use increased by around 15%

since 2010 (see Table 8.6). This is again because the biggest impact comes from the

water used by consumers, where the company has less control. Laundry business

experienced high growth from bars in India which, while very affordable for people

on low incomes, are also associated with a more water-intensive washing habit than

other laundry handwash formats. However, Unilever is making progress in some

parts of the organization through product innovation.

Unilever is on track to meet waste and packaging 2020 commitment. The total

footprint from packaging waste to landfill has reduced by 11% (see Table 8.6).

Efficient pack designs and innovative use of materials, as well as the disposal of

sauce brands with large waste footprints, have been the main drivers. Unilever is

also working with others to stimulate recycling infrastructures. This can take time

but is crucial for the long term. Likewise, the manufacturing teams exceeded in

2013 their 2020 target, reducing waste by 66% per tonne of production since 2008.

Regarding sustainable sourcing sustainably, the progress has been strong. The

commitment of Unilever was to source 10% of Unilever’s agricultural raw mate-

rials sustainably by 2010, 30% by 2012, 50% by 2015, and 100% by 2020. In

2013, Unilever was close to achieve the target for 2015. Specific targets are set for

each of the Unilever’s top ten agricultural raw materials. The company is on track

against the 2020 goal for eight of the raw materials.
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Reporting

Unilever has a long-standing commitment to reporting progress on sustainability

performance each year, and it has been doing so since 1996. There are two main

elements for reporting on the commitments set out in the Unilever Sustainable

Living Plan as well as wider topics of interest to the stakeholders: Annual Report

and Accounts and Unilever Sustainable Living Report. Additionally, Unilever

annually assesses its progress against three indices: UN Global Compact, GRI

(Global Reporting Initiative), and UN Millennium Development Goals (more

information in Unilever (2014a)). A device called “Product Analyzer,” publicly

available in its webpage, shows the environmental impacts of a selection of

Unilever’s products across their life cycle, in order to exemplify the results of the

footprint. This provides the GHG, water, or waste impacts of a representative food,

home, or personal care product on a “per consumer use” basis.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

LCA of organizations has significant potential to be used by organizations, corpo-

rations, authorities, institutions, and other organizations in the society in their

efforts to improve their environmental performance. Organizations need credible

information at the level the decisions are taken and beyond its walls. Apart from

moving to more resource-efficient and less polluting practices in their sites, a life

cycle perspective supports identifying how to implement improvement opportuni-

ties in a more efficient way by different actors in the value chain. Many different

types of inputs and outputs are involved in the provision of goods and services, thus

many different types of environmental impacts occur.

Therefore, LCA of organizations offers a complete picture and supports deci-

sions that find the right balance between environmental impacts. It offers insight

into the organization and value chain and identifies hotspots where action is more

needed. LCA of organizations also provides a structure for tracking the perfor-

mance of the organization and the achievement of the targets defined within the

organization environmental strategy. Furthermore, the strengths provided by the

results are very adequate to support reporting and communication to third parties.

Currently, two main initiatives work on the development and testing of the LCA

of organizations: O-LCA proposed by UNEP Guidance (UNEP 2015), which lines

up with and complements the ISO/TS 14072, and the OEF by the European

Commission (European Commission 2013a). They have a different scope and

goals. While the former aims to adapt LCA framework to the organizational level

and promotes the complementarity of the two methodologies, the main principles of

the latter are increased reproducibility and comparability by producing a new

methodology that harmonizes preceding approaches and that is policy oriented.

OEF Guide does not align with some LCA principles. One of the main differences is
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that OEF Guide foresees comparability at the sector level, while UNEP Guidance

discourages the comparability statements intended to be disclosed to the public.

An overview of the methodological framework proposed by the UNEP Guidance

was included in the chapter. Most of the principles and requirements for product

LCA apply also for organizational LCA with some minor terminology amend-

ments. Major discrepancies between the product and organizational LCA are during

the definition of the unit of analysis and the associated system boundaries and for

the completion of the inventory. During the implementation of the methodology, an

organization may benefit from existing environmental assessments, like EMS,

product LCA, corporate carbon footprints, etc. The data and experience generated

can streamline the application of LCA of organizations by providing inventory data

for some activities or indicators, as well as guide the definition of the scope, identify

hotspots and targeted suppliers, and facilitate the communication between different

departments of the organization or with suppliers.

Some organizations are already working in obtaining the full picture of the

environmental performance of the organization. Two of these stories were included

in the chapter, Accor and Unilever. A complete overview of the case studies was

presented, including the motivations for the application of the organizational

approach, the methodological and implementation framework behind, the results

obtained, and the implementation of the outcomes of the study within the compa-

nies’ sustainability strategy and reporting scheme. They illustrate both the potential

and the challenges of the LCA of organizations.

There is an identified need for checking and promoting the application of LCA of

organizations in SMEs, as collectively they have an important role on global

environmental impacts and particularly in developing countries. LCA of organiza-

tions may overcome some of the barriers for the implementation of LCA in

developing countries. First are the high costs of LCA application since LCA of

organizations provides an overall idea of the environmental performance without

having to perform independent LCAs for many products. Another barrier is the

threat of selecting against non-best available technologies (that could be overcome

when discouraging comparison for communicating purposes). A simplified version

of the Guidance could be considered in the future for those target organizations.

At this point of development, existing initiatives for the LCA of organizations

focus on environmental impacts; however, the organizational level seems also a

promising approach for the assessment of social aspects. Social performance is

determined by how the organization conducts toward its stakeholders, rather than

by the processes involved to provide the product. Therefore, an organization-related

assessment may overcome some of the methodological and practical challenges of

the social life cycle assessment (Martı́nez-Blanco et al. 2015c).

The technical framework of both methodologies (OEF and O-LCA) is already

available to be applied by the international community. Both initiatives for the LCA

of organizations are on the process of road testing the methodological approaches

and the application of the reference documents. The UNEP Guidance is being road

tested by at least ten organizations that volunteered to take the lead. The pilot phase

of the OEF initiative currently focuses on the development of two sectorial guides,
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the OEFSRs, and aims to develop further ones in the future for other sectors.

Finally, the authors want to encourage the readers to contribute on the road toward

the worldwide use of the organizational approach within the context of life cycle

sustainability assessment.
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